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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is a fusion of three grand passions that invigorate my life – a love of
books and reading; a love of words and writing; and a profound and enduring love of
horses. I am particularly attracted to the stories of other horsewomen, and while I
identify with much that is written about women and horses, my own story and that
of most contemporary Australian recreational horsewomen, is largely missing.
Australia has a long tradition of horsemanship, a culture which in recent decades
has become largely feminised and mostly recreational. Despite this reorientation,
horses continue to be associated with such durable tropes as the outback, and ‘the
race that stops a nation’, yet these masculine discourses are no longer
representative of modern equestrian culture. The profound changes in what was
once a vital sector of Australian society have been overlooked by scholars and
creative practitioners alike, and it is only now that Australia’s contemporary
horsewomen have become a topic of academic inquiry. By examining the nature of
the relationships between women and horses, I illuminate this unique culture, and
in doing so extend our understandings of what it is to be Australian.
I conducted the research using a combination of traditional and creative paradigms
that allow multiple readings of what it is to be a horsewoman. The exegesis contains
the data from which two interpretations of horsewomen emerge: an insider’s view
told by the women themselves; and an outsider’s view constructed from an
interpretive analysis of the data. My own subjective experiences are recorded in the
collected essays, poems and visual material of the creative work. Taken as a whole
the dissertation is a unique multi-layered account of modern Australian recreational
horsewomen and they way operate in the world.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: AUSTRALIA’S INVISIBLE HORSEWOMEN
MY STORY
I am stretched out on the couch with a new large-format, coffee-table book balanced
on my solar plexus. The book is heavy with promise, a sumptuous collection of
paintings and photographs, and real-life stories about American women and their
horses. I dive in, breast-stroking comfortably, because these women are familiar and
I know their stories. They speak of horses bought and sold, lost and found, sick
horses, injuries, death and miraculous recoveries, lifelong friendships, shared
adventures, laughter, tears, fear, failure and triumph. They are love stories. I
understand the depth and strength of horse love, the way its tendrils pluck at your
heart and infiltrate every pore of a horsewoman’s body. At some point in this
reading journey, though, I start to slip behind and lose my connection with these
horsewomen. I switch from insider to outsider, still an interested observer but no
longer immersed in their world.
This slippage begins as I study the photographs, and solidifies when I work my way
through the essays. The photographs show immaculately turned-out women; they
have luminous skin, whiter-than white-teeth, perfect hair; and they are slender and
smoothly good looking. Their horses are tall, well-muscled, impossibly clean, and
alert, and like the women, not a single hair is out of place. These women don’t have
jobs, they have careers. They sing and paint, write and teach. They are artists and
photographers. They travel. They compete. They are luminaries in their fields. In
their world the sun is always shining and skies are always blue. The women ride
across fields so green it hurts my eyes to look, they gallop laughing and carefree on
smooth white sandy beaches, bare-headed, barefoot, dressed in flowing cheesecloth
9

that should be absurd, but, taken in context with their beautiful horses, somehow it
isn’t. These horsewomen talk of stables and pastures, frozen water pipes and snow
in winter and I begin to understand that there is an ocean of difference between my
life with horses and theirs. These stories are not my stories because mine have yet to
be written.

THE INVISIBLE HORSEWOMEN
I am an Australian horsewoman, with a preference for pleasure riding and a
penchant for books and reading. I am particularly drawn to works that illuminate
the breadth and depth of the distinctive bond that exists between humans and
horses. Like any member of a certain sector of society, I experience the thrill of
recognition when I find shadows and echoes of myself and my contemporaries in
these accounts. More often than not, however, my thirst for self-recognition remains
unfulfilled because Australia’s recreational horsewomen are largely missing from
the body of equestrian literature. There is no analytical, and very little creative,
recording of what it is to be a recreational horsewoman in Australia today; no
exploration of the meaning of horses in the lives of horsewomen, and no discussion
about how horses shape the lives of horsewomen and how horsewomen shape the
lives of horses. Kate Grenville recently observed that:
… women are absolutely lost in the history … they simply disappear from
history and it's a real challenge to try to haul them back from oblivion and
tell something of their story.1

THE RESEARCH QUESTION
In this dissertation I investigate the nature of the bond between Australia’s
recreational horsewomen and their horses, and in doing so I ensure that something

1

Metherell (2008) p.7.
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of the history of this particular sector of contemporary Australian society is
preserved.

THE SHAPE OF THE DISSERTATION
This research is the inspired product of my multiple constructions as a rider, writer,
reader, a researcher and a lover of horses. It is comprised of two separate but
interconnected volumes that present the reader with several different pathways to
understanding horsewomen. One strand of understanding occurs in this volume, the
exegesis, which contains a summary of self-views collected from the horsewomen
who participated in this study. Another strand is afforded through the objective
analysis and interpretation of this data which is also a part of the exegetical volume.
A third, more subjective insight occurs in the second volume, Writing riding:
Reflections of an Australian horsewoman. This creative work, which is an illustrated
collection of essays and poetry, is my personal narrative of recreational
equestrianism. Read separately or as a whole, this dissertation is a unique and
previously unrecorded narrative of contemporary Australian recreational
horsewomen.
As well as providing a locus for the voices of the horsewomen who were the subjects
of this study, I elucidate, in the first three chapters of this exegesis, the conceptual,
theoretical, and creative framework of the research. In particular, I discuss how I
was able to accommodate the parallel creative and traditional strands of enquiry
that were central to this project, by adapting Milech and Schilo’s Research Question
Model.2 I also reveal the similarities between qualitative modes of inquiry and
personal essay writing in relation to Bakhtin’s notion of dialogism3, and the positive
implications this had for the research outcomes.

2

Milech & Schilo (2004).

3

Bakhtin (1981).
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HORSES AND SOCIETY
Australians, according to sociologist Adrian Franklin, are becoming lonelier and
more socially isolated and we are turning to animals to fill the gap. Franklin claims
that the once clear boundaries between human and nonhuman animals are
becoming blurred. ‘Many Australian families,’ he says,’ have become hybridised’ and
as a consequence ‘the constitution of family membership … and the nature of
companionability no longer seem exclusively human.’4 Horse riding has long been
acknowledged as an activity where the physical boundaries separating two species
are tested and blurred. It is a site where the bodies, minds and senses of humans and
nonhumans commingle and act on each other to produce new outcomes. Such
relationships imply companionability, but the extent to which horses are
companions is a matter of debate. Horses, having shared much of our history, are
part of Australia’s cultural wallpaper, but there is some ambivalence regarding the
status of horses in contemporary Australia. This begs the question as to whether
inclusion in the human family circle extends beyond cats and dogs to horses. For
some, horses will always be more utilitarian than pet, more outside than inside,
more wild than tame. For others, particularly horsewomen, horses are first and
foremost family.
In both scholarly and popular literature, horsewomen refer to their horses as
companions, partners, family members or significant others.5 Donna Haraway
includes horses in her list of companion animals6, and veterinarians Brackenridge
and Shoemaker suggest that the human/horse bond should be understood and
appreciated in a different way to the human/small animal bond7, while Franklin is
less certain. He classes horses and ponies as other than companion species although
he allows that many may consider them companions.8 Those who do not regard
horses as companion animals generally have no intimate involvement with them.

4

Franklin (2007) p.12.

5

See, for example; Brandt (2005); Clegg (1996); Daniel (1996); Dresser (2000); Jones (1983); Keaveney (2008);
Mills & McNicholas (2005); Robinson (1999); and Wipper (2000).
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Haraway (2003).
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Brackenridge and Shoemaker (1996a).
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Franklin (2007) p.9.
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They fail to consider the transformational changes that have occurred in equestrian
culture in recent decades particularly in western countries.

HISTORICAL DIMENSIONS
Historically, horses were a key factor in the shaping of human society9, and horse
business—their purchase, care, deployment and disposal—was men’s business.
Women’s involvement with horses was peripheral and mostly confined to
recreational activities such as hunting and pleasure riding. In Australia, women
living on isolated stations, sometimes alone or with little assistance, were the
exception. Their equestrian activities extended beyond the limited realms of
transport and recreation into the traditionally masculine realms of mustering,
boundary riding and droving. Despite women’s participation in station life, their
history has been largely undocumented.10 By the mid-20th Century, the effects of
modernisation dramatically changed the nature of equestrian culture. As horse
power was replaced by mechanisation, the role of horses changed from utilitarian to
recreational and current surveys reveal that today, in western countries such as
Australia, Canada, England and the United States, recreational riding comprises
more than seventy per cent of horse-related activities.11

HORSEWOMEN AND CONTEMPORARY EQUESTRIAN CULTURE
As well as a change in focus, some aspects of equestrian culture experienced a
regendering. Men turned away from less purposeful forms of riding such as pleasure
riding or trail riding, preferring instead to involve themselves in activities such as
most forms of equestrian competition and horse racing, and more lucrative interests

9

Budiansky (1998); Clutton-Brock (1992); Raber &Tucker (2007).
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Mantle (2004); and Welberry (2005).
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American Horse Council (2005); Belasco & Adams (2007); BETA (2006); Cavallo (2004); Evans (2003); and
Gordon (2001).
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such as horse breeding and training. Women filled the void left by horsemen, and
today horsewomen significantly outnumber horsemen in the leisure horse sector.
The 2005–2006 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) survey of Participation Rates in
Sport and Leisure Activities produced the following results for horse riding in this
country: Australians rank horse riding twelfth in a list of some fifty-five sporting and
leisure activities; the majority of horse riders are female (1.2% compared to 0.4% of
males); and more than 87% of these females were adults (over 18 years old), with
the largest spike in the 35–44 years age bracket.12 Similar trends have been reported
in Canada, England and the United States, with the majority of respondents to
equestrian surveys being female, middle-aged and chiefly engaged in trail or
pleasure riding.13 A recent online Australian survey into the psychological effects of
the 2007 equine influenza outbreak found that 84% of respondents were females,
with the majority of respondents involved in recreational riding.14 As Taylor notes,
the high proportion of women in her sample ‘may be due to greater interest and
participation in studies of this nature, but may also be indicative of higher levels of
females in the target population’.15 It could also be that women are culturally
produced to be compliant and helpful; however, in the absence of more specific data,
there is sufficient evidence to suggest that across the western world, equestrian
culture is now predominantly feminised, middle-class and leisure-based.

POPULAR PERCEPTIONS OF EQUESTRIAN CULTURE
While this phenomenon has received critical attention in other countries, modern
Australian horsewomen have, to date, been ignored as a topic of scholarly
investigation. Consequently little is known about them or their influence on horse
keeping practices in Australia. This lack of research allows outdated ideas about the
gendered nature of equestrian culture to persist, while ensuring that Australia’s
12

Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006).

13

American Horse Council (2005); Belasco & Adams (2007); BETA (2006); Cavallo (2004); Evans (2003); and
Gordon (2001).
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Taylor et al (2008).
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Ibid p.11.
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recreational horsewomen remain absent from the current discourse concerned with
humans and horses in this country. Perceptions of masculine domination of
equestrian culture are reinforced in the ways that horses and horse riding are
contextualised in Australia. Public understanding of equestrian culture is shaped by
the dominance of the thoroughbred racing industry over most other equestrian
disciplines; the persistent conflation of equestrianism with masculinity; and the
entrenched patriarchal language associated with horsemanship in this country.

HORSE RACING
Horse racing is of primary economic importance to Australia. It contributes almost
$8 billion per annum to our GDP, and absorbs the lion’s share of available research
funds.16 Horse racing is also a male-dominated industry and while there are a few
successful female trainers, breeders and jockeys, they tend to be in the minority.
Despite equal opportunity legislation, women in the racing industry are less
successful than men and much less visible. Females tend to occupy the lowestranked positions such as strappers, exercise riders and stable hands, and experience
high levels of discrimination and sexual harassment.17 While horse racing has the
highest public profile of all the equine disciplines, it is not representative of all
equestrian culture and yet, by its very nature, it reinforces notions of horsemanship
as a field of masculine domination and female subjugation.

THE STOCKMAN MYTH AND LANGUAGE
Horses are also brought to public consciousness through their inextricable links to
notions of nationhood, bravery, mateship and working the land. Historical male
archetypes such as The Man from Snowy River and the soldiers of the Australian
Light Horse are constantly replayed in the public domain. The stockman on the

16

Gordon (2001).

17

Cottel (2007); O’Brien (2001); Ray & Grimes (1993); Speed (2001); and Tolich (1996).
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rearing horse is presented as the quintessential Australian (with the cowboy his
American equivalent) and this conflation of horses and masculinity reinforces
perceptions that equestrianism continues to be dominated by men. In North
America the cowboy continues to symbolise ‘authentic’ forms of horse–human
relationships18, and the stockman is his Australian equivalent. The authenticity
attributed to horsemen (but not to horsewomen) is perpetuated through the
historicity of equestrian language whose words and attitudes are embedded;
‘horsemanship’ is the most enduring term. Birke, for instance, acknowledges that it
is a particularly sexist term but realistically accepts that horsewomanship is unlikely
to be adopted in its place.19 The persistence of language is exemplified by eminent
American horseman and veterinarian Robert Miller, who writes:
Although it goes without saying; let us make it very clear that there is no
gender associated with the word horseman, just as there is no gender
associated with the word mankind. Indeed, without the female of the human
species, there would be no revolution in horsemanship for us to discuss.20

Joan Dunayer, discussing human–animal kinship, says, ‘In parallel, through their
male imagery, the pseudo generics man and mankind effectively exclude women
from humankind’.21 Miller’s statement is but one example of the kind of linguistic
inequality in equestrian culture that excludes women by refusing, linguistically, to
acknowledge their presence.

COUNTRY VERSUS CITY
Australian equestrian culture, while historically patriarchal and purposeful, was also
largely rural-centred. Today, the majority of Australians live on the coastal fringes,
and recreational horse riding has become increasingly urbanised. Cities and suburbs
continue to expand, as do semi-rural commuter towns, and much modern equestrian
activity is conducted in what novelist Michelle Pierson describes as ‘ruralpolitan’

18

Brandt (2005).

19

Birke (2007) p.237.

20

Miller (2005) preface.

21

Dunayer (1995) p.19.
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areas.22 Karen Welberry claims, ‘Through horses, anyone can become rooted and
potent, symbolically attached to the wind and the hills’.23 While horses undoubtedly
do facilitate an association with the land, the modern horsewoman is more likely to
be attached to city fringes and formed riding trails than to outback landscapes. The
image of the stockman no longer applies, if it ever truly did, as the universal
descriptor for all those who have an involvement with horses. Donald Horne once
said, ‘a stockman riding a horse does not lead us anywhere but back into the past’.24
My interest lies in the present and those recreational horsewomen who, through
their love of horses have changed the shape of modern equestrian culture.

PARAMETERS: INCLUSIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
This investigation is concerned with adult female recreational horse owners and
riders. Males, children and those involved in equestrian businesses were excluded
from the study. Horsemen are well established in the Australian psyche and in the
literature. Their experiences with horses are regarded as the normative standard
against which all Australian horsemanship is measured. In Australia, however,
recreational horsewomen significantly outnumber recreational horsemen, and my
observations are that much of horsewomen’s experience and ways of being with
horses are unique to their gender. Horsewomen’s involvement with horses has an
emotional dimension with less emphasis on the utilitarian aspects of horse
ownership and they are noticeably affectionate toward their horses. When
discussing horsemen, the horsewomen in my investigation thought that the male
experience of horsemanship tends to be more distanced and purposeful, and I have
noticed that if a horse fails to perform for a man it is more likely to be sold. It seems
that although horsemen regard their horses with a great deal of fondness and
respect there is little room for sentiment, as the following exchange that I had with a
horseman demonstrates:

22

Pierson (2000) p.148.

23

Welberry (2005) p.232.

24

Horne (1990) online unpaginated
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Of course women are much more sentimental than men about horses. I
mean, I ride a lot, every day and it’s good because it makes me responsible
now I’m retired and I must go every day to feed him and care for him and so
on. And I don’t drive to the paddock. I make myself walk down there and it’s
good for me. But I’m not sentimental about my horses and I could sell them
tomorrow without a qualm.25

Horsewomen also consider men to be less demonstrative with their horses, although
they agree that there are exceptions. However, I have excluded horsemen from this
study so as to place horsewomen at centre stage.

FIGURE 1: MEN DO KISS HORSES
(ALTHOUGH PERHAPS NOT QUITE IN THE SAME WAY AS WOMEN)
© The Canberra Times, 17 February2006

25

AB (personal communication with author, 3 October 2005).
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Horse love is regarded by many as a childhood infatuation and expectations are that
little girls will outgrow it. It is clear from both my research and my personal
experience that for many adult females, horse love is a lifelong passion. Many
horsewomen begin riding as children, but their associations with horses are often
interrupted as they undergo life journeys such as getting married, establishing a
career and having children. When they return to horses, theirs is no longer a
childhood infatuation because their horse interests are informed by the complexities
of their adult lives. However, despite these clear distinctions, many outside the
society of horsewomen devalue women’s interest in horses, considering it to be
juvenile, and therefore unimportant. I am interested in the reasons horsewomen
love horses and therefore exclude children from this project.
My specific concern is with those horsewomen whose relationships with their
horses are characteristically intimate, long-standing, and recreational. Linda Birke’s
definition of leisure horses as ‘those kept for pleasure riding or some competitive
work as part of their owner’s leisure time’26 is apposite. Recreational horsewomen
generally own just one or two special horses with whom they develop intimate
bonds. By contrast commercial equestrian enterprises usually have large numbers of
horses cared for by a transient workforce. The high turnaround of horses and staff
associated with horse racing for example precludes the formation of enduring oneon-one relationships that typify the recreationally oriented horse–woman bond. The
same can be said of service industries such as equine assisted therapy where,
although the horse population remains relatively stable, the human clientele is more
liable to change. Horses in these industries, while probably treated well, are to all
intents and purposes tools of trade and bonded servants, and this is a disincentive to
the formation of those deep emotional ties that characterize many women’s
relationships with their horses. This newspaper interview with English horse trainer
Luke Cumani whose horse failed to win the 2007 Melbourne Cup demonstrates my
point: ‘I’m coming back to try and win this race. He’s not a bad tool,’ he said pointing

26

Birke (2008) p.108.
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at Purple Moon. ‘I might need a slightly better tool next year.’27 For these reasons
industries involving horses are also excluded from this project.

AUTHENTICITY OF EXPERIENCE
A view persists that men’s experiences with horses are implicitly more authentic
because they engage with horses in a purposeful way—men dominate the racing
industry, and they compete in horse events that have their origins in stockwork
(reining, campdrafting, steer roping, and rodeo events) or the military (horse trials
and three-day-eventing). While women also compete in many of these events, even
at the elite level horsewomen still have to fight for the right to be taken seriously.
Olympian Gill Rolton says in her autobiography ‘… Greg’s parents thought that my
passion was just a pastime; it wasn’t really serious. It wasn’t football or netball or
cricket, so it wasn’t a real sport’.28 The low regard in which female equestrians are
held is apparent in a recent comment by a successful male show rider who said the
best advice he was ever given was ‘Don’t ride like a girl’29. Despite the dedication
required to maintain a horse, perceptions are that recreational horse keeping is
frivolous. For horsewomen nothing could be further from the truth; horses are
family and women’s relationships with them are authentic, but because they are
recreational rather than purposeful they tend to be dismissed.
To the uninitiated, horse love can be a perplexing phenomenon. It tests received
notions about feminine frailty and pliability. Sitting astride a large horse elevates
horsewomen above pedestrians. In controlling an animal as big and powerful as a
horse, horsewomen assume what were once exclusively masculine attributes of
strength, power, control and status. Sherry Ortner posits that animal love is
abnormal because it confounds embedded heteronormative hierarchical models that
place men and science above women and children, and animals and nature.30 Society

27

Eddy (2007) p.26.

28

Rolton (2001) p.141.

29

‘Greystone scoop on Joh Bailey’ (2009) p.27.

30

Ortner (1974).
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gets nervous when women declare love for their horses: all this kissing, stroking and
brushing is discomforting in a culture that defines love as a strictly human emotion
and love between the species, no matter how innocent, is viewed with suspicion and
derision. Glenn Barkley, Curator of the University of Wollongong Art Collection,
discussing two paintings of girls and horses speaks of, ‘… a trust and love so
personal and so specific between person and pet as to seem maudlin and pathetic,
outside that close circle’31; and Kerri Brandt asks, ‘If women are construed as having
relationships with horses for the “wrong” or “displaced” reasons, how then would it
be possible for women to take on the “expert” label and have their knowledge taken
seriously?’32

UNDERSTANDING EQUINE/HUMAN RELATIONS
Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s methodologies are useful in forging an understanding
of horsewomen’s standing in the field of equine/human relations. Bourdieu’s logic of
practice incorporating his ideas of social domination and reproduction are
explicated through his notions of field, habitus and doxa.33
Bourdieu describes field as a social arena in which people manoeuvre and struggle
in pursuit of desirable resources. Rather than bringing people together, it is marked
by competition. The world of equine/human relations is a clear illustration of
Bourdieu’s concept of field, being a social arena that accommodates numerous
equestrian disciplines such as horse racing, show jumping, dressage, western sports,
and endurance riding. Within these disciplines a person’s value is determined
through a hierarchy of competition in which participants compete against each
other for economic reward, personal prestige, and enhanced social standing within
the field. The only non-competitive discipline (if it can be described as such) is
recreational equestrianism, which is markedly companionate, and where success is
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measured in terms of the degree of harmony that exists in specific horse–human
relationship, an essentially private matter between horse and human.
The equine field, like the broader social field in which it is set, is dominated by
masculine normativity. Bourdieu claims that ‘Male domination is so rooted in our
collective unconscious that we no longer even see it, it is so in tune with our
expectations that it becomes hard to challenge it’.34 The powerful people in
equestrian culture are the purposeful ones—those in the racing industry, the horse
trainers, the successful competitors, and the stockmen. If horsewomen wish to
participate in any of these spheres then they are only permitted to do so on male
terms, thus perpetuating the patriarchal status quo. Equestrian competition may not
be gendered, but the playing field is not level as the enduring rules of all equestrian
competition are traditionally and historically patriarchal. Success is predicated on
competing like a man because, ‘the feminine only occurs within models and laws
devised by male subjects’.35 The lesser valued positions in the equestrian field have
become the place for women. Here the rules are concerned with companionship,
affection and self sacrifice rather than winning, and are exemplified by horsemen’s
indifference to, and horsewomen’s increased participation in, recreational
horsemanship. The relegation of women in the racing industry to positions of caring
for racehorses rather than riding or training them is another example.
Bourdieu contends that doxa, those deeply internalized unconscious beliefs and
values that are taken for granted, permit the reproduction of field-specific values. He
says, ‘The social world doesn’t work in terms of consciousness; it works in terms of
practices, mechanisms and so forth. By using doxa we accept many things without
knowing them … ’.36 Field, doxa and habitus, the set of dispositions which devolve
from lasting, acquired patterns of thought, perception, and action, are, according to
Bourdieu, inextricably linked in the reproduction of the structures in social
domains.37
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Thus, those outside the field continue to accept without question that equestrianism
in this country is heteronormatively masculine; because that is the way it continues
to be publicly performed and presented. Horsemen and horsewomen are themselves
socially constituted to re enact and accept horsemanship as a social sphere in which
males are dominant and females are subjugated, and the upshot of this is that
horsewomen are invisible as far as the significant stories of society in general, and
horsemanship in particular, are concerned. Their stories are not on the public
record, because they are not valued. Changes, however, are afoot that would appear
to challenge Bourdieu, and I address these in the final chapter of this dissertation.

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
Writing more than twenty years ago American cultural anthropologist and
veterinarian Elizabeth Attwood Lawrence said:
Often information about human/animal interaction leads to insights about
the nature of a particular society that may not be clearly elucidated through
study of other aspects of their culture … bonds with animals are increasingly
important in the context of the contemporary world.38

Women and horses are simply two stitches in the complex fabric of human society. A
study of the bond between women and horses addresses questions of gender
relations, equity and difference, which form a particular subset of the broader study
of social relations in Australia. Determining how women relate to horses addresses
the bigger picture of how women fit into today’s world—their coping strategies, the
things that gladden their hearts, that make living worthwhile, that give them space
and a sense of self. Exploring this small corner of humankind, and arriving at an
understanding of the relationship between women and horses and how this
particular culture functions in society, is to make inroads into understanding society
as a whole. At the same time by adding new knowledge to the existing bank of data
about animal ownership in Australia, the research makes a significant contribution
to the broader philosophical discourse on human–animal relations in Australia, and
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to questions of identity. In the next chapter I examine this discourse by reviewing
the literature to reveal who speaks and what they are saying about Australia’s
recreational horsewomen.
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CHAPTER 2
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: WHAT HAS BEEN SAID?

To appreciate the depth of the bond between individual
humans and their animals, we do well to read the
numerous personal stories that have been recorded in
different times and places.1

In this chapter I examine what is being said about horsewomen and what
horsewomen reveal about themselves. In this way I plot a course through what
turned out to be a complex and disparate body of literature towards forging an
understanding of horsewomen and how they function in the world. While primarily
concerned with material that investigates attitudinal and relational aspects of
horse–human interactions, I contextualise the research through a broader
examination of the literature. I begin with a brief look at the role of companion
animals in modern society, and the place of the recreational horse in the companion
category, thereby emphasising the emotional attachment that many horse owners
feel for their horses. I then examine scholarly equestrian material for demographic
and analytical information about humans and horses in general and horsewomen in
particular. This is followed by a review of the popular literature and concludes with
a discussion about calls to dismantle disciplinary boundaries in the context of
human–animal studies.

1
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OVERVIEW
Writers on the subject of horses and humans publish across a broad range of
disciplines and genres, and tracking the material down required both a wide net and
a forensic attention to sorting, sampling and capturing relevant items. I discovered,
for example, a seminal work by Keaveney (2008) most unexpectedly in the Journal
of Business Research; and locating an equally important survey (Daniel 1996), which
had been published in a now defunct popular British equestrian magazine, took
many months of dedicated searching by University of Canberra library staff. I
uncovered a large and varied body of literature, and made sense of it approaching it
in a particular way. I divided it into three main categories: scholarly material which
provided an objective view of horsewomen; popular material written by
horsewomen which told me how they constructed their world with horses; and
literary material which informed the creative work. As I discovered time and again
when researching women and horses, differentiating lines become blurred and
categories melt into each other, and some of the literature also resisted definition.
Illustrated collections of essays such as those edited by Fook et al (2004) and Pony
Boy (2000, 2005), for instance, provided creative inspiration and suggested a model
for the creative work and they were also a source of attitudinal and relational
information for the scholarly aspects of the research.

COMPANION ANIMALS
In the summer of 2009, on an extraordinarily hot and windy day, the state of
Victoria was decimated by bushfires so ferocious that the event was labelled Black
Saturday. Hundreds of thousands of hectares of bushland, farmland and townships
were burnt. Homes were destroyed, more than two hundred people died and
millions of animals were lost in the flames. Australia and the world watched in
horror as reports and images of loss, suffering, terror and despair flashed across our
television screens. Alongside the human stories were those of the animals; not just
the injured koalas and kangaroos, but the dogs and cats, the pet birds and the pet
goats, the family sheep, the alpacas and the horses, all of whom were cherished and
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loved by their owners. Displaced children sat numb with shock in community
shelters, holding hard to the family dog. People who had lost everything they owned
combed animal shelters searching for their beloved pets. Through tears of sadness
and throats tight with guilt, survivors told how they had no choice but to abandon
their animals while they ran to save their own lives and those of their children. It
was heart-wrenching stuff, only made bearable by miraculous stories of survival and
reunion when owners found their pets; some singed beyond recognition, in the care
of vets, or at animal field hospitals. The animal rescue efforts were astounding, as
was the unprecedented generosity of the public in donating more than $2.5 million
and ten shipping containers full of goods to the Victorian RSPCA.2 Watching the
television footage, and reading the newspapers and the poignant blogs that flooded
the internet after the bushfires, showed the extent to which Australians are truly a
nation of pet owners and animal lovers.

HUMAN–ANIMAL STUDIES IN AUSTRALIA
Human–animal studies is a rapidly increasing field of academic inquiry in Australia
(and indeed, the world), with sociologist Adrian Franklin pre-eminent among
Australian scholars in the field. Between 2000 and 2004 Franklin conducted a
comprehensive national survey of human–animal relations, the first to include
relationships with companion species. The survey revealed a significant increase in
pet ownership in Australian with an overwhelming majority of Australians (68%)
keeping companion animals.3 This leads Franklin to conclude ‘that human–animal
relations are a major political and cultural issue’.4 Further evidence of growing
academic engagement with human–animal relationship issues is evident in the
conferences held by the network of social science, humanities and arts scholars that
constitutes the Australian Animals & Society Study Group. While Lloyd and Mulcock5
describe the impressive diversity of papers and presenters at the inaugural 2005
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conference, subsequent conferences continue to grow and prosper. In excess of
ninety papers across a range of disciplines were presented at the second Animals &
Society Conference Considering Animals in Hobart, Tasmania in 2007. The
conference attracted a number of international scholars and philosophers while the
third conference, Minding Animals to be held in Wollongong in July 2009 with an
equally a stellar cast of national and international luminaries, promises to be even
bigger.6 Of all the animal species discussed at these conferences, horses are given
particular attention and in 2009, for the first time, there will be a panel discussion
devoted to equids.

DEFINING ANIMAL–HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS
Scholars and philosophers working in the field of human–animal relations are
increasingly concerned with describing and defining the nature of our relationships
with our pets, something that British scholar Erica Fudge ascribes to the constant
anxiety we humans have about our own status.7 In recent years Australia’s
companion animals have literally come in from the cold; no longer relegated to the
back veranda, our dogs are now more likely to sleep in our bedrooms. This
repositioning has led to changes in the way we think about our pets. Many are now
cherished family members, as the recent bushfire experience in Victoria
demonstrated. Franklin suggests that the absorption of pets into our lives has led to
the hybridisation of Australian families, and he further claims that companion
animals provide humans with ‘ontological security’: a sense of stability and
therefore identity in an unstable world.8 Fudge, however, argues against this notion
when she says that ‘pets by their very nature challenge some of the key boundaries
by and in which we live and thus cannot provide ontological security, but instead
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undermine it’.9 Consequences arising from the rider/ridden aspect which is peculiar
to horse–human relationships, appears to support to Fudge’s thesis.

DEFINING HORSE–HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS
These discussions have particular relevance to horses because there is still some
academic uncertainty as to whether horses truly qualify as companion animals. The
discourse revolves around measures of domesticity (sharing our houses) and the
innate character of horses that, as American scholar Elizabeth Attwood Lawrence10
notes, sees them oscillate between wild and tame. It can, however, be argued that in
modern society horses are very often treated more like humans than horses. They
don’t sleep on our beds (thankfully) but we do extend similar regimes of care and
affection that are markers of human to human relationships.

FIGURE 2: HORSE IN BED
(WOMEN’S WEEKLY APRIL 2009 P.87) © Sleepmaker 2009
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Horses may not live in our houses but we have rendered them dependent on us for
almost all their needs. We bring meals at regular times, clothe them, buy them gifts
of saddlery and equipment and treats of special foods; we attend to their hygiene,
organise their exercise, include them in family rituals, and the list goes on. It might
be said that horse owners lavish more care and attention on their horses than they
do on the family dog or cat that is always just there and often taken for granted.
Horses do not sit on our laps, as the family dog does; rather, humans sit on horses,
and it is this very human ambition to ride and train horses that distinguishes horse–
human relations from other animal–human relations. The act of riding blurs the
physical, mental and emotional boundaries that otherwise might exist between
these two species and, at the same time, provides opportunities for horses to exhibit
unpredictable behaviours that destabilise relations and undermine Franklin’s
notions of ontological security.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A major focus of these conferences is the ethical treatment of animals, an area in
which Australian academics, practitioners, novelists and poets (Elizabeth Campbell,
J.M. Coetzee, Adrian Franklin, Raimond Gaita, Peter Goldsworthy, Paul McGreevy and
Helen Tiffin amongst them) have an active and enduring interest. As the borders
between human and nonhuman become less clear, ethicists raise questions not so
much about how humans should treat animals, but about how humans should think
about them. In the process of becoming increasingly humanised, companion animals
are in danger of losing their essential animal-ness. Fudge suggests that it is time ‘to
recognize both animal capacity and human limitation’11, and this too has resonance
in our dealings with horses. Much of what horsewomen want from their horses—
compliance, reliability, and mutuality—displays an anthropocentrism that ignores
the needs and desires of horses and requires them to sublimate their true natures in
order to meet the demands of their owners.

11Fudge
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The positioning of horses in modern society is extremely relevant to this research,
particularly in regard to the ways in which Australian horsewomen regard and care
for their horses. The foregoing discussions provide a useful lens for viewing my
findings and discussions about horsewomen as well as affording me an opportunity
to examine ideas ‘in a moral universe’ while investigating ‘everyday and wider social
ethical practice’.12
Having situated this research in the field of contemporary companion animal
studies, I now turn my attention to works specific to horse–human relationships.
Australian horsewomen have received almost no academic attention and their ways
of being with horses remain largely unexamined. As previously noted, the published
material serves two distinct functions; the scholarly material furnishes an objective
examination of horsewomen and the popular material allows for a more subjective
viewing.

SCHOLARLY RESEARCH
OVERVIEW
Outside Australia, scholarly inquiry into the sociological aspects of horse–human
relationships amounts to only a tiny fraction of human–animal studies. However, the
recent publication dates of much of this material suggest that scholars are becoming
increasingly interested in the field. Women and horses constitute an even smaller
area of academic interest, and it is significant that, while a small body of scholarly
material relating to women and horses exists, there has to date been no academic
examination of Australian horsewomen. In fact Australian research rarely directly
addresses the relationship between horses and humans. Within the biological
sciences, horse physiology, biomechanics and behaviour tend to dominate the
research focus, and human involvement is a peripheral concern. An exception is the
newly-established field of equitation science which had its origins in Australia.
Equitation science, through its governing body The International Society for
12
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Equitation Science (ISES)13, focuses on the resolution of horse welfare issues that
arise from negative or misinformed human interactions, by applying science in
equitation. Research on a range of topics, including aspects of horse–human
relations, is presented at ISES’s regular conferences which are open to scientists and
non-scientists alike (although creative writers are regarded with suspicion). The
2008 conference, for example, looked at ethical horse training, behaviour problems
in ridden UK leisure horse populations, and horse–human interactions, all of which
bear some relevance to my research into women and horses.14

GENERAL RESEARCH
The paucity of Australian material made it necessary for me search further afield for
demographic and analytical information in countries with similar equestrian
cultures. While I found nothing specifically about women and horses, several
American15, British16 and Canadian17 national equestrian surveys proved useful. By
extrapolating related data from these surveys and matching it where possible
against data from a large industry based survey18 and two Australian surveys19, I
was able to put together a picture of horsewomen that was remarkably similar
across these countries. As described in the introduction, contemporary horsewomen
are, in the main, middle-aged, educated, recreational horse riders with sufficient
disposable income to own and maintain their own horses and a large proportion of
the horsewomen live on their own properties. My own survey of Australian
horsewomen produced similar results to the sparse Australian data and the
overseas findings.
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PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING STUDIES
GENDER ISSUES
Several broad studies of horse–human relationships have been published in the
northern hemisphere, the most relevant of which are: Brackenridge & Shoemaker
(1996a, b and c); Jones (1983); Keaveney (2008); Lawrence (1985); Miller (1984);
Mills & McNichols (2005); and Robinson (1999). The focus of my research is adult
Australian female horse owners, but as none of these studies address this
demographic their usefulness was diminished. Most include males and females in
their studies and fail to differentiate between them; the assumption being that the
default respondent is male. Some noted that a high percentage of females had
responded to their surveys (Keaveney; Mills & McNichols) although no particular
significance was attributed to this phenomenon. This reduces the usefulness of these
studies to my research. One set of authors, who found high levels of emotional
attachment, affection and pleasure by owners towards their horses, said that ‘90%
of respondents were female and it might be that the results are limited to the
feelings of their sex’. They compare this with some rather old research that found
male horse-owners to be more aggressive and dominant than female horseowners.20 The evidence indicates that horse–human relationships are undergoing
something of a revolution, and much of it is inspired by the natural horsemanship
movement. These changes in the way humans regard and care for horses are not
necessarily exclusive to horsewomen. Perhaps it is time that research into horse–
human relations is extended to include horsemen as well as horsewomen.

GEOGRAPHIC ISSUES
All of the studies pertained to the northern hemisphere and this had implications for
Australian research. Differences in climatic conditions influence the way horses are
managed. Harsh northern winters require horse owners to manage their horses
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more intensively with more time and effort needed for cleaning stables and less time
for riding. A visiting instructor to Canberra commented that:
The conditions for horses are so much better here. In Europe they can spend
23 hours inside− only time some of them get out of there is when they’re in
the outdoor arena.21

The Australian climate is more conducive to keeping horses outside and we can ride
all year round (although an increase in the number of bushfire, flood and drought
events signal that this might be changing). While it could be theorised that
imbalances between caring for horses and diminished riding opportunities act as
distancing factors in horse–human relationships, and that this might lead to
increasing levels of resentment by owners towards their horses, Mills &
McNicholas22 did not find this to be true in their study, nor did I find resentment to
be a factor in my research.

AGE OF PARTICIPANTS
Some of the available research focuses exclusively on teenagers23, and while it is
generally believed that horses serve different functions for teenage girls as they
prepare for adulthood, I did find that both teenage girls and adult women shared
similar reasons for choosing to share their lives with horses. These reasons include
the provision of emotional intimacy, constancy, and feelings of self-efficacy and selfesteem; and my findings were reinforced by reading an eloquent Honours thesis by
an Australian, Vanessa Hancox.24
Equestrian culture, especially in the leisure horse sector, has undergone significant
change in recent times—it has become highly feminised, and a new concern for the
physical, mental and emotional welfare of horses has emerged alongside more
sympathetic training methods and improved health care. Some studies (Jones,
Miller, and Robinson) have historical value but they no longer reflect contemporary
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equestrian attitudes. Keaveney, on the other hand, is a valuable interpretative tool,
being a timely, balanced and insightful attitudinal and relational survey of horse
owners that is highly relevant to my research.

COMMUNICATION AND EMBODIMENT
Before moving on to a discussion of popular equestrian literature, I finish this
section by looking at scholarly works that are concerned with horse–human
communication and the related issues of natural horsemanship and embodied
riding. Brandt’s25 thesis discusses the existence of co-created body language
between humans and horses. Brandt implies that the horse is a willing cointeractant in this process, a view that is supported by Wipper26 in her study of the
horse-rider relationship in eventing. Brandt references the discourse of natural
horsemanship in her discussion, but Birke27 questions the assumed benevolence of
natural horsemanship methods in training horses, and her stance is further
supported by Australian academic Paul Patton in his discussion of power
relationships in horse training.28 This debate is important in light of the enthusiastic
uptake of natural horsemanship by recreational horsewomen. Australian academic
Ann Game29 takes the notion of partnership a step further when she claims that
humans, through a process of interconnectedness, have a capacity for horse-ness;
while Despret suggests that the horse–human connection extends beyond the
physical when she says: ‘Both human and horse, are cause and effect of each other's
movements. Both induce and are induced, affect and are affected. Both embody each
other's mind’.30
These sentiments were echoed by some of the horsewomen in my study. Again, this
is an important point because it suggests an anthropocentrism on the part of horse
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owners who assume the right to ‘invade and colonise’ the mind and body of another
species, which brings us back to Fudge and her plea for humans to recognise (and
accept) animal capacity, thereby preserving the animal-ness of individual species.

POPULAR LITERATURE
OVERVIEW
Horsewomen’s stories are found in an eclectic mix of material ranging from the
published to the performed. They occur in a broad sweep of narrative genres
including novels, autobiographical and travel writing, magazine articles and
newspaper columns, exhibition catalogues, performances, film clips, broadcast
transcripts, and collections of essays, short stories and poetry, all of which may be
read as texts. While the quantity of published academic research is comparatively
small there is an abundance of non-Australian popular material written by and
about (and I suspect for) horsewomen. It is my experience that Australian
horsewomen want to share their stories. Wherever I went, as soon as people learnt
about my research, they related their personal horse stories. Men usually sidled up
and pressed a note into my hand with the name of some woman they knew who
loved horses. It was not unusual for women, who up until that moment had been
strangers, to become emotional to the point of tears as they shared their horse
stories with me. I was touched and honoured by these exchanges. They
demonstrated the trust horsewomen have in each other and epitomised the
particular ways in which horsewomen communicate through shared storytelling.
The North American publishing industry has a particularly vigorous market in
popular books about women and horses, which suggests that while horsewomen do
speak, their voices are often not heard outside the community of horsewomen.
While receptive to a range of popular literature I chose to exclude the large body of
American ‘self-help’ style literature by authors like Kohanov (2001; 2003) and the
McCormicks (1997, 2004) as their emphasis on using horses to help humans seemed
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to me to be an essentially utilitarian construct, and this was contrary to the thrust of
my research.
AUSTRALIAN EQUESTRIAN PUBLISHING
Australian equestrian publishing is more modest with only a slim handful of literary
works engaging with the topic of women and horses. It could be that our economic
base is too small to support this specialist niche, although there appears to be a
market for the coffee tables books such as those by Arthus-Bertrand (2004),
Emanuel (2003), and Slater (2007) with their visual feast of perfect photographs.
While the narratives of Australian horsewomen are largely absent from the
mainstream media, Australia’s horsewomen do have a penchant for telling their
personal horse stories in less formal forums, and the best source of relevant
Australian material proved to be personal narratives. Equestrian magazines
including current editions of Hoofbeats, The Horse Magazine and particularly Horse
Deals were a source of copious up-to-the-minute Australian material in the form of
letters-to-the-editor, owners’ stories, and eulogies to dead horses. Web-based
forums including online newsletters, and chat sites were another good source of
material. In true scavenger fashion I remained alert for horsewomen’s stories
regardless of the source, reading them not so much for their literary quality but for
what they reveal about horsewomen’s feelings about their horses.

CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULAR LITERATURE
The logic of the popular literature genre is necessarily subjective and personal. Bad
or negative stories are rarely told; and the thrust of this body of popular equestrian
literature is anecdotal and apocryphal, which in most instances produces a highly
romanticised view of relations between women and horses. While I accepted this
material as a valid representation of the way in which horsewomen construct
themselves, I was also aware of the need to critically examine their self
representations, and I do this in the final chapter.
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The popular literature served both the exegetical and the creative arms of this
dissertation. It was a source of primary material reflecting horsewomen’s view of
themselves, and the narratives contained therein were a source of inspiration for the
creative section of this dissertation.
GENERAL PUBLICATIONS
I began my reading with a group of popular publications devoted to analysing the
bond between women and horses. American author and horsewoman Mary Midkiff
is the author of the popular book She flies without wings: How horses touch a
woman’s soul.31 She suggests that ‘Women and horses emerge in life and literature as
a huge tribe of spiritual sisters’32, and she goes on to explain the nature of these
connections through the stratum of her own experience. The publication is a
creative interweaving of personal anecdotes, interviews, observations myths, and
literary quotations, in which Midkiff charts the arc of a woman’s life through a series
of thematically arranged chapters exploring issues such as sensuality, commitment,
power, nurturance and freedom. The tenor of Midkiff’s style is typical of the
romantic tendencies of the genre: ‘Neither my current mare, Theo, nor I have borne
offspring, yet we both experience the need to nurture and be nurtured. When we are
together we are not so different from any two women who are close.’33 and ‘It was as
if, when we stepped from the barn together, we passed into a refreshing and sacred
world’.34 Nonetheless, Midkiff is both informative and affirming, more especially as
she acknowledges the value of horsewomen’s stories and her own subjective
experiences as proper and authentic to her analysis of the horse–woman bond. In
more practical terms, I was able to adapt Midkiff’s thematic approach to inform and
support my own research strategies.
Melissa Holbrook Pierson’s Dark horses and black beauties: Animals, women, a
passion35 overturns the notion that negative stories have no place in popular
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literature. Pierson’s gloomy account of her attempts to reconnect with horses and
riding after an absence of some years is a counterpoint to Midkiff’s cheeriness, with
Pierson one of the few popular writers to raise ethical questions about horse riding
and horse keeping practices. She also invokes parallels between women and horses,
suggesting that both species are prey animals to be stalked and subjugated.36 This
was an interesting new line of thinking for me and one I was able to corroborate. For
example, Australian jockey Valerie Kost, describing her experience of sexual
harassment in the racing industry, said ‘It was almost like I saw myself being treated
as a horse, as in being owned, like I was the property of those people’.37 While I don’t
always agree with Pierson, it was good to be reminded that all is not rosy in the
garden of horsewomen. While Fudge’s approach to companion animals is
demonstrably more evolved than Pierson’s, her ethical concerns informed my own
feelings on these matters, and this is reflected in the creative work.
Ingrid Soren in The Zen of Horseriding38 addresses the issue of fear, and it is an
important contribution to the discourse on fear that runs like a lumpy thread
through horsewomen’s narratives of riding. It is a wonderfully intimate account and
again, contrary to received expectations of the nature of popular literature, is
intensely self reflexive and insightful. The book sits somewhere between the
optimism of Midkiff and the despair of Pierson, with Soren exhibiting the kind of
regard for horses that would indeed please Erica Fudge. This book resonated
strongly with me, and Soren’s is a voice that sat in the back of my mind while I was
writing the creative essays and poems.

COLLECTED WORKS
Coffee-table books are a popular product of the equine press. Horses are
aesthetically beautiful and these books are usually visually stunning with quality
photographs and high- end production values. While appreciating that these
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pictorial assemblages eloquently depict the bond between women and horses, I
found it difficult to relate to some of the photographs in these books. Airbrushed
portraits of women clad in flowing red dresses draped across impossibly white
horses39, although Australian in origin, simply do not reflect my equine reality with
its infusion of heat, and dust, and flies. Pondering the differences between
representation and reality gave inspiration to the creative work. A suite of American
illustrated books accompanied by essays by or about horsewomen were especially
useful (Pony Boy 2000; 2005; Rosen 1998; Vavra 1981) and I read them for
emerging patterns and emerging themes by which to structure my own research.
These personal essays also reinforced my belief in the ‘the deep transformative
magic of narrative’.40 I enjoyed reading them and I began to think about the voice,
tone and structure of my proposed creative work. In 2004 Spinifex Press published
an illustrated collection of autobiographical stories and poems written, in the main,
by Australian horsewomen.41 Unlike those glossy North American publications, this
is a modest volume. The writing is less polished and the dishevelled women smiling
from the grainy black-and-white photos more realistically reflect the horse world I
know. Once again, I analysed the horsewomen’s stories of love, loss, grief, joy and
longing, searching for insights with which to further my understanding of the horse–
woman bond.

PERSONAL ESSAYS
A plethora of opinions, attitudes and arguments surround the many diverse ways of
training, riding and keeping horses. It is a highly personalised practice in a cultural
field that is steeped in tradition, and yet is paradoxically receptive to innovative
practices such as natural horsemanship and the use of alternative medicines and
therapies. A survey of the popular literature revealed the genre of essay writing to
be particularly suited to those authors who want to express an opinion, persuade
others to their point of view, or tell meaningful stories about their horse-related
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experiences. There is a fine body of published essay collections. Most commonly
American, these works are deeply reflective, creative and gently instructive. I found
the literary and aesthetic qualities of the following authors especially appealing:
Mark Rashid (Considering the Horse 1993; A Good Horse is Never a Bad Colour 1996;
Horses Never Lie 2000; Life Lessons from a Ranch Horse 2003, and Horsemanship
through Life 2005); Cheryl Kimball (Horse Wise 2004). I modelled the creative
section of this dissertation on these collections of personal essays. I was also drawn
to the creative writings of two poet essayists: from America, Maxine Kumin (To
Make a Prairie: Essays on Poets, Poetry, and Country Living 1979; In Deep: Country
Essays 1989; Women, Animals, & Vegetables: Essays & Stories 1994); and the
Australian writer Elizabeth Campbell (Letters to the Tremulous Hand 2007; and Envy,
Worship and Passion: Why little girls love horses 2008).

I like the dispassionate tone and the grounded realism of Rashid and Kumin, writers
who both express their deep love of horses without falling into the schmaltzy pit of
excessive romanticism that is the hallmark of much the genre of personal equestrian
narratives. Finally I would like to draw attention to a little known Australian
publication by Robyn Walton, A year of special horses.42 Aesthetically unattractive,
poorly produced, oddly sized, and with an oversupply of faded black and white
photographs tipped into the centre, this book nonetheless makes a strong
connection, not only because of the subject matter, but more especially because of
the strong authorial voice. A collection of personal narratives about horses, Walton’s
writing is engagingly conversational and unpretentious, and is, perhaps, the nearest
account to my life with horses.

THE PROBLEM WITH STORYTELLING
It has long been held that stories are not evidence and the problem with anecdotal
material, whether oral or published, is that it is not taken seriously. Women’s stories
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are typically personal, subjective, anecdotal and conversational in tone and intention
and yet women’s storytelling is often presented as lacking in authority precisely
because it is ‘… personal, idiosyncratic, confessional and of interest to but a few’.43
Barbara Milech records the story of a student who was motivated to undertake
postgraduate research because of:
… the realisation that, no matter how expert I might become on something,
anything, I will still struggle to overcome the cultural doubt that a woman
can have something worthwhile to say (especially if what is being said
concerns women).44

Kerrie Brandt says the same of horsewomen in America.45 The informality of
horsewomen’s personal narratives reveals the depth of their emotional responses to
their horses. There is immediacy, a transparency, and an honest and engaging
quality in subjectively situated narratives that have the potential to enrich and
enliven research such as mine. Certainly the hundreds of stories I read in the
popular press provided a richer, more detailed and more accessible dimension than
that evinced in academic studies. While sometimes lacking in literary skills,
horsewomen purport to tell it as it is—or at least, as they see it and their narratives
convey the extent and depth of their love of horses. When Kerrie Brandt reveals her
anguish at having to sell her beloved horse Bubba46, her doctoral thesis suddenly
becomes more authentic because of the emotional connection she establishes with
her audience. As a horse owner I relate to her distress. Emotional revelation is a
characteristic of horsewomen’s narratives. The question remained whether this
emotionality could be used to thicken the broth of my project. A trend is emerging
among scholars and writers to regard storytelling as valid to the research process.
Writer Jane Smiley says ‘Like the anecdotes of lovers and parents, the anecdotes of
horsemen form a larger body of information than the findings of science’47, while
biologist Marc Bekoff writes ‘As we accumulate more and more stories about
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behaviour, we develop a solid data base … The plural of anecdote is data’.48 On the
basis of this debate and my belief in the agency of horsewomen’s voices I utilised
their stories as data in this project. In this way I challenge enduring beliefs that
dismiss female knowledge as insignificant and their storytelling as mere gossip. By
framing my research around the discursive practices of horsewomen I construct a
body of knowledge based on horsewomen’s lived experiences ‘to set out what that
experience is’.49

BRIDGING THE DISCIPLINARY DIVIDE
Academics working in established fields have begun to call for cross-disciplinary
approaches to human–animal studies. Nicola Taylor, for example, says that ‘the
incorporation of human–animal studies into academia necessitates a reworking of
traditional social thought’.50 Bekoff argues for the inclusion of science and
subjectivity in scientific research, proposing that researchers should not have to
adopt an ‘either or’ position.51 Lloyd and Mulcock suggest that:
One of the biggest challenges is to find productive ways of building bridges
between researchers trained in biophysical sciences and those of us trained
in the humanities, arts and social sciences. Such connections offer great hope
for further developing our understanding of interactions between human
and nonhuman animals.52

The range of papers presented at the 2007 Considering Animals Conference53
indicates that such interdisciplinary cross-fertilisation is already happening in this
country. Equestrianism, which is held to be both an art and a science, is well suited
to such an approach.
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NEW WAYS OF KNOWING
When reviewing the literature it seemed logical to formulate the discussion along
binary lines, dividing the literature into scholarly and popular information. It is my
hope that the field of human–animal relations will evolve in such a way that these
sorts of artificial divides will cease to be relevant and that this dissertation will
contribute towards this change. It is my contention that this research is a fresh way
of investigating human–horse relations, because it is an academic text ‘ … sewn
together as a compilation of the scholarly, the anecdotal or popular, and the
autobiographical’.54
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Over the years, I noticed that when women talked about
horses, their faces took on a special light. Their eyes
sparkled, they laughed easily, and any natural reserve
they felt about talking to a stranger about deep personal
feelings evaporated … the same light illuminated them
all.1

INTRODUCTION
While creative PhDs typically have their foundations in the creative artefact, the
multiple imperatives informing my project produced a different trajectory. Curiosity
about the world of contemporary Australian horsewomen and my place in that
world was matched by a desire to produce a creative artefact drawing together
different aspects of my life with horses. These twin ambitions raised questions about
whether the urge to write creatively preceded the urge to find out more about
Australian horsewomen or vice versa. As it eventuated, the answer was neither and
the process was more like a series of leapfrogs as each arm of enquiry stopped and
started and affected the other. Initially the creative artefact was conceived as a
collection of autobiographically inflected anecdotes; however I reconsidered this
approach after reading hundreds of similar stories during the course of the research.
Instead I opted to write a collection of personal essays as being more aesthetically
and creatively appealing.
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Marion Halligan says this about creativity:
Any work of art, painting, a song, a poem, is so because of the way its creator
makes it. There is skill, and techniques, and craft, and to an extent those can
be learned and copied but there are also intangible things. These have a
number of names, but none of them quite say exactly what it is. Try spirit, try
imagination, love; they come close, but do not entirely explain what is meant.
It’s as though an artist puts something of his soul into the work of art he
makes.2

CREATIVE CHOICES
My creative choices were predicated on an aesthetic preference for shorter forms of
writing—essays, articles, opinion pieces and poetry—usually drawn from my own
life experiences. Rather than simply reiterating my own horse experiences, the
collection of personal essays is more reflexive and considered and contains
something more of my own ‘soul’. The decision to choose essays over anecdotes
emerged during the research process. While the literature review exposed a lack of
academic research, it also revealed a large and vibrant body of popular material
written by and about horsewomen documenting their relationships with their
horses. There were numerous tales of tragedy, hardship, triumph, loss, recovery,
personal trauma, great sadness, spectacular success imbued with an unwavering
love of horses. Reading this material put my own experiences with horses into
perspective. Although I could easily identify with these narratives I was unable to
match them. Despite horses being of great personal significance, my life with them
has been comparatively mundane. My riding skills are modest; I have never
travelled the length of the Bicentennial National Trail on horseback or recovered
from life-threatening injuries inflicted by a horse, nor have I lost a horse in tragic
circumstances. I am by nature a watcher, a thinker, a problem solver—I like to get to
the bottom of things, particularly if something is compromising my relationship with
my horse. But being with horses is not always about struggle and problem solving. It
is also about enjoyment and about quiet contemplation interspersed with passages
of sheer exhilaration. Over the years I have developed a personal ethos of horse
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training and management that is marked by deep love, commitment and respect for
horses. Profound and constant thinking about horses and horsemanship have given
me opinions, ideas about a wide range of equine inflected topics. I have things to say,
and the critical skills developed in academia, together with my own innate creativity,
has armed me with the means to say them.
This was the genesis of the creative artefact. I imagined that the readers of the
collected essays would be Australian horsewomen; however the only knowledge I
had of these women was based on anecdote and personal experience. The lack of
published information about Australian horsewomen could potentially test the
authenticity and acceptance of my own creative work. Without a deeper
understanding of this cohort I had no way of measuring my own horse-inflected
experiences against those of other Australian horsewomen. I had no means to
determine if my world was in fact their world, or if there would be a point of
confluence where my imagined audience might want to read my work. In order to
write for a specific readership I needed to know who they were. The scholarly
investigation that forms a part of this dissertation furnishes a body of authoritative
data about Australia’s horsewomen, and in turn this data informs and enriches the
creative artefact. Furthermore, understanding this audience is a key factor in
determining the final tone, shape and genre of the creative work. Arnold asks, ‘What
if every author is writing for their very own perfect reader? What would that person
be like?’3 My ‘perfect readers’ come from my contemporaries—the community of
Australian horsewomen—although a wider global equestrian audience is also
presumed. As I write, I hear myself talking to all those women who participated in
the research and who engaged me in such interesting conversations. The creative
work in particular is an act of reciprocity, a way of thanking the horsewomen who
trusted me with their sometimes very personal thoughts and feelings about horses, a
way of giving back. As well as being an answering back, the essays are an
opportunity to share with others the aesthetic knowledge I have accumulated over a
lifetime with horses.
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Horses are great unifiers. They give meaning to the lives of their owners, and horse
people everywhere love to talk about horses. Equine experiences transcend gender
and national boundaries. Because horse ownership is inflected by a constant human
striving to understand a mysterious equine otherness, a pervasive culture of
learning exists among horse people. This thirst for knowledge is constant, fed by the
instability inherent in relationships between two distinctly different species. Horse
people constantly exchange information and attempt to construct understanding
through their shared experiences. This dissertation is a contribution towards our
understanding of Australian horsewomen and their world. Josie Arnold says, ‘Every
reader stands upon the writer’s shoulders to see further, to see differently, to see
what has not previously been available to them about themselves and their culture’. 4
I invite readers to stand upon my shoulders and view their world from the various
factual, interpretive, subjective and creative standpoints in this dissertation.

DIALOGISM
This research is essentially dialogic. Throughout the research process—whether
reading, watching, listening or conversing—I regarded my interactions with
horsewomen as a dialogic process involving mutual conversation and discussion
between researcher and researched. Dialogism is an epistemology that seeks to
grasp human behaviour through the human use of language.5 It argues that all
meaning is intrinsically spatial and temporal, and is always made in relation to past,
present and future speech. In dialogism language responds to many influences, past,
present and future. Drawing on Bakhtin’s seminal work in this area, Holquist
suggests that nothing exists in a vacuum:
… nothing is in itself. Existence is sobytie sobytiya, the event of co-being; it is
a vast web of interconnectedness each and all of which are linked as
participants in an event whose totality is so immense that no one of us can
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ever know it. That event manifests itself in the form of a constant, ceaseless
creation and exchange of meaning.6

Dialogism sits well with my own view of the universe as a vastly complex,
interrelated unified whole where nothing exists or acts in isolation.
The investigative process brought to light hundreds of stories created by and about
horse women talking about their love of horses. In this research I seek to understand
Australian horsewomen through the discourse of their storytelling by claiming
storytelling as a form of conversation. Gergen suggests that ‘forms of dialogue
should be encouraged that free the signifiers—that break down existing structures
of language and enable disparate discourses to commingle …’.7 For the purposes of
this research, dialogue became a broad church and I drew from textual, oral, visual,
and broadcast dialogue including: formal and informal conversations; observation;
overheard discussions; the results of questionnaire surveys; printed material from
almost any source; audio material; and visual data including works of art,
photographs, advertising, films and documentaries. This broad interpretation of
dialogue expanded the dialogic possibilities of the research. More voices joined in
and the research took on a life and energy of its own. Stories joined up with like
stories, themes emerged, and new stories appeared. Reaching backwards and
sideways in time and space, I gathered and recorded these stories, reflected on their
meanings and responded with new configurations, fresh interpretations and
viewpoints. The result is a thicker, more rounded polyvocal account of Australia’s
horsewomen, which would have been less likely if a single strand of enquiry had
been followed.
While engaging in this discourse in my role as a researcher, I was simultaneously
rehearsing my own equine love story. Rummaging through the baggage of my own
unique equine history, I searched for similarities and differences in the context of
the history I share with other horsewomen, predicated on the notion that ‘But
besides the affirmation and mirroring of one’s self, the dialogical nature of human
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existence depends on recognition of differences as well’.8 This difference allowed me
to enter the conversation from a new direction—this time in the persona of a
creative writer writing the creative artefact. In 2007 Nike Bourke, reviewing Krauth
and Brady’s book Creative writing: theory beyond practice, had this to say: ‘Reading
the collection, I am by turns inspired, fascinated, appalled, concerned, wildly
disagreeing, nodding, frothing with the desire to reply’.9 My conversations with
horsewomen—and again I use conversation in the broadest sense to include textual,
visual and spoken material—elicited similarly strong responses from me. Like
Bourke, I found myself wanting to interrupt, make comments, exchange ideas and
share my experiences as I went about the business of gathering, recording and
interpreting data. I was motivated by more than a desire simply to ‘think out loud’
which Gunnars claims is the purview of the ‘familiar’ essay form10, and more than a
desire simply to answer back—it was about reaching out and connecting with
friends. I envisage the essay collection as ‘a site of social interaction between writer,
reader and texts’11, and as a conversation without end. Denzin and Lincoln say such
dialogic texts ‘presume an active audience. They create a space for give and take
between reader and writer’.12 The creative artefact is a new text forged from a
montage of equestrian voices. It has the capacity to propel the conversation forward
into future time; it offers its readers the opportunity to do their own answering
back. Josie Arnold, invoking a postmodernist construction, says ‘… there is no final
text, but each text is always under construction or being made as it went [sic] along
by someone who is not an authority but who is undertaking a building-up of
meaning within the culture and the reader’.13 This interpretation may be made of the
dissertation as a whole or to its parts. The overall aim of the dissertation is to extend
understandings of Australian horsewomen, while the creative artefact offers
Australian horsewomen a view of themselves that is open to further discussion.
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PERSONAL ESSAYS
As previously stated, although initially intended as a collection of personal
narratives, the creative artefact emerged as a collection of personal essays. The
particular characteristics of this genre proved to be more accommodating because of
the evolving dialogic, subjective, hybrid nature of the dissertation. The creative
artefact is the product of deep thought arising from a lifetime spent with horses, and
from reflections about women and horses that had been fermenting during the
research. My personal opinions about horses and horsemanship were constantly
challenged throughout the research process, and the personal essays became a way
to insert myself into the conversation; a space to articulate a different, subjective
response to the research question. Realising the creative artefact as a collection of
personal essays was both a strategic and an aesthetic choice as the democratic
nature of the genre complements my own philosophical approach to creative
practices and to research which is eclectic, hybrid and cross disciplinary.
While current debate appears to suggest that contemporary essay writing has
become some sort of indefinable catch-all genre unfettered by literary conventions14,
this is not necessarily true. Personal essays, for example, while noticeably
discursive, intimate and autobiographical, are sufficiently flexible to allow for
individualism and intellectual freedom.15 Karin Vesk, writing for TEXT16, uses the
words ‘inquiring, meandering, questioning and open-ended’ to describe the
subjective, reflective and contentious qualities of the genre, which is predicated on
personal opinion and the intention to provoke reader responses. This informality
and elasticity may be misinterpreted as an absence of form but, like any other genre,
essay has its own suite of defining characteristics. Aldous Huxley describes a threepoled frame of reference for the essay:
Essays belong to a literary species whose extreme variability can be studied
most effectively within a three-poled frame of reference. There is the pole of
the personal and the autobiographical; there is the pole of the objective, the
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factual, the concrete-particular; and there is the pole of the abstractuniversal.17

Huxley describes the autobiographical nature of personal essayists as looking ‘at the
world through the keyhole of anecdote and description’.18
Philip Lopate extends this description by declaring that the informal, intimate,
discursive style of the personal essayist ‘sets up a relationship with the reader, a
dialogue—a friendship if you will, based on identification, understanding, testiness
and companionship’.19 Initially, I questioned the need to include testiness, because I
felt it may repel rather than encourage my readers, but once I began writing the
essays I found a degree of testiness crept in to some of the topics. Inga Clendinnen
captures the spirit of the personal essay when she says:
I know you can’t preach in an essay because it turns into a sermon, you can’t
teach in an essay because it turns into a lecture, you can’t exhort in an essay
because it turns into a harangue, and you can’t dredge the mud at the bottom
of your soul because it turns into a confession.20

It is because of these characteristics that I am aesthetically attracted to personal
essays, finding their sense of shared intimacy, their inclusiveness and honesty and
their unexpected ideas and unusual perspectives particularly resonant. Equestrian
literature has its fair share of essay writers, particularly from America, and it is
interesting to interrogate their work in the context of Clendinnen’s advice. Poet
Maxine Kumin is a fine exponent of the genre. Her tone is friendly and
conversational, and the informality of her language establishes a real sense of
fellowship with her readers. Her writing is striated with wry humour and a deep
reverence for the natural world in which horses are central.21 American author and
horseman Mark Rashid writes thoughtful essays, using personal anecdotes to gently
instruct readers. Often self-deprecating and charmingly idiosyncratic, Rashid
criticises others moderately and, in every sentence, honours the horse. Cheryl
Kimball’s style is both forceful and acerbic. While direct and honest, her didactic,
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sometimes testy tone can be off-putting, which suggests Lopate may be wrong about
testiness being a dimension of writer–reader friendship. Regardless of their
different writing styles, the authors are audibly present. Clearly, the defining
essence of personal essay writing is the inexorable, unavoidable and indeed
desirable presence of the author’s own voice in this markedly subjective genre.
Inga Clendinnen suggests that personal essays may be regarded as ‘a direct, equal,
personal communication on a matter of shared interest between writer and
reader’22 or, in other words, as a conversation. This is certainly how I envisage
readers approaching the creative artefact. I hope they will be drawn to the work not
only by a shared interest in horses, but also by the conversational tone of the
writing. My aim, like Clendinnen, is ‘to puzzle, to investigate, to challenge, to amuse
and to make people take their reading beyond any authorial intention’.23 Positing the
collection as a series of conversations is a central tenet of the research. It reflects my
view of life as an endless dialogic process of action, reflection and reaction—
integrated and multi-dimensional, effective and affecting. Readers are encouraged to
navigate through ‘the writers’ thoughts, ideas, feelings, wordskills and knowledge’24
as a means of informing their own ideas and opinions. This approach rejects the
notion of a linear narrative inflected by absolute author authority; instead the
creative artefact evolved as ‘a collaboration between author/text/readers to make
meaning’.25 The personal essays enable and embody the invigorating cycle of
utterance, reflection and response that occurs between the multiple participants in
such an endeavour.

POETRY
The poetry in the creative work brings a new voice and a different perspective to the
conversation. It creates calm reflective pauses in between the energy of the longer
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essays, but I also feel that some things can only be said in a poem. The poems in the
creative work capture those small but profound moments that lodge in my
subconscious mind—the tilt of a dead bird’s neck, the flash of a fox breaking cover,
the feel of my horse underneath me. They do not seem to require the broad space of
an essay, but are comfortably contained in the lines of a short poem. As Jay Parini
says poetic language ‘embodies the world’ and words ‘… gesture in directions that
cannot be pinned down, and strike chords in the unconscious mind’.26
The rejection of accepted binary schisms that separate authors and readers into
defined roles as givers and receivers of knowledge or wisdom reflects my own lived
practices of research, writing and horsemanship. All three are concerned with
developing meaning and progressing mutual understanding predicated on
establishing relationships grounded in respect, trust and friendship. My relationship
with my horse is a negotiated partnership where both parties are allowed to ‘voice’
their opinions; my relationship with the subjects of my research is that of a friend
and facilitator entrusted with the task of mediating the space between the
horsewomen, their stories and the public; and my relationship with my readers is
that of an equal partner in this conversation about women and horses. There is
space in this conversation for the voices of all participants—horses, horsewomen
and myself in my multiple roles as horsewoman, reader, researcher, and writer. The
number of essays published in Australia each year and the variety of topics they
address are a testament to the popularity of the genre in this country. Unfortunately,
equestrian essay writers are noticeably absent. Therefore a collection of essays and
poems that ruminates on a diversity of equestrian matters would seem to be both
innovative and timely.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXEGESIS AND CREATIVE ARTEFACT
The exegetical and artefact modules, while physically separate, have (as is required
by the academy) a symbiotic relationship.27 The modules are complementary yet
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separate entities. They can be read together or independently, rather like a horse
and rider who can function in combination as a unified being (horse and rider) or
individually as separate beings (horse without rider, and rider without horse).
Communication between horses and riders does not necessarily end with their
physical separation; it continues in words, gestures and, some would have it, via an
invisible kinaesthetic/telepathic connection. This dissertation is imbued with
similar qualities, and the exegesis and the creative artefact exist in a dynamic,
mutually supportive symbiotic relationship.

THE RESEARCH QUESTION MODEL
Symbiosis was achieved by adopting and modifying Milech and Schilo’s 2004
Research Question Model28, and subsequently revised by Milech:
In this model both the exegetical and the creative component of the research
thesis hinge on a research question … Both components are conceptualised
as independent but interrelated answers to a single question. Independent
because each component of the thesis is conducted through a different
disciplinary ‘language’, and related not only because each ‘answers’ a single
research question but also because of the intense reciprocity between the
two lines of inquiry/expression as the research develops.29

I chose the Research Question Model because it allowed me to establish a research
question and answer it in more than one way. Arnold argues that the Research
Question Model is not innovative, describing it instead as ‘a traditional thetic model
that subsumes the creative component into the academic research model
verification practices’.30 Furthermore, claiming support from Bolt (2004) and
Deleuze (2003), Arnold suggests that creativity is stifled by outcomes-based
research questions. I found neither proposition to be convincing. Formulating a
central research question not only clarified the aims and intentions of the project; it
also prompted me to explore ways to conduct the research that would preserve the
investigatory and creative integrity of the project. I had always envisaged the
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exegesis and the creative artefact as separate entities, with the traditional research
component an integral part of the exegetical function. I placed equal value on both
the creative and the research components and allowed them to travel on parallel
paths. This tactic ensured that one did not dominate the other. While the component
researching Australian horsewomen serves to fuel the creative artefact and
simultaneously provides new information about them, the theoretical component
acts to unify the separate parts of the dissertation. Creativity is not just the purview
of the creative artefact. As Gray explains, any contribution to new knowledge is a
creative act31 and this dissertation, in its conception, design and execution produces
new knowledge about Australia’s horsewomen.
Milech, in a later explication, argues that the Research Question Model is sufficiently
robust to obviate the need for further commentary or contextual explanations32;
however the need for transparency in the research process provides the impetus for
additional commentary. There are several devices embedded in the dissertation that
are designed to enhance the creative connections between the exegesis and the
creative artefact. Words and phrases chime back and forth between the two and
major themes that emerged during the data gathering process have their echoes in
both. While the central research question is addressed in two different languages,
the authorial voice is an audible presence throughout. This has the effect of drawing
the dissertation together while allowing the parts to be read separately because the
reader will recognise that it is the work of a single author.
While acknowledging the difficulties inherent in representing all parties in the
research presented by a project where the researcher is so obviously embedded, I
felt a responsibility to address what Hutchinson describes as ‘the moral task of
recognition’.33 The importance of allowing all parties to have a voice in negotiating
meanings about horsewomen was uppermost in my mind, and recognising the
‘collectivity of individual experience and the individuality of collective experience’34
was an important step in the research process. The exegetical/artefact model played
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a pivotal role in resolving questions of objectivity and subjectivity. I used the
exegesis both structurally and conceptually to locate the research findings about the
horsewomen and I quarantined my personal contribution to the discussion in the
creative artefact. This effectively separated the different participants in the research.
The horsewomen are given centre stage in the research component of the exegesis
and my voice, although indelibly present, is muted. The creative artefact, on the
other hand, is a totally subjective engagement with the research question.
In terms of this project the exegetical/artefact model and the Research Question
Model proved an excellent fit. Their partnering allowed me to answer the research
question from multiple perspectives and their reciprocity enabled a thicker, more
nuanced representation of Australian horsewomen.

METHODOLOGY
The investigation crosses several disciplinary fields, including human–animal
research, cultural studies and creative writing. As a consequence the methodology
draws from an eclectic mix of theoretical approaches that reflect the hybrid, crossdisciplinary, reflexive, non-linear characteristics typical of the research design and
my creative practices. It reflects my epistemological stance as a researcher situated
in my field of study, and is grounded in a subjectivist ontology that acknowledges
horsewomen as the ultimate constructors of their own equine worlds. I use
established data collection methods drawn from a range of research paradigms that
are essentially qualitative, naturalistic, interpretative and creative.

HYBRIDITY
In her keynote address to the 2006 University of Queensland’s School of English,
Media Studies and Art History Postgraduate Work in Progress Conference, Professor
Gaye Hawkins championed the hybrid, the peripatetic and the speculative as
necessary to creativity. For a horsewoman, this approach makes tremendous sense. I
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draw from a variety of equestrian disciplines, practices and philosophies to fashion a
practice of horsemanship tailored to enhance my relationship with my horse.
Natural horsemanship from America, classical horsemanship from Britain and
Europe, traditional dressage techniques, techniques for working stock and trail
riding skills all combine to produce a willing, athletic, balanced horse—a calm and
happy partner who is confident and content in human company. The methods that
inflect my practice of horsemanship are also integral to my practices of writing and
research. In my experience research, writing and horsemanship are innately
creative. They share similar cycles of inspiration, experiment and reflection, and a
willingness to be open to the emergence of new ideas from which to assemble new
meanings and interpretations. In this process beginnings and endings dissolve;
boundaries blur; ideas become actions that may either lead to new beginnings or
force a retreat; moves are sometimes bold, sometimes tentative; and may be
forward, sideways or backward; one thing leads to another. It is rarely linear,
hierarchical or one-dimensional. It is instead messy, dynamic, frustrating, revelatory
and always exciting.
This hybrid approach to research borrows from many methodologies. The project
exhibits the cross-disciplinary perspectives characteristic of the working methods of
cultural studies35 and the bricolage approach typical of practice led research.36 I
include, for example: the generative, emergent, reflective nature of both action
research described by Fisher & Phelps37 and Hilsen38, and practice led research
methods as defined by Carol Gray39 and Robin Stewart40; aspects of humanism that
are concerned with life stories and which privilege the self while valuing dignity and
human ethics41; and queer theory, valuable because in rejecting the ‘dead hand of
convention’42 it gives permission to challenge the social authoritarianism evident in
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contemporary opinions of equestrian culture in Australia. Queer theory promotes
openness and is actively at odds with the normal, the legitimate and the dominant43;
and genre theory, as interpreted by Arnold44, rejects the hierarchical ordering of
texts that values scholarly material over popular narratives and served to reinforce
my decision to privilege horsewomen’s stories as valid data. I also draw on Sandra
Harding’s45 feminist research principles, which reject dominant power relations and
the object/subject divide characteristic of many traditional research models. Aspects
of feminism are clearly central to any attempt to challenge commonly held
perceptions of equestrian culture as a masculine discourse in this country. Indeed
the evolution of contemporary horsemanship practices and feminism share similar
trajectories. Just as feminism rejects established power binaries, traditional
hierarchical models of horse training based on domination and submission are now
being replaced by more egalitarian philosophies concerned with communication,
consideration and the promotion of mutual understanding.

EMBEDDED AND EMBODIED RESEARCH
Like most creative practitioners, horse owners today are characteristically open to
new ideas and experiences, and draw from a wide range of influences and ideas.
Early in the research I began thinking about embodiment and its meaning in relation
to research, riding and writing. Horse riding is an embodied activity. There is
physicality in the horse–women bond. One body surrounds another, contact is often
skin to skin, breath to breath; it is tactile and sensuous, yet goes beyond physical
touch to something more instinctive and intuitive—a form of embodiment. It seems
to me totally appropriate that research into such an embodied undertaking as horse
riding could, and perhaps should, be approached in an equally embodied manner by
acknowledging that the researcher is as much a part of the research as a woman is a
part of the horse she rides. Understanding ways in which knowledge is always
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already embodied—corporeally, viscerally, and materially—raises possibilities for
thinking differently.46 I read academic Anne Game’s article47 in which she described
how she helped her horse overcome a disability resulting from neurological illness.
When her rider was on her back the horse could not remember how to canter. Once
the horse achieved a suitable level of fitness Game mounted and positioned her own
body to ride as if the horse was cantering. Eventually the horse absorbed her rider’s
intentions and through this synchronous process muscle memory was restored and
the horse regained her ability to canter under saddle. This story had a profound
resonance. I thought deeply about my own riding and my relationship with my own
horse. I reflected on the embodied implications of riders when they say for instance,
‘I only have to think about changing pace or direction and my horse does it.’ Shortly
after, I came across Anne-Marie Priest’s48 essay ‘Towards an erotics of reading’ in
which she writes about reading as an embodied act. I was immediately struck by her
use of language and the similarities between Priest’s description of the subjective,
physical and experiential nature of the reader/writer relationship and that between
horses and riders. Priest says:
Reading involves the same flowing forth of the self toward the other, the
same self abandonment, the same intensity of desire and surrender, as
love—and something surely, of the same rapture. It is solitary, but it is also
profoundly social.49

The language people use to describe reading and riding is essentially
interchangeable. Paying attention to such synergies was an essential step in the
formulation of an effective, transparent, embodied research methodology in which
‘the researcher is also “the researched”’.50 Alasuutari suggests that the ‘object of
study—society—is not an entity independent of the researcher’51, a point reinforced
by Kamberelis and Dimitriadis who posit that there is ‘no easy separation between
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the researcher and the researched.’52 Joyce Nielsen in her introduction to ‘Feminist
Research Methods’53 claims an embedded position is a core feature of feminist
research practice, and cultural theorists agree that the presence of the researcher
inside their research is both valid and necessary.54 Robyn Stewart says:
We need to use research as an interactive process shaped by our personal
histories, gender, social class, biography, ethnicity and race. The resulting
bricolage will be a complex, dense, reflexive, collage-like creation that
represents the researcher’s stories, representations, understandings and
interpretations of the world and the phenomena under investigation.55

Researchers who are active participants in their research bring the benefits of an
insider’s knowledge to the investigation and researchers who have investigated
horse–human relationships advocate the desirability of integrated and active
researchers to the research.56 Being an active horsewoman armed me with the
experience and the ability to discriminate, evaluate and select the material that was
relevant and important to my project, and my informed observations became the
platform for further discussion and analysis. The undeniable benefits of an
interactive research position must however, be balanced by an awareness of ethical
and practical considerations.
While claiming the researchers’ own lived experiences as central to the
investigation57, there is always the danger that the presence of the researcher could
compromise the integrity of the research. An embedded model of practice is
endorsed by Sandra Harding, who says it is perfectly reasonable to hear the
presence of the researcher in the research; she insists however, that the researcher
must be transparent about his or her involvement:
Thus the researcher appears in the analyses not as an invisible, anonymous,
disembodied voice of authority, but as a real, historical individual with
concrete, specific desires and interests—and ones that are sometimes in
tension with each other. Since these characteristics of the researcher are
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part of the evidence readers need to evaluate in the results of the research,
they should be presented with those results.58

Brandt, Thompson and Wipper achieve this requisite transparency by meticulously
documenting their qualifications and experiences in their own embedded research
paradigms. I believe my exposure of my personal investment in and relationship to
this project is similarly transparent. I have also heeded McAndrews’59 warning that
any emotional connection with the research subjects may lead to the researcher
attempting to exploit, coerce, or even direct the behaviour of these subjects, and I
used multiple data gathering methods to circumvent this possibility. It was
inevitable that my embedded position as a researcher who was also present and
active within the community under investigation would frequently find me
simultaneously looking out and looking in. I questioned how much of the findings
reflected my voice and how much could be genuinely attributed to the horsewomen.
Such conflicts were addressed by being open and transparent about my presence in
the project. I adopted conventional strategies including gaining University ethics
approval for the project and following accepted ethical research conventions.
Employing the previously described exegetical/creative artefact and Research
Question models proved effective in separating the different voices in the research.
It is probably true that most creative research stems from the researcher’s personal
passion, and this was certainly true in my case. I agree with Fisher and Phelps’
contention that ‘the explanation of the origin of the research and the justification for
its need lie not in the literature but in the personal narrative of the participant
researchers’60, a view that resonated both with my horsemanship and my creative
project. I accepted that, by asking about Australian horsewomen, I was actually
asking about my own place in this particular sector of society or, to reiterate Peter
Nardi, ‘What follows is partly an attempt to make sense of my own experiences with
friends’.61 In a similar vein, poet Alicia Ostriker claims that, ‘the self in its innermost
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regions is plural, that the “I” is a “we”’.62 This imperative can be further explained by
both Alasuutari63 and Costello64 who each describe the modern phenomenon of a
growing need for individuals to determine who they are and where they fit in an
increasingly homogenised, globalised world. A reflexive stance is central to this
project. It is evident in the design of the research, in my embedded position within
the research and in the reflexive nature of the creative artefact. It is impossible for
me to be personally situated within the research without acknowledging the
reflexive responses incurred by such positioning, and this ethical need for selfexposure is a critical factor in legitimising the research.

DATA COLLECTION
I used several qualitative methods to collect data about Australian horsewomen and
this was contingent on the hybrid nature of the research. Sandra Harding concludes
that while feminist research demonstrates ‘robust reflexivity’ and typically employs
phenomenological, humanistic approaches to research, there are only three ways to
conduct social research—observing, listening and historical research65—and I used
all three. I identified and examined a wide range of cultural products including
scholarly, popular, creative, analytic, substantial and ephemeral works relating to
horses and horse owners. Genres ranged through poetry, novels, magazine articles,
television programmes, radio interviews, motion pictures, performances, and works
of art, photographs, advertising material, scientific studies academic writing,
dissertations, and conference papers. This eclectic collecting strategy produced a
thick body of data through which to explain the context of the way in which
horsewomen practice and produce themselves.66 A Christmas card from a friend, for
instance, with a photograph of her hugging a horse decked out in reindeer antlers,
told me a great deal about the importance of that horse in her life. This broad
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approach to data collection identified a series of recurring themes such as freedom,
companionship, nurturance, self-image, control and fear that provided a basis for
framing further interrogations as well as providing a set of benchmarks with which
to compare the relationships between women and horses against the wider
landscape of human–horse relations. The themes suggested a shape for the project
and a means to connect the exegesis to the creative artefact by including some or all
in both modules. This thematic schema also influenced the questionnaire design and
the content of the interviews because it allowed me to ‘ask my participants more
specifically about the categories I saw emerging, all the while continuing the search
for generalities’.67 In this way intersections between the critical and creative began
to emerge.

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY
I used three field research techniques to gather and cross match data—a
questionnaire survey, two types of interview and participant observation. The
questionnaire survey was intended to address the lack of qualitative data about
Australian horsewomen. It was selected on the hermeneutic assumption that, ‘To
explain and understand any human social behaviour, we need to know the meaning
attached to it by participants themselves’.68 The survey elicited demographic,
relational and attitudinal information, targeting Australian females aged 21 years
and over whose main equestrian interest are recreational or leisure-based.
Four hundred and eighty questionnaires were personally delivered or mailed to
individuals, agistment centres, riding schools and saddleries in the ACT and NSW,
together with bulk mailings to a limited number of saddleries in all other States
except Tasmania. A prepaid response envelope was attached to each survey.
Participation was voluntary and respondents were self-selecting. One hundred and
seventy-seven valid responses were received, resulting in a response rate of thirtyseven per cent. The questionnaires were not marked, and tracking the sources of
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responses was not possible; however, return address information supplied by a
quarter of the respondents who requested a summary of findings indicated that the
majority of respondents came from areas where the most questionnaires were
distributed, i.e. NSW (37%) and the ACT (36%), with 16% from Victoria and
considerably fewer from other States and Territories.
A series of questions was asked in order to establish a demographic profile of the
horsewomen. Many of the respondents were known to me, and despite assurances
of privacy and anonymity I felt that it would be insensitive to pursue personal
questions about income and marital/relationships which might also be a deterrent
to participant cooperation. Instead, respondents were asked to state their usual
occupations, and responses were measured against the Australian Bureau of
Statistics Australian Standard Classification of Occupations69, thus providing some
insight into participants’ fiscal and employment status. Question 11 asked the
women to rank a list of ten reasons that might explain why they enjoy horses, with 1
being the least important and 10 being the most important. While every effort was
made to issue clear instructions, and the questionnaire was pre-tested prior to being
finalised, a handful of respondents were confused. Some answered not by ranking
their choices from 1 to 10, but by awarding a score to several categories and
ignoring others, or they only ranked within a restricted range such as 1 to 5. Some
respondents wrote comments on the questionnaire stating that they resented being
asked to rank their relationship with their horses according to the possible response
‘Controlling a powerful animal’, demonstrating perhaps the depth of emotions that
some women have for their horses. The other question that caused some concern to
respondents asked them to select one category (from seven possibilities) that best
described their relationship with their horse. A few objected to the description Best
Friend, striking out Best, while many selected more than one category, suggesting
that women’s relationships with their horses are both complex and complicated.
Despite this, the incidence of deviant responses was low, and in terms of a
qualitative study, they had no impact on the results. As I was not seeking
generalisability in my survey the research artefacts only add to the findings; they
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don’t distort them. Indeed, such responses offered unanticipated insights which
were useful in building a more complete picture of Australian horsewomen.
In hindsight, the response rate may have been improved by a more considered
distribution of the survey. Because so many surveys were distributed in the ACT and
NSW, fewer were available to send to other States, and it is regrettable that
Tasmania was omitted altogether. It is probable that reply paid envelopes were a
deterrent, as participants had to make the extra effort to physically post their
replies. As the surveys were not mailed to individual recipients but left in strategic
locations to be voluntarily picked up and completed, it was not possible to follow up
non-respondents, an action which may have improved the response rate. Because
participants were mainly recruited from urban, semi-rural, and less-isolated rural
areas, the views of outback horsewomen were largely unrepresented and this
omission may have been significant; an online survey such as the one conducted by
Belasco and Adams70 may well have addressed this by reaching a wider audience
and generating more responses.
The survey was essentially a convenience sample and makes no claims to being
representative of all horsewomen in Australia. The responses were treated to a
simple statistical analysis and revealed basic information about trends and averages.
While variables pertaining to response rate and non-respondents mean it is not
possible to calculate the level of bias in this particular survey, there were at least
two authenticating factors. Although it was not always possible to match the data
because of variances in the question posed and the parameters established, there
were some correlations, particularly in the demographic data, with published
surveys.71 There was also a marked homogeneity in the responses indicating
commonalities among Australian horsewomen (at least in the ACT and NSW). I also
found evidence in the textual research, the interviews, the observations and my own
subjective experiences to support much of the attitudinal and relational responses
elicited by the survey. The results from this survey were blended with other data to
produce a more rounded picture of Australian horsewomen. While acknowledging
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its limitations, as far as I can determine this is the only survey of its kind to
investigate Australia’s horsewomen and therefore constitutes valuable new data on
a previously unexplored sector of Australian society.

INTERVIEWS
The more I read and reflected on horsewomen, observed them and thought about
myself in relation to them, the more I came to appreciate the complexities involved
in being horsewomen. In order to capture the rich textures of this world I needed to
dig below the surface lives of my sample of horsewomen. I conducted group
interviews and one-on-one interviews to gain a deeper understanding of Australian
horsewomen. Open-ended questions encouraged discussion and allowed
participants the freedom to range beyond the boundaries imposed by set questions,
thus creating opportunities to explore unanticipated topics. All the women who
participated expressed a keen interest in the research and willingly granted
interviews. They wanted to have their voices heard and were interested in knowing
the outcomes of the research, perhaps because this was the first time that their
cohort had been examined. It was helpful that the participants were my friends who
regarded me as ‘one of them’, as this encouraged them to be honest and open during
our discussions. All the interviews ran for about an hour. I conducted one of the
group interviews and one key informant interview in my home. The other group
interview was held at the home of one of the participants and the other key
informant interview was conducted by telephone.
Alasuutari alludes to the ‘richness of the interviews, both as a source of direct or
indirect knowledge about a researched topic and as a specimen of a reality in its
own right’72, and each group interview furnished deeper insights into the lives of
these horsewomen. All the participants had completed the questionnaire survey and
were familiar with my research. Each group consisted of five participants and the
interviews were recorded and later summarised, with the summaries distributed to
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the participants for verification. They began with a round robin and each woman
spoke of her history with horses including her current equine circumstances. The
women spoke freely, enthusiastically and at some length and the others in the group
listened with considerable interest. The questions were largely open-ended and the
ensuing discussion was generally free flowing. In both groups the women were
comfortable with each other, were not shy in voicing their opinions and did not
require coaxing or regulating in anyway. The women were all known to me, and our
interactions were relaxed and full of good humour, evidence of the rapport and
friendship between informant and researcher that typifies the humanist approach to
data gathering.73 I would note however, that where established relationships
between researchers and researched exist, there is always a possibility that inquiry
and analysis may be distorted due to tensions between openness and subjectivity.
The women’s conversations appeared to be frank, even on the potentially sensitive
topics of personal relationships. I followed a line of questions with both groups
which was prompted by a tongue-in-cheek survey conducted by the British
magazine Gallop! in which 73% of respondents said that if it came to the crunch they
would choose their horse over their partner.74 I was curious to know if the women in
the group interviews felt the same way and discovered, in fact, that Australian
horsewomen considered themselves to be far more pragmatic than their English
counterparts. I was able to observe the language and behaviours of the women when
they spoke to each other about their horses and these observations added another
level of understanding to my study. Ultimately the group interviews proved to be a
wonderful resource, especially when combined with data from the other sampling
methods. During the personal interviews I observed and took note of the
phenomenological behaviour of the women being interviewed. When they laughed,
lowered their eyes, adopted a reverential tone, tutted with impatience and so on
were all important indicators of the depth and strength of their feelings on certain
topics.
Curiosity about a couple of particular aspects of the bond between women and their
horses prompted me to seek out two key informants with experience and expertise.
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The first, relating to long-distance horse trekking, arose out of my own curiosity.
When I was a teenager I wanted to get on my horse and disappear over the
horizon—just me and my horse together forever. This pipe dream has yet to be
fulfilled. In the meantime I read equestrian travel books. Travelling long distances
on a horse is not easy in these modern times, especially for women who choose to
travel alone. They face many hardships including physical discomfort, emotional
stress, and the constant worry of life-threatening accidents and injuries to
themselves and their horses. I had always imagined that the bond between a
traveller and her horse would be unbreakable, but the texts indicate that this is a
somewhat romanticised notion. I needed first-hand knowledge and was fortunate to
have an acquaintance who is one of the great modern long riders, and she happily
agreed to be interviewed. We talked at length about her long-distance riding
adventures and I came to a greater understanding of many aspects of this discipline,
particularly those factors that inhibit human–horse attachments. The interview was
tape recorded, transcribed and summarised, and a copy of the transcript sent to the
key informant.
The second was allied to a recurring theme in my research: fear. It is something I
have experienced with my own horses and repeatedly observed in my former
profession as a riding instructor. More than eighty per cent of respondents to the
questionnaire survey admitted to experiencing fear ‘sometimes’ around their horses,
and I have always been intrigued by women who, despite suffering from almost
incapacitating fear, find it impossible to give up their horses. To better understand
this phenomenon I interviewed Mrs Sandi Simons, principal of Creating Confidence
Courses, which she designed to help horsewomen overcome their horse-related
fears. This interview was invaluable as Ms Simons offered her insights into the
different ways men and women view the world in general and operate around
horses in particular. Her opinions about women’s fearfulness and yet their
unwillingness to give up their horses coincided with similar explanations that I had
gathered through my field observations and textual research. The interview was
conducted by telephone and recorded manually, with the notes summarised and
typed immediately following our telephone conversation. I also held a brief follow-
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up conversation in person with Mrs Simons at Equitana Asia Pacific in Melbourne in
2005.75
OBSERVATION
The other important location for this method of data gathering occurred in the field.
I had many opportunities to be amongst horsewomen, from the largest gathering of
several thousand people, to the smallest. I observed and recorded horsewomen
wherever I went, including Equitana 2005 and the Parelli Conference 2007, both of
which attracted considerable audiences. I sat in the audience or took part in a
variety of horse-related activities including veterinary seminars, equine therapy
clinics, training days, stallion parades, and equestrian performances such as
‘Cavalcade Reins of Fire’ (an adjunct to Equitana 2005). I also observed competitors
and spectators at local equestrian competitions from Pony Club camps to the Royal
Canberra Show and kept my eyes and ears open during discussions with other
horsewomen, listening to conversations wherever horsewomen gathered. As part of
their world I also rode with horsewomen, talked with them, discussed, debated,
sought their advice, and competed against them. I made notes after many of these
encounters, constantly adding to my bank of information. The creative artefact is an
extension of this never-ending cycle of ‘horse talk’. At all times I tried to be
unintrusive and discreet in my observations and assiduously maintain the privacy
and anonymity of all speakers by not revealing their identities either in my field
notes or the dissertation. My embedded position located inside the world of
horsewomen provided me with excellent opportunities to observe horsewomen in
their natural milieu and this added another rich layer to the picture under
construction. I am conscious of the ethical ramifications of eavesdropping in found
research, despite its centrality to much creative writing. I addressed this issue by
acting as ethically as possible, including never using the material that I recorded in
the field outside the context in which it was uttered.
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ETHICS
The project had ethics approval and participants were advised about the nature and
scope of the project and assured that their contributions would be confidential and
anonymous. Key Informants were further advised that their permission would be
sought if quotations were to be attributed to them. A summary of the results of the
questionnaire survey was sent to participants on request, and summaries of
transcripts of interview were sent to focus group participants and key informants.

VALIDITY
While accepting that the data is only representative of the people who participated
in the surveys, interviews and observations, I used several strategies to ensure the
validity of the research. I matched the data I gathered against published data
wherever possible and I also used filters limiting the gender, age and interests of
participants to define the research parameters. The research design, incorporating
the exegetical/creative artefact model and the Research Question Model, guards
against subjective bias by providing space for the various voices participating in the
research, and making clear when those voices are speaking. Furthermore the
Research Question Model allowed the research question to be examined from
different perspectives and this provided an additional safeguard against possible
bias. This is a hybrid, multi-method, cross-disciplinary investigation and the
strength of such a hybrid approach lies in the possibility for topics to be examined
from various perspectives using various methods. This form of validation is an
alternative to traditional methods of triangulation:
The combination of multiple methodological practices, empirical materials,
perspectives and observations in a single study is best understood, then, as a
strategy that adds rigor, breadth, complexity, richness and depth to any
inquiry.76

This hybrid methodology produced an accumulation of information about Australian
horsewomen which led to the building of a composite picture of Australian
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horsewomen based on their own lived experiences. As with any other sector of
society, horsewomen are complex, multi-faceted individuals and this research can
only gesture towards what may be construed as a ‘typical’ Australian horsewoman. I
believe however, that this methodology has produced a solid base of data on which
to build further research. It became increasingly clear as I gathered my data and
made my observation that being a horsewoman is about love and it is to horse love
that I turn in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS: HORSE LOVE

A love story, at least a convincing one, requires three
elements—the lover, the beloved, and the adventures they
have together.1

INTRODUCTION
‘Being in love,’ says Lynda Birke, ‘is a powerful metaphor to describe relationships
with horses’2, and while there is research that theorises the nature of the bond
between humans and horses, in order to understand the true meaning of horse love
you must talk to the lovers. In Australia today, more than eighty per cent of those
engaged in equestrian activities are female and, for these women, horses embody
feelings of love, happiness and fulfilment. Horses illuminate and define their lives.
And for all that, as has been previously mentioned, horsewomen are largely absent
from Australia’s equestrian narrative, they are adept at articulating their love of
horses. Locating and interweaving their horse stories, which I drew from texts, a
questionnaire survey, interviews and conversations and observations of
horsewomen, allowed me to reveal how Australian horsewomen shape their lives to
include horses, and also led to an understanding of what it means to love them. It is
no coincidence that horses are being steadily drawn into the human circle of family,
partnership and friendship at a time when equestrian culture has become
increasingly feminised in this country, and indeed throughout the western world.
1
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Social intimacy with horses is assumed to be a natural consequence of horse
ownership by the horsewomen in this study. They spoke of their horses as active
participants in the shared business of life and living, and have developed very
subjective, inclusive and loving regard for their horses. In response horses appear to
be adapting to this intense socialisation. They are no longer simply slaves and
workers, but companions and co-interactants, shaped and nurtured by their owner’s
horse love.

THE HORSEWOMEN’S WORLD
Plummer describes a revised critical humanist approach to research which focusses
on:
… human subjectivity, experience and creativity. They [researchers] look at
their [subjects] talk, their feelings, their actions, and their bodies as they
move around in social worlds and experience the constraints of history and a
material world of inequalities and exclusions.3

In this study I entered the social world of Australian horsewomen through the portal
of their discursive, observed and text-based storytelling. The resulting data
illustrates the subjective ways in which Australian horsewomen construct and
perceive their lives with horses. The horsewomen’s narratives reveal their selfunderstandings and point to the complex nature of the bond between women and
horses. However, there are gaps and fissures in the telling and contradictions and
disparities between the horsewomen’s words and their actions which require
further investigation, for only by pushing aside the horsewomen’s subjectivities is it
possible to see the underlying social structure and ‘to work a catharsis of
comprehension … located in the political and moral dramas of its time’.4 In order to
expand our understandings of this unique social group, I analysed the data in the
context of the current discourse on social construction, with particular reference to
the methodologies of Bourdieu.
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Plummer (2005) p.361.
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Plummer (2005) p.370.
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The charts and tables in this section come from the questionnaire survey and this
data is further supported by information collected from sources outlined in the
previous chapter, i.e. interviews, observations, and the literature. Quotations in
italics are the words of my respondents, while the footnoted quotations in roman
type were drawn from other, published sources.

DEMOGRAPHICS
The data indicates that the majority of survey respondents were middle-aged,
middle-income females, a demographic that is supported by a national pet
ownership survey which found most Australian pet owners to be females aged
between 30 and 55 years.5
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FIGURE 3: AGE OF RESPONDENTS

As well as a high incidence of horse ownership, most of the horsewomen who
participated in the survey said they looked after their own horses and saw them
frequently. They are mainly pleasure riders, with competition regarded as part of
the recreational appeal of horse ownership. Despite this, a surprising number of
women use their horses for work, most commonly for activities associated with
stock work. Such a high degree of engagement with their horses would seem to

5

Franklin (2007) pp.9–10.
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suggest that Australian horsewomen are less likely to experience those distancing
factors associated with horse ownership which have been identified in previous
studies.6 As well, a high proportion of respondents owned their own properties,
most often bought to accommodate their existing horses, and an indicator not only
of the women’s level of income, but also of their desire to live closely with their
horses.
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FIGURE 5: FREQUENCY OF RESPONDENTS’ INTERACTIONS WITH THEIR HORSES
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I found sufficient correlations between my data and existing research to suggest that
some aspects of contemporary equestrianism may be universal. The typical
Canadian horsewoman, for example, ‘is a well educated female member of the babyboomer generation … who is a property owner … a pleasure rider… and is less likely
to define herself as a competitor …’.7 In the same vein, American author and
horsewoman Jane Smiley describes a ‘flood of middle-aged, baby-boom women with
jobs and discretionary incomes—who have transformed the horse world.’8 I
examine these transformations later in this section.
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FIGURE 6: RESPONDENTS WHO ARE PRIMARY CARERS OF THEIR HORSE(S)
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LIVING WITH HORSES
According to Franklin, some four per cent of Australian households keep horses9,
and many of the horsewomen I surveyed arranged their lives so as to live as closely
as possible to their horses. While they don’t share our houses, horses and humans
may live in close proximity, developing strong bonds through daily visual, physical
and vocal contact. Angela Tenant, for example, returned to riding after a break of
twenty-five years. She bought a horse and kept him in the country some distance
from where she worked in Melbourne, and commuted to the horse several times a
week. Eventually, Angela acquired her own property, pointing out that as she was
single and childless at the time these changes were relatively easy. Of Billy, her
horse, she says:
I had a holiday booked before I bought this horse and cancelled it … because
I just can’t be away from him. He speaks to me every morning, when he hears
the back door open he whinnies out to me and every night he is always there,
he’s just gorgeous. Billy will be with me till he takes his last breath.10

Where respondents keep their horses
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FIGURE 8: WHERE RESPONDENTS KEEP THEIR HORSES
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MAINTAINING THE CONNECTION
Many of the women I spoke to had their first horse experiences as children but
ceased their involvement to concentrate on education, establishing a career, travel
or creating a family. Despite these interventions, the desire to have a horse
remained a strong and ultimately irresistible undercurrent in their lives. Finally,
having gotten back into horses, all were certain that they would never be horseless
again: ‘I can’t do without them any more’.
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FIGURE 9: AGE WHEN FIRST STARTED RIDING

Some women, such as the aptly named group, Mothers Appreciating Recreational
Equine Support (MARES)11 from rural Victoria, refuse to give up horses and
maintain their equine interests in tandem with the demands of parenthood, work
and family life through mutually supportive, horse-infused monthly meetings.

11

A. Bell in an email 29 April 2008.
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FIGURE 10: MARES BROCHURE

REASONS FOR ENJOYING HORSES
American psychologist Pamela L Hamilton claims horses and riding have a positive
impact on participants because they promote happiness by encouraging inspiration,
motivation, passion, dedication and focus.12 All the horsewomen in my study said
that horses made them very happy and statements such as ‘Horses are where I feel at
home, where I am meant to be and where I’m happiest’ were common. Asked to rank
ten possible reasons for having horses, respondents placed aesthetic and relational
aspects of horse ownership ahead of utilitarian considerations.

12

Hamilton (2008).
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FIGURE 11: REASONS RESPONDENTS ENJOY HORSES

These responses contradict Endenburg who claims that:
rather than a relationship of fidelity or emotional identity, horses in fact, are
an “activity” for their owners. The horse–owner relationship retains
something of that aspect of a working relationship, whereas dogs are mainly
kept for the pleasure they afford.13

Indications are that, for Australian horsewomen, horses are much more than just an
‘activity’. While many derive great enjoyment from riding and competing they also
claim that horses enrich their lives in many ways, and several commented on the
pleasure they experience from simply being in the company of their horses. The
beauty of horses, the way they move, their athleticism and the manner in which they
adorn the landscape was universally appealing. While African author Beryl
Markham once wrote, ‘A lovely horse … is an emotional experience of the kind that is
spoiled by words’14, the horsewomen in my study were remarkably eloquent in
explaining why they love horses. Horses, they agreed, are a complete feast for the
senses, and the responses they described to the sight, sound, smell, touch and feel of
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their horses were sensual, emotional and visceral. One woman spoke of the visual
impact of her horse, a ‘red chestnut on green grass’. Another said:
It’s like when you buy horse food. I’ll leave it in the car for
a few days cos I love the smell of it; same as my saddle, it’s
usually always in my car and my husband will get in and
say ‘oh, it stinks in here’, but I say, ‘No, it’s beautiful’.
Not all the women I spoke to were riders, and those who bred horses, kept retired
horses, competed in driving or volunteered at the local Riding for the Disabled
facility were at pains to emphasise the validity of their choices. A common theme
amongst the respondents was the pleasure they get simply from being around their
horses—seeing them from the kitchen window or having their horses come up when
the women are working nearby:
It’s also [great] just having them around. Sometimes I’m in a paddock and my
horse will come and put his head on my shoulder and just hang out there—
it’s so nice.15

Similarly, an overwhelming majority of respondents (95.1%) to an American survey
said that they enjoyed spending time with their horses even if they were not riding.16
As one British writer observed, ‘… because it’s not just about the riding, it’s about
being with them, looking after them, being near them’.17
Ratio of riders to non-riders
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FIGURE 12: RATIO OF RIDERS TO NON-RIDERS
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THE HORSE–WOMAN RELATIONSHIP
Research suggests that women’s relationships with animals—and by inclusion
horses—are affiliative, demonstrative, affectionate, emotional and empathetic, and
are marked by nurturing behaviour, patience, reduced aggression and compassion.18
Lynda Birke suggests that such feelings of empathy and connectedness are
‘stereotypically associated with femininity in our culture’19, and the ranking by
respondents of ‘partnership and communication with another species’ as the second
most important reason for enjoying horses further supports the gendered nature of
human–animal relations.
The women in my study all speak of their horses with great affection. They
understand their horses’ moods and needs, and their discussions are full of
apocryphal stories about the wise, ridiculous or hilarious things their horses have
done. Despite the close, intimate bonds they have with their horses, the women are
pragmatic enough to accept that horses are horses and not ersatz humans. They
invariably understood and accepted that most equine behaviour can be explained as
either innate, habituated, or trained responses, and the woman who announced that
‘Given a choice my horse would rather be down the paddock hanging under a tree with
his mates’, typified the level of understanding that women have of their horses.
My observations are that women connect with horses on many levels and are quite
open about expressing their love for them although some are careful to avoid overly
romanticised expressions of love:
Someone said the other day ‘You love that horse don’t
you?’ and I thought, ‘Yes, yes, I do love him’—not that
sloppy kissy kissy give him a carrot stuff—you know, in a
different way. Yes. Yes. I do love my horse.
Those who criticise the anthropomorphic tendencies of horse owners perhaps don’t
appreciate that today’s recreational horse has been drawn into the family circle and
is no longer simply ‘other’; it is a significant other, one of us. Anthropomorphism is a
means of making sense of horses, and a way to understanding and discussing horses
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with empathy and insight, and not necessarily denial of the unknowable otherness
of horses, and Brandt says ‘we should value women’s knowledge of their horses and
regard their knowledge as a valid way to understand the animal other’.20 Australian
poet Elizabeth Campbell writes:
… any anthropomorphy is heresy—is a dilution of the horses’ message. We
knew that loving horses was not enough—you had to love them on the
correct terms: love them as a horse, not a fantasy or a symbol.21

Understanding the critical difference between attributing human emotions to horses
and recognising the authenticity of their own emotions is an important distinction in
establishing effective relationships with horses. From my field observations, the
distinctions were often blurred.

NATURAL HORSEMANSHIP
For many, horses are co-partners in mutual endeavours and the horsewomen were
mindful that successful outcomes with horses depend on high levels of cooperation
predicated on effective communication. Despite research showing that relative
power is not a feature in human–pet relationships22, human–horse relationships are
necessarily asymmetrical, with humans instigating and terminating shared
activities. As the majority of respondents said they were riders, clearly the balance
of power in their equine relationships lies with them. Many of the respondents were
emphatic about the importance of gaining their horse’s cooperation through
sympathetic and ethical methods. They spoke enthusiastically about the benefits of
natural horsemanship in achieving this: several claimed it had given them a
newfound respect for their horses. Natural horsemanship was preferred to
traditional horse training methods by many respondents because they believe it
offers a kinder and more empathetic way to heighten the understanding between
humans and horses. Noted Australian horseman and scientist Andrew Mclean said:
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But the most significant development in equestrianism since the early 1980s
has been the rise of ‘New Age’ trainers, who have introduced an entirely new
vocabulary that includes terms like ‘respect’, ‘attitude’, ‘partnership’ and
even ‘love’. This new way of perceiving horses is based in leisure and the
niche that the horse fills in society today—that of companion and friend.23

It is no coincidence that increases in the uptake of natural horsemanship have
occurred in tandem with the feminisation of equestrian culture in Australia and
elsewhere. This phenomenon has been remarked upon by American horseman
Robert Miller who says:
Possibly the most significant factor in the speed with which this revolution
has spread is the fact that, for the first time in human history, women
dominate the horse industry. The clinicians who pioneered this movement
will tell you that without the prevalence of women in their audiences, they
probably could not have stayed in business.24

PARTNERS AND FRIENDS
It has long been assumed that human relationships with horses are limited because
horses lack spoken human language with which to share meaning.25 There are
several schools of natural horsemanship, but all their methods are predicated on the
view that horses have a legitimate embodied language of their own, a unique system
of signals and behaviours that, once learnt by humans, can be used to elicit desirable
responses without resorting to force or harsh methods. Many horsewomen, in order
to achieve their expressed desire for partnership and communication with their
horses, have adopted the philosophies and methods of natural horsemanship. As
writer Holly Menino warns, ‘But with horses our relationships have become a
culture by now, so you can’t just buy your ticket and hire a guide. You have to learn
the lingo’.26 The respondents who practiced natural horsemanship believed that its
use gives agency to horses, enabling them to become co-interactants in their
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relationships with humans. 27 While there is an ongoing debate over whether horses
are willing partners or merely exhibiting instinctive responses28, it is clear that some
respondents believe that mutual understanding is feasible. Writing about horse love,
Elizabeth Campbell says:
The relationship with a horse is like a relationship carried on in a second
language. The horse learns commands, routines, rewards. She learns to
anticipate the actions and requirements of the handler. The handler learns
the commands, and slowly learns to interpret the natural, evolved and
predictable, though complex, actions and reactions of the creature … The
novitiate is remarkably long—in fact, in a truly committed horse lover, it
lasts a lifetime.29

Horse owners are now urged to listen to their horses, and for some this has been a
revelatory experience as indicated by comments such as, ‘At first I thought it was all
about competing and winning at the highest levels of dressage, but it became all
about winning my horse’s heart and respect’.30

EMBODIMENT
Riding and being ridden are intimately transformative experiences. When a rider
mounts a horse, each surrenders something of themselves to the other.31 Much has
been written about this unique aspect of the horse–human relationship, and the
embodiment that transcends epithelial boundaries. Horses and riders inhale the
essence of each other, share movement, breath the same air, exchange touch and
each anticipates the others thoughts and intentions.32 Game calls this inhabiting
riding—a process of entrainment and surrender involving imagining, feeling, takingup and being with the horse in each moment.33 It is not so much that the human
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aspires to ‘becoming-horse’ as Probyn would have it34, but more of a ‘becoming with
a horse’, performing a body that a horse can read, acquiring a ‘horse-sensitivity’.35 As
one young woman told me:
When I’m on my horse I lose all language. In my work I
carry around all that stuff that clutters your brain, but on
my horse it all goes away and I don’t intellectualise what I
do. I don’t analyse and describe it—I just do it; it’s touch,
it’s instinctive, it’s muscle memory.
Horsewomen become so familiar with the feel of their horses that they can not only
call up riding sensations from their own embodied memory, but also produce a kind
of projected embodiment. As one rider put it:
On the way to the clinic, you get to think about the things you would like to
learn and go over in your head what you want it to feel like in your hands
and body when your horse is working as your partner.36

TIME OUT
One group of women explained that horses have had different significance at
different stages in their lives. When the women were young, the energy and
excitement of horses was thrilling and they remember themselves as being fearless
and accomplished. As they matured, horses became an escape valve and a stress
relief from the demands imposed by family or work. From what they told me it
seems that the horsewomen experience horses in a similar way to readers of
romance novels who use books as a ‘barrier between themselves and their families
in order to declare themselves temporarily off-limits to those who would mine them
for emotional support and material care’.37 The group reflected that as they got older
their connection with horses became more spiritual, some suggesting that the bond
is ‘almost primeval’ and is a ‘very, very old subconscious connection’. To this end,
horses appeared to provide the horsewomen with a sense of completion.
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Respondents spoke about finding peace, fulfilment and happiness with horses and
describe getting back to horses after an absence as like coming home:
When I finally exchanged payment for a certificate of ownership after nearly
four years of being horse-less, something unexpected happened—for the
first time in so long I felt like I was complete again. It was as though some
chasm inside me, one that I never even realised was there, had filled in. I
realised how I needed to have horses in my life—as strongly as one needs to
breathe, to eat, and to love.38

More than half of the respondents to an American survey (57.1%) considered that
horses had in some way healed them physically, emotionally and/or mentally39, and
the benefits of formal equine assisted therapy programs have been well
documented.40 One horsewoman in her sixties told me riding was an important
means of maintaining mobility in her arthritic hips, while for others in this survey
horses were a sort of ‘time out’ and a way of staying grounded, a means to
recalibrate and balance their lives. One woman said, ‘I work in an office where the
blinds are always closed. That’s why I come out and ride every afternoon’. The women
I spoke to all agreed that escaping the demand of daily life was of great importance
and that horses gave them the chance for a bit of time for themselves. A friend,
declining my invitation to come for a ride, said:
No. I won’t thanks. I know you’ll understand but I just
need time by myself. It’s been a busy week—really intense.
I think I’ll just go out alone.
Many of the women I surveyed said time with their horses was a matter for constant
negotiation, with many referring to their partners’ expectation that they could be
more efficient when visiting their horses and that they should spend less time with
them. It seems that some partners fail to understand that being with horses is not
about efficiency and expediency; it is about being lost in the whole experience. This
total absorption and focus to the exclusion of all else, or flow experience41, explains
why horses are such a satisfying means of escape for horsewomen: ‘You know when
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I’m with my horse I completely forget the time. It could be ten minutes or two hours. I
just wouldn’t know’.
Being outdoors and appreciating nature were rated by respondents as important
reasons for enjoying horses. Asked what she would be doing on the coming weekend
one woman said, ‘I’ll be out horsing—out communing with nature’. Horses and the
outdoors are generally held to be synonymous and in choosing horses, women also
choose to remain connected to nature and they perceive as a simpler, more
authentic existence. English horsewoman Nicole Golding writes:
The simple lifestyle of a horse, the peace we find in their company (when we
have time to feel it), their profoundly generous nature, point us to a more
honest existence than our own.42

The horsewomen where I keep my horse have a deep knowledge and appreciation of
the natural world and the things that make up the whole experience of being with
horses. They know where the wombats and water dragons live, they can describe
the habits of everything from cockatoos and snakes to kangaroos and wedge-tailed
eagles, they know about droughts and weeds, feral animals, flies and dust, the value
of deep soaking rain on dry pastures, how to turn off a leaky trough, and the best
way to crawl safely under an electric fence. Many thrill to ‘the kind of day when you
just want to go for a good muddy gallop’.

SUPPORT AND FRIENDSHIP
Some respondents to the survey always rode alone and some only rode in company
but the majority did both, indicating that in terms of sociability horse ownership
offers a degree of flexibility. Interestingly, while the survey respondents did not rate
friendships with other horsewomen or socialising very highly as a reason for
enjoying horses, the horsewomen that I interviewed had different views.
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FIGURE 13: WHO RESPONDENTS RIDE WITH

One group of horsewomen said that while they appreciated having friends who are
horsewomen, it was not a major reason for owning horses, and another group
regarded friendships formed through horses as a bonus. They talked about the
importance of having friends who understand the ups and downs of being involved
with horses:
I think our friends help us out because several times I’ve
said ‘that’s it, I quit riding!’ and she says ‘go on, come for a
ride and see how you feel’—and she does make you feel
good.
For many, the company of horsewomen offer a sense of community, of shared
endeavour and experience:
I am always happier when I am surrounded by like minded people who
clearly love their horses and enjoy the horsemanship journey as much as I
do.43

Owning and riding horses may also contribute to feelings of inclusion in the face of
social isolation. One woman, contemplating the closure of her semi-urban agistment
facility said:
There is lots of isolation in suburbia. When people are out in community
groups like this they feel a sense of belonging. I love this place. It’s my place
to relax and socialise with my friends.44
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SELF IMAGE AND SELF WORTH
Interactions with horses have aspects of what Keaveney describes as ‘sacred
consumption’.45 Activities with horses take place in special places, require
specialised insider knowledge, involve certain financial and personal sacrifices, and
require certain ritualistic behaviours such as grooming and saddling, with priests
and prophets in the guise of instructors and trainers. Interestingly, a non-horse
person said to me:
I thought I knew my friend really well—we have been
friends for years. But I see when she walks into the place
where she keeps her horse—she’s a different person. She
becomes this other person. Usually she’s very lively and
vibrant and you know, sort of, ‘out there’, but she’s
different—sort of focussed and efficient and self-confident.
While few respondents rated the acquisition of skills and expertise very highly as a
reason for enjoying horses, it is clear that because of the expertise women acquire
through their association with them, horses allow women to feel good about
themselves: ‘I feel so euphoric when I actually get over something with my horse. I go
home and I’m in a brilliant mood’. It seems that the need to acquire skills and
expertise is assumed, given that the management of horses requires specialised
knowledge that must be learned in order to succeed. The members of one group I
spoke to paid great attention to the story of the rehabilitation of a troubled filly and
the time, patience, innovation and determination it took for two of the women to
overcome the horse’s difficulties. The whole group was visibly proud of this
achievement and thoroughly enjoyed talking about it, suggesting that this kind of
insider knowledge is more important than the horsewomen in my study were
prepared to admit.
Perhaps, too, horses allow women to have a more ‘childish’ and emotional
engagement with themselves and the world than expectations of them as middleaged, middle-class ‘responsible’ women usually permit:
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With horses there are a lot of ups and downs—you can
have euphoria in this minute and in the next minute you
can be absolutely shredded emotionally—but then I think
the euphoria is worth it.
Remembering also that many of the women rode as children, it seems plausible that,
in choosing to reconnect with horses, the horsewomen are choosing to reconnect
with and perhaps even recreate the pleasurable experiences, the behaviours and the
control over horses that they experienced in their childhood. Veevers46 contends
that the choice of a companion animal constitutes a symbolic statement of a person’s
self-image. In the company of horses, women present as strong, powerful and in
control, traits that may well serve to enhance the women’s feelings of self-worth.

COMPETITION
While the horsewomen in my survey participate and compete in a broad spread of
equestrian disciplines, few define themselves as competitors, and competition is not
necessarily viewed as an end in itself but as part of the whole horse experience. This
attitude is evident across the community of horsewomen. Elizabeth Owens, then a
member of the Queensland State Dressage Squad said:
If you go out and compete and win, that’s the icing on the cake, but that’s not
what drives me. What drives me is that you get to stick your foot in the
stirrup and climb on a horse and have the most glorious time. Just enjoying
the partnership with a horse—dancing with a horse in the back yard.47

This appreciation of movement, if not speed, belies the low ranking of ‘speed and
movement’ given as a reason for enjoying horses by survey respondents. Dancing is
a metaphor that horsewomen frequently used to describe the holistic experience of
horse riding, and the range of kinaesthetic, intellectual and emotional qualities of the
riding partnership.
A high degree of skill, knowledge and commitment is necessary to compete at any
level of dressage, but few outsiders understand this, giving rise to derogatory
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comments like ‘Dressage is a virus that affects middle-aged women and is expensive
for husbands’.48 While success in competition gives horsewomen a considerable
sense of achievement, competition appears to be simply another enjoyable way to
spend time with their horses and with their equestrian friends, a phenomenon that
is explained by Adair and Vamplew who say:
But many women (and men) have found recreational and non-competitive
sport as preferable, holistic and less stressful forms of physical activity. In
fact women have largely led the way in the development of alternative forms
of sport-as-fun.49

When it stops being fun, many recreational horsewomen stop competing. A
dedicated endurance rider recently told me, ‘I’m thinking about giving up endurance
riding. You know it’s all those unsmiling serious people flogging along on robotic
horses. It’s so hard and where’s the fun?’

BEST FRIENDS
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FIGURE 14: RESPONDENTS' RELATIONSHIP WITH HORSES
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Attempts to define horse–human relationships invariably fail to capture the depth of
feeling that mark the unreserved love many horsewomen feel for their horses. The
depiction of the relationship between horse and rider as ‘similar to that between
two people who spend several hours together each day doing something
enjoyable’50, while undoubtedly accurate, is a thin description of the horse–woman
bond. Describing such relationships as ‘the emerging bond from a series of
interactions where partners have expectations of the next interaction on the basis of
the previous one’51, or saying ‘horse–human relations are undoubtedly marked by
mutual trust, respect and affection’ seem equally unsatisfactory. Australian women
speak of their horses with a tender eloquence that is deeply satisfying. As one
woman wrote, ‘They have my heart. They sing my soul’.52
The majority of survey respondents described their horse as partners, friends or
best friends, and some horsewomen certainly appear to develop extraordinary
relationships with their horses as the following illustrates:
Manny was my consoling friend when I sat under a tree in his pasture, upset
and feeling scared during difficult times in my first marriage. He would come
and ‘hold’ onto me ever so gently with his lips, making me laugh and giving
me comfort. He taught me that the bond between a horse and his trusted
human can be as strong as that between two horses.53

FAMILY
For many horsewomen, their horses are part of the family; for others they are their
family, or at least their immediate family together with the dogs and cats that make
up the rest of the household. Horses as members of the family ranked third highest
amongst respondents to the survey and this ascription resonates with Franklin’s
recent survey of Australian pet ownership; although he was mainly concerned with
small animals, much of what Franklin says can be extrapolated to living with horses.
Franklin’s descriptors marking pets as family members can also be applied to
50
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horses. These include: ‘co-residence, enduring ties, emotional inter-dependence,
friendship, company, and shared activities’.54 Intimacy and affection, constancy,
inclusion in family naming, celebrations and mourning rituals, and shared
communication may also be usefully included in the list.
Horsewomen reinforce family bonds with their horses by including them in family
rituals. Horses are often given human names, their birthdays and anniversaries are
celebrated, they receive Christmas gifts and their deaths are mourned.

FIGURE 15: A CHRISTMAS CARD FROM FRIENDS
©K Gribben 2006

Researchers agree that assigning human names to animals signifies affection and
kinship and marks them as ‘one of us’.55 A glance through any equestrian magazine
will show that, through their naming practices, horsewomen hold horses very close
to their hearts indeed. A survey of two recent issues of Horse Deals identified in
54
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excess of three hundred individual proper human names for horses, and I count
amongst my equine acquaintances horses named Rikki, Jack, Nikki, Keith, Matilda
and Grace. My observation is that women use terms of affection when talking to or
about their horses such as ‘honey bun’, ‘my girl’, ‘darling’ and ‘little man’.
Horsewomen rarely refer to their horses as ‘it’ because for them horses are a
subjective presence in their lives. This tendency to use human and gendered terms
when referring to horses has also been noted among British horse owners56, which
lends credence to Gupta’s suggestion that boundaries between humans and animals
are becoming increasingly blurred. He says, ‘Treating a nonhuman linguistically like
a human raises the animacy status of the nonhuman, signals sentience, and situates
the nonhuman closer to the human’.57

FIGURE 16: MISTY, 32 YEARS OLD, ATTENDING THE BRIDE
© Canberra Times, 19 March 2006
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Horsewomen demonstrate their belief that horses are part of the family in many
ways: horses are ‘co-signatories’ on greeting cards; special horse occasions are
celebrated with ceremonies58 and carrot cakes; horses receive gifts of food, items of
apparel and pieces of equipment; they go on special outings and participate in
wedding ceremonies—often carrying the bride and sometimes dressed like the
bride.
When horses die, their loss is marked by ceremonies, plaques and special tree
plantings. Public expressions of grief at the loss of a much loved horse are not
unusual. Academic Barbara Noske, for instance, dedicates a chapter in a scholarly
text to ‘beloved horse Iris, dead at age 28’59 and the following bereavement notice
clearly demonstrated the depth and complexity of the bond between this owner and
her horse:
Tragically taken … so brave and tough, he would never outwardly show that
he wasn’t one hundred percent as he wouldn’t want to let Heather down …
The pain and sadness for Heather and those around her is overwhelming, we
all feel we have lost such a huge part of our lives. Ace can never be replaced
and will always hold a special place in the hearts of those who were lucky
enough to have known him. He was truly Heather’s best friend, constant
companion, work mate and above all her life in so many ways.60

Such acts demonstrate ‘that the human construct of reality is not limited only to
things human’.61 For horsewomen, every horse story is indeed a love story and, as
with human relationships, they miss their horses when they can’t be with them. I
met a woman from Victoria who was attending a six-week course in Canberra, who
told me how much she missed her horse. She showed me photographs of him on her
mobile phone, saying:
I really miss my horse. I thought of bringing him up here
and finding some agistment but then I worried I wouldn’t
get him home if there was another outbreak of equine flu.
But I do miss him so much. Anyway, I’m home next
weekend on leave. I’ll see him then and I can’t wait. I
haven’t seen him for two weeks.
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Another woman told me that when her adult daughter was overseas she would
phone home and ask first about her horses, then about her dog and lastly she would
ask after her human family and friends.

RESPONSIBILITY
Research indicates that owners’ relationships with their horses are ‘characterized by
high levels of affection and pleasure and relatively low levels of resentment of the
amount of work involved, with a willingness to invest both time and money freely in
the relationship’62, and this was clearly true for the horsewomen I studied. While
13% of the survey respondents described their horses as a responsibility, only 3%
felt they were an obligation. Most horsewomen readily accept that horse ownership
is a responsibility because their horses are dependent on them for almost all of their
needs including the provision of food, water, exercise, health care and, sometimes,
companionship. The horsewomen I spoke to agreed that this was a fair exchange for
everything that their horses gave them. None of those surveyed regarded their
horses as a burden and, in fact, it is puzzling to many horsewomen when non-horse
people fail to understand that horse ownership is a deliberate lifestyle choice. As
American horsewoman Cheryl Kimball succinctly says:
I am often asked how I can stand being so ‘tied down’. It’s as if people think
I’ve accumulated horses without realizing it or against my will. I created this
life, it didn’t just happen. I knew exactly how I wanted to live, and I went
about creating it … If I wanted my life to be different, I would work at
creating a different life.63

For the typical middle-income Australian horsewoman, horses are an affordable
leisure activity and, while pleasure riding is relatively inexpensive, there are
ongoing costs associated with buying and maintaining horses. It is well known that
‘Women do anything for their horses, but they won’t do anything for themselves’64,
and fiscal sacrifices are an accepted reality. Giving up horses is a last resort for many
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and unthinkable for most, lending credence to the notion that ‘Many horses in
private ownership these days have a far greater emotional than economic
significance for their owner’.65

GIVING UP HORSES

Difficulty giving up horses

Impossible
Very Difficult
Difficult
Easy

FIGURE 17: DIFFICULTY GIVING UP HORSES

It is popularly held that, as most horses are not kept for life, horse–human relations
lack bondedness because owners tend to emotionally distance themselves in
anticipation of the pain of separation.66 This is contradicted by the horsewomen I
surveyed who appeared to buy their horses with the expectation of keeping them for
life. Advances in horse welfare have led to horses living well into their twenties and
beyond, and it is not unusual for one person to own a horse for the full duration of a
horse’s lifetime. A friend’s horse, which she bought as a seven-year-old, lived into
her mid thirties; and I own two geldings who have shared my life for almost twentyfive years. Many horsewomen form deep, enduring attachments with horses and one
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woman told me, with tears in her eyes, ‘I’ve had him since he was seven months old. I
found him dead in the paddock at twenty-seven. He was like my son’.
Even so, it is the nature of horse owning that they are bought and sold for a range of
reasons, and for some the sale of a horse is an emotionally sad and difficult business.
A woman in Queensland told me:
I had a bad accident and hurt my back. I had to sell my
horse. It broke my heart to sell him. I sent him to
Victoria—as far away as possible.

He’ll love you as much as you
love him

A pleasure to be around

Shows maturity beyond his age

Always gives his best

Cheeky personality

Big sook

Gives everything a go

Consummate gentleman

Excellent manners

Enjoys trail riding, going to the
beach & swimming in his spare
time

Tolerates horrid riding and
stressful surroundings

Loves nothing more than trail riding alone or
in company, swimming at the beach or
going to pony club

Low maintenance kind of guy

Trustworthy

Level headed in all situations

Intelligent young lady

Ready to get serious

Man for the job

Middle-aged gentleman

Magic little man

Many outings under his belt

Loves cuddles

Quick learner

Loves to compete

FIGURE 18: DESCRIPTIONS OF HORSES FOR SALE
(COMPILED FROM, HORSE DEALS, MARCH, APRIL 2007)

Advertisements in equestrian trade journals are laden with phrases describing sales
as ‘distressing’, ‘heartbreaking’ and ‘devastating’ and reassurances that the sale is
‘no fault of the horse’. Far from sounding distanced from their horses, intimacy,
connectedness and enormous affection are implied, suggesting that many horse–
human relationships go beyond the merely functional. Sellers construct detailed
human-like identities for their horses in the hopes of attracting not only the most
suitable human partner, but also, the best of homes. Some sound like equine job
100

applications, but all demonstrate a genuine understanding and affection for horses
as dearly loved friends and family.
While families don’t sell each other, members do leave home for many reasons—
relationship breakdowns, or life’s milestones including achieving adulthood or
facing the vicissitudes of old age, and there is some equivalency in terms of buying
and selling horses.
The transition of horses from work to the leisure sector has changed contemporary
expectations of them. As one horsewoman tellingly observed, ‘We feed them and
coddle them and don’t make them work nearly hard enough’.
While there appears to be a growing tendency for horsewomen to regard and treat
their horses like family, their specific role within the family unit is uncertain. There
are contradictions between what the women are saying and their behaviour toward
their horses. Conflicting views exist among scholarly researchers as to the precise
nature of the bond between companion animals (and by extension, horses) and
humans. Discussing the increasing fragmentation of modern society, Franklin notes
that ‘We are very prone to loneliness these days, and significant animals are a
remarkable substitute for when it is just not feasible to surround ourselves with
significant humans’.67 Veevers suggests that animals may be as important as
husbands and wives, and may serve as a ‘child for the childless’68, while others found
no evidence to suggest that pets are a compensatory strategy for people with low
levels of social provision from other humans.69
Brackenridge insists horses are more like young adults than children70, but opinions
among the horsewomen I surveyed varied. Some were adamant that their horses
were neither children nor surrogate humans: ‘I don’t think that my horse is a person
or a child’; others were less certain. One horsewoman said ‘I look at mine as though
they are other people—I keep trying to look at them as equals’. The imperative to
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treat horses respectfully was frequently referred to by other horsewomen in my
study and yet I have frequently observed horsewomen treating their horses like
subordinates. They cajole, berate, kiss, chastise, cuddle, bully, punch and smack their
horse. They call them by baby names (Boo Boo) and diminutives (Flashy Dash) and
use affectionate endearments (Pumpkin, Fat Boy), all of which serve to infantilise
horses, suggesting that they are not actually treated as equals at all. One woman
confidently declared, ‘I can honestly say that my horses are not a substitute for
anything’; however, some time later, anticipating the return of her youngster from a
lengthy period of absence with a horse trainer, the same woman told me:
I’m going to ring my boss and ask for a week off. I mean
it’s important. Other people ask for special needs leave for
their children—so, well, I’m asking for my animals.
They’re important.
Such contradictions point to the fact that horse love is complicated. By their actions
but not their words, the horsewomen in this study certainly appear to project onto
their horses the identity of child or subaltern family member. One possible
explanation is that the women are simply saying what they feel is expected of them
as ‘normal’ adult members of an anthropocentric society that rates human-to-human
relationships more highly than those between humans and animals. The
horsewomen spoke of the satisfaction they experience in caring for their horses, and
the pride they take in keeping them healthy and in good heart, which indicates
subtle differences between notions of nurturing and parenting. Veevers says:
… the presence of pets may serve to supplement the benefits usually derived
from the role of friend, parent, spouse or child … In the extreme, interactions
with companion animals may not only supplement human companionship
but may actually replace it.71

Horses certainly appear to be an extension to the lives of the horsewomen in this
study, a tricky combination of child, friend, lover and other/alien which resists
simplistic definitions. When you add to the mix the emotional, intellectual and
kinaesthetic experience of riding the horse, then indications are that relationships
between women and horses are indeed complex. The messages horsewomen sent
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about their understanding of their relationships with horses were understandably
oblique, something understood by an author who writes:
For all they contend that horses are like children, to the women who ride
them horses are something else. They are not only dependent creatures to be
taken care of, they are also partners with whom one takes on the world.72

SEX, WOMEN AND HORSES
Questions about the sexual nature of the horse–woman bond and about
relationships with their husbands and partners produced more mixed messages
from the horsewomen. Whenever I attempted to engage them in a discussion about
sex and horses, introducing well-researched Freudian notions of autoeroticism,
penis envy and phallic sublimation73, the women simply rolled their eyes and
dismissed the subject. Some suggested that this was a masculinised view of horses
and beneath their consideration. For all the talk about love and the sensual and
tactile pleasures associated with horses, I found no evidence that horsewomen
themselves regard horses as sexual objects. This is entirely understandable in light
of research that shows that middle-aged women find sex to be largely unenjoyable,
uninteresting (and frequently unobtainable for many middle-aged women without
partners)74, and no longer important to their sense of well-being.75 The
horsewomen’s view of horses tended to be romanticised rather than sexual, and
comments such as, ‘If he [her horse] was a man I’d marry him’, was more about
imagining an idealised relationship rather than an actual desire for a surrogate
husband.
Any involvement with horses usually impinges on other human relationships and
the horsewomen I spoke to appear to be very aware of this. A recent study by the
RSPCA found that the majority of pet owners would rather live with their pet than
their current partner, with almost half believing that their pet understands their
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moods best76, and this resonates with the previously-mentioned 1996 British survey
of horsewomen.77 The horsewomen in my study were dismissive of the British
survey, saying they would never let things come to such a pass. Nevertheless, while
they laughed at the British horsewomen, several of the women in my survey said
precisely the same thing about themselves, although one group of horsewomen
agreed with the woman who said:
I think that is one thing women are good at—women
always work out a solution. Whereas guys go, ‘Oh well,
that’s no good, there’s no solution so we can’t do it’,
women always work out how they can have a win win
situation.
Several women said that they were really mindful to fit their horses in around all
their other activities, but I frequently overheard horsewomen complaining about a
lack of support and understanding from their partners. One woman admitted to
being subjected to pressure from time to time but insisted on her right to her horse
time; ‘I have actually said that if I was put into the position where I had to give up the
horses you wouldn’t want to live with me’, while another said, ‘I definitely would give
up my man before my horse but it’s never really come up because my partners have
just accepted that that’s what I do’. Only one woman revealed that she did choose her
horse over her partner but qualified this by saying the marriage was already in
trouble. Again it seems that the women I spoke to were anxious to present
themselves as ‘normal’ women, enacting expectations that they should be
reasonable, capable, considerate and conciliatory.
The majority of respondents to the British survey pointed out that their partners
were not jealous of their horses. Indeed, they were supportive and did not resent the
time and money the women spent on horses.78 It emerged that the partners of many
of the horsewomen support their involvement with horses even if some were not
particularly enamoured of horses themselves:
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My husband’s one who doesn’t like horses, yet he’s the one
who’s actually gone out and got the horse because he’s
seen I’m a better person when I’ve got my horse than if I
haven’t got a horse.
A shared interest in horses was obviously a bonus for those women who were
married to horsemen and the majority of survey respondents indicated that they
rode with their partners. ‘He’s into horses as well so he’s probably more
understanding than most, he can relate to how I feel and what I need so it’s worked
quite well’.
Horsewomen perceive horses as significantly enhancing their lives. They are a
source of physical and emotional intimacy and support for their owners, and
contribute to their sense of wellbeing. Horses are valued for being constant friends,
with one young woman telling me, ‘Everything changes—dogs, living arrangements,
jobs, cars, boyfriends, but horses are a constant.’ They are uncritical partners and
horsewomen appreciate that, unlike people, horses are non-judgemental and
discreet confidants who don’t talk back: ‘They’re great listeners and I tell them all my
secrets’, and ‘Well I’ve always said if my horse could talk, I’ll shoot him … he knows too
many secrets’. A study of adolescent female equestrians found that ‘The non-verbal
aspect of these relationships created an environment of absolute trust … ’79 Without
doubt, talking to horses is much less fraught than communicating with other
humans, and verbalising thoughts and feelings to a silent partner is a way of airing
and solving problems. There is also a sense of freedom and control in being able to
make decisions without having to explain yourself to another person.

A PLACE OF THEIR OWN
Horses allow women to retreat from public view and let down their guard. With
their horses I noticed that horsewomen rarely wear make-up or style their hair.
They dress for comfort and practicality rather than fashion, and many horsewomen
commented that horses don’t care what you wear or what you look like, thus
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removing the pressure on women to fulfil certain expectations. Horses also provide
a space where a woman’s unique knowledge is exclusive and unchallengeable by
those outside the equestrian domain. In fact, this exclusivity was a common refrain
in my conversations with horsewomen, none of whom were keen to encourage their
non-horsey partners to share their horse time with them. This appeared to be
important to the horsewomen’s self esteem. Several horsewomen commented that
they selected horses to bolster their self image, exemplifying Veevers’ point about
the role of animals in the construction of the social self.80 One woman remarked that
she would not ride a finely-built horse because that would make her look too fat,
while another said, somewhat prosaically, ‘I’d rather have a horse that’s got an arse
bigger than mine’. It seems that associating with horses may not only serve to realise
women’s sense of self, it also helps them keep a sense of humour. Laughter was
certainly a hallmark of all the interviews I conducted with horsewomen and
something of which I am acutely aware wherever horsewomen congregate.

HORSES AS TEACHERS
Being with horses gave women a different perspective on the world, with some
saying it made them more observant and self-aware. Some respondents to the
survey (15%) described their horses as teachers, something that is widely
acknowledged to be a significant aspect of horse–human relationships.81 Australian
businesswoman Alessina Brooks observes, ‘You ask me about my horse, you ask me
about myself’82, and another horsewoman, a university academic, once told me that
‘Everything I know about education and leadership I learnt from horses’. Horses were
also said to teach patience, tactfulness, tolerance, honesty and consideration for the
animal other.
I can be cranky and short tempered but never with the
horses. Never. Some of the males in my life find it a
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puzzle—here’s this wild, angry, volatile woman but I am a
different person with the horses.
While horseman Pat Parelli famously believes horses are like computers—they
simply respond to whatever you program into them—horsewomen know that
relationships with horses are not so simple. They assign a high degree of agency and
mutuality to their interactions with horses, agreeing that horses are ‘one of the
smartest creatures’. It is well known that you cannot lie to a horse, with their
responses to our presence being absolutely transparent—horses have no hidden
agendas. As Elizabeth Campbell says in her poem Horse, ‘Horses are never wrong.
/She sucks the world in through her eyes. /She is Yes or/ No’.83 While the
horsewomen generally indicated a conceptual understanding and acceptance of the
innate characteristics of horses, this did not always translate into practice. I
overheard a very experienced horsewoman loudly and quite unreasonably berate
her horse for refusing to move, accusing it of ‘trying to make a fool of me in front of
everybody’. The horsewomen I spoke to commonly observed that horses are great
levellers, and anyone, regardless of their social standing, can be made to look foolish
by a horse.
FEAR

Respondents' experience of fear

Never
Sometimes
Often
Always

FIGURE 19: RESPONDENTS' EXPERIENCE OF FEAR
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For all the talk about partnership and mutuality between humans and horses, horse
riding is potentially very dangerous—in fact, it is more dangerous than motorcycle
riding and automobile racing.84 The unpredictability of horses can be a source of fear
for horsewomen and a high percentage of the women surveyed admitted to
sometimes being fearful around horses. In part the women’s experience of fear can
be attributed to the healthy fear that instinctively safeguards against complacency
and carelessness, but the other kind of fear, which is seemingly irrational and can be
crippling, was a source of frustration and concern for many of the horsewomen.
While very few survey respondents rated highly the enjoyment of speed and
movement as a reason for choosing horses, riding does offer a rare opportunity for
women to leave the mundane safety of everyday life and enter a zone where
instinctive responses come to the fore. Noted American horsewoman Kathleen
Lindley notes that human relationships with horses are full of contradictions:
The very things we love about them [horses] are the things we begrudge
them … We love them for their power, yet it scares us. We want to borrow
their physical freedom, while at the same time we strive to take it away. We
know they’re highly intelligent, but we treat them as if they were stupid. We
expect them to read our minds, then deny what they find there. We praise
their sensitivity, as we seek to desensitise them. 85

Of course not all the horsewomen surveyed were fearful around horses, but those
who were frequently recalled their lack of fear when they were children, and many
found it difficult to accept their increasing fearfulness in later life. Most understood
the circumstances that triggered their fears, including: motherhood; ageing; trauma
including (but not always) horse-related accidents or injury; inexperience; lack of
practice due to interrupting life circumstances, problems at home and difficulties at
work; or simply being in a relationship with the wrong horse. Motherhood and
responsibility were major factors that caused the horsewomen to be more cautious
and inhibited in their relationships with horses, and many viewed their failure to
overcome such strictures as a sign of their own weakness. The mental anguish that
fear produces is clear in the following:
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Now that my baby is one I am determined to overcome my motherly fear
instincts and get on my horse with the confidence and enjoyment that I had
before my pregnancy… But alas I still have that little voice in my head that
says ‘what if you fall off’ ‘look out for that ditch’ AHHH!! I drive myself crazy
with the internal battle. One voice says ‘look out!!!!’ the other says ‘Your [sic]
a big Wozz, get on with it’.86

With horses being such an integral part of their lives, when things go wrong—as
they often do in horse–human relationships—women feel obliged to try to work
them out. Australian instructor Sandi Simons, who runs confidence courses for
horsewomen, says women are often reluctant to sell their horses even if the
relationship is in trouble. She said:
Men address their fears by buying another horse but women tend to put all
their emotions in one basket and want to keep the horse, even if it is
unsuitable. They have a sense of loyalty and commitment to the horse and
when I explain that the horse is not right for them then I give them
permission to move on.87

When their equine relationships breakdown many horsewomen feel it is their fault:
‘If I can’t “get along with” the horse that I’m riding, I have trouble getting along with
myself’.88 Women wear guilt like a cloak, and it is paradoxical that while
horsewomen regard horses as a means of physical and emotional escape from the
everyday, it seems that some elements of the everyday are inescapably present in
both worlds.

HUMANISING HORSES
While relationships with horses can be repaired or abandoned, owning the right
horse is a big factor in staying safe and many horsewomen acknowledged this: ‘Yeah,
I can leave her for a couple of weeks and I’ll get back on and she’s just right’. This ‘just
rightness’ reflects a growing circularity in modern horse–human relations. As horses
become increasingly habituated to humans, the ‘ticking time bomb’ aspect of their
natures becomes less overt. Of course horses will react when alarmed, but their
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continuing integration into the human world, together with a better human
understanding of the nature of horses, combined with more sympathetic training
techniques, means the alarm bells ring more softly. There are more opportunities for
trust between horses and humans and it may be that trust is another name for
love.89 Trusting horses tend to sublimate their natural instincts. ‘Bobby’ the horse
exemplifies this. He is lying down with a dog on his back—the predator (albeit a
very small predator) atop the prostrate prey animal and Bobby looks pretty relaxed.

FIGURE 20: BOBBY
© Horse Deals March 2007
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Despret suggests that ‘… humans domesticating horses offer them a new identity:
being a horse-with-human’90, and evidence of the emerging ‘bio-sociality’91 of horses
in Australia can be seen in advertisements offering pleasure horses for sale. While
fun and interesting to ride, the horses are also described as safe, careful, willing and
responsible and the following example from the September 2008 issue of Horse
Deals is typical:
Prince is an impressive bay gelding, 15hh with 17 hands of heart and
personality. Mischievous, lots of fun and always tries his heart out. Obedient
dressage, capable jumping, awesome sporting. Best trail ride. Goes
anywhere, including creeks, beach with any rider.

Jane Smiley speaks of ‘bombproof’ horses—animals that put the welfare of their
middle-aged female owners ahead of their own92, and nearly all the horsewomen I
spoke to mentioned the importance of having a reliable horse who would look after
them and keep them safe:
I’ve got this old mare who’s like a mum to me; she knows
the days that I can handle a good ride and the days that I
can’t—she looks after me, I’m like a kid when I’m on her
because she tells me what I can do.
The reversal of roles in this relationship, with the horse as parent and the
horsewoman as child, gives some currency to the thesis that women have an
ongoing need for nurturance and attachment that is not fulfilled in the domestic
sphere.93 Whatever their motivations, the data clearly shows that the horsewomen
have invested their lives deeply in horses. The love of horses is a powerful force that
pulls constantly at their hearts. Most said they would like to spend more time with
their horses although they accepted that horses were just one part of their lives,
albeit a very important one. Sometimes the women felt the pressure to pay more
attention to housework and tasks such as cleaning out the car, but all agreed that
cleaning horses was more rewarding than housework. So what is it that makes horse
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work more attractive than housework, the paddock more amenable than home, and
the company of horses preferable to the company of their human family?
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION: SOME MEANINGS OF BEING A HORSEWOMAN
The horsewomen in this study present themselves as capable and empowered
through their affiliation with horses. They construe their horse world as a kind of
utopia, a place where they are freed from the demands and pressures of their
everyday lives, and where their relationships with horses are uncomplicated and
fulfilling. In horses, the women believe they have ideal relationships where feelings
and emotions are reciprocal, mutual, spontaneous and, in many ways, preferable to
their relationships with humans. The horsewomen also take considerable pride in
their ethical, compassionate and empathetic treatment of their horses. While the
truth in the horsewomen’s view of themselves is unchallengeable, the internal
contradictions in their narratives and the disparities between their expressed beliefs
and their practices indicate more than one possible reading of Australia’s
recreational horsewomen.

TRADITIONAL VERSUS RECREATIONAL EQUESTRIANISM
Traditional equestrian disciplines such as eventing, showjumping, and dressage and
those that have their origins in stock work, like reining and camp drafting, are part
of a field where masculine domination is reproduced… The logic, principles, values,
discourses and practices of that field are underpinned and reinforced by structural
competition, both the ‘normal’ competition for position that is found in any field, and
actual competition in the form of competitive events where success generates
symbolic, cultural and economic capital that extends the standing of the (mostly
male) participants. Horsewomen may only participate in these disciplines according
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to the terms already established by the logic of the field and the already-established
rules and practices that characterise it. Given that these rules and practices privilege
a normative masculinity, it is difficult for the women to participate except by
adopting—or, at least, complying with—the values that dominate the field. While,
like any agents in any field, they may compete against other agents and logics, and
may contest and seek to re-form the rules and values, it is very difficult to reframe
them in a way that does not perpetuate the existing power relations that privilege
horsemen and dominant masculine norms, ideals and values.

A SPACE OF THEIR OWN
Recreational equestrianism, on the other hand, is structured around a set of ideals
that privilege the nurturing of positive horse–human relationships over competition
between participants. Success in this field has little social or economic currency, but
is instead a private matter between horse and horse owner. Recreational
equestrianism holds little interest or value for the majority of horsemen, but for
many horsewomen it offers the only opportunity to practice a more feminised style
of horsemanship outside the discourse of competition and male dominance that
marks other equestrian disciplines. I would suggest that it is women’s habitus that
has generated their affinity with recreational horsemanship. Women are construed
by society to be nurturing and caring, and these dispositions are reproduced and
reinforced by a culture that locates women in social and domestic roles of partner,
mother and carer. Despite the horsewomen’s belief that their equine worlds are
different and separate from the other social spheres that they inhabit, my research
suggests that, in many ways, they are quite similar. Women are socially oriented to
be loving, caring and communicative, and they—consciously or unconsciously—
transfer the behaviours and practices associated with these female characteristics
into their relationships with horses.
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TRANSFERENCE
In horse–human societies, as in human societies, family is pre-eminent and
horsewomen configure horses as members of their family. Within the family unit
horses function in multiple and sometimes simultaneous roles: they are child and
adult, partner and parent, best friend and confidant. While many of the horsewomen
denied that their horses were surrogate humans, their actions and the way they talk
about and to their horses suggest otherwise. Almost all horsewomen assume the
role of responsible, caring parent and treat their horses as dependent children
and/or quasi adults. The subaltern role assigned to horses is emphasised and
perpetuated through their reliance on the skills, knowledge and goodwill of their
carers in providing both the means of survival and their quality of life. The
acquisition of appropriate equine-related skills and knowledge is a significant part
of horse ownership. The social and cultural capital accrued by horse people
contributes to their particular identity and strengthens their membership of
equestrian society. It is interesting that the horsewomen who responded to the
questionnaire survey did not assign much importance to their unique knowledge:
indeed, it could be argued that many of the skills needed to look after horses—
feeding, grooming, cleaning, dressing and undressing them—are the very things that
women take for granted in their everyday lives and responsibilities. In electing to
care for horses, it seems, women trade one social sphere (home) within which they
are expected to perform in particular ways, for another almost identical sphere
(horses). In addition, they seem not to reflect on, or even be aware of, the
transference of their skills and dispositions between these spheres.
Bourdieu explains this phenomenon as ‘misrecognition’, a state where thoughts and
actions seem like second nature and where the ways and terms in which they were
produced are forgotten.1 Caring and nurturing readily translate to horse-care, and
the ways of being for horsewomen in equestrian fields becomes a generative
structure for the identity of horsewomen. As Koller says:

1

Bourdieu & Wacquant (1992).
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The family pet always needs attention and the pleasure it brings its keepers
is derived partly from the sustained dominance and importance of those
who care for it. The need to be needed is powerful.2

LIVED RESISTANCE
In appropriating an unvalued part of the field of equestrianism for themselves,
horsewomen have produced a new, distinctive and characteristically feminine field
of recreational horsemanship, and established it as valuable. Rather than accepting
established hierarchies of male dominance and female submission, horsewomen
assert their ownership of and right to participate this field. For instance, in
conversations with many of the horsewomen who described the ways in which they
negotiate their horse time with other family members, it was clear that their
‘negotiation’ was in fact delivered as an ultimatum. All of this suggests that the
actions of recreational horsewomen are positive, and in many ways expressions of
personal authority. This suggests too that women, in constructing themselves as
horsewomen, operate in terms that are far from the sorts of underprivileged
operations Bourdieu describes in his explications of doxa3—the practice of accepting
the status quo, however uncomfortable it may be, seemingly without realising that
there might be an alternative. He writes, in the opening lines of Masculine
Domination:
I have always been surprised by what might be called the paradox of doxa—
the fact that the order of the world as we find it, with its one-way streets and
its no-entry signs, whether literal or figurative, its obligations and its
penalties, is broadly respected; that there are not more transgressions and
subversions …; or, still more surprisingly, that the established order, with its
relations of domination … ultimately perpetuates itself so easily.4

However, my research suggests that while horsewomen might accept the
‘established order’ and its ‘relations of domination’ when it comes to women’s
responsibility to act as carers, they do not seem to accept the status quo when it
comes to horse care. As Bourdieu commented, in conversation with Terry Eagleton,
2

Koller (1974) p.288.

3

Bourdieu (1994) p.268.

4

Bourdieu (2001) p.1.
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‘… the capacity for dissent … exists, but not where we look for it—it takes another
form'.5 I would suggest that the field of recreational horsemanship is one of those
unlikely sites of resistance. Foucault’s theorises that wherever power exists, so does
resistance.6 The horsewomen in this study demonstrate Foucault’s theory of
resistance by turning away from structured male-dominated equestrian disciplines,
preferring instead the less regimented disciplines of riding for pleasure and
competing for fun. In claiming recreational riding as a space of their own,
horsewomen have disrupted established equestrian hegemonies and opened the
way for change.

NEW WAYS OF BEING WITH HORSES
Horse training is of necessity a discourse of power and submission and while there
is a diversity of training methods and systems available to equestrians, the
underlying imperative is that humans must prevail and horses must submit.
However standards of acceptability in horse training is a contested area although
the current consensus is that cruel and harsh methods, while still used, are no longer
acceptable to a large cohort of equestrians, especially the natural horsemanship
movement.7 Interestingly, horsewomen’s grip on recreational horsemanship was
tested by the natural horsemanship movement that emerged in the 1990s in
Australia. As Brandt points out, the modern natural horsemanship movement was
revitalised and popularised by ‘cowboy-like [American] men’ who ‘are easily
assumed to be the best models for horse–human relationships’.8 Natural
horsemanship is a system of horse training that is non-violent and humane, and
whose discourse promises partnership and understanding between humans and
horses. The movement reflects a current softening in attitudes by humans toward
horses, which are increasingly conciliatory, respectful and considerate.

5

Bourdieu (1994) p.269.

6

Foucault (1980) p.142.

7

See McGinnis (1999) for a graphic, yet dispassionate account of typical outback Australian horse training
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8
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Horsewomen, through their construction as caring and compassionate owners, are
disposed to adopt the kinds of reflexive horse training principles represented by
natural horsemanship and as a consequence, horsewomen constitute the majority of
converts to these methods.

DOMINANCE AND SUBMISSION
In its early years, the natural horsemanship movement threatened to destabilise the
recreational equestrian sector by absorbing large numbers of recreational
horsewomen into this brand new masculine domain. Horsemen wrote the rules and
designed and delivered the courses to an audience of passively receptive
horsewomen. I recall an occasion on the third day of a week-long natural
horsemanship course when the fifteen or so participants, all women, were chatting
while we waited for the (male) instructor to arrive. Our conversation, which
concerned our horses, was lively and full of fun and laughter, and we failed to notice
the arrival of the instructor who sat on his horse as stony-faced as an Easter Island
statue, waiting for us to pay attention. When we were all suitably quiet he chastised
us saying, ‘Ladies. I believe it is time that you all learnt the value of silent savvy.’
Through his words and manner the instructor had symbolically gagged us and
devalued both us and our equestrian knowledge.

RESISTANCE
It seems though, that those horsewomen who initially engaged in those male
versions of natural horsemanship (and it is by no means the choice of all
recreational horsewomen), were simply biding their time because the landscape has
changed significantly since those early days. The American cowboys have moved on,
and in their place, alongside the locally-grown male practitioners, is a significant
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cohort of female instructors and trainers.9 This regendering has led to the
emergence of an increasingly feminised style of horsemanship.
Through the choices they make, and indeed by exercising their right to choose, many
horsewomen are disrupting traditional power relations between humans and
horses. By successfully challenging existing heteronormative paradigms of
horsemanship, horsewomen are asserting the right of an alternative, more
feminised, practice to exist alongside—and perhaps even to replace—the current
dominant discourse. This is not entirely surprising as while the horsewomen to
whom I am referring are dominated in the wider horse world, they are reasonably
dominant by virtue of age, income and social position in the world of women,
including the world of recreational horsewomen. As previously mentioned, they are
middle class, educated, professional, and therefore themselves capable of, and
indeed expect to have the capacity to have some agency in the world. Despite this
apparently positive outcome, horsewomen still appear to comply with the long
established norms of the social field, and respond to the generative structures of
their own habitus; so despite the very positive acts of resistance that brought them
to a point in horsemanship where they and their values dominate and structure
natural horsemanship and recreational riding, in reality, these horsewomen are
reinforcing social ascriptions of women as peacemakers and communicators.

TRUTH, ILLUSION AND CHANGE
Although imbued with a philosophy based on consideration for the physical and
emotional well-being of horses, alternative training methods such as those used by
advocates of natural horsemanship are mechanistic and coercive, and this is
something that the rhetoric is inclined to mask. Whips, sticks, ropes, round pens and
specially designed halters constitute the tools of trade and recalcitrant horses are
made to acquiesce through the endless repetition of tasks or the application of
escalating pressure. There is little evidence from the horsewomen’s accounts that

9

High profile female alternative horsemanship practitioners include, for example: Cynthia Cooper, Camilla
Davidson, Fran Griffen, Wrangler Jayne, Melanie Fleming, Jenny Pearce, and Sandi Simons.
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they were prepared to admit to the physical and symbolic violence hidden in
alternative training systems. Instead, the horsewomen are socially produced—and
located—to believe in the rhetoric of alternative horsemanship with its careful
discourse promoting notions of partnership and cross-species understanding and its
core values demanding the respectful treatment of horses. Because this particular
group of horsewomen enjoy a fairly privileged position relative to many others, this
necessarily creates a kind of a tension between how the horsewomen think they
should be, and what they manifestly are, and they are compelled to find ways of
suturing the gap caused by such difference.
Horsewomen who aspire to be friends and partners with their horses can’t help but
believe that alternative horsemanship is a valid choice. Through their need to
believe, the horsewomen have a more or less unthinking commitment to the logic,
values and capital of natural horsemanship, which might be understood in terms of
Bourdieu’s concept of ‘illusio’:
… to participate, to admit that the game is worth playing and that the stakes
created in and through the fact of playing are worth pursuing; it is to
recognise the game and recognise its stakes. 10

My discussions with horsewomen who are sympathetic to alternative training
systems revealed a sometimes romanticised view that fails to take into account the
undercurrent of violence that exists in this, and indeed in all, horse training
practices. Nonetheless, in offering horsewomen better ways to understand and
communicate with their horses, such ethical concerns ensure that, in this respect
alone, the game is indeed worth playing.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH HORSES
Any system of training is open to subjective interpretation and this is certainly the
case in the area of alternative horsemanship. While large numbers of horses,
handlers and riders have benefitted from this compassionate model of

10

Bourdieu (1998) pp.76–7.
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horsemanship, the interface between horses and humans is always a site of struggle
for dominance. In their interactions with their horses almost all of the horsewomen
in this study engaged with their horses as if they were human and capable of
understanding human thought and actions, although on an intellectual level they
would often comment on the fact that they were horses not humans. Their ability to
view horses from two separate standpoints is further illustration of the complexity
of horsewomen’s relationships with horses, and a further complication occurs when
relationships break down. The data indicates that horsewomen experience feelings
of guilt and personal failure, which is hardly surprising in a society where unequal
gender relations construe women as socially inferior, and where they are produced
to assume responsibility for the maintenance of social and domestic unity. In this
respect, women’s relationships with their horses have much in common with those
that they have with their human family, suggesting that for these horsewomen, the
equine and domestic spheres that they consider to be separate and different are
actually very similar. Horse owners often joke that owning a horse is like being in a
marriage, although they are referring to the responsibilities attached to such
relationships and not to physical intimacy that occurs between partners. However,
as Brandt notes, the eroticization of their relationship with their horses, while
something with which horsewomen are frequently confronted, is only to be
expected in a male-dominated society.11

SEX AND SENSUALITY
I was intrigued, but not surprised, by the horsewomen’s disinclination to talk about
sex in relation to their horses. It was an inevitable but tedious topic in which they
had absolutely no interest. No matter what happens in domestic or social worlds, sex
does not appear to be one of the life concerns that women transfer to their horse
space—as Landry says, ‘what is never spoken about does not exist’.12 To the women
who handle and ride them, horses are not sexual objects. Stallions, those overt

11
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symbols of masculinity, can be notoriously challenging to handle and rarely feature
in the life of a pleasure rider. The dependable mares and docile geldings that belong
to horsewomen are friends, not sexual partners, I suspect that women’s denial of sex
in this context is a rebuttal of the pornographic imagery that men resort to when
confronted by women on horseback, something that most horsewomen have
experience and dismissed as ridiculous. As Ackerman notes, ‘There’s a whole
repertoire of types of intimacy that are possible, and our society is fixated on just
one—the sexual’.13 Horsewomen’s interactions with their horses are better
understood as sensual rather than sexual, and horse love is perhaps better
understood in the broader panoply of human needs, in particular the human desire
for commitment—their need to care and be cared for; and the need for emotional as
well as physical intimacy. The love that women feel for their horses might best be
viewed through the eye of Midas Dekkers who, when writing about bestiality, says:
If you drop the requirement that for sexual contact something has to be
inserted somewhere and that something has to be fiddled with, and it is
simply sufficient to cuddle, to derive a warm feeling from each other, to kiss
perhaps at times, in brief to love, then bestiality is not a deviation but a
general rule, not even something shameful but the done thing. After all, who
does not wish to be called an animal lover?14

It may be that, for a number of reasons15, sex is problematic for some of the
horsewomen in my study. In this context, relationships with horses are safe and
predictable because no amount of physical contact will lead to sex. Patting, stroking,
and kissing horses allow horsewomen to experience and express their sensual
selves without unwanted consequences. Horsewomen take charge in their
interactions with horses—they initiate contact with their horses and decide what
form it will take and when it finishes—and this degree of control is rarely available
to them in relationships with their human partners. The horsewomen believe that
their horses at least tolerate and probably enjoy physical attention, and interpret
their horses’ responses in a positive light. It could be said that by subjecting their
horses to the attention and demands that they may or may not want, the tables are
turned, and in effect horsewomen are guilty of inflicting the same sorts of symbolic
13
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violence on their horses that are too often a feature of gendered human
relationships. Without shared verbal language our understanding of horses is
necessarily limited and we can never really know them, despite what the natural
horsemanship practitioners and symbolic interactionists would have us believe.
Research points to the autoerotic aspects of horse riding, comparing the motion of
cantering to that of sexual intercourse16, but there was no evidence to suggest that
horsewomen experience riding in this way. Moving in sync with a horse is more
often compared to dancing, which, while sensual, is very different from the
penetrative aspects of sex. Whatever the definition, touch and movement are
important to humans. In a recent essay discussing loneliness, Anne Manne said:
Just at that moment an unbearable thought sweeps out of left field like an
ambush … What if you were so utterly alone in the world that the only time
you felt the touch of another human being was when a podiatrist trimmed a
corn? Or a hairdresser brushed your hair?17

For those horsewomen who live alone, touching and being touched by their horses
may be the only source of physical contact available to them. For others, it may be
the only social sphere in which they have the freedom to express their physical and
emotional selves. As artist Deborah Bright says, ‘Horse-craziness, it seems to me, is
nothing less than a form of self-love’.18

CONCLUSION
I named this chapter ‘Some meanings of being a horsewoman’ so as to draw
attention to the complexity of the nature of the bond that occurs between women
and horses, and to emphasise that there is no simple explanation for this
phenomenon. Horses are produced by horsewomen to mean and to be many things
and, just as importantly, horsewomen’s experience of horses are the convoluted
product of their own habitus—their being in the world, with all its history, struggles
and dispositions. Recently, I was discussing my research with a friend who is also a
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horsewoman, and she said, ‘Sandra, don’t try and over analyse things. It’s not
complicated—we just want to go out and ride our horses’. But of course, it is more
complicated than that. Horsewomen are in fact constituted by the love they feel for
their horses and horses, in turn, are constituted by that love. So many horsewomen,
and I count myself among them, cannot imagine a life without horses, which perhaps
suggests that there is some truth in Franklin’s notion that pets provide us with
ontological security.19
While I illuminate the lives of some of Australia’s recreational horsewomen in this
study, I believe there is much more to know. There will always be room for further
research, different interpretations and new ways of understanding. As population
growth and climate change bring humans and horses into competition for living
space, for example, land planners and other interested parties may find it useful to
know just how many horses there are in Australia today, where they are located and
what they are used for. In the meantime, I would suggest that this study serves as a
useful introduction to understanding the small band of Australian women who
choose to invest their lives so deeply in horses.

19

Franklin (1999).
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PREFACE
Like horsewomen the world over I have spent what amounts to years of my life
immersed in horse talk, and the best conversations were those I had with my friend
Eileen. Until she moved away from Canberra, Eileen and I rode together on most
days. We attended week-long horsemanship camps together, we kept our horses at
the same agistment properties, we shared riding lessons, and for two years, we
worked alongside each other at a racing stable. We talked about all sorts of things—
kids, husbands, dogs, housework, shopping—but mostly our conversations were
about horses—their training, riding, health, saddle fit, quirks, peculiarities and
problems. We knew our horses better than we knew the backs of our hands, and yet
there was always more to know and understand. The conversations never ended.
Our days usually began with, ‘And you know, I was thinking …’ Sometimes, if the
problem was really knotty, we would phone each other after we got home and
continue the discussion. It sounds a little bit mad, even obsessive, but horsewomen
know what it is to have horses embedded in your skin and your bones and your
brain.
This volume is about my life with horses, and the essays and poems it contains
reflect my thoughts, opinions and experiences. Reading them might cause you to fizz
with indignation or smile as you recognise something of your own experiences
there. I hope you are touched to respond, that you will perhaps tut, nod, chuckle,
exclaim, harrumph, lament or even laugh out loud as you find yourself engaging in
an endlessly fascinating dialogue about horses.
Sandra Burr
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RIDING THE DRAGON

A

ll my life I have striven to achieve harmony with my horses. I realise now,
in the egocentric, goal-oriented manner of humankind, that I expected my
horses to abandon their essentially creatural natures and surrender

themselves to me. Every horse person knows that horses prefer being with horses to
being with humans, and yet we insist on our right to do whatever we want with
them. After all, if horses won’t work for us, what is the point of owning them? And
then I met Rikki May. He taught me to think and reconsider, to readjust my attitude,
and be humble and respectful— to see myself and my actions reflected in his eyes.
Every day I wrestled with my need to control, to dominate, to dictate to my horse.
When I saw him flinch from my hand it was a terrible thing. When I sent him to a
place of fear and saw that fear escalate to terror, I was ashamed. What follows is the
story of how my horse Rikki came to surrender a part of his ‘horseanality’ (as Pat
Parelli dubs it), and how I came to realise that in order to become one with my
horse, I had to surrender my ego. It was a hard journey for us both and while I had
the wisdom of many profound horse people to cushion me, Rikki had only his own
deepest instincts. However, I soon found that the cushion offered false comfort, it
blurred reality, and in the end I had to throw it away and listen to my horse. This is
the story of how Rikki and I finally found true harmony.
The horsewoman’s experiences challenge the sociocultural
construction of women as fearful. Moreover, fear does not
lead to paralysis; the body does not take over. Not only are
horsewomen not ‘overpowered’ by their feelings of fear,
instead they feel the sensation of fear and overpower it
with a new emotional feeling sensation. (Kerri Brandt)
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Fear is visceral. It grabs your guts and twists them hard. It sucks the mucous from
the linings of your mouth, strangles your voice. Fear scrambles your brain,
suffocates rational thought, leaves you dry, stranded, with just one functioning
primal instinct—survival—and no means to achieve it.
Every time I went riding I was confronted with fear in a
very real way. (Ingrid Soren)
I am sitting astride five hundred and twenty kilograms of very worried, very
powerful horse. We are cantering on a large circle and the canter is on the verge of
tipping over into a gallop. I don’t want my horse to gallop because when he gallops
he loses his head. He’s getting faster. His fear is starting to overwhelm him. There is
a place on the circle where he drops his shoulder. Instead of planting his hoof
directly under his shoulder and pushing up to support himself, my horse starts to
lean inwards, placing his feet so far under his body that he threatens to fall over. His
feet are a hair’s breadth from sliding out from under him. The sensation is familiar
and it frightens me. We have travelled this path before. In this moment I am deathly
afraid of falling.
Eighty per cent of respondents admitted to being fearful
around their horses sometimes, while two percent
admitted to being fearful most of the time. Fewer than
twenty percent said they were never fearful. (Sandra
Burr)
I reach for the rein, to lift and support his head and neck and, ultimately, that
shoulder. The horse has been seeking this. He’s waiting for it. He wants to be held
up, to feel my hand on the rein, to drop his weight into that rein and pass
responsibility over to me. He needs to know that I am there for him. He hopes I will
ask him to slow down, perhaps stop, because speed frightens him. His lack of
balance frightens him. His inability to connect through his mind to his feet sends him
spiralling out of control. As I reach for the rein a voice yells out, ‘Don’t touch those
reins Sandra!’ I whip my hand away like a child caught stealing. For a moment the
horse thinks he is going to be saved and hangs in mid-stride and all I can see, all I can
feel and taste, is the crashing fall, blood in my mouth, the agony of crushed bones,
the panic of trying to drag air into my battered lungs. With a lurching dip he saves
himself and I have another full circle—fifty-three strides—to consider my situation.
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I was being forced to face up to fear, to the fear of death,
to my vulnerability, to my mortality. (Ingrid Soren)
Rikki is a runaway. He lives in a constant state of anxiety. It has been this way for the
six years that we have been together, and while I know something of his history, that
knowledge is useless in the face of his fear. He doesn’t want to run away. He doesn’t
want to panic and he doesn’t want to be wrong, but he doesn’t trust me to help him.
It hurts my heart that after all these years he can’t trust me.
… you are going to have to get with the feel of that horse …
If you miss this part, then no matter what might be said,
he has not learned to respond to your feel and a lot of
things just aren’t going to work out. (Tom Dorrance)
It’s day two of a week-long course in which we will be learning how to control our
fears. I’m told that if Rikki needs to run, let him run, but put him on a circle so that he
has nowhere to run. Eventually he will come to understand that his fears are
groundless and I will come to understand that his feet are his responsibility. I must
not hold him up. I must not touch the reins. I must trust him. On day one I practice
getting the technique right at slow speeds—at walk, then at trot, shutting Rikki
down before our fears kick in. I think I’m doing pretty well.
The instructors tell me I need to do better.
Emotionality (feminist) is constructed as a lack of selfcontrol, as ‘losing it’. (Kerri Brandt)
So today I choose a spot right in front of the instructors and spectators, and prepare
to tough it out, driven by an unbearable need to prove them wrong. In less than five
minutes, I imagine, Rikki will have his light bulb moment and fall back into a calm
rocking horse canter and he will be smiling. The onlookers will applaud and they
will call out, ‘Well done, Sandra. Good job!’ Rikki will sigh and walk away with his
head low and his tail swinging from side to side, blowing short, hot puffs of air
through wide soft nostrils.
Fear is absolutely soul thrashing. I’d go to clinics and be
expected to perform and I was not bold enough to say I
needed help. (Sandi Simons)
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Instead I am pounding out of control on a worried horse who, in the face of my
abandonment, has gone somewhere deep inside his soul, far out of my reach. We are
heading for a massive wreck. My body is very, very tight. I should just breathe out
and pull him up. Help him because I have lost faith in this exercise. It is pointless. I
need to take control. One hand lifts the rein, the other reaches out, hovers, hesitates.
What if everyone thinks I’m a failure? They won’t like me anymore—if they ever
liked me. Why can’t I just shut out my doubts and trust their advice? If I want to be
part of this group I have to pass this test, and I do so want to be part of the inner
circle. They said this would work, they should know. They’re the experts. I’m only a
student. What would I know about horses—especially this horse? Sometimes I think
I’ve struggled long enough, that perhaps it is time to give up. Then I remind myself
that I don’t want to be a ‘flubbed up’ person; that I don’t want to give up on this
horse. Somehow, I must be brave.
Women are constructed as fearful while men are brave.
Fear is constructed as a paralysing emotion for women.
Men are either constructed as not fearful and, therefore,
brave, or they have the unique ability to use their minds to
overcome their fear to have a different experience. (Kerri
Brandt)
I change my mind and persevere—five circles, ten circles, fifteen circles, and then I
realise that no one is watching me. Instead all eyes are on a man wearing a big
cowboy hat. He’s sitting back to front on a keen brown mare, steering with his feet as
he gallops past the assembled group with his arms raised in a victory salute. Under
cover of the wolf whistles and laughter I grab one rein and pull Rikki to a stop, then
let him stand, sweating and heaving, totally distraught, in the centre of our circle.
Q. Do Men suffer the same sort of fear?
A. Oh yes. Men suffer. But they suffer silently. Some blame
the horse. Women blame themselves for their failure, not
the horse. Men address their fears by buying another
horse. Women tend to put their emotions in one basket
and want to keep the horse. They have a sense of loyalty
and commitment to the horse. Women emotionally attach
to things—including horses. Horses are the one thing
women have for themselves. (Sandi Simons)
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More than eighty per cent of respondents said it would be
impossible or very difficult to give up their horses. (Sandra
Burr)
‘How’d he go?’ someone asks, and I launch full throttle into a garbled spray,
dissecting every misstep, every correction, every detail of our nightmare journey
around and around that endless circle, pretending the exercise went exactly to plan.
Lying to everyone. Lying to myself. Lying to my horse.
There is no secret so close as that between a rider and his
horse. (Robert Surtees)
I walk Rikki back to his yard, cool him, brush him, offer massage, tuck him into his
rug, top up his water and bring him food with extra carrots and hay. Tell him it’s
okay. Lying again. No matter. He’s gone somewhere else, standing in the corner of
his yard, switched off, head down. He shuts me out. I’ve let him down by making my
fear his fear. My lack of faith, of trust, of belief in my horse and myself is embodied in
that big yellow rump aimed squarely at me.
Once again a mirror was being held up. Mirrors grasp
nothing, refuse nothing, receive anything but retain
nothing, reflecting back to us as much as we want to see.
(Ingrid Soren)
Later that evening, when the instructors have us all assembled in the big tent and we
are reviewing the day’s events, telling the tall tales, applauding the victories, I am
singled out.
‘Sandra,’ says the guru, ‘you have to let go of those reins.’ But he doesn’t tell me how.
Three years later. I am still with the program. I have spent hours practising the
principles of natural horsemanship, attending clinics, spending money, making
friends, making progress. Rikki is calmer, more understanding, more trusting. Today
I am riding with a small group of new friends in the Warragamba Dam Water
Catchment Area which supplies Sydney’s water. I have never been here before and I
don’t know the terrain. Helen mentions that it is illegal for us to be riding our horses
here, but not to worry—the rangers will never catch us. I’m not sure what this
means, so of course I’m worried. It is all down and up. Steep and wet in places and
treacherous with loose gravel. There are multiple stream crossings at the bottom of
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deep gullies. After much thought, I have abandoned the metal bit and instead I am
riding Rikki in a soft halter with the lead rope tied under his chin to make two reins.
He is relaxed, quiet, interested in his new surroundings. We have come far together.
The memory of the horse is infallible. When traumatised
the horse’s memory of the incident will last a lifetime.
(Robert Miller)
We start to trot uphill following a steep narrow, twisting track and Lee calls out that
she is going to walk, but Danny, being a bit of a show off, urges Mouse into a strong
canter and disappears around the bend. Helen is already gathering her reins, seat
out of the saddle, perching forward in the stirrups, eager to go. She loves a gallop. I
hesitate. The old fears bubble up, but I push them back down. I don’t want them to
think I am weak. I want to be part of this fun.
Fear is something that never goes away. (Sandi Simons)
‘What’s around the corner?’ I ask.
‘A couple more turns, then it gets much wider and levels out at the top,’ replies
Helen. ‘We can pull up there.’
She kicks Huey and he galumphs off and I watch Helen’s upper body lag half a beat
behind Huey’s big striding rhythm. She doesn’t look too secure. I kick on too. If Helen
can do this, so can I. Rikki catches up in a couple of strides and I tuck in behind Huey.
Rikki is eager to pass but responds nicely when I ask him to settle. I can see Helen’s
thighs expanding and contracting inside her sagging brown jodhpurs and her
ponytail flicking like a metronome against the faded red of her skivvy.
She calls out to tell me that Danny has stopped and is waiting up ahead. She sits up
and Huey immediately slackens his pace, which means I have to pull Rikki off his tail
and out to the side to avoid crashing into Huey’s rump. But Rikki doesn’t slow. As I
am in the act of sitting up and asking him to come back to a trot, he sees the gap and
plunges forward. In the flick of a fetlock I know I am about to lose him.
It is always worth remembering that it is a coincidence
that horses are ‘trainable’. They evolved to survive by
learning; they did not evolve to be trained by humans.
(Stephen Budiansky)
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Rikki is a quarterhorse. He is built for explosive acceleration and rapid speed over a
quarter of a mile. That doesn’t mean he can’t run further. He can. There is a clearly
defined moment when a horse decides to leave his rider. In Rikki’s case he bunches
his massive hindquarters, sets his short, thick neck, then he leaps. It only takes a
moment—less than a heartbeat. I am whip-lashed to the back of the saddle and
when my arms reach full stretch, I am snapped back by the reins. We cut in front of
Helen and Huey and push past Danny. I have no say in this. But I’m okay. I breath out
for a couple of strides, lift one hand and begin to stroke the left rein, preparing to
bring Rikki’s nose around to my toe, knowing this will shut him down. I can now
perform a textbook one-rein stop because I have practised it times beyond counting.
At this speed, it is not without risk. Without finesse and perfect timing I could pull
Rikki off his feet but he has become so habituated that as soon as he feels me slide
my hand down the rein, I know he will soften his neck and begin to slow.
It takes space to do a one rein stop because the horse
travels in an arc as he slows down. If you and your horse
were travelling down a narrow trail, this could be a
problem. (Robert Miller)
I stroke the left rein, then hold it firmly and start to take it out wide and then back
towards my thigh. Rikki snaps his head to the right and increases speed.
Although the horse is kept in his stable, fenced in by the
electric tape of his paddock and by his paddock’s own
limits, beyond which are shopping centres and roads and
houses and very few rocky crags, he still remembers with
his blood what it was like to feel the sudden weight of four
paws landing heavy and quiet on his back, the closely
following embrace of unsheathed claws under the skin of
his withers. (Melissa Holbrook Pierson)
No matter. I swap hands and prepare to bend him to the right, reasoning that he
would probably prefer bending towards the high dirt bank on this side rather than
the steep gully falling away to the left. I certainly feel more comfortable turning to
the right on this narrow track. The minute I pick up the right rein, Rikki snaps his
head to the left. Well, I think, at least he knows I’m up here. Or does he? I try each
side again and get the same response. Rikki is not slowing down. He’s going faster.
His neck is harder than concrete.
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The horse feels everything. The human usually only feels
the things he doesn’t like. (Pat Parelli)
I breathe the mantra, ‘Hands that close slowly but open quickly’ but fear makes me
grab and pull, then hold fast to the thing that is terrifying me. I abandon the program
and, bracing the soles of my feet against the stirrups, haul hard on both reins. Rikki
pulls harder. I hear my instructor’s voice bellowing inside my head. ‘Don’t pull,
Sandra. Don’t you pull on that ‘orse!’
Rikki sets his chin into his chest and becomes even more powerful. I start to fall
apart. Fear is a lonely place. Rikki begins to drop his shoulder, leaning into the
corners, heeling over like a speeding bicycle, overwhelmed by a tidal wave of fear.
The ground is wet, slippery. I have no idea what lies around these corners. If Rikki
shies we could end up in that gully, sliding and crashing to our deaths. The fear
blooms, then spreads like a black stain.
But the more that fear and tension pervade the rider the
worse the effect on the horse. (Lucy Rees)
I need to stop. I need to stay inside the known. I need to get control. Re-establish my
position at the top. Re-call the shots. Re-set the boundaries. Not allow this craziness,
this wildness to continue. I’m so scared my guts have melted and my stomach flipflops like a fish on wet sand. I consider jumping off but don’t know how. Rikki is so
scared he’s starting to scramble, losing his balance, his emotions lie scattered along
the track behind us. He’s lost his mind and the thread that connects us has
unravelled. For Rikki, the only safe place is around the next bend, and the next bend,
into the unknown, because the known has finally scared him out of his wits.
Women have tremendous emotional literacy that they
draw on to quickly shift their subjective view from
moment to moment. (Kerri Brandt)
Which is when I give up fighting him. Instead I hang onto the saddle, let the reins go
slack and breathe out. I flop. At first I am flung about like a wet sock in a dryer. In a
scratchy voice I sing ‘On the good ship lollyPOP. Da de daa-DA – round and round we
STOP. La la lala lala – LAH – happy landings on a chocolate BAR’—the emphasis
occurring each time my seat slams the saddle whomping the air from my lungs. Over
and over I sing these stupid words because it keeps my mind off the fear and helps
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me to breathe. And then the miracle begins. We start to find some synchronicity, a
little bit of mutual rhythm. At first only a step, then a couple of steps, then a few
more where the track straightens.
Letting go. Better than a year’s psychoanalysis of that
western brand of therapy that puts dragons back in cages.
I was riding the dragon. I was beginning to let go at last.
(Ingrid Soren)
Then I see Rikki’s right ear twitch, just a millimetre. He’s starting to listen. And in
four more strides he’s slowing, and slowing, and slowing to a trot and then a walk
and finally to a standstill. Rikki turns his head and we look at each other. We are
connected again. I want to stand in the stirrups and shake my fist at the world. I
want to pump the air and dance and throw my arms around my horse and thank
him. Instead I reach down and place my palm against his sweat-sticky forehead and
he stays with me until we both stop shaking. In that moment, there is nothing more
to be said.
By the time the others catch up Rikki is walking quietly back along the track. He’s
still blowing hard but his head is low and his tail is swinging from side to side. And I
know that something profound has happened between us, that somehow, letting go
of my fear has enabled Rikki to let go of his fear. We had fallen into the abyss of fear
separately, but struggled out together. From this moment I know we have hope and
that the future contains at least some possibilities. The possibility that trust has
replaced fear and the possibility that we will sometimes find that sublime oneness
that every horse deserves and every rider seeks.
I was full of the feeling of how much I loved doing this. It
was as if he and I were one; there was only movement and
energy, no self, no other, yet both and neither. It had the
quality of emptiness, yet also of completeness. It was so
light that there was nothing to it. Was this the paradox of
experiencing nothingness? (Ingrid Soren)
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CONFESSIONS OF A HORSEWOMAN
One: I don’t ‘do’ natural
Some horse people think I ‘do’ natural horsemanship, but natural horsemanship is
not a discipline like dressage or showjumping, it’s a philosophy, a way of being with
and thinking about horses. My practice of natural horsemanship is a work in
progress. It is something that I am always thinking about and experimenting with
and something that I don’t imagine will ever be finished. My journey had its origins
in Parelli Natural Horsemanship (PNH), an organisation that profoundly influenced
me to reconsider how I wanted to conduct my life with horses. Ever since the early
1990s when I first became a fully paid up, card carrying member of PNH, my ideas
about horses and what it means to be a horsewoman have been repeatedly
challenged and tested. I questioned not just the methods I use to ride and train
horses and to teach others, but also my attitude towards horses and the things I
do—or shouldn’t do—with them. I even found myself asking what business I have
doing anything at all with horses. The more involved I became with PNH, the more
these questions plagued me. In the end I knew that not having horses in my life was
something I could never contemplate and therefore I had to develop an ethical way
of practicing horsemanship that would quell the questions and sit well with my
conscience.
Two: Pat Parelli comes to town
Like many other recruits, I joined PNH when I was having horse trouble and all the
usual horse training methods failed to provide the answers. Natural horsemanship
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had its origins in the cowboy traditions of the American west. Australians like to tell
you that ‘advance and retreat’, a foundation principle of natural horsemanship, was
in fact the discovery of Australian horseman, Kel Jeffrey. Unless we are counting
coup I don’t think it matters, and most nations with an equestrian culture will make
similar claims about their own talented horsemen.
American Pat Parelli, the founder of Parelli Natural Horsemanship or PNH, was the
first to try and popularise natural horsemanship and he brought it to Australia in the
late 1980s. Parelli started out holding clinics for stockmen and station hands in
Queensland. By the early 1990s his methods had become increasingly popular with
pleasure riders and Parelli was soon running clinics and giving demonstrations in
New South Wales, Victoria and eventually, the Australian Capital Territory. I almost
missed his Canberra demonstration. I mistook the finishing time for the starting
time and all I caught was the finale during which a flash cowboy rode a horse into a
horse float. The horse seemed very keen to get into the float, and as it did, the
cowboy grabbed hold of the roof, let go of the horse and swung down onto the
tailgate. He turned to the crowd and triumphantly waved his big white cowboy hat,
and he had a smile as wide as a watermelon plastered across his face. So this was Pat
Parelli! The crowd went wild. They cheered and clapped, and whistled and stamped
their feet and called for more. This really got my attention because Canberra horse
people are normally quite reserved and sceptical. For them to react in this way
Parelli must have been really impressive and I cursed myself for missing the show.
Pat Parelli is a very charismatic man and elicits a kind of Parelli worship wherever
he goes. He is also a talented and fearless horseman with a strong quota of self belief,
and it is no wonder that his natural horsemanship program has been so successful. I
don’t know what made Parelli choose Australia as the launching pad for his attempt
at global domination, but it was certainly a good choice. At that time Australia did
not have a home-grown tradition of teaching and training riding. Instead, we relied
on instructors from countries like England, Germany or Denmark who would tour
for a few weeks giving lessons to those rich enough to afford them, and then leave. I
think we suffered a sort of equestrian cultural cringe and believed that any kind of
instruction was better than whatever Australia had to offer. This meant that, on the
whole, Australian riders were willing to give new people a go, including Pat Parelli
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and what was, at the time, his very strange brand of horsemanship. As is usually the
case, initially only a handful of souls were brave enough to try natural
horsemanship, but the movement grew and today PNH has a worldwide following.
Three: I almost kill my son
But all this was in the future, and on the day I saw the tail end of Parelli’s
demonstration in Canberra all he had to offer was a newsletter mailing list. I signed
up for the newsletter and then forgot about Parelli and his organisation for the next
few months. That year my relationship with my horse Rikki was severely tested. In
1993 my ten-year-old son Alex was enjoying a pony ride on Rikki when the horse
took off and jumped a gate that was as high as my chest. When Rikki landed he
dodged left and Alex, who had miraculously managed to cling on over the jump, was
flung off. He landed with his leg bent backwards and to the side. He had a broken
femur and the poor child spent seven traumatic, painful, and tedious weeks in
hospital, leaving me with plenty of time to mull over what had gone wrong. The
accident was my fault. I had given into Alex’s pleas to be allowed to ride by himself,
even though he had never been off the lead line. We were in a narrow laneway with
a high gate at the end, Rikki was a quiet, obedient horse and I was walking next to
him. What could go wrong? I unclipped the lead rope and within the space of two
strides Rikki was trotting, and I was running. I couldn’t keep up and by the time I
had rounded a small bend in the track, Rikki had reached the gate. He didn’t stop, he
stood back and jumped and Alex was catapulted to the ground. Never in a million
years did it cross my mind that Rikki would take off with Alex and jump that gate. I
thought I knew my horse; clearly I didn’t. Instead, I had taken him for granted and
because of my complacency I almost killed my son.
Four: My horse is in trouble
Up until the accident I had been having regular riding lessons and I was competing
in showjumping, dressage and one-day-eventing. I was also working part-time as a
riding instructor and studying for my national coaching accreditation certificate. I
was beginning to make a name for myself in the local horse community and I was
having fun. Perhaps I should have paid more attention to how Rikki was feeling,
because if I had, I would have realised that he was miserable. A quarterhorse with
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short legs and a dense, muscular, heavy-set body, Rikki lacked the elegance needed
for dressage and the lightness and agility to be a good jumper. But this was what I
wanted to do, and Rikki was the only horse I owned, so I chose to ignore these
deficits and, instead, assumed that Rikki was coping. Besides, I was not heading for
the Olympics and reasoned that at my low level of training and competition, I was
unlikely to cause him any harm.
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When I bought Rikki he was quite reserved and fearful, especially if he thought he
was doing the wrong thing. He couldn’t bear raised voices and hated being told off,
and he was not a trusting horse; he always held back a part of himself. I put this
down to the way he had been mistreated—a timid owner; a harsh bit to make him
more controllable; a kick in the guts if he moved while the girth was being
tightened—and I thought time and kindness was all that was required to win his
heart. Rikki was a gorgeous horse, big but gentle, obedient but emotionally fragile,
and as I later came to understand, he was also deeply troubled. Rikki used to go like
the clappers around the cross-country course, clearing every jump and never
incurring time penalties and this led me to think that he was not only brave, but that
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he was having a glorious time. He did, however, fight me at every stride on the
showjumping course. He would set his neck against my hands and rush at the
obstacles, over-jumping everything by miles. Combination jumps really confused
Rikki and he tackled them by jumping fast, flat and long. Showjumping was usually a
matter of survival for us both. I just thought that with more training Rikki would
eventually come good, and so I kept practicing and taking him to competitions. It
wasn’t until Alex had his accident that I realised something was seriously wrong, and
that I had completely misunderstood my horse. What I had seen as exuberance and
enthusiasm was basically fear and worry. Rikki was in trouble and it was time for me
to start paying attention.
Five: I discover natural horsemanship
Although it broke my heart, after Alex’s accident, I decided to find Rikki a new home.
A friend took him for six months, but he started bucking. Someone else took him on
trial, but said he was too strong. He went to Pegasus Riding for the Disabled and
within days developed stress founder. No matter where I sent him, Rikki just kept
coming back until I got the message—he was my horse, and helping him overcome
his fears was my responsibility. All the normal training methods had not helped
Rikki and, as a last resort, I turned to natural horsemanship.
Not long after Alex’s fall, a Parelli newsletter arrived in the mail with an
announcement about an upcoming PNH clinic to be held in Canberra. I enrolled in
the Canberra clinic and spent two days in a state of complete bewilderment. Nothing
Parelli did made sense, but somehow everything he did worked. I was, by turn,
embarrassed by my lack of understanding, terrified by the things that we were
asked to do, and exhilarated when I managed to do some of them. I also laughed my
socks off, both at Parelli with his crummy jokes and Keystone Cops riding antics, and
at Rikki’s astonished reactions to some of the things I asked of him. It was as if I had
suddenly gone completely mad and he wasn’t quite sure how to react. On the first
day we didn’t ride but stayed on the ground and bumbled about skipping, hopping
and flapping our hands at the horses. We learnt about escalating phases and
wiggling ropes and using body language. The next day we saddled the horses and
rode, although not in the usual way. Parelli had us cantering while standing on one
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side of the horse with one foot in the stirrup; we trotted in pairs, holding our
partners’ reins, the horses with flattened ears and snarling faces threatening to kick
and bite each other; we took the bits out of their mouths and rode in our halters
with one rein. It was chaotic, with horses barely under control and riders whitefaced with terror or beaming with happiness or helpless with laughter. For the
grand finale we rode four abreast towards a solid log on the cross-country course,
with our arms folded and the reins in our teeth, and jumped together. It was
madness. Parelli said he knew a dentist. I thought he was joking and then found out
he was telling the truth. The father of Parelli’s new girlfriend was a dentist. That’s
the sort of guy Parelli was—always kidding around, but underneath he was deadly
serious. He believed that if he could do something on or with a horse, then anybody
could, including someone like me. His energy was irresistible and I wanted more.
Six: I switch from normal to natural
Not everyone believed in PNH, and while there were many converts among the
Australian equestrian fraternity, there were many more who didn’t approve of Pat
Parelli and his approach to horsemanship. The non believers were scathing about
Parelli’s insistence on groundwork (what is the point of not riding, they would ask);
its non-traditional techniques (all that rope twirling and plastic bag shaking
frightens the horses); its cowboy origins (what could a cowboy possibly know about
dressage); and above all its commercialism (disgraceful the way Parelli makes so
much money out of gullible people, dreadful!). When I bumped into an old riding
instructor and told her I was doing natural horsemanship, she said, ‘Oh well. That
won’t get him on the bit’. Before I had a chance to explain that trying to force Rikki
into a frame was incidental to trying to repair my relationship with the horse, she
had walked away. I soon discovered that many people just didn’t want to hear about
natural horsemanship and that talking about it led to a sort of social ostracism. In
many ways joining the Parelli organisation was like stepping onto a high wire
without a safety net, and once committed there was no going back. Those of us that
did take the plunge fell in love with natural horsemanship because it worked. The
techniques were unorthodox and unfamiliar, but they also made sense and, true to
the PNH promises, our horses gradually became ‘smarter, calmer, braver and more
athletic’, and so did we. We learnt to ask politely and to recognise when our horses
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were trying, and to reward the smallest try. PNH helped us to understand the
mechanics of riding and the body language of horses, and we got amazing results.
We rediscovered the joy and magic of being with horses. Is it any wonder that
‘normal’ horsemanship seemed staid, unimaginative, boring and ineffective?
Seven: I check my brain at the door
I loved PNH and I hated it. I loved the program and but soon grew weary of the
Parelli organisation. It was brash and pushy, controlling and elitist and everything
happened at breakneck speed. No sooner had you grasped something or solved a
problem than Parelli moved the goal posts. I don’t think the man ever slept. He was a
talented visionary driven by a single ambition that PNH would take over the world.
‘One day,’ he used to say, ‘natural will be the new normal.’ Because of this, PNH was
constantly evolving and it was exciting to be a part of such a revolutionary and
dynamic organisation. We students were the guinea pigs in some pretty outlandish
experiments. Some, like the passenger game where you asked your horse to
maintain a gait but did not direct it where to go, became entrenched in the PNH
curriculum. Others, like the butterfly rein, were quietly dropped. I was particularly
interested in the butterfly rein because it was all about jumping, and Rikki still
hadn’t come to terms with jumping. The butterfly rein was designed to stop people
hanging on to their horses’ heads over the jump. We rode towards the jump with our
arms held straight out in front of our bodies and the reins looped over our wrists. At
the point of take off, as we stood in the stirrups and bent forwards, we opened our
arms and held them out wide, still with the reins over our wrists. We then circled
our hands and caught the reins in our fingers, gently bringing our hands together as
we landed. While it was a nice idea, there was too much to think about in the space
of one jump and so it didn’t really work. The thing about being a member of PNH is
that there were no half measures. You couldn’t choose to do some things and not
others. When Parelli told us to do something we did it, whether we understood it or
not. If Parelli said something would work we believed him. If it didn’t work, we
weren’t trying hard enough. Pointing out our inadequacies; breaking our bad habits;
destroying our confidence and our self-belief; and then building us up again—all
were part of the PNH approach to teaching, and it was pretty soul destroying. Clinics
always started with a meet and greet session in the woolshed and, flanked by his
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instructors, Parelli would address the students. There was always an uncomfortable
silence while he announced that people came to PNH because they were ‘fat, flubbed
up, forty, falling off and failures’. It was nasty stuff, and on one occasion after he had
smugly repeated this mantra, a large woman burst into tears and ran crying from the
room. It turned out that she had spent two years recovering from a horrendous car
accident which had left her with steel rods in her back and a partial disability. She
had reached the stage where she felt she could start riding again and hoped that ten
days at the clinic would help her achieve her goal of getting back on her horse. The
woman had travelled several hundred kilometres to get to the clinic, during which
her car had broken down and her horse had gone crazy in the float. She was feeling
more than a little fragile and Parelli’s thoughtless words were the final straw. Her
friend ran after her, while we all squirmed in our seats. Parelli carried on without
missing a beat, although I believe he did speak to the woman later and she
apologised for being emotional. Mental toughness was the first requirement for PNH
students and everything else flowed from there. When you became a student of PNH
you checked your independent thoughts at the door and followed the program. Total
loyalty was expected, and just as it is impossible to be a little bit pregnant, you could
not just do a little bit of Parelli. Our commitment was rewarded with a fully
structured levels program backed by growing numbers of locally based instructors,
annual visits by Parelli, a choice of clinics, camps, workshops and private lessons, a
plethora of instructional material and the possibility of having our progress assessed
in person or through video. Help was always on hand and there was no other
horsemanship program like it in Australia.
Eight: I tackle the Levels
Parelli put a lot of thought into his Levels Program. It was well structured, accessible
and followed a logical progression. Parelli reasoned you needed ‘Communication’
(Level I) between horse and rider, before you could achieve ‘Harmony’ (Level II),
and a harmonious relationship was the foundation for ‘Refinement’ (Level III). Most
people got Level I pretty quickly, Level II took considerably longer and after that the
ranks start to thin. Level IV and beyond was the domain of instructors and people
whose whole life revolved around horses. The Level II bottleneck used to frustrate
Parelli. ‘Why are you people taking so long?’ he demanded during a clinic at
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Cobbitty. Like most geniuses he had trouble accepting that ordinary people are
usually only capable of achieving ordinary things. Each level contained a number of
tasks that had to be mastered and assessed before we were allowed to advance to
the next level. While the Levels structure has not changed, in keeping with the
dynamic nature of PNH, the content is continually under review. When I passed
Level I, among other things I had to: bridle my horse from my knees; remove the
rope halter without removing the bridle (I passed the noseband of the halter
through the horse’s mouth and under the bit); and ride bareback at walk, trot and
canter. Since that time Level I has changed (and continues to change) and bits and
bareback riding have been removed from the list of tasks. In Level II I had to: lead
my horse by a rope attached to his front leg; remove the bridle while sitting in the
saddle; ride without reins in all paces using a carrot stick to control his speed and
direction; execute an emergency dismount from the canter; and do six flying lead
changes at a flat out gallop before dropping back to a walk. Level III required more
collection in the ridden tasks; galloping a barrel racing pattern; lunging the horse by
a rope around his flanks; lots of liberty tasks; and dragging a log or a tyre from
horseback. The Levels were both challenging and demanding. They were not meant
to be competitive, but were supposed to be about building relationships with our
horses. They became, instead, an end in themselves, and most PNH students were
totally task-oriented and obsessed by their desire to advance through the levels. For
a time Level II became my personal holy grail.
Nine: I almost kill my horse
It took four years to overcome Rikki’s fear of speed, and to master the flying lead
changes and achieve Level II. In that time, you would have been forgiven for thinking
my life depended on being able to conquer those flying lead changes. Every time I
saddled Rikki he would begin to sweat as he nervously anticipated what he knew
was about to happen. I would ask him to back up, execute a halt into canter, and then
I would disengage his hindquarters by pushing them over with my leg and slapping
him lightly with the end of the lead rope. Once Rikki was trotting and off balance, I
would ask him to strike out on a new lead. I would repeat and repeat this until it felt
smooth and easy, then I would push Rikki up into a gallop and do it all at high speed.
Except now, when I pushed his hindquarters, Rikki was supposed to rebalance
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himself and skip into a flying lead change. Parelli dismissed the quieter, more
considered traditional method of teaching a horse to execute flying lead changes,
claiming the best way to teach them was at high speed. Now I disagree with him, but
then I wanted Level II and did as I was told. Speed worried Rikki, and he had a great
fear of losing his balance; therefore the flying lead change training terrified him. He
surged and plunged and ran blindly with his head up and his neck set like concrete,
and in turn, I would get frustrated and angry and yell at him and beg him to ‘just do
it’. On it went, and it was horrible. We finally passed the flying lead change task and
Level II was mine. Mingled with the relief, the exhilaration and the exhaustion was a
little voice inside my head that said ‘and now for Level III!’ Rikki had other ideas. He
got sick. First he was subdued, and depressed, and then he lost weight and took to
standing by himself away from the herd. Riding was like pushing Rikki through deep
sand. He wasn’t interested. He wouldn’t gallop. His feet were hot, then cold, then hot.
As well as all the physical symptoms, Rikki was emotionally exhausted and suffering
from stress. I think he was having a nervous breakdown, but the vet said it was Ross
River Virus and with that, Rikki was retired. I see now that my lack of awareness and
my blind ambition nearly killed my horse.

FLYING LEAD CHANGES PARELLI-STYLE
© C Perry 1998
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Ten: I wrestle with my conscience
Parelli attributed every act of resistance, confusion and disobedience from horses, to
something he called ‘opposition reflex’, which he said was the horse’s natural
instinct to resist humans. Parelli believed that horses could only be made compliant
by eliminating opposition reflex, and this could be achieved by applying an
escalating hierarchy of phases. Phase one was a thought, while the highest phase
could be whatever level of harshness was needed to make the horse cooperate.
Parelli also advocated repeating exercises until the horse capitulated and did as it
was told. Parelli was careful to avoid words like ‘make’, preferring ‘cause’. He
claimed his methods gave horses choices and taught them to respond, rather than
react under pressure, but this was just semantics. In truth, horses in the Parelli
program always ended up doing as they were told, and for some the journey was
harsh indeed. We applied pressure by snapping the lead rope so hard that the metal
clip whacked the horse in the jaw; it was okay to pull, as long as you did it with
rhythm which discouraged the horse from leaning and exerting pressure on the
rider, although the rider could exert any amount of pressure on the horse; how
much pressure you used depended on how much the horse resisted; hitting the
horse with a carrot stick was also condoned if the horse was having trouble
responding appropriately to whatever you were asking him to do. In the face of such
violence, some horses shut down and never gave in, but most of them had enough
self preservation to keep trying until they stumbled across the answer. The travesty
was that, not only did we expect total obedience from our horses; we thought we
had the right to demand that they comply with a smile on their faces and love in
their hearts. Like any other system of horse training, PNH was about exerting power
over the horse, and winning. Sadly, students and instructors, including Parelli
himself, too often abused this power. Horses were hit hard enough to raise massive
welts and gigantic blood blisters. People deliberately stood horses in thistle patches
because they could, or ran them ragged around round yards to make their horses
submit. I once saw Parelli pull a horse off its feet at full gallop because he mistimed
giving the cue to turn. Parelli looked vaguely embarrassed but he didn’t apologise to
the horse, which came close to breaking a leg. I saw a great deal of physical and
emotional abuse of horses (and people) during my time in the PNH system, including
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a horse so distressed that she slammed her head into a telegraph pole and broke her
nose; and another poor little mare who was hung up by her chest on a fence post
because she was pressured into jumping. I know these sorts of things happen to
horses no matter what training system is used; it’s just that Parelli makes a big deal
of saying that his system is all about being there for the horse.
Eleven: I don’t rob a bank
PNH was no place for the faint hearted; all you needed to succeed was heart and
desire. With enough heart and desire, Parelli reasoned, all obstacles could be
overcome. Parelli was a big fan of the motivational speaker Anthony Robbins and we
were all encouraged to enrol in Robbins’ seminars. It didn’t matter that the costs
were prohibitive—if you really wanted to do something you would find a way—rob
a bank, sell your grandmother, apply for a personal loan, it didn’t matter. If partners,
family or friends didn’t support our commitment to PNH then we were advised to
ditch them. The rules were simple: ‘only mix with like-minded people’; ‘don’t waste
time with nerds, ninnies and negatives’; ‘if your horse isn’t suitable, get another one’.
These were rules we were expected to live by, and they were very persuasive
because we were driven by the need to belong. I began to realise that greed, self
promotion and individualism were the foundations for success and I didn’t like it.
Relationships, both human and equine, that were not strong or could not be papered
over, were discarded. I come from a family of martyrs and fragile egos, a family
where voices are rarely raised and where we all duck when we sense a
confrontation in the wind. We try to be considerate of each other and we put our
own needs and feelings last. Maybe this is why I never did develop enough heart and
desire to attend an Anthony Robbins seminar, and why I didn’t ditch my husband or
rob a bank, and why I stuck with Rikki until he, quite rightly, decided to divorce me.
Twelve: PNH—like a religious cult
Parelli kept a closed shop. He was very hands-on and, where his empire was
concerned, he trusted few people. When we attended camps at Exeter Farm in
Braidwood, visitors, even partners who had driven their wives and their horses a
couple of hundred miles to be there, were encouraged to turn around and leave as
quickly as they could. For those who paid to attend, little was spared, and although
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the facilities were basic, the hot water never ran out, the food was divine, and we
spent all day, every day with our horses. Those camps were the best fun. Whether it
was a long weekend or a ten-day course, it meant escaping from our everyday
routines and all we had to think about was ourselves and our horses. I used to camp
in my horse float in the old orchard where it was quiet and private and not too far
from the facilities. We ate in the woolshed and the vegetarians were not forgotten.
The only thing we had to bring was our own alcohol but even PNH ran to the odd
cask of cheap wine. We spent hours immersed in natural horsemanship and when
we emerged, thinking that we knew all there was to know, we wanted tell the world
that our way was a better way. Outsiders often commented that PNH was like a
born-again religious cult, and they were right. But Parelli tempered our enthusiasm
suggesting that instead of proselytising we should lead by example. He advised us
not to involve ourselves in competition against ‘normal’ people until we had at least
reached Level III, and he was equally adamant that colt starting or breaking-in
horses was a specialised skill reserved for Level III and above. The instructor’s
program was also strictly controlled. In the early days anyone with potential was
encouraged to join the PNH student instructor program, but as time went on and
every aspect of PNH became increasingly refined, the bar was raised and the less
suitable aspirants were winnowed out. I couldn’t help noticing that Parelli liked his
female instructors to be young, slim, blonde and attractive, and if they didn’t meet
these criteria they had better be damned fine horsewomen. The males were selected
on their competence and willingness to embrace PNH. They didn’t have to be good
looking, but they had to look the part. Jeans, cowboy boots, spurs, fringed chaps and
flashy western shirts were de rigueur, as were wide-brimmed cowboy hats.
Sometimes it looked like we weren’t in southern New South Wales at all, but were
characters on a movie set shooting a spaghetti western. Parelli Professionals
(instructors) and Level III graduates can now pursue a career path through the
Parelli Universities in Colorado and Florida. Here, for a hefty fee, they can become
instructors, or performance specialists, horse specialists or vocational specialists.
When I look at the PNH website I can see how having heart and desire has paid off
for Pat Parelli. From modest beginnings he has built an empire, one that is leaving a
mark on equestrianism all over the world. You can’t help but be impressed by what
he has achieved.
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Thirteen: I buck the PNH system
I was already teaching riding when I joined PNH, and briefly flirted with the idea of
becoming a Parelli instructor, but something held me back. The system was too
controlling and I didn’t particularly like being told what to do. I still have a high
school report card with the comment, ‘Sandra resents correction’, and I guess that
says it all. There were some talented horse people in the PNH organisation, and
there were some real dummies. The dummies were the instructors who simply
regurgitated the program, parroting Parelli’s words, and they were incapable of
thinking for themselves. One high-level instructor used to answer all questions with
an enigmatic smile, and say, ‘The answer is on page thirty-two of Pat’s book. Go read
it.’ He was living proof that just because you can ride doesn’t mean you can teach. I
did like a lot of what I was learning and included it in my own teaching, reasoning
that as long as I didn’t call myself a Parelli-endorsed instructor, I was entitled to use
what I had paid for. I was scrupulous in this, which was just as well as someone
dobbed me in to a meeting of the inner PNH hierarchy. Apparently, after some
discussion someone decided I was doing more good than harm and so no action was
taken. Impersonating a PNH-endorsed instructor was a pretty serious transgression,
and I could have been excommunicated. I had seen a couple of people pushed out of
the organisation and it wasn’t pleasant.
Fourteen: Doubts and disenchantment
Parelli used some questionable business practices and some of them made me feel
very uncomfortable. Pyramid selling and dishonest recruitment practices and
dunning every possible cent out of PNH members began to pall. I am still smarting
because I allowed myself to be duped into thinking that an invitation from the Parelli
organisation to attend a ‘special event’ in Sydney was personal. I paid a whopping
fee and my own airfare for what turned out to be a day with Parelli’s latest protégé, a
motivational speaker called Stephanie Burns. Every person on the Parelli mailing list
was there making up the numbers, and we had all fallen for the same spiel. I always
felt ambivalent about Pat Parelli—I desperately wanted his approval, but I didn’t
always approve of him and there were times when he made me feel extremely
uncomfortable. Whenever he was instructing I used to pray that he wouldn’t call on
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me for a demonstration because I always tripped over my ropes, couldn’t follow
instructions or developed two left feet in his presence. If he liked you, or thought
you might be useful in some way, Parelli was like a big friendly bear, but if you
offended him or had nothing to offer, he was as cold and unwelcoming as a river of
ice.
Fifteen: The lights go out on PNH
Interest in the Parelli organisation has diminished in the past few years and the
business itself has begun to wane in Australia. I, and many others, grew tired of the
hype—the hard sell, the excessive commercialism, the self-promotion, the
psychological manipulation, the cult of celebrity, the ultimatum mentality, the
attempts at rigid control, the constantly moving goal posts, and the sense that you
were only welcome if you had a bottomless wallet. Besides, the ‘free’ t-shirts were
always too small. In the early 2000s Parelli, having built up a loyal following over
several years, sold PNH Australia to an Englishman who was not as particular as
Parelli about how he ran the business, and many disenchanted members left the
organisation. The Australian PNH instructor base dwindled as formerly loyal PNH
practitioners left the organisation and set up on their own. This was good because,
with the solid foundation that PNH instilled but without the straitjacket that stunted
creative thought and ethical practices, natural horsemanship became even more
vibrant and diverse. In effect, Parelli achieved what he set out to do, and in Australia
today, natural horsemanship has been accepted as a respectable horse training
system. ‘Parelli-ing’ a horse and ‘doing natural’ have become part of the equestrian
lexicon, as has ‘starting’ a horse as opposed to ‘breaking it in’. Some slippage is
occurring between traditional and natural disciplines as the best ideas, equipment
and methods are adapted or adopted. The ropes and halters specific to natural
horsemanship, once imported, are now manufactured in Australia, and every natural
horsemanship practitioner in Australia maintains a website and produces
instructional DVDs. All of which is quite a testament to Pat Parelli vision.
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Sixteen: The last straw
After Rikki retired, I bought Myst. Unlike Rikki, who never came to terms with his
fears, Myst was at peace with herself. She was neither a short horse (lazy) nor a long
horse (a runaway), but sat nicely in the middle, which is an ideal place for a horse to
be. She had no problem with Levels I and II, and I was working on Level III with her,
expecting to have it done by the end of the year. In 2003, I was at a cattle camp at
Exeter Farm in Braidwood. I loved working cattle with Myst and so did she. We
usually did some horsemanship exercises in the morning in preparation for learning
how to work the cattle in the afternoon. Our instructor, who owned the property,
introduced us to a new exercise. He had mown an enormous daisy pattern enclosed
in a circle, out in one of the big flat paddocks. The idea was to ride around the
outside of the pattern at a constant speed, but if our horses got too unsettled we
were to divert and ride around one of the petals and stay there until the horses
settled. Then, if we felt they were ready, we could go back and ride on the bigger
circle. Initially, we were to trot for ten minutes in one direction without stopping,
then, after a short break we would repeat the exercise but this time we would trot
for twenty minutes. If that all went well, we would change direction and repeat the
exercise and at the end of all that, we would do it again, at the canter. The idea was
to teach the horses to find a comfortable rhythm within each gait and stick to it. The
instructor trotted off to demonstrate and I noticed his horse was lame. He said not to
worry; the horse would soon warm up out of it.
In theory the daisy chain sounded like a fine idea, but in reality I doubt that any of
us, apart from the instructor, had ever cantered or even trotted for twenty minutes
without a break. If you added up all the intervals it looked like we would be on the
move for close to two hours. That was a lot of trotting and cantering. The instructor
set up an egg-timer and the minutes went by excruciatingly slowly. There were
about twenty of us on the big circle and Myst spent a few circuits pulling faces at
every horse we passed before settling into a rhythm. It was mid-winter, and by the
time we finished the trot sequences Myst was blowing a bit and had started to sweat.
Even though I could feel her tiring, I pushed her on into the canter. It was hard work
on the ploughed surface, and we were being crowded and bumped by the other
horses who were also starting to struggle. Myst indicated that she wanted to stop. I
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wouldn’t let her. Another twelve minutes and we would have achieved the magic
twenty. Myst struggled on but then I felt her change. She gave up asking if she could
stop and simply shut down. She kept cantering, but it was a dogged, lifeless sort of a
canter, and it was like riding a robot. I knew then, that if we kept going I would crush
all the things that I loved about Myst—her feisty personality, her willingness, and
her trust in me, and for what? She was a fabulous horse. She did everything I asked
and we got on really well together. Suddenly the daisy chain exercise seemed silly
and pointless. I think that was the moment that I decided I didn’t need PNH
anymore. After so many years, it was time to break free.
I eased Myst back to a walk, dismounted and led her to the yards, where I dried her
sweaty coat, rugged her against the biting cold, and left her to recover, but not
before telling her how deeply sorry I was. At dinner that night the instructor said he
was pleased with the way the exercise went because he had just thought it up one
afternoon when he was chasing some cattle, and he hadn’t had a chance to try it
himself. Once again, we were the guinea pigs. The other thing that I remember was
that the instructor’s horse was still lame after thirty minutes of cantering.
Seventeen: I take another look
In March 2007, after a long absence, Parelli returned to Australia. He staged a twoday all-singing, all-dancing horsemanship extravaganza at the Sydney Equestrian
Centre. At first, it seemed to be some kind of attempt at reconciliation by Parelli;
however, his motives became clearer when he announced that he had recently
bought back PNH Australia. The stadium, which holds two thousand people, was full
and there was hardly a spare seat. There were not many ‘old’ faces in the audience,
although there were plenty of new enthusiastic ones, and didn’t they roar when
Parelli burst through the end gates and did a victory lap of the arena? There was the
same old hype, the same old corny, slightly off-colour jokes, the usual razzamatazz
and cheesy music. Pat and his wife Linda rode into the arena side-by-side. They
praised each other, exchanged loving looks and said how lucky they were to have
found each other—and they said it often. The schmaltz was palpable. There were the
usual, seemingly generous giveaways to those sections of the audience that
screamed the loudest, and for the loyal members of the Savvy Club, but it sounded
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like a lot of effort to win a pair of socks with a horse head logo. During the breaks the
endless queues waiting to buy the Parelli merchandise stretched along one entire
side of the building, as did the line of people waiting for a photo opportunity and
handshake with Parelli. There were attempts to be humble and endless references to
‘those great horsemen who had passed’—Troy Henry, Tom Dorrance and the rest.
By the time Pat had finished nodding at their portraits embossed on banners set
high in the stands, presumably smiling down on him from their heavenly resting
places (if not rolling in their graves, but who could say), the audience could recite
their names by heart. Tributes were paid to a whole range of people currently
important to the Parellis, and there were moments of emotion, tears, victory salutes
and high fives. The audience was treated to an extended exposition of ‘the word
according to Pat’ as he rode his white horse around and around the arena telling us
to look after our families, then our health and then our finances, in that order. There
was more, but I forget the rest. The maudlin pop psychology was tedious and I found
I didn’t care that Parelli had briefly been unwell, or that he had nearly gone
bankrupt. I just wanted him to shut up and show us what he had been up to with the
horses.
But he wasn’t done talking and he moved on to famous people. Parelli has always
exhibited a curious need to curry favour with high profile people, like swimmer
Shane Gould and even the Queen of England. It is the only chink I have ever seen in
his armour. Today was no exception, and we were exhorted to applaud television
personality Don Burke—who wasn’t actually in the building—and, strangely, the
recently deceased Steve Irwin. Sadly, many Australians who have given so much to
PNH over the years were not mentioned. Where were the acknowledgements for the
Gwinns and Exeter Farm, for Philip Nye and the work he did with Parelli’s horse
Magic, for the Woodlands and their dedicated equipment making, or the hundreds of
instructors and students who helped cement PNH into Australian equestrian
culture? Parelli just blew them off. There was an apology of sorts. It went over the
heads of those who had not travelled the rocky path with PNH in recent years. I
guess only time will tell if an explanation claiming lack of business savvy (from a
man who is surely a millionaire) will suffice for all those who felt they had been sold
down the river.
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Eighteen: A better philosophy
Happily, in amongst the hoopla and the revivalism, the essence of PNH shone
through. Parelli seemed different. Gone was the flap, the flurry, the puffed out chest,
the increasingly harsh phases, the make and the must. In its place were softness,
gentleness and a respect for the dignity of the horse that I have never seen before.
The effectiveness of his new mantra—‘first the head, then the neck and maybe the
feet will follow’—was evidenced by the willing curiosity shown by the
demonstration horses. There was no bug-eyed panic, no scrambling to work out the
answers. Instead, each horse was allowed the time to quietly explore and discover
what was required without pressure. Parelli’s white horse was beautifully calm,
confident and self contained, and it was good to see Rhythm, the horse Parelli jerked
off his feet in Braidwood, looking shiny and relaxed for once. Whoever had been
looking after him had done a wonderful job. Most of the instructors who came out to
play with their horses showed just how fine a relationship can be built with love and
respect. Unlike horses in past demonstrations, these were calm, confident, willing
and bursting with good health. Many exhibited a degree of self expression and fun
that would not have been permitted in the past, and they had everyone laughing.
While Parelli’s ‘cowboy dressage’ was okay, Linda did some nice stuff both on and off
her horses, but then, she was always an elegant and thoughtful horsewoman.
The symposium demonstrated that PNH is still a wonderful program, one that is
fantastic for horses and probably for people too. Linda said that they were just
starting to feel that they were hitting their straps. They now offer new programs in
horse psychology, and a new way of judging the revised horsemanship competitions
soon to be launched at Equitana. Parelli stated that their focus is now on delivering
the program via technology, although support is available through the instructors
(but you would be hard pressed to find a PNH instructor near you in Australia these
days). I suppose this makes it easier for PNH, less so for the students. There was less
emphasis on the levels and the seven games, and more encouragement to think of
them as tools for safety and fun. That was nice. I think all this augers well for those
horse people who are new to PNH. If they can get past the commercialism and
psychobabble and concentrate on the horsemanship, they and their horses should
have an interesting journey.
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Nineteen: No regrets
When I quit PNH it was a beautiful feeling. Instead of yo-yoing between the
emotional highs and low brought on by being in PNH, I reached that happy place of
equilibrium, just like Myst. The whole PNH experience was quite a ride but I have no
regrets. It was the catalyst that made me examine and change my attitude towards
my horses, and I hope it made me a better horse person. I have not returned to
competition, although I still occasionally have lessons, but only with instructors who
don’t make me cry. Natural horsemanship gave me the tools to make the changes I
needed to make, and remains the cornerstone for my own practice of horsemanship.
Through all the struggles and hard times in PNH I made some great friends and I
learnt how to have fun with my horses, and more importantly, to let them have fun
too.
Twenty: Postscript
I have a short memory and from time to time need reminding of the promises I have
made to myself and my horse. After attending the March Parelli event I had a little
moment of self doubt. I drove home feeling guilty about never doing liberty work
with my horse anymore. It had been so long since I had taken her to the round yard,
removed the halter and played any of the Parelli seven games with her. I was
envious of the connection that some of the horse people (Pat’s students) who were
involved in the demonstrations had with their horses. Set loose in an unfamiliar
arena, among unfamiliar people and horses, with two thousand noisy spectators
pressing on from all sides, these horses stuck to their owners like glue. I suppose I
wanted to see if I still had that connection with Myst. When I went to the paddock
the next morning I called Myst, gathered up my carrot stick and headed for the
makeshift round yard up near the arena.
The carrot stick is a Parelli invention. It is made of orange fibreglass, has a rubber
handle at one end and a leather loop at the other and is designed to extend the reach
of the handler or rider. You can also tie a string to the leather loop and make a sort
of whip with an even longer reach. In the round yard Myst went through her paces—
walk, trot, stop, turn, go sideways, backup and come to me at the appropriate signal.
I did a bit of pointing and waving with the carrot stick, and Myst tossed her head,
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annoyed at my overzealousness. The whole thing took about ten minutes, and then
we were both thoroughly bored, so I stopped, put the halter back on Myst and
headed back to the paddock. On the way, Myst was walking next to me, breathing on
the back of my hand, and I, being human and unable to resist fooling around with a
whip, was flicking the stick with string attached at rocks and clumps of grass. I was
quite engrossed in this when Myst suddenly reached across the front of my body,
snatched the carrot stick from my hand and with a swing of her head, lobbed it over
the fence, and dropped it in the paddock bordering the track. She then turned and
looked me in the eye to make sure that I understood her unmistakeable message. I
cracked up, apologised and promised to leave the carrot stick at home. When the gas
struts on the back window of the station wagon stopped working, I used the carrot
stick to prop it open, so I hadn’t entirely wasted my forty-five dollars.
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NICOLE’S PICTURES

I

doubt that there is a horsewoman in Australia who has not been magnetised by
Nicole Clare Emanuel’s book High on Horses. It is sumptuous by any standards,
and the photographs are technically and artistically superb. I hope Emmanuel

sold thousands of copies and made a motza. I am drawn to the book because I love
horses, and in Emmanuel I sense a fellow horse lover. She captures the essence of
horses—their kindness and curiosity, their tolerance and acquiescence, their fear
and mistrust, their unattainable otherness and their immense beauty. I like to look
closely and examine the backgrounds and think about the way the photographs are
composed and wonder about the people and their relationships with their horses.
Some seem to be quite special and I have favourites: the little girl planting a loving
kiss on Neerim Park Lance; her nose, buried in the tickle of horse whiskers, inhales
his peppery sweet smell; one small hand holds the pony’s heart-shaped muzzle and
the other pokes him in the eye. It is a magic picture, both funny and touchingly
innocent. Opposite the little girl and her pony, Elyne Mitchell sits in the grass, old
and wizened, holding the reins of a shaggy white pony, a well-used sheepskin
covering the saddle; she looks at the horse with such tender affection. These
photographs show my past and foretell my future. I can never go back, never
recapture that first love, but one day, I think, that old lady will be me.
Three more photographs intrigue me. They all feature women with horses and each
speak volumes about the relationships between horses and humans. The
photograph on page 123 is captioned ‘A contented Andalusian relaxing with his
owner at sanctuary for aged and neglected Andalusian horses outside Sydney, New
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South Wales’. This astounds me on several levels. Firstly I had no idea that such a
sanctuary existed or that there could even be needed. Just how many neglected
Andalusian horses are there are in this part of Australia? I always thought of them as
a slightly exotic, not very fashionable breed in an era that favours Warmblood and
Thoroughbred horses for practically everything. Secondly, I am totally divided by
the picture. The woman is wearing a red flounced flimsy flamenco dress and flimsy
sandals in an open paddock with a horse. This makes me very uncomfortable. My
inner nag rails at the impractical impossibility of such a silly outfit in this setting. My
toes curl—she should be wearing boots, for goodness sake! One the other hand I
envy this woman being able to lie down with her horse. I have never done this with
my mare and can only guess what it might feel like to have this much mutual trust. It
is a beautiful picture. The woman reclines on one hip, knee drawn up, and head
leaning against the shoulder of her horse. One hand rests in her lap, the other
reaches out to the horse’s cheek. Her fingers touch his face tenderly, delicately. The
woman and the horse are lying on a thick sward of broad-stemmed grass. It looks as
if a wind has just blown across its surface with swatches bent this way and that. The
horse turns his head towards the woman and the muscles that run along the length
of his neck stand out. The woman looks dreamy; the horse’s eyes are half closed, his
ears relaxed. Is he is holding a fold of the woman’s red dress in his mouth? The
colours are intense. The green grass, the red dress, the woman’s soft brown hair
falling down past her bare shoulders, the intense white of the horse’s coat and tail.
His haunches are flecked with the brown spots of aged white horses everywhere.
The horse is handsome beyond words; the woman is slim, pretty. Their composition
is extraordinarily powerful. It is circular, enfolding, protective and—voluptuous. Our
eye is drawn in an unwavering line that runs from the right angle of the horse’s hock
to the bend in the woman’s knee and culminates in her foot, naked except for the
single golden band of her sandal stretching across her toes. The effect is to bind the
horse’s leg to the woman’s leg until they look like one being. The photograph is a
study in contrasts. The woman’s frailty is emphasised by the great bones of the
horse’s legs gloved in silky hide. She ignores the danger of his heavy body and hard
black feet and, lying down, the horse has surrendered the possibility of a rapid
escape. One sudden move and the whole structure will explode, except the two are
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totally immersed in each other, cemented by trust. The picture is simultaneously
improbable and sensuous, desirable and achingly beautiful.

CONTENTED ANDALUSIAN
© Emanuel 2003

My own riding reality is a complete contrast. I pull on dust-smeared brown
jodhpurs, stretching them around my thickening middle-aged waist, hiding the
bulges under an old black long-sleeved t-shirt that once belonged to my son. It is a
favourite because it keeps the wind off my kidneys and it doesn’t come untucked. I
open the curtains. The sky is just beginning to get light. There is frost on the car. I
reach for the cheap black polar fleece jacket—another favourite, the high zip-up
neck outweighing the ugly smother of animal hair that constantly clings to its staticcharge. Red, pill-encrusted explorer socks complete the layers. I notice a small hole
in the toe of one sock. It will only get worse. I pull on my riding boots and regret that
I didn’t find time to clean them yesterday. At least the horse won’t notice. I pick up
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the car keys and head for the door, the dog at my heels. She is old and shivery but
won’t be left behind. I go back for her jacket and bend down to buckle it around her
saggy old body. While I check that I have the horse’s feed and all my gear the dog
hauls herself into the car. I go back inside yet again, this time for warm water to melt
the hoarfrost coating the windscreen. At last I start the engine and back out of the
driveway through a cloud of exhaust fumes that hang like fog in the icy air. My horse
lives twelve minutes away by car along the Cotter Road; little traffic at this hour of
the morning but the kangaroos are definitely out and about, and I drive cautiously
around each bend. Turning into the Riverview gateway I see Tamara working
Princess in the arena; then pass Janet leading Grace up the hill and Trish on her way
to catch Matilda. At Old Homestead paddock Lucy already has her six horses out and
lined up at their feed bins. Myst is standing at the gate. I pull in, park, hold the door
open for the dog and get out. I call hello to Myst and she calls back. I place a few
handfuls of feed in her bin and go and get her. While she eats I brush her and get
ready to ride. Myst is the colour of pumpkin in spring but by the time winter arrives
she is as pale as clotted cream and her coat is long and thick, like mohair, especially
down her legs. It makes her look shorter and fatter than she is. She adds extra
insulation by rolling in mud and fresh manure. It sticks fast, leaving green and khaki
stains on her hips and neck. I clear a space for the saddle blanket and the saddle,
then pick the burrs and brambles from her tail and brush her mane and forelock. She
stops eating and leans into the brush as I sweep it across her face. I give her head a
gentle hug and kiss her eyelids. Sometimes Dennis says, ‘That mare really loves you,
Sandra.’ Maybe she does. I know I love her so much sometimes my throat gets tight
thinking about her. When I put the bridle on, Myst likes to catch the ends of the rope
reins in her mouth. She sucks on them while we walk a little way. Making a nest in
the old sleeping bag on the back seat of the car, the dog elects to stay behind. I adjust
the girth for the last time, put my foot in the stirrup and swing up into the saddle.
We are a good fit.
On page 110 of Nicole’s book is a photograph of Sharyn Sparks and Bizarro at
Camden, New South Wales. It is another picture of another pretty woman with a
handsome Spanish horse. The pair stands on a slight incline and this time the
woman is riding the horse. White horse, black clad woman, green grass, some
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bushes, and a few spindly trees comprise this scene. It is more Australian, the
colours less intense. A blur of yellow St John’s Wort distracts me—maybe it is
supposed to look artistic but I can only see it for what it is—a weed. The horse’s
head is high, his nostrils are flared, his neck is thick, arched, powerful. He tips one
ear back towards his rider. There is tension in his raised foreleg, and he looks lively,
electric with contained energy, a power-pack of smooth muscle and taut nerve
endings. But his eye is soft and kind and his expression seems to say, ‘Trust me. I will
look after you.’ But the woman looks uncertain. She wears a black square-necked
summer dress and I think, ‘not the sort of thing you throw on for a ride.’ Her brown
hair hangs like a veil down past her bare shoulders, and a gold pendant hangs plumb
in the centre of her throat. The woman’s upper arm muscles are taut and she has a
firm hold on the reins, making the horse’s neck tight although his mouth is softer.
The tension comes from the woman. The fall of her skirt lays bare her leg from inner
thigh to foot, and her foot looks most peculiar. It curves inwards around the horse’s
belly at the ankle and then arches outwards at the instep and her toes curl up. This
photograph looks posed, artificial, forced, not quite comfortable. Staying on the
slippery back of this horse is not as easy as the woman and the photographer might
want us to believe. You see the tightness in her calf, the way it presses against the
horse’s side; you notice the square set of her shoulders and the self consciousness of
her faraway look. You begin to imagine the feel of the horse’s short coat hairs
catching on the bare skin under her thighs and the furred dampness caused by the
intersection of body on body. Then you understand why the horse is showing signs
of concern. He’s getting conflicting messages—tight legs signal ‘go’, stiff arms signal
‘wait’. He needs her but she is not quite with him. It is a photograph fraught with
possibilities. Anything could happen.
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SHARYN SPARKS AND BIZARRO
© Emanuel 2003

In ten minutes Myst and I reach Dam paddock and I am ready to trot. I lift my
diaphragm and think about trotting, and we trot. My head feels oddly cold. I reach up
and touch not my helmet but my hair. I have forgotten my helmet. This is almost
unheard of. It is a rule here that we must wear our helmets when mounted. I never
ride without my helmet. I am suddenly unnerved. I feel exposed and naked. I reach
up again to make sure I am not mistaken because I can’t quite believe that I am
riding my horse without a helmet. I disturb beads of moisture that have accumulated
on the tips of my hair. No helmet. We are still trotting. I reach down and touch Myst’s
shoulder and say, ‘I forgot my helmet.’ She shoots a message straight back to me:
‘Don’t worry. I’ll take care of you.’ Straight away I feel safe again. Of course she will
take care of me. As if I would doubt her. I squeeze her into a canter and we bomb up
our favourite hill, veering around clumps of saffron thistles, leaping mini erosion
channels, dodging rocks. I stay glued to the saddle. I follow her every move. We are
the perfect fit. We reach the top of the hill and pull up puffing and laughing—at least,
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I’m laughing, Myst might be. The cold wind raking my scalp is exciting. I feel
exhilarated, invincible, as if I have done something daring and different. Myst and I
feel pleased with ourselves and I forget about the helmet until we meet Trish on our
way back to Myst’s paddock. She comments on my bare head, bringing me back to
earth. Suddenly I feel old and foolish.
On page 142 is a photograph captioned Tamara Gillanders and her Arabian gelding
Shiranna Tashir, Drysdale, Victoria. Another grey horse, but this time he’s an Arab.
His hind feet are close together on the ground pushing into the next stride of canter.
He is up in the shoulders, his front feet are about to lift and reach forward. The horse
is beautifully balanced from the tip of his nostrils to the pert arc of his tail. He is
poetry in motion. With ears pricked his body moves forward, while a small part of
him is locked on to the woman on his back. She wears boots, dark jodhpurs and a
singlet top. No helmet. Her hair flies straight out behind mirroring the horse’s tail.
She sits relaxed, synchronised to the motion of her horse. He wears no saddle and no
bridle. Her hands hold two ends of a thin rope that is strung loosely around the base
of the horse’s neck. The thin light glows luminescent through the veil of his plumed
tail hairs. I love that tail—it is perfect. A dark wall of trees border the edge of the
field and the grass is short and a washed-out shade of green. The colours don’t
matter because the horse and rider illuminate the world with their unity. They
represent everything that horsewomen dream of—perfect harmony.
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TAMARA GILLANDERS AND SHIRANNA TASHIR
© Emanuel 2003

I did this once, but not on Myst. After nine years together, I rode my gelding Rikki
bareback and bridle-less and without a lead rope attached to his halter, in a round
yard—and we cantered. I was both elated and full of trepidation, but for once Rikki
didn’t feel scared. He cantered quietly and steadily until I asked him to stop. At the
time it was something I felt compelled to do and afterwards I felt like I had
conquered the world. All that happened ten years ago and now I am wondering if I
can do the same with Myst. So here we are in the arena without a bridle, without a
halter, without that thin rope lifeline. Myst is super-responsive to my touch and will
turn when she feels my hand on her shoulder. She stops dead when I exhale and
moves off as soon as I ask. She will move sideways in either direction, turn around
the forehand, or the hind end, rock from side to side. We have brakes and steering.
Riding without a bridle is no problem at all; in fact, Myst seems to appreciate being
bridle-less. I think she prefers the idea of being asked rather than being told—in
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many respects she is quite a serious horse. For whatever reason, we have fun when
we hang the bridle on the fence. While I have left the saddle behind I still cling to the
security of my bareback pad—the saddle you use when you’re not using a saddle.
The pad has a girth but no stirrups; a small leather grab handle stitched to the front
and the seat is suede. The handle is too awkwardly placed for hanging on, so I never
use it. The grippy suede seat is so much better than Myst’s slippery coat. Riding out
in the open is also fine—up to a point. The point is canter. I can’t quite bring myself
to let loose at the canter. I write my own caption, ‘Slightly-unfit, overly-ambitious
middle-aged woman attempts the impossible, Canberra, ACT’.

AUTHOR AND RIKKI
(WEARING THE PNH SWEATER)
© H. Lane 1998

Myst couldn’t care less what I look like but she senses my reservation and tends to
get a bit fast without a steadying rein, but only at the canter. I know the theory—just
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let go and ride in the moment. I have all the basics in place: stop, start, turn; but
something holds me back. Meanwhile Myst waits for me to catch up, to get over my
hang ups. I’m working on it. And bareback is going to take a little longer too.
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BAREBACK AGAIN

Whoa! What am I doing riding
bareback at my age?
Attempting to relive the past
as the future
gallops towards me.
I tempt eternity
without a safety net,
hold on tight as arthritis,
fading eyesight and brittle bones
threaten to unhinge me.
Steady my dear, no sudden moves,
Slowwwwwwwww.
When
I
s
l
i
i

i

p
step
under
when
my
body
forgets
how
to mirror yours.
I’m not the girl I used to be
but for ten years I have
cared for you
and you have taken care of me
So I wouldn’t try this
On
Just
Any
H

O

R

S

E
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MUCOUS KISSES

Yellow ear tag Canasta C69 walks forward,
snorts, and thrusts his blunt muzzle
at the old brown gelding standing
behind the barbed wire fence.
The calf stretches high on his tiptoes
unfurls his tongue and swipes a muscular caress
across the nose of the startled horse.
Elastic strings of mucous drip and swing
as the bullock drops the twin fans of his lashes
and moans with pleasure.
The old horse leans into the sticky embrace,
cheek hair slick with spit and foam, he swoons,
and sways ignoring the wire pricking his chest.
Poking out his own long tongue he returns the calf’s caress.
For a long and sticky moment, young cow and old horse forget
their differences
they are lost in mucous kisses.
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BRIDGING THE GAP: SCIENTISTS AND HORSE WHISPERERS

I

t would be a mistake to imagine that a love of horses unites all horse lovers.
There is much factional jealousy between the followers of different equestrian
disciplines. On the surface we might appear to be friends, but underneath, many

horse people exhibit the same degree of one-eyed fanaticism as do followers of
political parties or different codes of football. Devotees of particular breeds of horse,
for example, can be incredibly rude about those breeds that don’t conform to their
ideals. Warmbloods are referred to as ‘Dumbloods’, Arabs are ‘flighty’, Appaloosas
are ‘bloody-minded’ and anyone buying a chestnut thoroughbred mare is asking for
trouble. Similar prejudices divide the different disciplines pursued by horse owners;
carriage driving is seen as an activity for those who are too old or fearful to ride
(although from my limited experience, it is as dangerous and adrenaline-inducing as
any activity involving horses); reining is for cowboys; and dressage is reviled by just
about everybody except dressage riders. This disciplinary divide is particularly
evident in the gulf that separates classical horsemanship and natural horsemanship.
While both reflect the deep connection between humans and horses, they have their
origins in opposite ends of the equine universe.
Natural horsemanship emerged from the cattle-ranching cultures of the American
west. It is known under a variety of names—natural horsemanship, enlightened
horsemanship, good horsemanship, true horsemanship; they are variations on a
theme, and natural horsemanship has evolved as the umbrella term. After an initial
period of suspicious resistance in the early 1990s when it first came to Australia,
natural horsemanship has been adopted by growing numbers of Australian
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equestrians. It found particular resonance with recreational horsewomen, with
many attracted by the promise of gentle, nonviolent methods to train horses, and by
the prospect of establishing a mutually trusting, harmonious partnership with their
horses. Natural horsemanship clinicians used language and concepts that were
simple and easily understood, and their focus on human safety proved particularly
attractive to many horsewomen. Classical horsemanship, on the other hand, evolved
from British and European military traditions and, because of our British heritage,
was the foundation for much Australian horsemanship. Station hands working on
remote outback properties had little use for classical riding and they developed their
own style of horsemanship. Today, while all these disciplines borrow from each
other, rivalries remain, and many classical horse people still have an elitist attitude
towards this ‘new age’ stuff.
I have experienced both camps. Like most little girls who rode horses I started with
Pony Club, graduated to formal ‘classical’ riding lessons and, later in life, I
discovered natural horsemanship. I was once a keen participant in the sport of oneday-eventing. I particularly enjoyed the dressage and cross-country phases, although
show jumping scared me half to death. I didn’t have a very suitable horse for
eventing—while we went clear and fast cross-country, our dressage was mediocre
and our show jumping was a matter of survival. It would have made sense to buy a
different horse, but I loved my horse and could never have considered selling him.
Despite regular lessons with good instructors we reached a dead end; eventing
stopped being fun and I turned to the newly-minted discipline of natural
horsemanship in my search for answers. I really enjoyed natural horsemanship—it
was new, it was challenging, it was interesting and it was fun, I learnt a great deal
and my horse fitted right in. While eventing is a sport suited to elegant, athletic
breeds of horses, I was competing on a heavy-set palomino quarterhorse. I grew
used to hearing disparaging comments, such as one from a dressage judge who, at
the beginning of my test, said in a very patronising manner, ‘Oh! So nice to see the
Pally’s having a go.’ This was nothing compared to the hostility I encountered
towards natural horsemanship, particularly in its early days in Australia. One day, in
the supermarket, I bumped into one of my ex-instructors from my eventing days and
we stopped to chat. Eventually she asked what I was doing with my horse and as
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soon as I uttered the words ‘natural horsemanship’ she cut me off saying, ‘Of course
that stuff will never get your horse on the bit’. Followers of natural horsemanship
were labelled ‘cowboys’ (the ultimate equestrian insult), and ‘rope twirlers’. Natural
horsemanship practitioners were just as contemptuous of classical horsemanship.
Pat Parelli would mock classical horsemanship by adopting a fake German accent,
and then announcing ‘Ve haf vays of making you do zis.’ The term ‘German Half Halt’
was a euphemism for extreme and brutal use of the reins, and ‘normal’ became the
derogatory default term for classical horse training methods. No single method of
training horses, however, is perfect and because they are also subject to individual
interpretation, horses continue to suffer. A concern for horse welfare is perhaps the
one aspect of horsemanship that has the potential to unite horse lovers instead of
perpetuating the divide between them.
In 2005, I was researching the relationship between women and horses for my PhD
in creative writing at the University of Canberra. As part of my research, but also
because I have always had a genuine interest in new ideas and discoveries, I
attended the inaugural International Equitation Science Symposium (IESS), at
Broadford in country Victoria.1 The symposium was held on the property of wellknown equine scientist, author and horseman, Andrew McLean, and the organising
committee was mostly comprised of Australian and British equine scientists,
together with a handful of European researchers. I mention the strong Australian
presence because equestrians are a relatively small community in this country and
matters of interest related to horses quickly achieve wide circulation. The 2007
equine influenza outbreak in eastern Australia is a case in point in which the horse
owning fraternity, through word of mouth and the internet, banded together and
kept each other fully informed of everything to do with the outbreak and its
management. Therefore, I found it curious that something as potentially exciting as
this symposium had received so little attention in the equestrian press; I stumbled
across an announcement while trawling through the internet and, consequently,
almost missed the registration closing date.
I came away from the symposium full of excitement about what the organisation
stood for and the research that was being carried out. Their main message was that
tensions between humans and horses arise because of a lack of science in equitation.
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The organisers believed that only by understanding and applying scientific
principles to horse training would welfare issues be overcome. After listening to a
number of presentations and watching a couple of demonstrations I found myself
agreeing in principle with these ideals. However, the symposium was mainly made
up of equine scientists and academics talking to other equine scientists and
academics, and while they were united by a common purpose—improving the
welfare of the ridden horse through scientific means—I wondered how they were
going to get their message out to ordinary horse people. The other thing that became
clear was that the symposium was concerned with traditional horsemanship, with a
strong emphasis on dressage. Again, I had no quibble with this—if you are going to
reform the equestrian world, dressage with its arcane contemporary practices such
as Rollkür or hyperflexion, its subjective judging system and confusing terminology
would be an excellent place to start. But with such a narrow focus, I was curious
about how the organisers planned to reach all those horse people who had no
interest in the discipline of dressage—for example the pleasure riders, polo players,
western competitors and endurance riders. Pleasure riders in particular make up a
large section of Australia’s (and the world’s) horse-riding population and yet they
often don’t belong to a club or organisation associated with a particular discipline
through which research findings might conceivably be disseminated. I also knew
from personal experience that, at that time, many natural horsemanship
practitioners based their training systems on their own interpretations of horse
behaviour and were especially suspicious of traditional methods, believing them to
be at the root of much of the conflict that occurs between humans and horses. By
aligning themselves with classical horsemanship, these equine scientists risked
alienating the followers of a growing sector of the horse world, natural
horsemanship. I suspected that many horse owners would have no way of learning
about the research being carried out by equine scientists and that, even if they did,
they could be forgiven if they questioned its relevance to their particular brand of
equestrianism.
After the Broadford symposium, I informally surveyed a range of equestrian friends
and acquaintances. Among them were recreational riders; competitors in different
disciplines; agistment proprietors; instructors; and equine professionals such as
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veterinarians, farriers and therapists. I was keen to know if any of them had heard
about the IESS or its governing body, the International Society for Equine Science
(ISES). None of them had, nor were they aware of the availability of the conference
proceedings although, once told about their existence, several expressed an interest
in reading them. Those that borrowed my copy of the proceedings commented that
they were ‘a bit hard going’ as some of the scientific writing was difficult to
understand. It seems that equine scientists are very good at talking to other
scientists, but the gap between scientific research and the non-scientific horse
community is wide. Is there any point in conducting research into how horses learn
if the findings don’t reach riders and trainers and instructors situated at the grass
roots of equestrianism? I began to think about what scientists could do to interest
this sector in their research activities and to inform them about their results.
In 2006 the second International Equitation Science Symposium was held in Milan,
Italy. The organisers had distilled their thinking, aiming to improve ‘horse welfare
through the dissemination of scientific knowledge in equitation.’ The symposium
was to focus on finding ways to ‘bridge the gap between academia and practice’ and
the organisers encouraged attendance by ‘a wide audience of equine scientists,
veterinarians, ethologists, behaviour therapists, riding teachers, riders and horse
owners.’ I saw this as an opportunity to raise questions not only about the relevance
of scientific equine research to the recreational equestrian community, but also
about finding more effective ways of relaying research findings to a broader
spectrum of horse owners and riders. I submitted an abstract for an oral paper but
the conference organisers, thought a poster presentation would be more suitable. I
had to think about whether or not to accept, firstly because attending conferences is
expensive. Presenters pay the same fee as all other attendees and this can run into
several hundred dollars. There are ways to reduce these fees a little, such as taking
advantage of early bird registrations or, in my case, student discounts. I did have
access to a small postgraduate expense fund for the duration of my candidature, but
it was not nearly enough to pay for the conference registration, the travel cost and
the cost of producing the poster. This meant that in order to participate at Milan, I
would have to fund the trip myself. The second thing is that while poster
presentations might be a common tool for scientists, they are almost unheard of in
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the field of creative writing. I didn’t know if my material could be adapted to a poster
presentation. Nonetheless, I was delighted to be invited and decided to accept. It
would be good for my academic career, and the invitation indicated that the
scientists were interested in what I had to say. This meant that there was a
possibility that my presentation might have a positive impact on horse welfare, and
wasn’t this the point of the whole conference?
I went ahead and designed a poster that encapsulated my two main themes. First,
that in order to conduct relevant research and reach their target audience, scientists
should know their audience. Second, in order to reach that audience equine
scientists might take advantage of modern information dissemination methods. I
based the first section primarily on data from my questionnaire survey of Australian
horsewomen. The second section compared equine science with the successful
marketing of natural horsemanship to horsewomen. I also chose the natural
horsemanship model to raise awareness of equestrian disciplines other than
dressage and showjumping that, to date had been the main focus of ISES and the
researchers.

MY POSTER IN MILAN
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THE POSTER
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The conference took place at the Veterinary Faculty at the University of Milan and
the poster presentations took place during the morning tea breaks. The poster
viewing area was not ideal, with the posters taped to the walls of a lecture theatre;
the viewers not only had to climb steps and squeeze into the narrow space between
the desks and the walls, they could also only travel in one direction. To add to the
congestion there were several tall metal cupboards up against the walls and my
poster, being the first, was squashed behind one of these cupboards. The idea behind
these presentations is that you stand beside your poster ready to discuss it with the
people who stop to read it. The problem for me was that anyone who stopped to
read my poster created an instant bottleneck and was forced by the crush of people
to keep moving. I did manage to chat with several people—all women, who
appeared to be very interested in and supportive of what I was saying. Over the two
days of the conference I also handed out a large number of information sheets.
Overall I was pleased with my poster. It compared well with all the others on
display, looked professional and well-organised and, although a little wordy, made
my points well enough. It was hard to tell at the time, but I thought things were
going quite well until I was given a message that one of the organisers wanted to see
me.
Senior male academics with a point to make can be intimidating people, and this
man was no exception. Looking me squarely in the eye he explained very clearly and
firmly that ISES was a not-for-profit organisation (I knew that) and that they would
never, ever, sell their findings under any circumstances, whatsoever. I was just
opening my mouth to reply when someone tapped him on the shoulder and he was
whisked away to deal with an important conference matter. This reaction to my
poster left me feeling somewhat flummoxed, primarily because the claim that equine
scientists would never sell the results of their research was, well, downright
disingenuous. Convention has it that academic research is published in scholarly
journals, conference proceedings, as chapters of scholarly books; and while this
practice doesn’t usually financially benefit the authors it adds to their academic
standing. The publishers make money, and in many countries the government pays
universities on the basis of research publications, and often, some of that payment
filters through to the original authors, to build their research funds. But of course,
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someone has to buy the journals in order to read the papers. In addition, equine
researchers write material for the popular market. You can buy, for example,
Andrew McLean’s book The Truth about Horses (Aud$90); his Academic Horse
Training – DVD Series (Aud$149.95); and his Academic Horse Training – complete
package (Aud$249.95).2 Paul McGreevy is a prolific author who writes both
academic and popular material on the subject of equine science. One of his books,
Behaviour: a Guide for Veterinarians and Equine Scientists, which is reviewed on the
Amazon website as suitable for scientists and lay people, retails for US$106.00. I am
also aware that it costs as much to take lessons or attend clinics in classical
horsemanship as it does in natural horsemanship. Information is rarely free, nor
cheap, and horse people are pragmatic about paying. They understand the effort that
goes into producing information whether it involves writing a book, a course outline
or an instruction manual, or conducting and publishing research, and they are
willing to pay whatever they reckon it is worth. I found the argument against
commercialisation unconvincing and naïve. If I had done my homework I would
have discovered that the scientists were not only suspicious of the language of
natural horsemanship, they were also (understandably) scathing of the movement’s
overt commercialism. I think too, there is an ethical dimension to their argument
that altruism and not commercialism should drive concerns for horse welfare.
Maybe so, but research funds and broadcast funds have to come from somewhere. In
the end, I just had to assume that the angry scientist who had pulled me aside had
not as yet been able to look carefully at my poster—there was rather a lot of
information in it, and it was located at the centre of a horrible traffic jam. I could
only hope that when the pressure of running the conference had eased he might be
able to read it more thoroughly and get a better understanding of what I was trying
to say. This thought made me feel a bit better and I made my way to the lecture hall
for the next session, and there I discovered why my poster had so upset him.
With my interest in natural horsemanship I was looking forward to hearing a paper
by British scientist Hayley Randle, ‘Horse whisperers and horse “behaviourists”: are
we jeopardising our horses?’ I don’t know what I expected—a measured,
dispassionate, sound scientific debate perhaps. Instead it was a vitriolic rant against,
of all things, animal communicators. Horse owners were mocked as gullible for
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seeking the advice of animal communicators whom Randle unequivocally described
as charlatans. I was shocked by the prejudiced and vehement stance adopted by
Randle who, in fact, was demonstrating the same misuse of terminology that the
scientists accused the non-scientific community of using. In talking about horse
whisperers, she was actually discussing those people who claim to have the ability to
communicate mentally with horses. They have conversations with horses, they say;
they hear what horses are telling them. I appreciate that, as a scientist, Randle would
be sceptical of such claims, but until there is proof one way or the other, I remain
open minded, primarily because of two experiences.
The first concerned my horse Myst. When I bought her she was sick, depressed and
severely under nourished, and I fully expected that she would die. Why I bought her
is another story. With care she began to recover, but progress was slow and for a
long time she was mentally and emotionally disengaged. Nothing scared her, but
nothing interested her either. I had done everything I could to make her well, but
despite reassurances from a whole range of people I was concerned that I had
missed something vital. After several months I made an appointment with an animal
communicator, in the hope that she would be able to help me to get through to Myst.
Apart from asking me to have the horse within touching distance during the
consultation, there were no other instructions, and I am as sure as I can be that I told
her nothing, only that I would like to know how Myst was feeling. On the day of our
appointment I brought Myst to the back of the horse float and gave her a bucket of
feed while I sat on the tow bar and dialled the number. The woman answered, we
exchanged pleasantries and she suddenly said, ‘Myst wants to know if you are taking
her on a journey?’ How could she have known about the horse float? She then went
on to say without prompting, ‘Myst wants you to know that she appreciates
everything you are doing for her. You are not to worry as she is progressing at her
own pace and she is very happy.’ This was exactly the reassurance I needed, and
whether it was just a lucky guess by the communicator, or I had inadvertently given
her some vital clue, it didn’t really matter. Her words gave me the confidence to stop
doubting myself and to be patient while Myst continued her program of recovery.
Today she is wonderfully robust and well and truly ‘in the world’.
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The second event occurred during the days when I was teaching riding and horse
handling. I was visiting a regular client when she asked me if I would go across the
road and see a friend who was having trouble getting her horse to go forward. When
we arrived the horse was dodging about the paddock, refusing to be caught, and it
took a bucket of feed and some sneaky gate shutting to finally capture her. The
woman was pleasant, if a little abrupt, and as she saddled the mare she began to tell
me about a dressage competition that she had entered on the next weekend. I
guessed she was looking for some kind of quick fix to the ‘not going forward’ issue. I
followed as she led the mare out to her dirt arena and noticed the horse plodding
along behind her dragging on the reins. We started with a little ground work, about
which the mare could not have cared less, when the woman suddenly remembered
that she was expecting a call and had forgotten to switch on the answering machine
at the house. She asked me to hold the horse and rushed off. I felt the mare creep up
behind me and stop. When I turned and began to stroke her forehead I began to
experience the weirdest sensation. I felt as if I was being physically assaulted by a
chaotic roaring mash of emotions—there was sadness and despair and the most
overwhelming sense of hopelessness—and it was all boiling out of the mare. My
throat swelled and tears filled my eyes as I felt this horse tell me that what she was
being asked to do was just too hard. As suddenly as it began, the chaos stopped and I
was back standing on a cold windswept hill with my hand on a small brown mare
who had just told me exactly what was wrong. The woman returned and tried to ride
the mare through a series of manoeuvres—shoulders in, quarters in, half pass—but
she wasn’t a very good rider and the horse was clearly struggling. So I said, ‘She
wants to do it, but she can’t,’ and the woman replied, ‘Well then, I am going to give
her back to her owner and find a horse that can.’ It was as simple as that. We all
breathed out. Naturally, I would expect a scientist to be sceptical of this account—it
can’t be measured or labelled or analysed in any way. I myself barely understand
what happened. But it did happen, of that I am certain, and it is one of the reasons
that I remain open to new ideas and new experiences, even if they cannot be
explained. Even Paul McGreevy is on record (in an essay in The Finlay Book About
Animals) as saying that our relationships with horses are profound yet so subtle as
to resist scientific analysis.3
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It seems to me that horse people who hide inside the security of their own
disciplinary boxes work against the idea of knowledge sharing. They build barriers
instead bridges, and this was precisely the effect of Hilary Randle’s disappointing
paper. Pat Parelli is fond of saying that one day ‘natural’ would be the new ‘normal’:
that is, once the world realises how good natural horsemanship is, it would be
universally adopted. While you might view this as typical Parelli braggadocio, you
have to admire the man’s optimism, particularly in the face of trenchant resistance
from the British horsepeople and the equine science lobby. Until I heard Randle’s
paper I hadn’t realised the depth of feeling many of the ISES members hold against
natural horsemanship. I began to see that my poster had the effect of rubbing salt on
an open wound. By bracketing equine science with natural horsemanship I had
clearly touched a nerve, and this explained why I had been pulled aside and given a
remedial lecture.
At the inaugural IESS in Broadford, Victoria, in 2005, it was clear that some equine
scientists were struggling to accept the legitimacy of natural horsemanship trainers
and continued to label them inappropriately. McGreevy et al wrote that ‘… the use of
non-scientific terms is customary in equestrian circles and is added to by
contemporary trainers and self-styled horse whisperers’ (my emphasis). Two
European scientists wrote that ‘Ignorance of academic principles has led to reinventing the wheel through “ethological riding”, “horse whisperers” and other
lucrative businesses.’4 While I agree with the scientists in principle and understand
the basis for their arguments, the language and tone of the articles is more
adversarial than conciliatory. Randle’s presentation at the 2006 Milan conference,
although confused and confusing, was even more inflammatory. At the same
conference, McGreevy and McLean sought to explain their position in a less
confrontational manner saying, ‘While animal behaviourists generally are interested
in learned behaviours, ethologists concentrate on adaptive behaviours. The terms
equine ethology and ethological training are becoming commonplace in the
equestrian domain, yet they seem to be used with a conspicuous lack of clarity or
mention of learning theory’. In yet another article describing the evolution of the
new academic discipline of equitation science, McGreevy makes reference to ‘the
latest wave of horse whisperers’ and ‘latter-day horse whisperers’.5
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Equine scientists are particularly concerned about the inappropriate use of scientific
terminology by some natural horsemanship practitioners to describe or explain
their philosophies and teachings. One of the main culprits was a business called
Equine Ethology Inc. In 2005 Parelli (Natural Horsemanship) UK, was sold to new
owners who rebranded the business Equine Ethology. The change of name reflected
a new direction for this natural horsemanship business, which was struggling for
acceptance in the very traditional British equestrian market. The new name signified
a new focus that saw not just Parelli Natural Horsemanship, but a broader range of
natural or alternate horsemanship methods included in the organisation’s remit. The
name also highlighted the company’s decision to focus on science as a means of
understanding horse behaviour. What they failed to acknowledge was that, in
scientific terminology, equine ethology has a particular meaning: it is the scientific
study of horse behaviour, with the emphasis on science. Equine Ethology had no
affinity with equine science; it was simply a business that sold horsemanship. To add
insult to scientific injury, attempts were made to register Equine Ethology as a
trademark. Many practitioners aligned with the natural horsemanship movement
call themselves equine behaviourists—another borrowing from the world of
science—and employ scientific terms as they understand them, to enhance their
teaching. The trouble is, their understanding is sometimes very rudimentary, and
sometimes plain wrong. Equine scientists, including ISES members, are concerned
not only about the ethics of this scientific misrepresentation, but also about the
possible negative impact on horse welfare that could occur as a result of this
misunderstanding and misapplication of science. I think too, that the equine
scientists believe that only they hold the answers to understanding horse behaviour.
Some think that natural horsemanship practitioners are just reinventing the wheel,
and not always very well at that. However, while their dislike of natural
horsemanship remained, there was evidence, in subsequent conferences, of a more
conciliatory attitude.
The 2007 conference held in Michigan, for example, saw few overt references to
natural horsemanship; apart from one interesting paper examining round-pen
training, a technique popular with natural horsemanship practitioners, and another
discussing ethical horse training by Natalie Waran who wrote of ‘the plethora of so
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called “new” training methods disseminated and promoted by trainers and their
supporters aided by improved access to information via the World Wide Web’. In
2007–2008, ISES member Deborah Goodwin produced two papers that suggested a
softening towards natural horsemanship and an admission that natural
horsemanship has not been all bad for equestrian culture. In the first she says:
The current popularity of ‘Natural Horsemanship’ has
prompted change in the equestrian industry … Academic
ethologists were interested in these developments but
expressed concern at the way some Natural Horsemanship
trainers presented ‘Equine Ethology’. Often personal
opinions present as facts, without any associated study of
horse behaviour in the natural or domestic environment.
Enlightened Natural Horsemanship trainers are talented
observers of horse behaviour and respond precisely to
subtle cues during training. They have demonstrated their
ability to utilise the marketplace and teach their methods
for commercial reward.6
While the commercial aspects of natural horsemanship are still irksome, Goodwin
encapsulates the concerns of the scientists while also acknowledging some of the
positive impacts of the natural horsemanship movement on equestrian culture. This
suggests, in a peculiarly backhanded British way, that scientists might be ready to
accept natural horsemanship in the pantheon of horse training systems. Of even
greater interest is Goodwin’s use of the term ‘Academic ethologists’. While hanging
on to their claims to legitimacy, the equine scientists appear to have accepted the
idea that they have no control over who uses the term ‘ethology’. In qualifying the
term they reinforce the difference between its scientific and non-scientific uses, and
who could argue with that? I think it is a brilliant solution and I love it.
Goodwin’s second paper, delivered to the 16th National Equine Forum in Britain,
acknowledges the role of natural horsemanship as a catalyst for scientific change:
Scientists studying horse behaviour and training have
been prompted by the success of Natural Horsemanship
trainers in achieving cultural change to take a more
active approach in communicating their work to horse
owners and trainers … Equitation scientists, conventional
and natural horsemanship trainers aim to help people
train horses, more effectively. It is vital that we share our
knowledge to achieve these goals as when training fails
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the horse suffers and may pay the ultimate price with its
life.7
While Goodwin was extending the hand of friendship, Paul McGreevy, in his Finlay
Lloyd essay, was still wrestling with his old natural horsemanship demons. He
wrote:
Many ‘New Age’ ways of training have become popular.
Using the same skills as shamans of old, who supposedly
had arcane powers to commune with horses in their very
souls, horse-whisperers have had a renaissance … , latterday practitioners promote their techniques and even
pyramid-sell them.
There can be no doubt that, for many, change is difficult, but in the four short years
since the first Symposium in Broadford, ISES itself has made considerable progress.
The 2008 Dublin symposium provides further evidence that the gap between
academia and practice is being addressed. Equine scientists are turning their
attention to a broader range of issues that should prove to be of real interest to
contemporary horsemen and women. Amongst the papers on horse behaviour and
training were papers examining the effects of bitless bridles, treeless saddles, and
barefoot trimming. An Irish study discovered that the majority of Irish Sport Horses
are being sold for recreational riding, underlining the importance of this sector to
modern equestrian culture. Another really interesting paper concluded that British
horse owners don’t use the internet as their primary source of equine information.
This research is particularly interesting because it appears to contradict the findings
of the 2003 Canadian Equine Industry Profile Study.8 In light of our nation’s
reported love affair with the internet, I suspect Australian findings, should the
research ever be carried out, would also disagree with this British study. The Dublin
research is important because it has implications for how equine science is delivered
to a broader audience—an issue I raised in my Milan poster and one which is now
being contemplated and addressed by equine scientists.
Many practitioners also recognise the need to bridge the gap between disciplines as
well as between science and practice. American veterinarian and natural horseman
Robert M Miller is the author of two recent books about natural horsemanship. In
the first he traces the advent of natural horsemanship and objectively compares the
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various philosophies and techniques employed by many of the major practitioners.
It is a useful guide, written in Miller’s concise, dispassionate style and I would
recommend it to academics and practitioners interested in gaining a better
understanding of natural horsemanship.9 In his more recent book, Miller introduces
science to the practices of natural horsemanship, saying, ‘Too often students and
teachers themselves do not fully understand the scientific basis for the success of
their methods. It is imperative that we understand the scientific principles of
behavioural science if we expect to obtain optimum responses from horses to the
training techniques we impose on them’. Behavioural scientist Patrick Handley
provides the introduction for the book and in it he writes, ‘Sometimes I cringe when
I hear them [natural horsemen] use psychological terms incorrectly—words like
negative reinforcement, punishment, successive approximation, shaping, and so on,
have specific scientific meanings’. Robert Miller believes we have much to learn from
each other, and British equestrian Anne Wilson takes a similar position. Wilson has
written a comparative analysis of several different classical and natural
horsemanship methods. She concludes that ‘The true horseman is never too proud
to learn, nor too narrow minded to listen’10, an axiom that we should all, perhaps,
have tattooed on our foreheads, if only to remind us to be polite to each other.
Another book, this time by a German veterinarian analysing modern dressage
training techniques, is further evidence that a lively dialogue embracing both
academia and practice is taking place.11
Something quite extraordinary occurred during Equitana, the equestrian trade fair
that was held in Melbourne in November 2008. Warwick McLean, representing the
scientists, took on Shane Ransley and Dan James, two natural horsemanship trainers
in a competition to see who would be the first to catch and ride an unhandled horse
over a two-day period. For the science lobby it was an opportunity to take their
scientific training methods to a wider audience, while at the same time testing their
efficacy against the methods used by the natural horsemen. Initially things went
very poorly for Warwick and after the first day he had not even managed to get a
halter on his clearly terrified horse, while the other two were well on the way to
being ridden. Warwick’s difficulties lay not in his methods but in the equipment
provided by the organisers. You see, for Warwick to be successful he needs to be
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able to get close enough to touch the horse from the very beginning, and the
roundpen allowed the horse to escape this contact. Once this was sorted out, on the
second day, and the shape and size of the pen was changed to suit Warwick’s
methods he began to make up ground. Unfortunately he ran out of time before he
could get on his horse and did not win the competition. It was a gutsy performance
but the story did not end there. ABC television filmed the event and promoting it as
‘scientists versus the horse whisperers’, broadcast it on the science program,
Catalyst, in February 2009.12 The footage and the accompanying commentary
explained more clearly the scientific basis of horse training and also followed the
progress of the horse after the event at Equitana. The horse’s owner asked Warwick
to finish the job and the television footage showed the result of three more hours
training. No longer a frightened, overwhelmed, shaking mess, the horse was
remarkably calm, responsive, confident and balanced. I think the gamble paid off.
Things have progressed very nicely since my tentative foray into the world of
equitation in Milan, with my poster tucked under my arm and hope in my heart. I
have been mightily impressed by the pace of this change and by the generosity and
willingness of the equine scientists to go on wanting this change. While their agenda
is to inject science into every equestrian discipline, it is noticeable that almost
without exception the call for change is coming from the scientists. Natural
horsemanship practitioners, on the other hand, appear to be less interested in what
the scientists are saying. In part, this may be because selling horsemanship is what
they do to survive. Without other sources of income (such as university
employment) all their energies are focussed on making their living. Perhaps they
simply don’t have time for this debate. I also suspect that for too long the topics
being researched by science were only of peripheral interest to many practitioners.
With the establishment of equitation science and the wider range of subjects being
researched, this should no longer be the case. More likely, the adversarial nature of
the debate, together with the demonstrably superior attitude of equine scientists,
caused many in the natural horsemanship movement to turn away from science.
Things are changing but more change is needed. Most natural horsemanship
practitioners passionately despise being referred to as horse whisperers. It’s not
what they do. If they are serious about bridging the gap, the equine scientists might
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consider adopting the term natural horsemanship—without the italics,
capitalisation and quote marks that only serve to emphasise their disdain for the
movement. If they were honest they would stop being precious about exchanging
information for money. It happens. That’s life. As my friend the racehorse trainer
used to say: ‘Build a bridge and get over it!’ It would also be helpful if the scientists
would stop bracketing natural horsemanship with shamanism and horse
whispering. Surely we have moved on from that? Perhaps too, they could drop such
unhelpful phrases as ‘self-styled’ and ‘latter-day’ when discussing natural
horsemanship practitioners. Then if the natural horsemen would stop pinching the
scientists’ terminology and open themselves up to a bit of education about scientific
horsemanship, well, that would be progress indeed. While it seems unlikely that the
different equestrian factions will ever kiss and fall in love with each other, I see no
reasons why they can’t build a few bridges and at least shake hands. All it needs is a
little more mutual respect and tolerance, and it is worth making the effort because,
in the long run, it is our horses who will benefit.
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MEETING MYST

O

ver the years I have loved all my horses and each holds a special place in
my heart, but two in particular stand out. Rikki May—palomino
quarterhorse; archetypal gentleman and friend, he taught me to be patient

(eventually) and to leave my ego at the paddock gate. Myst—palomino
quarterhorse/cross; serene presence who also taught me to be patient (I am a slow
learner), to laugh at life and not to take myself too seriously.
Myst came into my life a couple of years after Rikki retired. I had spent the
intervening period searching for a new horse, at first half-heartedly, and later in
earnest. It wasn’t easy because, despite our troubles, Rikki had been a huge presence
in my life and I adored him. We had been partners for ten years and knowing I
would never ride him again sorely tested my heart. I bought him a year after the
retirement of Achilles, who was the first horse I had owned as an adult. At the time I
thought I would never find another horse like Achilles, a neat bay quarterhorse with
a generous heart but with a horrible predilection for shying. It took me more than a
year to find Rikki. After searching all over the ACT and half of New South Wales, I
finally bought Rikki from a person who kept him in the same paddock where I kept
Achilles. I bought Rikki when he was six years old, and I retired him eleven years
later. When Rikki retired I was still very involved in teaching riding and competing
in equestrian events and my ambition was to find a more suitable horse than Rikki
had been. I had a taller, more refined, thoroughbred type in mind, probably a gelding
because my experience with mares suggested I was temperamentally more suited to
geldings. In the meantime, there was Caleb (too small), then Tim (chronically lame),
and Cleo who was destined to be a broodmare. It seems to be an unwritten law that
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as soon as you start horse hunting, the market dries up. Eventually, in desperation,
you will go anywhere and look at anything, and that was how I finally found Myst.
I looked for horses in all the usual places—word of mouth, the local paper, The
Trading Post, online forums and the monthly horse trading publication, Horse Deals
which I read from cover to cover. I tracked down every lead and saw many horses
and they all turned out to be unsuitable—too old, too sore, too mad, too dull, too
uneducated, too many bad habits, wrong size, wrong colour. It seemed as if the horse
I was looking for did not exist. After two years of searching, I was beginning to lose
heart when I stumbled across the advertisement for Myst. The ad was in the
September 1999 issue of Horse Deals, and at first I had managed to overlook it. This
was hardly surprising, as I was still thinking about a tall dark gelding and Myst was
advertised as a ‘Pretty Palomino Mare.’ The fuzzy photograph that accompanied the
advertisement showed a plump, cream coloured pony with a thick neck and
shoulder and a baby face. She was being ridden by a young girl, and nothing about
the horse in the photograph appealed to me. Then I read the copy, ‘4yo, 15.1hh’—the
mare was the right age—young enough not to have too many bad habits, and yet old
enough to be a going concern. I had recently started Caleb, my young Arab. He was a
sweet little horse and I had fun starting him, but there were a couple of ‘unscheduled
dismounts’ when Caleb had become overstimulated, and I wasn’t sure that I still
needed that much excitement in my life. But at four years old she might grow a little
more and, while I doubted that the mare really was 15.1hh, she was still quite a bit
shorter than Rikki. I looked at the photo again. Maybe the mare was taller than she
looked, because the little girl’s legs barely reached halfway down the horse’s sides.
This was becoming interesting. I read further: ‘… going very kindly… enjoys human
company… Would make a great all-rounder.’ The mare was trotting on a loose rein,
and with her pricked ears and relaxed demeanour she looked happy enough. I was
beginning to think she might be worth a look. The only niggling doubt was whether
she was big enough to carry a fully grown adult.
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THE FIRST TIME I SAW MYST
© Horse Deals, September 1999

There was only one way to find out, so I rang the owner. She assured me that Mystry,
as she was known, had been to Pony Club and to a gymkhana; she was calm and
quiet and always ridden by a nine-year-old girl, although the mother had hopped on
her a few times when she was first backed. The horse, she said, had a happy
disposition, was easy to catch, didn’t mind dogs, loaded willingly into the horse float,
was a good traveller and was used to toddlers, loud noises, other horses and traffic.
She sounded wonderful and I had been looking for so long. I temporarily shelved my
shopping wish list, including any reservations I had about mares, and made an
appointment to see the horse. I called Eileen, who was my friend and horse-hunting
companion, and told her that finally, I might have found ‘the one.’
Myst’s people lived north of Goulburn in New South Wales, and the trip from
Canberra took close to two hours. As always, Eileen came with me in her capacity as
best friend, adviser and sane person. She has really good instincts when it comes to
horses, and is invariably forthright and truthful. I have enormous respect for her
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opinions, and her job on these horse viewing expeditions was to be the voice of
reason; to stop me from doing things I might later regret. When I showed her the
advertisement, Eileen also had trouble reconciling the photograph of Myst with her
owner’s enthusiastic description, but she did agree that the mare was worth a look
and we set off feeling cautiously optimistic.
Despite clear instructions, the property was hard to find and by the time we tracked
it down, we were running late. We looked for a palomino mare in the front paddock
but could only see a couple of Shetland ponies, an anaemic-looking white horse and
an enormous brown warmblood. Perhaps the owners had already caught the mare
and taken her up to the house. The woman who answered the door was friendly and
welcoming, although she didn’t invite us inside. Instead, she was keen to get down to
business and when she stepped out onto the veranda she was followed by the girl in
the photograph. The woman told the child to find a halter and fetch the horse, and I
noticed the little girl also picked up an empty feed bucket. We all walked across the
gravel driveway in the direction of the front paddock. My heart sank. The girl was
creeping towards the anaemic-looking horse, holding out the empty bucket, the
halter hidden behind her back, calling ‘Misty. Misty. Come on. Good girl,’ in
beseeching tones. I looked at Eileen. She looked at me. We both looked at the pale
skinny horse that was walking calmly, but determinedly, away from the little girl,
refusing to be caught. Oh dear! Realising that her daughter was having trouble
catching the horse, the mother hurried off to the shed and brought back a handful of
horse pellets. When the feed appeared, the mare capitulated. The girl standing on
tiptoes, buckled the halter, and then dragged the horse over to where we were
standing.
It looked dreadful. This was not the fluffy pony in the photograph, but a dull sad sack
of a creature, with a too-big head, a thin caved-in neck, and a mane that seemed to
have been trimmed with a blunt axe. She had a pot belly and dull eyes, and a large
chunk of flesh was missing from the heel of one front foot. The wound looked fresh.
‘Ah Geez,’ said the woman,’ she’s done it again. She’s always pulling her foot through
the fence and ripping off that heel.’ Oh good—a chronic injury! This was terrible
country. There was no topsoil, and nothing for the horses to eat. Even the weeds
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were struggling to push their way up through the stony ground. No wonder the mare
was in such a wretched state.

MYST'S MANE
LOOKING AS IF IT HAD BEEN TRIMMED WITH A BLUNT AXE
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‘Right oh,’ said the woman,’ let’s saddle her up.’ Opening the boot of a nearby car she
explained that she hadn’t had time to unload the gear since Pony Club a couple of
weeks ago. She pulled out a shapeless, frayed, synthetic saddle, a sweat stiffened
girth and a matted saddle blanket stinking damply of stale sweat. The woman
bustled about with saddle and bridle, while the girl dabbed at the horse with a
brush; a toddler emerged from the house and wrapped itself around one of the
mare’s forelegs, where he grizzled for attention. A young boy came out of nowhere,
tearing up the driveway on a bicycle, a black-and-white border collie barking at his
heels. The mare paid absolutely no attention to this circus of sound and activity.
Either she was as quiet as the owners claimed, or she was too depressed and
exhausted to care. I was beginning to regret coming but, as much as I wanted to say,
‘thanks but no thanks’, by now it would have been too awkward to leave. The little
girl was just so excited about showing off her horse to us that it seemed churlish to
disappoint her, so we decided to stay and watch her ride before we made our
excuses and left. They were pleasant, obliging people and were all clearly very fond
of Myst. Chattering nonstop, the child plastered the mare’s hairy nose and shoulders
with little kisses and pats and I suddenly felt like a very wicked witch. How could I
tell her that the horse was terrible and nothing like I had hoped for, when she
obviously loved her so much? The little girl needed help getting on and her mother
gave her a leg up and I saw that they were telling the truth about the mare’s height—
she was at least 15hh. This was the first of several surprises.
We all trooped down to the arena, a hard dirt rectangle that had been gouged out of
the hillside to make a flat place to ride. It was bordered by piles of old car tyres
stacked to make a solid wall. With the mother calling out instructions, the little girl
booted the mare into a trot and put her through her paces. She walked. She trotted.
She cantered. Stopped, started, turned and several times, fumbled her way over a
small jump. I was struck by the mare’s willingness and also by the fact that she was
completely unbalanced. She careened around the arena with her nose stuck out,
leaning dangerously in the corners and scrambling to stay on her feet. It was hairraising stuff. The child was pink-cheeked with pride and pleasure. She was having
fun showing off but her mother decided enough was enough.
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‘Come on,’ called the mother,’ hop off and let the lady have a go.’ The closer I got to
the horse, the more spindly and frail she looked, and despite the vigorous display of
riding I really was worried that she would collapse under my weight. But the pair
looked so pleased and expectant as they lengthened the stirrups and handed me the
reins that I couldn’t refuse. I told myself I would walk once around the arena and
then I would say thankyou and goodbye. I patted the mare, put my foot in the stirrup
and lowered my behind into the child-sized saddle. The mare staggered, then kindly
braced herself and waited for further instructions. I could see the sharp edges of her
bones beneath the skin on her shoulders. Her narrow neck dropped away in front of
my hands and she stood seemingly without interest or emotion. I gave her a gentle
squeeze with my legs and she responded immediately, plodding down the long side
of the arena like an automaton. Four strides and I became aware of the most
amazing sensation. I felt like I was riding Rikki! I had to close my eyes and
concentrate to work out if my imagination was playing tricks on me. It wasn’t.
Unbelievably, this weedy, underdone little mare felt exactly like my big bodied, big
boned quarterhorse gelding. This was incredible. I looked across at Eileen and raised
my eyebrows but she looked blank. Clearly she couldn’t see what I was feeling. I did
a couple more circuits of the arena and then dropped the reins onto Myst’s neck to
see what she would do. The mare continued to follow the outside track but, instead
of turning around the corner, she walked smack into the wall of tyres and stopped,
waiting to be told what to do next. This surprised me. I had never ridden a horse
that, given a choice, would walk into a wall. I looked again at Eileen, who was rolling
her eyes. I picked up the reins, steered Myst away from the corner then repeated the
exercise and boom! She did exactly the same thing. This horse was beginning to
intrigue me. Was she truly as calm and relaxed as she felt, or was she just too poor
and depressed to care? I needed another opinion. I stopped the horse and got off, my
legs full of the feel of her body and my mind filled with the realisation that she was
the perfect fit.
I took Eileen aside, and out of earshot of the mother, described what I had just felt.
She looked doubtful. I said the horse felt right but I needed to see what she looked
like with an adult in the saddle. Eileen said I looked okay on her, but that she
wouldn’t be getting on—the horse was just too poor. I turned to the mother who
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said Myst would be just fine, and that she had carried her husband, a big man, with
ease. In the end Eileen caved in and agreed to ride the horse, but she wasn’t happy.
We let the stirrups down three holes; Eileen is very tall which is precisely why I
wanted her to ride the horse. Myst behaved in exactly the same way. She went
where she was pointed, and she crashed into the arena wall again but, most
importantly, she looked as if she was carrying Eileen with ease. I could see that Myst
was a very well proportioned horse, nicely put together with long legs and four
evenly sized feet, but she was so narrow, you would have been hard pressed to pass
a bowler hat between her front legs. Eileen did a couple of sedate laps of the arena
before swapping places with the little girl who was dead keen to show us how Myst
galloped. Without too much urging the mare took off and cantered sedately up the
hill towards the house. After Rikki’s madness, this was definitely my kind of gallop.
Eileen said yes, that looks were indeed deceptive and that Myst did feel a lot better
than she looked—but I could hear the reservation in her voice. Remembering the
sensation of that perfect fit, I said I thought so too. Eileen looked at me, her
eyebrows had moved up into her hairline. ‘You’re not thinking of buying her?’
Something told me I was.
We watched the child unsaddle the horse, and with a hug and a loving pat on the
rump, she put her back in the paddock. Then her mother told us as much as she
knew of Myst’s history. The family bred Shetland ponies, and three years ago had
visited some breeders who were retiring. They had decided against buying a pony,
but changed their minds when the breeder said they could have Myst for nothing as
part of the deal. Myst was about fifteen months old at that time, and had apparently
been orphaned as a foal. Her parents were unknown, although there was speculation
that one of them was a thoroughbred/quarterhorse cross, so the family named her
Mystry. I think the missing ‘e’ was a spelling mistake. Myst was quiet and friendly
and afraid of nothing—and she loved people. The family fell in love with her and the
mother, very gradually, began to break her in. Myst’s training was fitted in whenever
the mother had some spare time—a rare commodity for a busy woman, who ran a
horse stud and was herself competing in dressage and having regular riding lessons.
The kids were encouraged to muck around with Myst and she proved to be a quick
learner and very easy to train. As much as they all loved Myst, they didn’t really have
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a use for the mare, and when the woman’s husband said they had to get rid of some
of the horses because they were costing more to feed than the children, Myst was the
first to go. I asked about teeth and worming and was assured that Myst had been
treated as regularly as the rest of her horses. I stood and watched the mare nosing
her way along the fence line and despite her bony protrusions and ugly coat, knew
that I was going to buy her.
They were asking fourteen hundred dollars; I offered twelve hundred, and the
woman said she would have to talk to her husband. She gathered the kids and they
all disappeared inside the house. I was left to explain myself to Eileen. ‘Sandra!’ she
said. ‘You can’t be serious. Look at that horse—she’s awful!’ Eileen was right. The
mare did look awful—but she felt perfect. And there was something else that I
couldn’t explain, a feeling in my gut, instinct, intuition. Whatever it was, I felt drawn
to Myst by some force that I couldn’t resist. Eileen and I were left to kick our heels in
the driveway for thirty long minutes and during that time Eileen tried to persuade
me to change my mind. Everything she said made sense, but I had made my offer
and, unless the husband refused, I was going through with the purchase. He didn’t
refuse. I paid a deposit and Myst was mine. I arranged to pay the balance when I
came back to collect her in a few days time. We drove away, stunned to silence
because I had just bought quite possibly the most unsuitable horse in the whole of
Australia. I could only hope that I wouldn’t regret my decision.
On the day I went to collect Myst, Eileen had to work, so my fingers were crossed
that everything would go well. I needn’t have worried. The family was waiting as I
drove up, the children having taken the day off school to say goodbye to Myst who
had been brushed, kissed and cuddled half to death. I dropped the tailgate, took the
lead rope and led the mare inside. To my relief she came willingly and stood quietly
while I tied her up, shut the back of the float and started the engine. With kids
waving and shouting goodbye, I drove carefully down the steep slope of their
driveway and out onto the service road. We were on our way. Myst was now
officially mine. She neighed as we left her old home, and then stood like a rock for
the rest of the journey. Eileen was there to meet us at the other end and I was glad of
her help because I didn’t know how Myst would react to her new surroundings. Once
again, she behaved perfectly, calmly backing out of the float and, ignoring
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everything, she walked to the nearest patch of grass and began to eat. If anything,
Myst looked worse than when I first saw her, and once again I asked myself what on
earth I had done. I knew I was in for a storm of criticism from my horse friends and
the people at the paddock, but that was something I would just have to deal with. In
the meantime, my main goal was to see if I could get Myst healthy and rideable.

MYST THE DAY I BROUGHT HER HOME
EILEEN LOOKS DUBIOUS.
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Nuno Oliveira once said ‘The choice of a horse must first be a love affair’, but these
were early days and I was yet to fall in love with Myst. She was so inwardly focussed
that we had not made any sort of connection. The vet advised a heavy-duty worming
program; the dentist commented on the lack of enamel on Myst’s teeth, a legacy of
her poor nutrition; and the homoeopathist diagnosing an irritated gut and
prescribed a very simple diet of wheaten chaff and a small cupful of organic barley
which had to be soaked and rinsed before being fed to her. Obviously this was going
to be a slow process. In fact it took almost two years to restore Myst to full health,
during which time she endured and overcame a series of persistent illness including
diarrhoea, colic, skin lesions and hives. I think she was going through a sort of
detoxification process and there were times when she was so poorly I wondered if
she would survive. It seemed very likely that Myst might collapse from heart failure
or a burst aneurism resulting from the worm damage which is why, initially, I
wouldn’t allow myself to become too attached to her. Sometimes it seemed that her
immature muscles and narrow body would never be strong enough to carry me, and
I told myself that when the time was right I would give Myst away to some deserving
little girl instead.
I didn’t ride Myst for the several weeks after I bought her, instead I took her for long
walks, familiarising her with her new neighbourhood which gave us a chance to get
to know each other. It was time well spent. Gradually, we became friends and every
time I felt disheartened about her slow progress, Myst did something to reassure me
that we were on the right track. When I did start riding Myst, we went slowly and
carefully, building confidence and trust, as well as muscle tone and fitness. For a
couple of years, Myst would occasionally, and without warning fall flat on her side
She wouldn’t even try to stay upright; she just plaited her legs and simply let go.
Myst mostly did this while she was walking (thank heavens—it would have been
terrifying at the canter). At first this curious habit alarmed me—a lot—but as Myst
got stronger, and her balance improved, the falling over incidents happened less
frequently and eventually stopped. Today, Myst is a wonderful ride and our
relationship is rock solid. She trusts me and I trust her. Myst has a kind of knowing
intelligence that allows her to coolly assess the world. Kathleen Lindley writing
about her mare Maggie (In the company of horses: A year on the road with Mark
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Rashid), says ‘Maggie appeared to do everything from the middle. She neither soared
sky high nor dragged her feet in the dirt of dejection’, and I think Myst is a similar
type of horse. There are no surprises with Myst, she is dependable and consistent
and will go as long and as hard as I ask. Of course, I don’t ask too often. She takes life
in her stride, and I think while they may not have had much idea about horse health,
Myst’s first family had obviously treated her with great kindness. She has never had
a reason to fear people and has a healthy curiosity about the world. Myst is the only
horse that I know who looks up at the sky. I have seen her watch aeroplanes flying
overhead and whenever we ride through a tunnel or an underpass, Myst checks out
the ceiling. She is still as calm as the first day I met her, and I can truly say that not
only do I love her, I really admire her. She’s a no-nonsense horse with a can-do
attitude and a great sense of who she is and where she belongs in the world.
Myst is special and I have never, not even in those early dark days of constant worry
that she would never get well, regretted my decision to buy her. She turned out to be
so much better than the tall, dark thoroughbred I thought I wanted and Eileen
completely agrees with me. Every time I sit on Myst I am reminded of our first
meeting and the incredible feeling I had that she was so right even though she
looked all wrong. She felt like the perfect fit then, and ten years later we fit each
other better than ever.
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LOVE MYST

You are waiting at the paddock gate
as I arrive and when I call—you call
we sing together
walking by my side head low
your nostrils blow warm across my wrist
the roundness of your barrel swells
against my inner thigh
muscle against muscle
I feel the lift,
the tiny outward swing and little drop of my legs
in time with your legs
the view ahead
is framed by your fluted ears
broader at the base,
inward turning at the top
as you listen out—
for me
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sticky grasses sweep your fetlocks
and mustard-coloured
flower heads rebound
as you carry me
two as one

damp fronds brush my boots
tiger-striping their elastic sides
and your dappled breast

the dry slither of a startled lizard
darting to the sanctuary
of a fissured granite crack
sends a tremor scything through you
and my nerve ends flutter

for one moment
we are not synchronised
until I place my palm
against your shoulder
and we exhale
in unison
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BAD NEWS

I

wake at six. Usually I would go straight out to see Myst, but it’s Saturday and
some Saturdays I like to read the paper and have a coffee before going to the
paddock. That’s what I do today. At six forty-five I’m on my way to Riverview

where Myst is agisted, listening to the news on the car radio. According to the
weather report it is already twenty degrees Celsius and today’s temperature is
expected to reach the low thirties with possible afternoon thunderstorms. Great! Hot
and humid! Maybe I should have come out earlier. No matter. At this hour the air is
clear and clean and the flies are still asleep. As always, I am looking forward to going
for a ride and spending a couple of hours with Myst.
The horses are not waiting at the gate but I can see some of them further down the
paddock as I drove down the hill. There is a bay horse and a grey on the flat and a
couple of others in the trees but, as yet, I can’t see Myst. She will be with the rest of
the herd somewhere. The grey must be one of the two new mares and the bay, the
new gelding that came in with them last week. This new gelding has been busy
keeping his two mares to himself. He has been most anxious not to let them join the
resident herd, another two geldings and three mares, including Myst. Actually there
are two other horses in the paddock, an older pair who prefer each other’s company
and who tend to stay away from the main mob. It’s always a tense time when new
horses are introduced into the paddock, and I sometimes wonder if it is easier for a
group, who, in the beginning, all stick together; or for a single horse who is
repeatedly chased off before being gradually allowed to integrate. While the new
gelding worked hard to make sure his girls remain separate, after a few days he
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decided to expand his harem by trying to poach one of the mares from Myst’s group.
This sent the mare’s partner, a chestnut gelding, into a hyperactive frenzy as he tried
to keep her with him. All kinds of sneaky manoeuvring have been going on, with
mock charges and macho posturing between the rival geldings who front each other
chest to chest like two blokes trying to impress a girl. The new horse won and he
now has two grey mares as well as the bay. The tension between the groups seems
to have eased in the last couple of days and the two herds are finally grazing closer
together. Give it another week and things should have settled to the point where
they all get on reasonably well. If not, the new gelding may have to go and live with
the delinquent boys in the front paddock.
So far, Myst has kept out of the argy bargy. She has a ‘wait and see’ policy when it
comes to new horses, preferring to remain aloof but interested until she decides it’s
time to introduce herself. The chestnut gelding who lost the grey mare to the new
guy used to be her friend, but he seems to have lost more than his mare, and Myst
has teamed up with a different gelding. I love watching the herd dynamics.
Relationships are rarely static. They often change when the mares are in season, and
a new male horse can start them cycling. I like the way horses negotiate with each
other. They are transparent in what they want or don’t want and there are no hurt
feelings, sulking fits or smouldering thoughts of revenge. Things are as they appear.
Imagine what would happen if humans had that level of honesty with each other.
While the introduction of newcomers always upsets the horses, it’s just as worrying
for their owners because there is always the possibility that a horse might be
injured. A kick, a slip, a fall; all can lead to potentially serious injuries. I know of a
horse who was knocked off his feet when he tried to make friends with his new herd
mates. He was caught off guard and hit the ground with such incredible force that his
hip was permanently damaged and he could never be ridden again. But my concerns
about the current herd integration are balanced by knowing that Myst, in these
situations, is very level headed.
I unload the car. I put a few handfuls of feed in Myst’s bin and add a dash of water; I
drag the saddle out of the back seat and set it astride the tie-up rail; I give the saddle
blanket a good shake and drape it over the saddle; I take the bridle out of the bridle
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bag, curse the broken zip, and hang the bridle on the end post; I place the bucket of
grooming gear near the feed bin; and finally, I find my helmet and hang it from a
twist of wire next to the bridle. At intervals, while I have been setting up, I call Myst.
The first time, because I’ve only spoken to the dog this morning, my voice cracks in
mid call and I have to stop and clear my throat and start again. Over the years I have
developed a pretty effective horse call. It’s high pitched and I stretch Myst’s name
into two syllables—‘Miiiiii-iiiist.’ I sound the notes like an opera singer: cupping my
hands around my mouth and moving my head slowly from side to side, I make the
call carry a long way and in all directions. Myst usually comes wandering up through
the trees after one or two calls, but today she doesn’t. I’m not too concerned, because
since the new horses arrived Myst has been a bit distracted. I call one more time, just
in case she’s being a bit tardy, but still there’s no sign of her. So I grab a carrot and
her halter and inform the dog that, as Myst hasn’t appeared, we had better go and
find her.
It’s a big paddock, around sixty hectares, and it runs in a series of gentle steps and
slopes down to a little creek. Beyond that it drops away very steeply, almost to the
Murrumbidgee River. The horses rarely use it all, preferring to graze the flat area in
the cooler parts of the days and rest among the trees when it’s hotter. I know Myst
will be with the other horses so I set off in their direction with the dog pottering
along at my heels. She stops to eat some droppings and, not for the first time, I
wonder how she can face fresh manure so early in the morning. I make a small
detour to check the trough, and keep calling Myst, but she still doesn’t call back. This
is unusual. There is a small bunch of horses standing in the trees. They all turn their
heads and a few start to walk towards me. I say hello and keep walking. Then I spot
Myst. She’s halfway down the slope standing next to a big old blackened tree trunk
that burned and fell over in the bushfires five years ago. She turns her head towards
me and whinnies but she doesn’t move. Instead she paws the ground. I walk faster. I
call her name. I ask her what’s wrong and she whinnies again. I get closer and see
that one foreleg is covered in black soot from the knee down. The black looks all
wrong on her creamy coat and it disturbs me, but I can’t work out why because after
all it’s only soot. Then I notice Myst’s tail. The top half is white as it should be, but
the lower half is crimson. Oh! My stomach lurches. That’s blood. I’m close enough
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now to touch Myst. I put my hand on her forehead and Myst leans against the
pressure and lets out a huge sigh. I keep a hand on Myst’s body to reassure her and
walk to her hind end and take a look. Oh God! She has an enormous, gaping, bloody
wound right on the point of her offside hock. The blood drips down her leg and pools
in a congealing black mess in the hollow above the bulb of her heel. Threads of blood
trickle over her coronet band and down the walls of her hoof. Her tail is soaked in
blood and, when I squeeze between Myst and the fallen tree, I think she has more
wounds on her side until I realise the bloody marks have been painted there by her
swishing tail. I breathe out with relief. I am not one to panic when confronted by
injured horses—I am used to treating cuts and scrapes and bruises and little
lamenesses—but Myst’s hock looks as though it has been sliced in half. The weather
is humid and hot and there will be flies. I worry about infection and I worry that
something may be damaged inside—bones, ligaments, tendon sheaths. This is more
than I can deal with. Myst needs a vet.
I put the halter on and ask Myst if she can move. She tries, and grunts with the effort.
The rigid lines of her belly and the hard contorted muscles on her rump show me
how much she is hurting. Myst struggles to walk up the slope. We progress slowly
because several times she has to stop and steel herself for the next effort. She is
trying so hard. The other horses are concerned by Myst’s strange gait and gather
around, but even in the middle of all this pain she still finds the energy to flatten her
ears and snake her head at the new gelding when he comes too close. Is she worried
that he might bump her and hurt her, or is she worried that he might be trying to
seize the moment and steal her away into his herd? I don’t really know, but I wave
my arms and chase them all off to save Myst from having to defend herself at a time
when she can barely put her toe to the ground. We negotiate the last dip and rise
and arrive, breathing hard, at the car park where I toss the lead rope over the tie up
rail and take another look at Myst’s wound. It is horrible and there is no doubt about
the vet. Myst stands quietly with her head down and her eyes half closed. She is
exhausted. At any other time she would be straight into her feed, but not today,
which is a further sign that her situation is serious. I get the camera from the car and
take a photo because it is easy to forget just how bad a wound was once it has
healed. Documenting the recovery process will help to remind me how amazingly
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well our bodies can heal. I hope that this wound of Myst’s will heal quickly. It is now
7.45 am on the Saturday after Boxing Day; there is only one veterinary practice on
call, and my regular vet is semi-retired and likely to be fishing or in Melbourne
watching the cricket. His practice partner is not answering her phone so I ring the
veterinary hospital. There is always someone there, and they have a complete range
of diagnostic tools and treatment facilities, so if needs be I can have Myst on the float
and at the hospital inside thirty minutes. Needless to say, you pay for what you get. I
find the number in my phone and hit speed dial and have my second piece of good
news for the day; the vet is nearby and will be here in forty-five minutes.
At best, I know Myst will need to be locked up while the wound heals and at worst, I
might have to take her to the veterinary hospital for x-rays. Either way I will have to
lead her up the road to the covered yards. In five minutes I have all my gear back in
the car, including Myst’s food—which she still hasn’t touched. I call the dog and very
gently ask Myst to take a step forward before turning her to face the road. Her leg
has locked. At first she can’t bend it and lurches and hops but once we get going she
manages a little better. I’m dreading this trip. The road is so steep that when I come
down in the car I have to change into second gear, but there is no easy way for us to
tackle it. Myst can barely put weight on her leg and she has to stop every two or
three steps to rest. She’s breathing hard and sweat appears along her neck and her
flanks. I encourage her to keep trying and feel like the equestrian equivalent of
Cruella De Vil as I force her to follow me up the hill. Twice when Myst stops to rest
she stretches out her neck and points her nose to the sky then pulls her top lip back
exposing her gums. Usually a horse grimaces like this to register an unusual smell,
but for Myst it is an indication of the magnitude of her pain. She knows that I would
never ask her to walk up this hill in her present state unless it was absolutely
necessary, and so she plugs on and we reach the top of the hill, relieved that the
worst is behind us. The five minute trip has taken us twenty-five minutes. We hobble
along the road and finally reach the yards. I lead Myst in and remove her halter and
she stands there, trembling from her exertions, unable to move. I worry that the
effort of getting to the top of the hill might have caused more damage.
Ten minutes later the vet arrives. While I’m describing the problem she walks to the
back of the horse, stops and sucks in her breath. ‘Ooh you poor girl,’ she says to Myst.
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‘What have you done? Let’s get you something for the pain’. She asks me to bring
Myst to the back of her vehicle, which is set up like a mobile treatment room. Several
sets of drawers containing drugs and equipment fill the back of the four-wheel drive.
Every drawer is labelled and arranged in neat and orderly fashion and I am
reminded once again why I really like this vet. I already know that she is a
horsewoman who competes in dressage and one-day-eventing, and her manner
towards the horse is kind and genuinely sympathetic. She is also practical, totally
sure of what she’s doing and completely unruffled by what she is seeing.
She gets on with the job of treating Myst. First, an injection of Butasyl for pain relief;
next, she inspects the wound from several angles; then she carefully examines
Myst’s other legs and the rest of her body. I take comfort in the vet’s methodical
approach. She follows a procedure, and once she establishes that Myst is not
bleeding to death or standing on a broken leg, she takes time to make sure that there
is nothing else wrong before continuing. Speaking quietly she slides her hand down
Myst’s hind leg and palpates the wound. I stand at Myst’s head ready to tip her
hindquarters away from the vet in case Myst lashes out at her but I don’t expect I
will need to do this. Myst is a model patient. While I waited for the vet I used my
photon torch to stimulate Myst’s acupressure points, to ease her pain and prepare
her for whatever the vet might need to do. I’m glad that I did this because the vet
now has her finger deep inside the wound and she is moving it around, feeling for
any damage. Myst doesn’t flinch. The vet tells me that while the cut is deep enough
to expose the bone there does not appear to be any disruption to the ligament or any
damage to the bone and that, fortunately, the injury is above the joint capsule. She
says the wound is clean and free of debris and this is good because there is less
chance of it becoming infected and it should therefore heal without complications.
It’s just going to take time. We talk about how the injury might have happened—
sliced on wire, impaled by a branch, kicked by a horse—but it’s pointless to
speculate and I accept that I will probably never know.
The vet explains that, because of where it is, the wound can’t be stitched, as the first
step Myst takes will flex the joint and rip the stitches apart. Instead it will have to be
bandaged, and she prepares the wound for this next step. First, the vet washes the
entire leg with Betadine. She plucks swabs from a Betadine-filled container with a
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gloved hand and uses each one once only. The vet swipes each swab down the leg,
lingering briefly over the wound before continuing to the heel, and then flicks the
swab away to the ground. She does this maybe ten times and her movements are
precise, rhythmic, elegant. Myst’s leg turns orange as the Betadine trickles over her
skin, and still she doesn’t flinch. Next, the vet cleans the wound with a pink
disinfectant and warns that it may sting. Myst shifts her weight just a little but
endures the discomfort without complaining. I wonder how many vets would be
prepared to crouch behind an unfamiliar, unsedated, wounded horse and trust that
she won’t be kicked from here to the middle of next week. The wound is now
prepped and I lead Myst back into the middle of the yard for the bandaging. If Myst
takes fright at the unfamiliar bandage and kicks out, we don’t want her hitting her
leg on the railings. I know the vet is wise to be cautious and my confidence in her
increases. I hold the horse and the spare roll of self-adhesive bandage while the vet
does her job. A thick layer of cotton wool padding is wrapped from Myst’s heel to her
mid thigh, with extra layers to protect the hock. Then an extra wide elastic bandage
is wrapped in a figure-of-eight pattern above and below the hock to keep the
padding in place. Lastly, two rolls of sticky bandage are used to protect the
wrappings and stick them to Myst’s skin. I pay close attention because I will be
changing the dressings from now on and I need to do it properly to give Myst’s leg
the best chance of healing. Myst turns and stares intently at her freshly bandaged,
immobilised leg. It looks like a work of art. She seems surprised but not at all
alarmed at what we have done. There will be no fireworks. The vet goes to her car
and returns with injection number two, a tetanus booster, and injection number
three, a double dose of antibiotics. Myst doesn’t like the antibiotic injection but is
steadfastly stoic. We are done. I remove Myst’s halter and give her a quick kiss on
the forehead then follow the vet to the car where she writes up a treatment plan.
Change the bandage every three days, unless it begins to smell bad and then, of
course, I must call the vet; give Bute twice a day for five days for the pain; give two
large scoops of antibiotic powder twice a day for ten days; and limit Myst’s
movement until the wound is completely healed. Because of the depth and length of
the cut, this could take up to a month. I do a quick calculation and work out that at
two visits a day this will mean about one hundred and twenty trips between my
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home and Riverview, or roughly 1800 kilometres to feed, medicate, clean, reassure,
comfort, massage, entertain and change the dressings to get Myst well again. I’m
glad that petrol prices have recently dropped to under a dollar a litre. I worry about
what all this driving will mean to the environment and then decide I can’t be
thinking of that right now and the environment will just have to forgive. Myst will
have to remain in this small yard, away from her paddock mates and on her own.
While this is bad news, it’s not unexpected. I hate locking Myst up almost as much as
she hates being locked up, but we have no choice. The vet hands me a record of her
visit, listing everything she has done and the equipment she used, together with a
copy of the treatment plan. She hands me two large tubs of Sulprim antibiotic
powder, checks that I understand everything and tells me to call if there are any
problems. She says once Myst is comfortable walking I can take her out under
supervision for a pick of green grass. Good. Myst will like that. I thank the vet and
wave goodbye. As she climbs into her car her phone rings and I hear her tell the
caller to hold on, she will be there in twenty minutes.
I turn back to Myst. She hasn’t moved. She’s holding her leg at a funny angle, her
head is low and once again, she looks exhausted. I go to her and give her head a little
rub and gently pull her ears. She likes that. Myst is calm so I leave her to rest. I scrub
out a bin and fill it with fresh water then call the dog and head off down the hill to
collect my car. On the way I think about the amount of hay that is in my shed at
home, how much feed I have, if I have a cotton rug for Myst to stop her being
tormented by flies or if I will have to buy one. I think about the cost, but only in
terms of what I have in the bank and if it will be enough to cover the vet bill when it
arrives, and bandages and cotton wool. I think about feed bins and water bins, hay
nets and fly masks and shampoo to wash the blood from Myst’s tail. I feel better now
that I know what to do and guardedly optimistic about Myst’s chances of making a
good recovery. Myst’s injury is every horse owner’s nightmare but while the news
has been bad, the healing has begun.
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BEFORE AND AFTER THE VET
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MARES IN SPRING

Overnight the apple tree blooms fists of white and flossy pink
At last my winter feet wear sandals.
Roadside grasses stand tall, fields of ripening wheat beckon in the wind
while safe behind their paddock fences mares browse
fit to burst, tugging blissfully at abundant clover,
fuelling hormones, feeding urges.

Remnant wisps of winter fluff adorn their rounded bellies
where secret follicles like buds unfurl.
Soon they will back up to puzzled geldings and beg,
with soft eyes and soundless mouths
for the one thing that the horses cannot give.

MYST AND EL PEDRINO
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WINTER MORNING, 7:00 AM

The wind is roaring. The tree tops thrash.
The horses are restless, imagining gremlins.
I want to swallow the cool blue sky
that casts crystal prisms down the valley
backlighting the Tinderry ranges.
I can count every leaf on the distant trees.
Icy gusts finger my scalp.
I clamp on my helmet, steady the mare,
and race the wind to the top of the hill,
the warm fug of bed forgotten.
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CLEO’S STORY

A

fter my horse Rikki retired, and when it became clear that Caleb, the young
Arab, would be too small for me, all sorts of horses started turning up in
my life. Most were offered to me by generous friends who understood how

sad I was about Rikki and how empty life can be when a horsewoman finds herself
without a suitable horse. Money was rarely discussed, as the owners were usually
just happy to have their horses used—perhaps they had been languishing in the
paddock because no one had time for them or they needed a bit of work or
education before finding new homes. Either way it suited me because it meant that I
had a horse to ride while I took my time looking for a new one. Then there was
always the possibility that one of the ‘loaners’ might turn out to be the right one. One
thing I did learn during this time is that there is no such thing as a ‘free’ horse. First
there was Tim, a bay warmblood gelding who was given to me on loan. He was a nice
horse, but I quickly discovered that Tim had the unnerving habit of falling flat on his
face while trotting. He usually made a quick recovery but his collapses were random
and I never knew when I might suddenly be flung against the front of the saddle with
the poor horse floundering underneath me. Tim managed to stay upright at the walk
but I never did find out if he was better or worse at the canter because I wasn’t game
to try. X-Rays of Tim’s front feet cost me close to two hundred dollars and revealed
that he had bipedal osteitis, or irreversible arthritic changes in the bones inside his
hooves. No wonder he fell down. The vet said that Tim should be retired and I sent
him, with his x-rays, back to his owner. I was surprised to hear that Tim had later
been sold as a showjumper. I imagine he had a short career.
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Another horse came to me via a woman I used to meet at Parelli Natural
Horsemanship clinics. Her name was Claire. We struck up a friendship of sorts,
although we had little in common except our interest in natural horsemanship. We
lived a good three hours drive from each other which meant there was little chance
of us meeting except at clinics, and this was fine by me. Claire was a short, middleaged, unathletic woman and she rode a short, middle-aged, plump bay stockhorse
called Star. They were an interesting combination because Star was determined and
pushy and Claire was timid and wishy-washy, but they had been together since Star
was a foal and had forged an understanding. At one clinic Claire told me that she had
a new horse, a thoroughbred mare that she had bought from a teenage girl, not
because Claire wanted another horse but because she felt sorry for the mare. It
seems the girl wanted to do dressage but the horse wouldn’t cooperate; they clashed
often and in spectacular fashion with the girl losing her temper and the horse
rearing and bucking out of fear and frustration. Claire, who had been keeping an eye
on the pair, could see that things between them were deteriorating and she was
concerned that either the girl or the horse would be hurt. To defuse the situation
Claire offered to buy the horse and was quite surprised when the girl agreed to the
sale and happily handed over the reins. It seemed that she was only too pleased to
get rid of the mare. I couldn’t imagine a more unsuitable horse for Claire and
wondered what on earth she had been thinking, but as Claire explained, Star wasn’t
getting any younger and the mare was cheap. The horse was an ex racehorse, a
thoroughbred mare whose registered name was Gal Chaser. I was always told it was
bad luck to change a horse’s name but I guess Claire had never heard of this
superstition because she renamed the horse Cleo, and for six months did nothing but
ground work with her. That was the beauty of the Parelli system: if the horse was
unsafe to ride—and Cleo clearly was—there were a hundred and one things you
could do from the ground to help the horse became calmer and braver. When Claire
finally got on Cleo she did everything from a standstill for a few weeks, eventually
graduating to walk and she did all this from the safety of a small yard. From Claire’s
descriptions I would say that she felt not so much nervous of Cleo, as scared to
death, and I wondered if they had a future together.
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About six months after she told me about Cleo I had an email from Claire. She had
been offered a job overseas at very short notice and, in between selling her property
and packing, she had to find homes for the horses. Star went to live with Claire’s
sister and, knowing that I was currently horseless, she offered to give me Cleo. I had
never met Cleo but she sounded like a nice horse, if a little troubled, and Claire
assured me that since our last discussion Cleo had improved out of sight.
Apparently, under Claire’s care the horse had become kind, willing and calm. I don’t
know why I chose to believe Claire, but I did. Maybe I had tickets on myself and
thought I could do a better job with the mare than Claire. Vanity can sometimes
cloud your vision. Perhaps, after clumping around on a quarterhorse for so long, I
was seduced by visions of winning dressage competitions on my new, elegant
thoroughbred. Perhaps I should have asked for a photograph of Cleo or even looked
into the cost of transport before saying yes, but I didn’t. Claire suggested I give her
ten dollars to make the sale official. She also said she didn’t have time to bring Cleo
all the way to Canberra from Bathurst, nor could she afford whatever it would cost
to send Cleo by commercial transport, so that would be up to me. I agreed to Claire’s
terms and posted off a cheque for ten dollars together with a document of sale with
my signature on it, and started phoning around horse transport companies. Claire, of
course, was delighted. She said I wouldn’t regret my decision and would I please
arrange to get Cleo off her property by the end of next week or else she would have
to buy another bale of hay which would be a problem because she wouldn’t be there
to do something with the left over hay once Cleo had gone. Claire, I discovered,
wasn’t talking about buying a big round bale of hay, but a small square bale of
lucerne. Two days later, Claire sent me another email telling me her plans had
changed and she would be leaving for France immediately. This meant Cleo would
be alone on the property for at least a week before the carrier came to collect her. I
thought it was very odd but Claire was an odd person, and in the excitement of
acquiring a new horse together with the bustle of arranging transport, I put it to the
back of my mind.
It took Cleo almost four days to get from Bathurst to Canberra. The direct route is
easily done in a day, being just a little over two hundred and fifty kilometres, but the
only truck I could find had to go via Sydney with a load of racehorses. As it turned
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out, Claire didn’t actually live in Bathurst. Her property was located about an hour’s
drive further west, beyond where the truck driver was prepared to go.
Arrangements were made for a local man to drive out from Bathurst to collect Cleo
in a horse float, and bring her back to Bathurst where she would spend the night.
The next day Cleo would be loaded onto a truck carrying racehorses for the two
hundred kilometre trip to Sydney, where she would once again be offloaded for
another night. The next morning Cleo would be put on another truck heading for
Murrumbateman—just outside Canberra. This truck would be dropping off
broodmares and racehorses at various thoroughbred studs along the way and would
not reach Murrumbateman until after dark. This meant Cleo would have to spend
the last night of her road trip at the Murrumbateman depot before being loaded up
again the next morning for the short trip to Canberra. All told, Cleo would travel
almost five hundred kilometres in the company of strangers over a period of four
days, spending three nights in places she had never seen before; but at such short
notice, it was the best I could do. It cost me almost four hundred dollars to get Cleo
to Canberra—as I said, there is no such thing as a free horse.
With butterflies fluttering in my stomach I watched the big transporter pull into
Riverview. The driver, who I knew slightly, climbed down and began undoing the
side door. When I asked him how the horse had travelled and if she had managed to
eat her dinner last night, the driver gave me an odd look. ‘Be the first fuck’n feed
she’s had in a long while,’ he growled. He lowered the ramp, walked up and clipped a
lead rope to the halter of a big grey horse, then opened the divider and carefully led
her down the steep slope. She was wobbly, and staggered when her feet hit firm
ground, and when I got a good look at the mare I saw why. The poor creature was so
thin her hips stuck out like coat hangers under her rough matted hide. Her belly was
huge, every rib was visible and I could count each vertebra at the top of her tailbone.
She looked sad and saggy and wormy. I wanted to cry. I took the lead rope and she
followed me into a yard where I removed the halter and handed it back to the driver.
‘Good luck with that one,’ he said as he climbed up into the cab and drove away.
When I turned around Cleo was leaning against the wooden railings of the yard with
her head down and her eyes closed. She must have been exhausted.
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I don’t understand why people ill-treat horses this way. Claire’s other horse was as
fat as butter but Cleo didn’t have even a sliver of excess meat on her big bony frame
and she was shivering in the winter cold. It snows in Bathurst in winter, and from
the state of Cleo’s coat I would say that she had not been rugged. A frustrating aspect
of the natural horsemanship movement was the belief that rugs are not natural and
no horse should ever wear one and, while I agree with this up to a point, there are
always exceptions. Cleo was one of them. The more I looked at Cleo, the darker my
thoughts became about Claire and her neglect of the horse and her willingness to let
the horse starve, rather than buy an extra bale of hay. Dear Cleo. She was always
polite, and despite her hunger would wait with impeccable manners for her food.
She ate with steady determination, not raising her head until she had wiped the
bucket clean with her tongue. I had her teeth done (‘They’ve never been touched in
her life,’ said the dentist); I wormed her (several times); I had her feet trimmed
(they were a raggedy mess); and, when she had a bit more meat on her bones, I
treated Cleo to a massage (‘Christ mate, the poor bloody thing’s as sore as boil,’ said
the masseur). I didn’t think Cleo would be strong enough to cope in the rough and
tumble of the big herd, so I found a small paddock and put Caleb in to keep her
company; and, except when it came to food, Cleo took to him like a mother. She was
the gentlest horse. She responded to every little kindness, and with good food, a
warm rug and tender loving care, by summer had been transformed from a starving
skeleton into an elegant swan. She turned out to be a very pretty mare with her steel
grey coat and contrasting black mane and tail. She had big, soft, dark eyes and lovely
giraffe patterns on her hind legs.
I continued the ground work but because she was so emaciated it was ages before I
rode her. I wondered if Claire had deliberately starved the mare to make her more
submissive. I found Cleo to be a little tense under saddle, but discovered that if I
stayed relaxed she tried her best to do the same. I sang to Cleo a lot, stroked and
rubbed her and told her often how good she was. In return Cleo was never anything
but sweet and honest and generous, but if I introduced something new, like trying to
open a gate from her back or asking her to step sideways to shut it, Cleo lost the plot.
She would start to bounce and would go on bouncing, back legs to front legs, over
and over in a frenzy of confusion, and then she would rear. By this stage Cleo would
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be hysterical and would punch out a heart-stopping, full-blown, pawing-the-air rear,
threatening to fall over backwards. There was no malice in Cleo and she was full of
heart, but she crumbled under the slightest pressure. She had a hard time with
things she didn’t understand and was easily confused and would become frustrated
because she wanted to please but didn’t know how. I persisted, learning to cut each
new task into little bites, backing off when Cleo became overwhelmed and heaping
her with praise no matter what she offered. Cleo’s stoicism in the face of all her
anxieties melted my heart. With time and understanding (and natural
horsemanship) she became more reliable, although she never totally lost the
tendency to break out into a sweat and explode when things became too difficult.
Circumstances changed, and I moved Cleo and Caleb to new agistment where the
horses ran in one big herd. Cleo settled straight in and seemed to be very happy until
she came into season—then she was beside herself with desire. She backed up to
geldings, she squealed and squatted and winked and urinated, and riding her was
impossible. I tried placating her raging hormones with herbs and homeopathic
remedies but nothing worked. She wanted a foal and her desperation was
impossible to ignore; and if you are one of those people who believe that horses are
dumb, then you have never had a mare like Cleo begging you for a foal. Sadly, mares
like Cleo don’t have much market value. At eleven years of age she had never had a
foal, which meant her breeding abilities were unknown and therefore risky. Her
bloodlines were unfashionable, meaning she was unlikely to attract the attention of
commercial breeders, and her record as a racehorse must have been dismal because
she had been sold on as a riding horse at the end of her racing career, not as a
broodmare. The only thing that had saved her from the doggers was her colour.
Because grey horses are prone to malignant melanomas, slaughterhouses don’t want
them. Instead they, like too many ex racehorses, end up neglected and abandoned in
somebody’s back paddock, or go through a series of appallingly unsuitable homes.
I don’t have a very high opinion of the thoroughbred racing industry, but against my
better judgement I put some feelers out on behalf of Cleo. You see, Cleo wanted a
baby and I had no way of caring for a mare and foal, so I reasoned that her best
chance of becoming a mother would be if I could find her a place on a stud as a
broodmare. As luck would have it someone I trusted knew someone, who knew
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someone, who liked Cleo’s bloodlines and offered to take her and Cleo left my life as
suddenly as she came into it. Within twenty-four hours of learning that someone
wanted Cleo, a truck arrived to take her away. I think Cleo knew what was
happening because she gave me an uncharacteristic nudge as I led her to the truck,
and then she marched straight up the ramp and stood quietly while the driver
fastened the door. I could see her lovely freckled face through the window bars but
Cleo didn’t once look at me, nor did she call out to Caleb who was anxiously running
the fence behind me. I like to think that this was a sign that Cleo did not feel
betrayed or abandoned, but instead was optimistic about what lay ahead.
For a couple of years Cleo was listed in the New South Wales Stud Book and I was
able to follow her foaling career on the internet. But in the third year she was
recorded as having slipped her foal and her name disappeared from the records. It
was sad not knowing what had become of Cleo, although my sadness was tempered
with happiness because in producing her foals, Cleo had experienced motherhood at
last. I heard nothing more of Cleo until June 2007, when, leafing through the current
issue of the equestrian trade magazine Horse Deals, I saw a photo of a pretty bay filly
for sale. Her dam was listed as Gal Chaser. My heart flipped. Straight away I emailed
the filly’s owner and she put me in touch with Rachael, who is Cleo’s current owner.
Rachael has a small stud with a handful of mares and a stallion. She breeds sport
horses and she also owns a horse transport business which takes her all over
Victoria and New South Wales. In 2004, Rachael saw Cleo in the small Victorian town
of Horsham, which is not far from the South Australian border. I was surprised at the
distance Cleo had travelled since she left me. I sent her off to stud in 1999 and the
boutique breeder must have gotten rid of Cleo soon after she lost her third foal. I’m
not exactly sure of the circumstances in which Rachael first saw Cleo, but she found
something appealing about the mare and bought her. Rachael calls her Gal and her
emails were full of warmth and affection for the mare, who, she says, has a fantastic
temperament which she passes on to her foals. Gal, said Rachael, is an easy breeder
and a superb mother and she finished by telling me that ‘she will stay with us until
the day she leaves this world’.
Which makes me think that sometimes, you have to follow your gut feeling, and
listen to the horse, and trust her to tell you what she wants. Cleo’s journey was a
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bumpy one and I was only a small part of it, but in the end it all worked out. I believe
that Cleo always knew that she would be okay and that is why she was so stoic and
kind. Rachael sent me some photos of Cleo. She’s an old lady now, a flea-bitten grey
with a sunken back and a big roomy belly from having babies. She has meat on her
bones and dreamy eyes and she looks as if she finally knows where she belongs.

CLEO HAPPY IN HER 'FOREVER' HOME
© R Matthews 2007
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KOOKABURRA

At dawn, currawongs and magpies gargle in the tree tops
their song lines plummet and drown in a half-filled water trough
where a disintegrating Kookaburra silently floats,
with sightless eyes and limp wings.
Touched by his waterlogged beauty
I lift his hollow bones from the false pond
and gently lower him into a grassy nest,
I smooth his fading plumage
faintly tinged with iridescent blue.
Now he is ready for the ministrations
of ants and beetles, of dust and time.
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CLOTHES HORSES

T

his is a plea for a little commonsense, a little restraint and consideration for
the way horse owners dress their horses. It seems to me that the world has
gone mad because we no longer rug our horses for good, practical,

commonsense reasons. Instead, we dress them like Barbie dolls because it makes us
feel better. The natural needs and wants of our horses are no longer important.
What matters is that our horses are covered from head to toe in the latest fashions,
the quirkiest colour combinations, the highest technology fabric and the weirdest
styles. We no longer ask if our horse needs a rug, or even if it is appropriate to place
a man-made skin on him when he has a perfectly adequate natural one of his own.
Instead, when the seasons turn, we automatically reach into the cupboard and pull
out the full length ‘cotton’ flysheet or the heavyweight ripstop winter combo, and
head for the paddock with them. The trouble is ‘cotton’ is not cotton but polyester
and the horse flinches and crackles with static when the rug comes off; and ‘ripstop’
is a manufacturer’s fallacy that will have us running to the saddlery, credit cards in
hand, for a new rug, whether we really need it or not. We seem to have fallen prey to
peer-group pressure, and the powerful forces of advertising while losing sight of the
fact that horses are designed to be weather proof and insect proof without the wellintentioned, but often ill-advised, assistance of their human caretakers. We rug
horses for all sorts of reasons which, when it comes right down to it, are more to do
with our personal convenience, and our increasing phobias about dirt, rather than
the right of our horses to lead the kind of life that nature intended.
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Mother Nature has equipped horses to adapt to most weather conditions and
rugging them interferes with their innate ability to thermo-regulate. Horses have
their own fur coats that change according to the seasons—dense and woolly in
winter, fine and smooth in summer. They have whiskers, eyelashes, manes, tails and
long hair on their legs that not only serve as surface drainage systems, but also
protect them from extremes of heat, and cold. An unrugged horse will roll in the dirt
and add mud and dust to the natural oils in his coat and add another layer of
insulation. Horses are sociable creatures. They love to stand head to tail under the
trees using their tails to whisk the flies off each other. They love to rub and scratch
their itchy spots. In winter they will go for a mad gallop around the paddock at
sunset to warm themselves for the night ahead, and in summer, if they can, they love
to wade in the dam. When a horse wears a rug, these natural behaviours become
difficult, if not impossible.
This morning I saw two ‘naked’ mares standing side by side in the morning sun
scratching each other’s backs. Not a genteel, delicate ‘tickle this itch’ sort of scratch
but a tooth gouging, hair raking, skin crunching affair. The girls were up on their
toes with their backs arched and their eyes closed totally lost in the moment. Later,
when I was out riding I saw the flipside of this picture. Two geldings, one with a
cotton rug with a neck extension and a deep tail flap, were standing head to tail
trying to groom each other. I say trying because, while the unrugged horse was
enjoying the feel of the other horse’s teeth raking through the hair near his wither,
the other horse was quite clearly frustrated. He couldn’t feel his friend’s teeth on his
skin and he kept shifting his body, trying to manoeuvre himself into a better
position, which, because of the rug he was wearing, was fruitless. The ‘naked’ horse
kept opening and shutting his mouth, trying to please his friend but obviously
disliking the taste or the sensation of the rug on his tongue and gums. He gave up
and as he walked away the other horse lashed out with his back legs and would have
smacked the other horse square on the shoulder if the leg strap of his rug hadn’t
caught his stifle and stopped him from straightening his leg to full stretch. I thought
about the difference between those happy mares and the two geldings and felt sad
that a rug had prevented those two horses from being able to fully express
themselves.
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MYST HAVING A GOOD SCRATCH, FEBRUARY 2009

Don’t misunderstand me. Although I choose not to rug my own horse Myst, I am not
a rabid anti-rugger. There are enough fanatics in the equestrian world without
adding my name to the list. Owners will tell you that they rug their horses in
summer to protect them from flies or the bites of other horses, or to stop their coats
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from fading. I am lucky. Myst lives with a herd of other horses in a paddock with
plenty of trees and shady places, and flies are not a major concern. I have to say too,
that this year the dung beetles are doing a magnificent job. They break down the
piles of manure in a very short time and, as a consequence, there are fewer flies than
ever before. The sun will bleach and fade a horse’s coat. Myst, for example, is the
most glorious deep shade of pumpkin in spring time, but as summer progresses she
gradually fades to dappled cream and in winter her coat is almost white. Her
propensity to change colour across the seasons like a chameleon is, for me, part of
Myst’s charm, but I imagine if she were a show horse, I would maintain that deep
golden pumpkin coat for as long as possible, and that would mean having to protect
her from the sun.
When I first bought Myst, in the summer of 1999, she was in very poor condition and
I put a light rug on her to hide her from the world. Six months later, when winter
arrived, she was still underweight and needed a warm rug to compensate for the
lack of meat on her bones. After that, I continued to rug her out of habit and so began
the routine of twice-daily visits to the paddock to take the rug off Myst in the
morning and to put it back on at night. There were the complicated negotiations
with friends to take over whenever I went away; there was the guilt if I was late
removing the rug on a not-so-cold day, or if I was late putting it back on when the
day turned nasty. I worried about the rug slipping and rubbing Myst or, worse,
injuring her. More than once I have arrived at the paddock to find my horse far away
from the herd, with her rug dangling like a long bib from her neck and unable to
move because she was standing on it. And then of course, the damn things sprang
leaks, or sprouted holes, or the leg straps broke—usually when the weather was at
its worst or when the spare rug was in for repairs. Rugging, particularly in winter, is
a nightmare and I felt as if the weight of the world had been removed from my
shoulders when I finally took stock and decided that Myst didn’t need to wear a rug
anymore. I cleaned out the rug cupboard and donated all bar one to the RSPCA. They
got eighteen rugs of various shapes and sizes, in all sorts of condition, and they were
pleased to have them.
It took me a little while to get used to the idea of not rugging Myst, which is
unsurprising really as I had rugged my horses, especially in winter, for the past
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thirty years. Although I decided to stop rugging Myst, circumstances sometimes
called for a rug, such as the time that I took her to a natural horsemanship clinic in
Braidwood, about an hour and a half from Canberra. Braidwood (or ‘Braidwind’ as
we called the place) has a unique weather system, and you never visit there without
taking a full range of winter and summer clothing. Sometimes you need both sets on
the same day. During this particular clinic, the weather had turned chilly and there
were showers about. Myst was housed in one of a row of small, unsheltered, wooden
yards. Late one evening it began to rain and, feeling guilty that I was warm and dry,
while Myst was probably cold and wet, I tucked her rug under my arm and headed
off to the yards. The clouds were low and it was pitch black at the horse yards, and I
hadn’t thought to bring a torch. I called Myst and she responded with her usual,
friendly nicker. Laying the rug over the fence, I climbed the top rail and dropped
down next to Myst, gave her a pat and a carrot, and without thinking, threw the rug
up onto her back. It had been a couple of years since Myst had worn a rug, but I
hadn’t taken this into account and, when the object landed on her back, she
panicked. It was a small yard and, when Myst jumped sideways, she slammed me
into the fence and pinned me there. She stood snorting and trembling in terror at the
thing that had fallen from the sky and attacked her in the dead of night. I could feel
her heart thumping against my abdomen and it took several minutes before I was
able to calm her enough to squeeze out of the narrow space to safety. Myst is okay
about rugs now, but the last time we did some rug training I realised that the
practice rug no longer fitted her. My big dilemma now is whether to go out and buy a
rug for Myst, just in case, or wait until she really needs one.
The thought of shopping for a new rug is daunting. There are so many styles,
colours, fabrics and designs on the market and such a range of prices, that I imagine
I would be paralysed with indecision. Things were much simpler when I was young.
At first, I made my own horse rugs, shaping them from hessian bags which I sewed
and waterproofed with candle wax. They were good enough until it rained, and then
the horse was weighed down by a sodden mass that undoubtedly did more harm
than good. I think I got the idea that my horse needed a rug from reading Black
Beauty. What I hadn’t taken into consideration was the differences in climate
between England, where a horse might need a stable and a rug, and Australia, where
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a horse could survive very well without either. There was no saddlery in the country
town where I grew up and I bought all my horse goods via the R M Williams
quarterly mail order catalogue. The service was excellent, although the range of
goods including horse rugs was limited. The choice was basically green canvas with
a pure wool lining. Unlike modern rugs, those rugs had no tail flaps, no padding at
the wither, no satin on the shoulders, no Velcro, click-clack clips, darts or gussets;
they had neither neck extensions nor matching neck rugs, and they were short,
stopping just past the horse’s belly. Those rugs were plain, serviceable, durable,
well-fitting and reasonably priced, and they did the job.
Today, I imagine I would visit my local horse shop and be seduced by the array of
textures and colours on display. I know what would happen—before even deciding
that I needed to buy a rug, I’d be thinking—‘Hmm, the green plaid is nice, but I do
like the royal blue, and if it comes in a check with contrasting trim and with the
extended neck—well, that would look nice on my palomino’. Then my eyes would
skid straight past the cheap rugs because my horse deserves the best. They would
land on the middle price range and then I would sneak a look at the bottom of the
top-of-the-range items and do a few mental calculations and work out that I could
definitely afford the better quality one if I cut down on takeaway coffees for a month.
By the time I reached this stage I would have lost sight of the practical reasons for
buying a rug, and instead would be contemplating the purchase of a fashion item
well out of my affordability range. Horse equipment suppliers revel in this Gordon
Gecko-ish consumer-driven world, and offer an incredible array of must-have
accessories and add-ons aimed at separating horse owners from their money.
From Zilco, the Regal’s heavy cotton drill with contrast
binding is ideal for those looking for a smart rug with a
range of matching accessories, including halters, leads,
shipping boots, saddlecloths, bandages and fly bonnets.
Horseline’s summer rug range comes in bright colours
with matching fleece travel or show rugs and optional
bandages. The colour selection is the latest colours
(sic)only released in Europe a few months ago and the
breeze mesh is superfine, comfortable, and light to wear
but extremely strong. (Hoofbeats, March 2006)
It’s a hell of a business that traps horse owners between need and desire. If I’m
sensible I will resist the merchandising, and wait. It doesn’t make sense to buy
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something that I neither need nor want, but it is almost impossible to resist the
manipulations of the astute advertising brigade.

PSEUDO SCIENCE OR COMMON SENSE?
© Hoofbeats 2007

Those in the horse rug industry—designers, manufacturers and marketing
experts—have been quick to appreciate and exploit the fact that horses are now our
best friends and part of the family. This is reflected in the way the industry uses the
language of fashion and borrows from materials designed primarily for humans to
seduce and shame horse owners into buying its product. Edinburgh Horse Rugs,
advertising in the May 2007 issue of Horse Deals, use emotional blackmail when they
say, ‘winter is on the way and we can help keep your precious one toasty warm’.
Flick through the sumptuous catalogues of rug manufacturers such as WeatherBeeta
and Sky Park or log on to their websites, and you will find numerous examples of this
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kind of emotional manipulation. Each year brings an avalanche of new products to
an expanding consumer base. As soon as the weather changes, internet chat forums
buzz with talk about rugs and rugging as anxious horse owners exchange tips and
discuss their wish lists. In February one year, a few cool days followed a spell of
extremely hot weather. It is still summer in February in Australia, but the horse
owners on the local horsey chat forums began exhibiting all the symptoms of
‘emotional rugging’ as they battened down for winter.
It was freezing last night and tonight. What did everyone
else do?
We haven't gone as far as winter rugs, but have popped
the rainsheets on as it was certainly a bit cool; I was
feeling it anyway.
Jersey rugs at night, cottons during the day. But this
weather is an excuse to go RUG SHOPPING!
I think I'll get him a woolly fleece and a big fat doona.
The Ascot Royale Suede is very nice and I like to have some
higher necked under rugs for winter especially if I have a
couple on, takes the pressure of the wither area.
My TB is rugged in his winter heavy at night with a fleece
as its freezing out where he is!! I've been going out in the
evening wearing my ski jacket so I figure pony needs to be
kept warm too!
Australian equine scientist Paul McGreevy says, in The Finlay Lloyd Book About
Animals, that our closeness to horses complicates our ability to distinguish who they
really are. He suggests that profound welfare consequences occur when we
misunderstand horses and impose our needs on them. While he is mainly talking
about the way we train horses, I think what he has to say just as easily applies to the
madness that surrounds horse rugging. Horses are family and naturally, when it
comes to family, we want the best for them. Unfortunately this too often means that
we project our own needs, wants and desires onto our horses, and we don’t stop to
think that over-cooking a horse in several layers of rugs might be cruel rather than
kind . We feel cold and assume that our horses feel the same way, forgetting that
nature has actually designed them to keep warm by digesting fibre. An extra biscuit
of hay at night is a much better option than putting on another rug. When did we
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lose sight of the fact that horses are the ultimate all-weather creature, and are
superbly designed to survive without the help of humans? What does it say about
humans that we ignore this, preferring instead to dress up our animals and make
them look ridiculous? If you look at the way some dogs are treated as fashion
accessories, it is easy to see that horse owners are doing the same to their horses. I
see that hot pink is the must-have colour this season, together with glitter highlights,
plaids and checks, ice-blue and shades of lavender and purple. I notice that the sun,
moon and star patterns and cow-print horse rugs have been replaced by something
just as bizarre: the zebra rug, right down to the little rounded ears. I can’t help
wondering why anyone would want to distort and disguise a creature as beautiful as
a horse or hide it from view under some sort of horsey burkha? Maybe we do it
because we can. Perhaps modern horse rugging practices say more about the power
we have over horses than the love we feel for them.

THE ZORSE
© Easy-On Rugs 2009
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THE HORSEY BURKHA
© Easy-On Rugs 2009

I suppose it makes sense to rug your horse the night before a show but what about
the horse owners who don’t go to shows and yet they still rug their horses because
they don’t want them to get dirty? These days dirt is a dirty word. Horses don’t care
if they look dirty; if anything, they need to be dirty. Mud baths in winter and dust
baths in summer enhance their capacity to keep warm or cool and to repel insects.
Horses have the most perfect thermo-regulation system and it’s far superior to any
synthetic rug that humans give them. Sometimes I think a clean horse is simply a
convenience for those owners who think that time spent brushing their horse is time
wasted. If, like me, you don’t rug your horses, you get used to them being dirty. It can
come as a surprise when other horse owners don’t feel the same way. A couple of
weeks ago it rained, and as usual, Myst had a mud bath. The dirt was packed down to
her skin. I got to work with the brush and shedding blade and cleaned her up. It
didn’t take long, I removed handfuls of her old coat and we both enjoyed the
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experience; with Myst leaning into the long sweep of the brush and me loving the
feel of her body beneath my hand. When I had cleared a place for the saddle we went
for a ride, and I ran into a friend who sucked in his breath at the sight of us and said,
‘Oh! Sandra, your horse needs a wash’. I laughed, thinking he was making a joke, but
he was actually quite concerned about the patches of dirt on my horse. In her book
Purity and danger, anthropologist Mary Douglas writes about society’s increasingly
uneasy relationship with dirt. She says rejecting dirt is not about escaping disease, it
is about making the world conform to an ideal. In rejecting dirt we are re-ordering
our environment and establishing a system that is free of inappropriate elements.
Read this way, rugging is not about making horses comfortable or even about
personal convenience; it is about being in control.
While not technically a horse rug, the Stablemaid epitomises the relationship
between managing dirt and being in control. I first came across the Stablemaid at
Equitana, the biggest equestrian trade show in the southern hemisphere. When I
saw it I was shocked and mystified that horse lovers would contemplate using such a
vile contraption. Basically it is a giant nappy; a sealed canvas sling that wraps
around the horse’s hind end and passes between the hind legs of the horse to hang
below the belly. The sling is attached to the horse by a harness which is buckled on
the horse in the same way as a horse rug. Promoted as ‘the future of horse hygiene
and waste management’, the Stablemaid catches and stores faecal matter and urine.
The website, emphasises convenience and cleanliness, claiming the Stablemaid’s
major attributes to be hygiene and time saving. Horse owners are urged to ‘let your
horses live in a cleaner environment’. The photographs show an impossibly white,
very alert horse, carrying its own bodily wastes in a gigantic canvas sling under its
belly. This horrible demeaning product strips horses of their dignity. It’s difficult to
see how a horse with a sling full of piss and manure strapped to its body can still be
elegant and noble. Owners, who should take pleasure in caring for their horses, are
encouraged to subscribe to a kind of equine ‘user-pays’ system. The Stablemaid not
only infantilises horses by forcing them to always wear a full nappy, it also makes
them at least partially responsible for managing their own bodily wastes. It’s a
product that says ‘we like you, but only so much’, because it strips away the very
things that attract humans to horses in the first place—their natural beauty, their
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smell, their innate beauty and their connection to the earth and nature. I don’t know
if the Stablemaid has much commercial success in this country, but I hope not.
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+61 (0)2 6201 5082
University of Canberra, 31 March 2010

THE STABLEMAID
© http://www.cyberhorse.net.au/stablemaid/2009
HU

UH

There is a new rug on the market which the designer claims can be safely left on the
horse all the time. It has a ‘unique construction that allows the horse to regulate its
own body temperature using its natural thermo‐regulation processes. Maybe it
works; I don’t know, but the website is chock full of scientific information. The rug
sounds innocuous until you really start to think about it. If a horse can regulate its
own body temperature, why give it a rug that does exactly the same thing? Surely
this is an argument against rugging? Besides, imagine what it would be like to wear a
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rug all day, every day. It must be like never, ever being able to change your
underwear.

THE COOLHEAT BLANKET
© Macs Equine 2009

When I worked in horse agistment I was once called out to a distressed pony. The
problem was its rug. It was too small and had been on for so long that the pony had
grown around it. The straps were tight and I had to cut them free, and when I peeled
the rug back it stripped the hair from the pony’s back. The poor pony was quite
elderly and almost blind and, sadly for him, his owners were both ignorant and
neglectful. They found an ill-fitting, decrepit old rug and buckled it on hoping it
would see the pony through winter; but they couldn’t be bothered making the effort
to check it and the rug nearly killed the pony. There is no excuse in my book for rugs
that don’t fit properly.
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AN ILL-FITTING RUG

Paul McGreevy says, ‘What we think they [horses] want and need may not be exactly
what they really want and need’. Horses need to roll in the mud, stand head to tail
flicking away the flies; they need to be allowed to wade into the dam occasionally
and to indulge in a dust bath; they have the right to feel the sun on their backs and to
kick up their heels as nature intended. We owe it to them, and if we really cared we
should stop thinking of horses as quasi-humans, and start treating them like horses.
Expensive rugs and other ‘gifts’ are no substitute for the freedoms we strip from
horses. It’s time we took a step back from the rugging merry-go-round and let
commonsense prevail. Perhaps then we will remember what it is about horses that
we truly love.
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HE JUST LOVES TO RUN

G

if was a box walker. Unable to stand still for a minute he walked backward
and forward along the wall that separated his yard from the one next door.
He very rarely stood inside his stable, preferring to spend the long days

endlessly walking, eyes staring into the distance. Once a week, we would fill in the
trench that Gif had walked and tamp it down while he was out on his morning
exercise, knowing full well that, as soon as he returned and had eaten his breakfast,
he would set off on his unending journey again. He did his work without complaint,
stood to be brushed and saddled, rugged and unrugged, and he loaded without
hesitation into the truck on race day. He ate all his meals, leaving nothing. But his
feet dug trenches along the wall and his eye had a constant faraway look. Gif was
built like a greyhound, with a glossy black coat and handsome in a fragile way. He
was well mannered, a no-fuss sort of horse in the stable, who never snapped his
teeth or threatened to kick, but he never asked for a pat and rarely stuck his head
over the door to see what was going on. People meant nothing to him. He just spent
his days out the back, walking. He hated racing and this, combined with a life
confined to a small yard, was almost too much for him to bear. He got through it by
absenting himself. Who knows where his mind flew off to; but it was somewhere far,
far away from his stable.
Race day was a different story. Gif was so overcome with nerves and anxiety that he
lost all self control. As soon as he stepped into the tie-up stalls he began to tremble
and sweat, and he could not stand still. Getting him saddled and bridled, leading him
to the mounting yard and walking him while we waited for the jockey, was horrible.
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All his worry, all his fear and stress and upset ran like electricity down the lead rope,
up my arm, straight to my heart. Some say anthropomorphising is wrong, that the
mind of a horse is unknowable. In Gif’s case they were just plain wrong. On race day
he was on the edge of a nervous breakdown.
If Gif found it hard to control himself on race day, then so did I. It was difficult not to
be caught up in his nightmare, not to be annoyed or at least upset by his extreme
personality change. Most of my feelings had to do with the hopelessness of the
situation. I did not like horse racing then, and I like it even less now, but there I was
working in the industry. I started out hoping to make a difference, and in small ways
I probably did. There was no more abusive language or rough treatment. The elastic
girths were now fastened slowly and carefully and the horses were given a ration of
hay at midday to stave off those ulcer-inducing periods of gnawing hunger between
the morning and night feeds. But these were only little things. In the matter of big
things I was as helpless as Gif. After a while I stopped uttering meaningless
reassurances like ‘Don’t worry Gif, you’ll be okay’, believing that I had no right to lie
to him. How could I ever know what it felt like to be jostled and bumped, screamed
at, whipped, bashed and knocked about during the chaos that occurred in every race
he ever ran? To a sensitive soul like Gif it must have been hellish. Words were
wasted on Gif—he couldn’t hear, he didn’t listen, his mind had retreated.
Part of my impatience with Gif was bound up with my own fear of failure. Looking
stupid is never pleasant. Country racetracks are men’s territory. Fat, grog sodden,
dirty, down at heel, existing just this side of poverty, these men still had the power to
make me feel inadequate. Middle-aged, educated and worst of all, female, I could not
have been more out of place. The men were just waiting for Gif to get away from me,
for him to knock someone down, causing chaos as he fled. The smart leather race
day lead rein slipped through my hands, slick with Gif’s sweat as soon as I snapped it
onto the bit ring. I always had to grip harder, hold with both hands as Gif alternated
between swinging his hind end and throwing his head from side to side like some
maniacal pendulum. Men would stop elbowing their own horses in the chest;
hesitate as they thumped tiny saddles on thoroughbred backs to watch Gif bounce
terra-a-terra on the end of his line like a bullfighting horse about to explode. Faced
with a horse like Gif, I knew that those men would have casually tongued their
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rollies to the side of their mouths and snarled, ‘Geddup ya fucken mongrel!’ followed
by a violent jag to the mouth. And several more until they had his attention. I could
never do that to any horse, let alone one as sensitive as Gif. He had made it pretty
clear that racing scared him; there was no point in punishing him further. Instead I
tried, in the confines of the narrow walkways and crowded mounting yards, to give
him a little more space, a longer line, a bit more room in which to dance with his
demons. There was never enough room for a horse that could not bear to be there.
Physically it was difficult. Gif would bulldoze me with his shoulders as he tried to
manoeuvre us both to the exit. He had a real dislike of the crowds pressed against
the mounting yard rails and kept as much distance from them as he could force me
into. Legging up the jockey was like trying to land a tennis ball on a moving target
and once the jockey was up and had the reins, things got worse as Gif tried to duck
away from the gate that led to the course proper. It was always a relief to hand him
over to the clerk of the course who, firmly grabbing a fistful of cheek strap, would
wedge Gif between his own horse and the running rail and canter with him to the
starting gate. Once in the start box Gif gave it his all. Maybe he was only trying to
outrun his ghosts, but he managed to stay ahead of the pack enough times to be
considered promising. How could I tell him that if he ran poorly his nightmare would
end? I couldn’t, and so Gif kept on showing promise. His owner, a big man in the
packaged meat industry, only saw a horse that loved to run, and so Gif’s fate was
sealed.
When a new foreman signed on at the stable Gif had a sort of reprieve that I liked to
think of as his honeymoon period. Steve took a shine to Gif and tried to find ways to
help him be happier. Steve didn’t bother with track work too often. Instead, he
would stick a cigarette in the corner of his mouth, mount up and head for the bush,
letting Gif find his own way, chasing kangaroos and ‘poking about’ as he called it. Gif
was transformed. Usually he would come back from his daily excursions to the track
bouncing on his toes, bobbing his head, sweaty and desperate to get back to his yard,
but once he began to go bush he would return at a long walk, so relaxed his nose
almost touched the ground. For a thoroughbred in racing this was extraordinary. I
couldn’t think of too many that would cope with being out in such a potentially
frightening place full of strange unnerving movement and sudden sounds, but Gif
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loved it. Steve also took Gif swimming in the dam that supplied water to the
racecourse. Sometimes Steve towed the horse along behind a little rowboat, other
times Steve would sling himself under the horse’s neck and swim with Gif. That
horse loved to swim. He would surge through the water puffing and snorting with
his lips pulled back from his big white teeth in a big horsey grin, looking the happiest
I ever saw him. For a time Gif seemed calmer, more at peace with himself, more
content. We moved him to a corner box with a more interesting outlook which
seemed to please Gif. He would come to the door of his stable to have his ears
scratched and we were both surprised to discover how much he loved having his
nostrils tickled. He also loved it when I drummed lightly on his eyelids with my
fingertips. Gif began to put on weight and his muscles became toned. He still walked
the fence but not with the same obsessive vacant look in his eye. He also stopped
winning races.
In racing, nobody loves a loser. One morning I arrived at work and Gif was gone. His
owner had decided to move the horse to another trainer in the hopes that the
change would start him winning again. I followed his career for a while but he didn’t
recover his form. I only saw him once more, at a city racetrack. He was in a stall at
the very end of a row. His head was bobbing up and down, up and down and he kept
surging against the cross-ties, trying to escape. A thin-faced girl dodged his swinging
hindquarters as she tried to wrap brushing tape around his back fetlocks. Every so
often Gif pinned her against the wall and she would jab her elbow into his ribs and
hiss, ‘Get up ya black bastard!’ Not that Gif paid any attention—the faraway look was
back in his eyes. I didn’t attempt to speak to him. What would have been the point?
He ran tenth out of ten that day on a good track in mediocre company. I neither saw
nor heard of him ever again.
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COLLECTING HAY ON ANZAC DAY

A huddle of plastic chairs stands on the pavement
between council chambers and the cairn to Gunning's fallen.
The town's policeman steps out and halts the traffic,
two utes, our horse float filled with bales of hay
and a rangy dog yipping at the damp, grey day.
A bagpiper swings into view at the head of the parade.
One khaki-clad woman, chin high, eyes front,
shirt tucked in over wide hips
with a limp Australian flag clamped to her chest.
A cluster of solemn children follow, their knees pumping,
flap hats askew, granddad’s service medals clanking on their chests.
Five elderly gentlemen bring up the rear, marching out of time,
their warm cardigans peep through the gaps of best brown suits
whose buttons haven't met their holes in years.
A gaggle of onlookers, proud relatives, dear friends, applaud
as the marchers negotiate the gutter, all missteps and little stumbles.
Plastic scrapes on asphalt as they settle in their chairs,
only to rise again as the Last Post sounds.
Then time unfreezes as the policeman waves us on,
and I wonder how many grieve and march in country towns,
while others mow their lawns, fill the shopping malls,
or collect their loads of hay on Anzac Day.
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CURSES

I

am chipping away at the Paterson’s Curse. My goal is to eradicate it from the
car park and the horse yards. I take a sharp hoe and gouge each plant from the
soil, slice it in half, decapitate it, separate crown from fibrous taproot, and place

the decimated body in an old chaff bag. It feels good, more satisfying than stabbing at
the plant with the toe of my boot. It feels even better when I put my hands around
the throat of a plant and wrench it out with a mighty tug. Then there’s no second
chance for the plant because I have the taproot. I can only do this after a good rain
has softened the ground. Paterson’s Curse is a tough plant and it doesn’t easily give
up its hold on the earth.
I must admit I feel a little ashamed at the pleasure I take from killing a plant that has
evolved to survive in even the most hostile conditions. Tenacious and opportunistic,
legend says that the seeds of this plant can lie dormant for seven years while they
wait for rain and the opportunity to germinate. There is something alien, something
almost creepy, about Paterson’s Curse; it has such a strong will to live. Once the
plant is out of the ground it should be placed in a chaff bag and smothered or, better
still, cooked by the sun in black plastic. Make no mistake, give the plants any quarter
and they will rise like the Phoenix and live again. Where weaker plants wilt and die,
Paterson’s Curse will thrive. It digs in under rocks and sprouts from poached clay
pans made flat and hard by hundreds of hard hooves and the hot sun. I chop each
plant into a dozen pieces, lessening the chances of the monsters staging a comeback.
For, like the living dead, Paterson’s Curse plants are almost impossible to kill. Even
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with their tops chopped off they continue to wriggle and squirm like beheaded
snakes before the sun goes down.
As I chip away I recall that just a month ago, while the surrounding paddocks had a
fair crop of Curse, there was none in the car park, and I congratulate myself on doing
a damn fine job of keeping it at bay. I have been vigilant, slogging away for ten or
fifteen minutes a day on a search and destroy mission through the car park
grasses—spying, pouncing and chopping until the noxious weed was gone. After a
week of warm weather and a recent shower of rain, I wonder why I bothered. The
Curse in the paddocks has multiplied, and the car park has been recolonised.
Ravaged by bushfire, denuded by drought, and starved of moisture, the property
where my horse lives is now carpeted in big green rosettes, their hairy, fleshy leaves
like plump leather. They cluster in their hundreds, jostling for room in the gullies,
holding tight to the compacted soil at the base of the water troughs, colonising every
patch of bare ground, Paterson’s Curse sucks the goodness out of the earth and
chokes every other plant in sight.
Paterson's Curse, Echium plantagineum, a Mediterranean native, was introduced
into Australia some time in the 1880s by Jane Paterson. She wanted to beautify her
Albury garden. This was a curious choice because, while it is a handsome plant with
its striking green and purple livery, Paterson’s Curse is garish and coarse and
prickly. Jane’s ‘pretty plant’ escaped and flourished, to become Australia’s worst
broadleaf pasture weed. Every spring the country between Canberra and Albury is
swathed in purple as Paterson’s Curse covers the land. Photographers love it;
apiarists love it; but horse owners despise it because the rotten stuff kills horses. If
other feed is available horses won’t eat Paterson’s Curse but, after the 2003
bushfires, there was little else to eat. More than eighty horses suffered dreadfully as
their livers slowly failed. The symptoms of Paterson’s Curse poisoning include
weight loss, lack of coordination, extreme thirst, vision impairment, and increased
photosensitisation and, perhaps most distressing to owners, the horse’s compulsive
need to press its head against hard objects. Once horses start doing this, death is
inevitable. We learnt a great deal about Paterson’s Curse poisoning in the spring of
2003 including: that the effects are cumulative and can occur over a long period of
time; that hand feeding is no safeguard against liver failure because even in its dried
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form, Curse is highly toxic to horses; and that it is usually fatal. We tried to sift the
Curse out of our bales of hay and bags of chaff, but lucerne flowers and Curse
flowers are an almost identical shade of purple, and the task was hopeless. The only
thing we could do to prevent more deaths was to keep up our assaults on the weed
before it choked our pastures.
Short of employing an army of people to destroy the weeds, the only solution is
broad- scale poisoning. When the air is damp and the wind is still, the farmers and
property owners hitch their spray units to their tractors and set out on their lethal
journeys. Monotonously trundling across the paddocks, pink-tinged chemicals
misting from the booms, the tractors leave grids of white foam blobs in their wake.
Curious horses press against the fences, jostling for a better view, before skittering
away in mock terror when the blobs lift and break apart under their noses. For days
the valley quiet is shattered by the grinding roar of engines and the clank and rattle
of steel accidentally clashing against granite rocks. Black exhaust fumes belch from
the tractors’ chimneys as chemicals are poured onto the land, and poison fights
poison.
The car park, however, is my domain and I am determined that on this patch, the evil
weed will not win. It is a tough battle. Overnight broad leaves and hairy stems have
popped up everywhere, and the hint of purple in the flower heads are a warning that
the plants are ready to take off. There is a new plant in the far corner that seems to
have pushed up into the sunlight in the brief time between my departure on
horseback up the laneway and my return half an hour later. I lift the hoe and sweep
it through the hairy stem—lift, chop, slice, dig, drag—die! I am the executioner.
Scientists have now found a tiny moth that they reckon has the potential to eradicate
Paterson’s Curse. They are working on it. In the meantime the Curse is always there,
with its hard shiny seeds patiently waiting for moisture and warmth rain, and its
long taproot reinforcing its foothold in the ground—waiting, waiting, waiting for the
right moment. I sharpen my hoe and wait too.
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ENCOUNTERS WITH EAGLES

T

hat old saying about the forest having eyes holds true for the bush where I
go riding, and the watchers always see me long before I see them. Every dry
slither and sudden scuttle, every bounding crash and rustle in the bushes

tells a story. It’s quite charming to follow the sound of scratching and come across an
echidna briskly trying to dig itself into a mound of soft dirt, but it’s another matter
altogether when the horse almost steps on a snake. Then things begin to unravel.
But it’s not just snakes that can send a horse rider’s heart looping. At the height of
summer, usually around Christmas time, the cicadas emerge from their holes in the
ground and commence their ear-splitting song. Impelled by an invisible starter’s
pistol, thousands of cicadas simultaneously crack open their dull beige body armour
and are transformed into glossy gossamer-winged insects driven by a singular urge
to mate before they die. While they might shrill loudly, cicadas fly very badly and
sometimes the air is full of their spiky, hissing, angry little bodies, blundering about
and clutching and clawing at the first thing they crash into—my shirt, the horse’s
mane, our faces. Riding through a storm of cicadas is particularly nasty. But snakes
and insects aside, the bush in this part of the country is really a safe place to ride.
Occasionally though, things happen that make my neck hairs stand on end; like the
time I was riding up the hill from the creek when I had the eerie feeling that I was
being watched from above. Now this was unusual because in Australia dangerous
things tend to happen at ground level—snake attack, spider bite, maybe a charging
feral pig or a kangaroo if they feel cornered—but there isn’t much that will attack a
person or horse from on high. I was puzzling, trying to work out what was causing
my vague feelings of disquiet, when my usually calm mare picked up on the tension
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in the air and broke into a little jig. Something made me look up and there, perched
on the cross-bars of a tall electricity pylon, was a massive wedge-tailed eagle. It had
its head cocked to one side and was tracking our every move with its big, round,
intelligent eyes. The watching bird made me feel nervous and vulnerable. Silly really
because even the biggest wedge-tail only weighs about five kilograms; but then, the
unexpected swoop of a comparatively small magpie can alarm your horse and scare
you half to death. Eagles are equipped with two-metre wing spans and beaks
capable of tearing the heads off small mammals. The bird on the pylon had a mate
sitting in stealthy silence high in a nearby gum tree and, between them, they had us
covered. A mental image flashed through my brain: of us being pounced on and
ripped apart in a smothering rush of beating feathers, wicked beaks and steely
talons. With the birds’ keen eyes boring holes in my courage it was all I could do to
keep Myst at a walk and wait until we were around the corner and out their sight
before bolting for home.

WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE AT RIVERVIEW
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There have long been wedge-tailed eagles in this area and I see them often as I go
about my business with horses. When my old gelding lived in one of the river
paddocks on the valley floor I used to walk down the steep slope behind the owner’s
house to visit him. On my way back, pausing at the top of the ridge, I would catch my
breath and take in the view. If the wind was up, wedge-tailed eagles would sweep by,
using the ridge updrafts to gain height prior to setting off across the valley floor in
search of a fortifying rabbit or two. They soared past at eye level and I could see the
gold streaks in their rich dark plumage and the upward curve and splay of individual
feathers in their wingtips. I saw how they adjusted their wedge-shaped tails to
stabilise and tilt and turn their great bodies with incredible ease. The eagles don’t
nest on this property, preferring instead the higher slopes of nearby Mount Stromlo,
and they use the Murrumbidgee River valley as their hunting ground.
After the 2003 Canberra bushfires that destroyed almost all of the vegetation in
their breeding and hunting area, the eagles disappeared and we feared that they had
gone forever. However, months later, on one of those days when the sky is blue and
infinite, the birds returned. We were down at the horse yards when someone
shouted ‘Look! Eagles!’, and we all stopped fiddling about with our horses and
squinted skywards to watch a small black dot bloom and grow into a wedge-tail.
Then the dot was joined by another and there were two big birds, and because it was
late summer, a third speck appeared. The parents were taking their offspring on a
training run. They flew in wide lazy circles, nonchalantly riding the thermals,
climbing higher and higher and when they had reached the top of their climb the
birds hesitated before plunging straight down the valley like a flight of arrows
unleashed from their bows. Sometimes, within seconds of establishing themselves
in an updraft, the eagles are attacked by a posse of small birds. The little birds know
that eagles are terrific hunters with wide-ranging appetites and that they might be
the next to be eaten. In their fierce determination to drive the intruders away, the
local birds form strange alliances and I have seen peewees, ravens and magpies
working together, launching multiple attacks from all directions—although I notice
they are careful to stay above and slightly behind the eagles’ line of sight. It’s an
astounding thing to see the smaller birds unrelentingly mob and harry each of the
bigger birds until, exasperated, they quit and swoop off down the valley after their
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mates. I always wonder, as I watch these David and Goliath battles, what avian
etiquette prevents the eagles from snapping up their annoying tormentors and
eating them for dinner.
Eagles are patient, and expert at watching and waiting. One summer afternoon as I
was getting ready for a ride, a pair of wedge-tails dropped out of the sky and landed
a few metres ahead of Mitzie, my petite Jack Russell Terrier. She was following a
scent up a nearby gully and, nose to the ground, was oblivious to the eagles. The
birds were leaning back on their fanned-out tails and looked like old men at a
barbecue. Perhaps they were trying to decide if the little tan and white dog was
some kind of oddly coloured, but edible, rabbit. Concerned that she was about to
become lunch, I mounted my horse and rode for the gap between my dog and the
eagles. Aware, but most certainly not panicked by my sudden appearance, the birds
pushed themselves off their tails and, with necks outstretched and wings spread,
they lurched downhill with clumsy strides and, by some miracle, became airborne.
Two long slow flaps had them behind me flying low over my head, and then they
landed in a tree and waited. They continued to mark our progress by leap-frogging
from tree to tree, all the while communicating with each other with their queer
whistling. By the time we left the cover of the trees I had the dog firmly tucked under
my arm and the horse spanking along at a brisk trot.
That same week I noticed a movement out of the corner of my eye and saw a small
kangaroo, probably not long out of its mother’s pouch, standing all alone in the
shade of a big red river gum. It was sitting up on its haunches nervously currying its
stomach. There was blood below its ear and as I watched it fell over and struggled to
get upright again and again. Just as I was thinking about alerting the property owner
with his gun, my horse swung her head to the right and, following her pricked ears, I
saw a wedge-tailed eagle squatting on the ground watching. The bird had blood on
its beak. Clearly I had interrupted something. What do you do? My heart said help,
my head said ride away and leave them to finish their story. In the middle of all this
agonised dithering my horse suddenly sneezed and the tableau exploded and
disintegrated. The injured roo gathered itself and, with one powerful flex of its hind
legs, fled. The top wires twanged as it cleared the fence and went to ground in a
mess of blackberry briars. At the same time the eagle took three long strides and,
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hopping lightly into the air, flapped calmly away. I watched with relief as it
disappeared into the far distance.
My next encounter with the eagles involved neither dogs nor kangaroos. This time
the birds had a sulphur-crested cockatoo firmly in their sights. Canberra is home to
hundreds of sulphur-crested cockatoos and they especially love the property where
my horse lives. After the bushfires and the drought years that followed, grass was
scarce, which meant we had to put hay out in the paddocks for the horses. The
cockies came in great numbers to pick through the stalks for seeds and grains. They
also liked digging the corn out of the salt licks with their sharp curved beaks and
standing up to the tops of their legs in manure, while they trawled through the
contents for edibles. Noisy, gregarious and seemingly hysterical, cockatoos are
gorgeous birds with their gleaming white feathers and jaunty yellow topknots, and it
is always sad when I am out riding to come across a dismembered wing or a cluster
of wrecked feathers that are the reminders of a cocky death.
It is, however, even more confronting to witness the death itself. One bright spring
afternoon I had just ridden through the gate into Canyon paddock, when I was
almost knocked off my horse by a whoosh and rush of wings as a big bird buffeted
past flying fast and low. Instinctively I ducked and letting go of the reins threw up
my arms to protect my head. Underneath me I felt Myst drop and flatten like a
cutting horse working a cow. Once I had recovered my wits I found myself
witnessing a kindergarten lesson for a killer. A sulphur-crested cockatoo came into
view, beating across the open paddock with an eagle close behind shadowing its
every move. Another, slightly bigger, bird was flying out to one side. Like killer
whales, eagles hunt in packs; but in the birds’ case the pack is most likely to be pair
of adults teaching their young how to catch its own prey. I could tell from its light
brown feathers and smaller body size that the eagle flying behind the cocky was a
youngster, while the bigger bird with its darker plumage was most probably its
mother. The parent bird, the one that had almost knocked me off my horse, flew
wide of the cocky and allowed the youngster to conduct the hunt, but she was ready
to intervene if needed. The cocky was flying painfully slowly and the whole time it
screamed and screeched, letting the world know that it was about to be murdered.
The cocky made a huge effort and managed to reach the low branch of a tree, where
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it teetered wildly with its wings outstretched and its beak wide open. I could see its
little blue-black tongue reaching for air. The poor bird looked exhausted but the
eagles were not about to let it rest. They both went on the attack and flying straight
and fast at the cockatoo they took turns to bash it with their bodies as they tried to
knock the cockatoo out of the tree. Moments after the onslaught started the cocky
lost its grip and tumbled towards the ground. At this point the bigger eagle flew
away, leaving the younger bird to finish the job. But the cocky wasn’t done and at the
last moment it produced one last incredible effort and made a run for the horizon.
‘Ahh,’ I thought, ‘he’s going to make it’. The eagles, however, thought otherwise. They
regrouped and took off after the battered cocky and bombed it from above, taking
turns to drive it lower and lower towards the ground; and then the three birds
dipped down into a gully and vanished. Minutes later the grisly trio reappeared and
it was obvious from its ragged flight and grim silence that the cocky was near the
end. The young eagle was very close now, its beak just a few centimetres from the
cocky’s tail, while the older bird remained out on the flank conducting a classic
pincer manoeuvre, shepherding the struggling victim to its death. Again, the cocky
began to scream and then suddenly all three birds disappeared from view and this
time they didn’t come back. I sat for a while stunned to silence—appalled, astounded
and speechless at the enormity of the world—while Myst, unconcerned and
indifferent, put her head down and began to graze.

SULPHUR-CRESTED COCKATOO FEATHERS
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SERPENTINES
Between Eileen, up ahead on Sailor, and me on Myst,
half a dozen steps behind—almost the length of a horse’s body
a snake appeared out of the dust and serpentined across the track.
Myst stiffened and stopped without warning,
my body blithely still going forward, hit the pommel.
And didn’t Myst stare, ‘look’ she said, ‘look’
Pointing with her nose, her ears, her stiffness
at the snake passing east of her off foreleg
Sneaking over the rim of the bank
sliding silently into the long dry grass
it stopped, head raised like a dog,
forked tongue working in and out, in and out,
and it looked me fair in the eye.
How a snake makes your mouth dry and your heart
drum inside the cavity of your chest.
I blinked and the snake was gone.
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SAVAGE SUMMER

Fire warning as summer scorcher ahead.
The bushfire season starts in the ACT and NSW on
Wednesday, with the remainder of the year likely to be
hotter than usual in the local region. Blustery warm
conditions at the weekend still two months from the start
of summer have authorities urging householders to start
preparing their homes now for the increasing risk of fire.
(Canberra Times, 29 September 2008)

I

n my book there are only are two kinds of Australians: those who love summer
and can’t wait for hot, sunny days, barbeques and the beach; and those who
hate summer and can’t wait for it to end. I belong to the second group—I hate

summer. Newspaper articles, like the one above published in the spring of 2008,
spoilt what is quite possibly my favourite season of year. It reminded me that
summer, with its stinking hot days, filthy flies, snakes and terrifying bushfires, was
just around the corner. Summer is the only time that I contemplate (fleetingly)
giving up horses. My friends and family will tell you that I am a cold-climate person.
My husband comes from Western Australia. He grew up on Cottesloe Beach and
can’t understand my intense dislike of summer including, in no particular order,
sand, sea and the sun. I drive him mad when I grizzle about the heat and I have
discovered that the only way to get through summer is never to talk about the
weather.
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My idea of heaven is seeing snow on the Brindabella Ranges. I love crisp days and
the promise of new growth that steady rain brings. I prefer cold weather, bundling
up in a warm jacket, eating hot chips and going for mad, muddy gallops on my horse
Myst. I love the way that her breath looks like twin smoke plumes in the frosty air,
and that the dog can’t drink until I’ve broken the ice on the water trough. I love the
crunch of puddles under my boots, and the stiff whiteness of frozen grass. In winter,
I have energy to burn. In winter, I know I am alive. Summer, on the other hand, is an
endurance test; a battle against insects, reptiles and sunburn; and every year the
summer season seems to get longer and longer. In 2008 summer started not as the
calendar states on the first day of December, but in early October. One day it was
cool and pleasantly spring-like; the next, summer had set in with savage intensity.
One Saturday I got up early to beat the heat, and went riding at seven in the
morning. Even at this early hour I was brushing clouds of flies from my face, and
flicking them from the backs of my hands. I could feel the heat of the sun burning my
bare skin where my shirt sleeve ended. Splinters of light bounced off the surface of
the water trough, dazzling both me and the horse, and the flies were also driving
Myst crazy. Her head bobbed up and down, up and down, until she finally lurched off
balance and tripped over her own feet. The first surge of summer-induced irritation
prickled and I suppressed the urge to criticise Myst for being so clumsy. I wished I
had spent five minutes digging out our flyveils this morning instead of rushing out
the door to be with Myst; but who would have expected so many flies this early in
the season. I supposed I had better unearth the sunscreen and the fly spray because,
from now until the end of March, I will have to smother my skin in sun burn lotion
and cover up like a desert nomad.
I see my friend Mandy is already walking her dogs on their leads. Usually they run
free beside her horse, but in summer she must keep them safe from the dangers of
grass seeds in their ears and brown snakes. Snakes are a real and deadly hazard in
summer, especially around the horse paddocks. The most common, the eastern
brown snake, is both venomous and numerous and we all have our share of snake
stories to tell. We stumble across them near water holes; they lurk in the long grass
and sneak around feed sheds. The experts advise, somewhat inconsequentially, that
if you leave snakes alone they will leave you alone. I don’t know a single horse
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person who would deliberately go out of their way to be provocative with a brown
snake. Usually, a snake sighting has everyone heading for higher ground (silly really
as snakes are excellent climbers) while screaming hysterically at our dogs (most of
whom are terriers and well known for their selective hearing). Meanwhile the snake
is seamlessly gliding across the dusty road making for the long grass in the next
paddock. Snake sightings leave everyone feeling a bit trembly and vulnerable.
Picture a snake suddenly popping out of a very small hole at the base of one of the
tie-up rails. It was a beautiful pale fawn creature with eyes like polished stones. The
hole was no bigger than a person’s thumb and it was a mystery how the snake had
squeezed its way in there and then, presumably, turned around to come out again.
Nobody said a word as the snake, which was about a metre and a half long, smoothly
made its way across the car park towards a pile of boulders and disappeared. Thank
God the horses had all just been put back in their paddock.
I like snakes but I don’t want to be with snakes. The trouble is they are so well
camouflaged that you often don’t see them until you have almost trodden on them.
Once, when I walked across the paddock to check the trough, I had a very close call
with a sleepy brown snake lying coiled in the dust at the side of the track. I didn’t see
it on the outward journey but it was there a few seconds later when I came back. My
heart went blip as my foot hovered over the snake, which didn’t move. My hands
were sweaty for some time afterwards, especially as I saw a boot print going in the
opposite direction right next to the snake’s body. Myst knows all about snakes, and
as soon as the grass dries off she goes on high alert and begins her snake avoidance
antics. In summer she travels very carefully in the long grass where every twisted
stick, fragment of curly bark, leaf or shadow has the potential to rear up and strike. If
she sees something suspicious, Myst stops dead in her tracks, drops her nose to the
ground, tilts her head in the direction of the ‘snake’ and jumps violently upwards
and sideways, all in the space of time it takes me to suck in a single breath. I don’t
blame Myst for being careful. Who wants to be bitten by a snake? It’s just that her
antics last all through summer and I spend most of our rides together grabbing at
the pommel. I would hate to be thrown off onto a snake. I try to stay away from tall
grass, rocky outcrops, blackberry thickets and the baked soil around the dams but
snakes are everywhere and have been sighted in the arena, in the barn and even
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climbing trees. I once blundered into a snake at home; it was investigating my
compost bin. I raised my arm to throw the scraps into the bin and the snake, a
young, very long eastern brown, suddenly detached itself from the camouflaging
bricks and flared up almost to my eye level. I dropped the veggie scraps and fled.
Later, when I had composed myself, I crept back around the side of the house and
saw the snake rippling up and over the side fence. It disappeared, hopefully into the
reserve, and left me concerned for the safety of the cat and the dog. While I worry
about snakes I do like them—and admire their gorgeous bodies and intelligent
eyes—from a distance.
Alarming as they are, I think I prefer snakes to that other summer scourge—flies.
Kermit the frog once famously said, ‘Time’s fun when you’re having flies’, but I
reckon even a million frogs would have trouble processing the number of flies that
swarm around our horses in summer. I tolerate, if not love, most living things but
flies are the exception. They disgust me. You can’t outride them, you can’t avoid
them and you certainly can’t wipe them out. The bloody things can fly faster than my
horse can canter. Wherever I go, flies buzz around my horse and hitch a ride on my
back. They stick to my shirt, a pulsating, glistening, living, metallic shield that hums
like a small engine. They suck the fluids from the corners of my eyes, then sit and
rub their sticky little mitts over and over like miniature Uriah Heeps. Having feasted
on the maggoty innards of a dead kangaroo, the flies land on me and when they
draw their nasty feathery little feelers across the backs of my hands my skin crawls.
The fact that the average fly carries two million bacteria on its body, or that each can
vomit special liquefying enzymes onto solid food to make it softer, adds to my
disgust. I laughed when I read that a health inspector told legendary racehorse
trainer Bart Cummings that there were too many flies around his stables, and
Cummings asked, ‘How many flies am I allowed to have?’ If I ruled the world the
answer would be none. My dream is for flies to disappear from the face of the earth;
but, as that dream is unlikely to come true any time soon, I have learnt to live with
them.
The first line of defence is a flyveil. Myst has her ‘BugEyes’ and looks like a giant
blowfly and I wear a head net and look like the beekeeper. The ‘BugEyes’ are made
of black Lycra, a sleeve with ear holes and a pair of bulbous mesh eye bubbles, and
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when I pull it over Myst’s nose it forms a perfect seal against the flies. The rest of her
body is uncovered and for the entire summer Myst shivers and shakes, and nods and
bobs, and whops her tail from side to side in her efforts to rid herself of those pesky
flies. Meanwhile I keep my mouth shut and utilise the bushman’s salute.

CALEB WITH FLY
© T Parker 2007

When I was a child there was no such thing as global warning. I don’t remember
drought, nor do I recall using sunscreen. When the weather warmed up I took off at
daylight and came home at sunset. As kids, we all walked or rode our horses or our
bikes to the local creek and spent the day swinging off ropes screaming like Tarzan.
We picked leeches off our legs and stuck trailing willow fronds in the waistbands of
our shorts and cantered about pretending to be horses. We rode our real horses into
the creek and used them as diving platforms, and at the end of the day we traipsed
home wrinkled and sunburnt and stained purple from pelting each other with
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mulberries. My sister and I peeled strips of flaking skin from each other’s backs and
shoulders at least once every summer, the consequence of monumental bouts of
sunburn. Now any exposure to the sun is overexposure and we have sun sense
drilled into our brains. In summer I go out to the horse at sunrise, and I’m home by
mid morning. I carry sunscreen and a water bottle; I wear a sun hat and dark glasses,
and a long sleeved shirt with the collar turned up. After a couple of hours of being
out in the heat, with the flies and the dust I can’t wait to get home to strip off and
stand under a cool shower sluicing the dirt and the chemicals from my skin. When
we first came to Canberra, thirty years ago, water was never an issue. We used to
take the dog swimming in the clear cold waters of the Murrumbidgee, everybody
had a lawn and we used to leave the sprinklers on them at night. Nobody thought
twice about washing their car or hosing their concrete driveways. Now Australia is
in drought and in Canberra we are on Stage 3 water restrictions. Every drop of
water is accounted for and there is no relief in sight.
I fantasise about owning a swimming pool, nothing elaborate, perhaps a modest lap
pool, something to slip into when I return irritable and sweaty from the paddock.
With the current drought I’m guessing this is unlikely to happen. I could, like
thousands of Canberrans, head for the coast. It is only a couple of hours drive and
the beaches are as beautiful as any in the world. The trouble is, I am by nature an
inlander and my preference, in lieu of air-conditioning, is to head for the mountains
when the weather turns hot. I have never been a beach-goer. I am fair-skinned and
short-sighted. I burn at the drop of a hat and every dark blob submerged in the sea is
shark-shaped and sinister. I don’t see the waves coming until they have slapped me
about the head and I can’t swim with my face down without inhaling great gouts of
salt water up my nose. I would rather meet a snake than have seaweed brush against
my legs. I have however taken my horse to the beach several times, after much
preparation and some scary trips down the hairpin bends of Brown Mountain.
Not all horses are natural beach-goers. The first time I took Myst to the beach she
was dumbfounded by the heaving horizon. Nothing in her memory banks matched
the strangeness in front of her. She stood rooted to a spot at the bottom of the sand
dunes and watched as the water flumed and danced, endlessly advancing and
retreating in a way that made no sense to her. How do you explain the ocean to a
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horse? Eventually Myst exhaled and marched across the sand to the edge of the sea,
where she lowered her head and tentatively touched the water with her nose. When
the first wave smacked her on the face Myst snorted and skittered away, but she
quickly got over her fright and went back for more. Her friend Sailor, on the other
hand, had a horrible time. Belying his name, he resolutely ignored the sea and
refused to walk on any smooth, untrodden area of sand. While Myst was beginning
to enjoy the sensation of salt water lapping at her ankles, all Sailor wanted to do was
go home.

SOME HORSES NEED A LITTLE ENCOURAGMENT
© D Absolom 2009
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Who hasn’t been seduced by the Black Stallion movies and pictured themselves
galloping effortlessly across endless white sand or boldly swimming their horse in
the crashing surf? None of my beach adventures with horses have been black
stallion experiences. I once took my big, serious quarterhorse gelding Rikki to the
beach. The outing was doomed from the start because Rikki was most definitely not
a water baby. He was very particular about where he put his feet, and saw no point
in getting wet. When friends’ horses were splashing and rolling in the dam, Rikki
would stand at the edge, stoically sinking in the mud, flinching at each flying droplet
and, like Sailor, wishing he was somewhere else. Rikki tolerated water but he didn’t
enjoy it. When I took him to the coast we stayed with my friend Julia who promised
to take us to the beach via a very special scenic route. It was an interesting ride. We
met up with several of Julia’s friends waiting near her front gate, turned right down
the main road and then headed inland, to a tidal lake. We were to ride around the
edge of the lake following an underwater ledge and Julia warned me to be careful as
the water was very deep in parts and the ledge was narrow. Rikki hesitated but with
a little encouragement and several horses to follow, he stepped onto the ledge. The
water was over his knees. Julia’s horse was used to walking through the deep water
and could have walked the ledge blindfolded. Rikki was less certain. The water made
him nervous, the stingrays that flitted out from under the ledge spooked him, and,
apart from me, he was among strangers. While all the other horses kept their heads
and proceeded calmly and quietly, Rikki fell off the ledge. His surprise when he
stepped into deep water was comical but only to me. Poor Rikki got quite panicky,
and there was quite a bit of thrashing and snorting and swinging about in the water
before I managed to calm him and get him back onto the ledge. Of course Rikki was
saturated, and I was saturated, and my big western saddle and thick saddle pad
were sopping wet. It didn’t help that a cold wind was blowing and there were still
many hours of riding ahead of us. Squelching and shivering, we finally left the lake
and stepped onto the beach where the sand proved to be extremely soft and deep.
Rikki struggled, sinking to his hocks at every step and I began to worry about his
tendons. We didn’t gallop, we walked, and it was hard going although the pod of
dolphins that magically appeared and swam alongside us certainly lifted our spirits.
Like the lake, the beach ride was worrying because we were now riding through an
Aboriginal reserve. I knew this because the large billboard that was hammered into
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the sand said so. It also pointed out that this was a sacred site and visitors, while
welcome, should stay on the path. It was another narrow track, much too narrow for
the horses and Julia said we should all spread out. I asked her if we should turn back.
She turned in her saddle and said quite sharply, ‘Of course not. It’s my country too.’ I
rode on wracked with guilt, hoping the day would soon be over.
While summer is the logical time to head for the beach the threat of bushfires keeps
many horse owners at home. Canberra is known as the Bush Capital. The city is
surrounded by bush and there is a mosaic of green spaces separating the suburbs
and the major arterial roads. It’s a gorgeous place to live but it is also fire prone. In
my time here I have experienced three major fires, the worst being the February
2003 firestorm in which several lives were lost, five hundred homes were destroyed
and large numbers of animals, including horses, died. Six horses died at Riverview,
the property where Myst now lives and, while we don’t talk about it as often these
days, there are reminders everywhere in the altered landscape and the burnt and
dying trees. As a result of the 2003 fires, we are better prepared; we know what we
have to do and there is a horse evacuation plan. Riverview horse owners are
practised in operating the property’s fire fighting equipment, but in summer a
thread of anxiety runs through us all. A run of hot weather, an increase in wind
speed, a puff of smoke on the horizon or several days of total fire ban a row fuel our
sense of foreboding. As I write this, Victoria has just been devastated by the worst
bushfire event in Australia’s history and the stories and images that filled the news
broadcasts reinvoked the sadness and ugly memories of the Canberra firestorm. You
can’t live through an experience like the Canberra bushfires and not be permanently
affected. In summer bushfires and the safety of our horses are never far from our
thoughts.
At the beginning of every summer my friend Trish says, ‘Ah well me dear, it’s only
another three months til autumn’. But while I might complain about the heat and the
flies, summer is not all bad. There is nothing as beautiful as driving up the Cotter
Road at the break of day while a full moon still hangs in the sky, nor is there a way to
describe the silken feel of the cool morning air sliding across my bare skin. From a
distance, a snake on the prowl is a beautiful thing and the pop when you catch and
crush a fly is satisfying indeed. Nevertheless, I look forward to autumn when I can
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wash the fly veils and put them away until next summer. I look forward to sleeping
in occasionally and riding in the middle of the day. In winter I won’t mind not being
able to use the hose on my horse, and I will be glad not to have to make excuses for
not wanting to go the coast. I won’t have to keep an eye out for snakes or smoke on
the horizon and for a few months I can relax.
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BUSHFIRES, CANBERRA 18 JANUARY 2003

When the fires came the horses were moved
to safer ground.
Then trees exploded, boulders cracked,
birds fell from the sky.
The sand in the arena caught fire,
gates buckled, water boiled in its tanks;
the world went black.
Embers, smoke, and ash blew to the South Coast and out to sea,
while six terrified horses
trapped in a corner
died.
Now lichen creeps across stone erasing soot,
green camouflages blackened tree trunks,
and with each new season new birds are born.
Rain washes the soil, the water tanks are full,
and grass grows.
And the bones of six horses lie tumbled together
and a brass plaque screwed to a rock remembers
those who grazed this land
before the fires came.
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WHEN GOOD DOGS GO BAD

N

early all my horse friends own dogs. Dogs and horses seem to go together.
The policy at Riverview, the property where I keep my horse, is that dogs
are welcome as long as they are kept under control. Of course we all like

to think we have total control over our dogs, and that they will come when called
and sit quietly and wait when told to do so. We expect that they won’t chase the
horses or fight with other dogs, although we all know that stopping them from
chasing kangaroos is next to impossible. Being out with the horses is terrific for
dogs. They are free to swim in the dams and gorge themselves on hoof trimmings
and fresh manure, and at the end of each outing they go home so exhausted that they
sleep for the rest of the day. The dogs at our paddock are a happy, well-adjusted
bunch of (mostly) terrier types, who are all great pals and good fun to have around.
The horses are used to dogs brushing against their fetlocks and rustling through the
bushes, and are quite blasé when the dogs run straight underneath their bellies
whenever a game of chasey is in full swing. There are a few drawbacks in taking
dogs to the paddock: the amount of dirt they track into the car, grass seeds in their
ears in summer, and those occasional rides when even good dogs go bad and you
can’t do a thing about it.
Our dog Lottie came from the RSPCA. My son and I looked at rows and rows of
barking, bouncing Staffordshire terriers, mixed mastiff types, a dachshund and
innumerable cattle dogs, but none of them was quite what we had in mind. We were
just about to embark on a second tour of the cages when we noticed a small white
dog with sad eyes sitting very quietly in the first pen. She was, we learnt, about nine
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months old and had been surrendered by her previous family because she dug holes
in the garden beds, and pulled the washing off the line. It was love at first sight and
we took her home knowing that a daily run with the horses would soon straighten
out any unwanted, boredom-induced behaviours. Lottie was a very energetic little
dog. She loved playing basketball with my son and she was addicted to swimming
and chasing sticks and balls. We thought she was a Maltese/terrier cross but
couldn’t be sure, having never seen another dog quite like her. She turned out to be a
sweet-natured, soft-hearted adorable little dog and my family loves her beyond
measure. My neighbour once jokingly dubbed her the pit fluff terrier, and that
description has stuck. When I introduced Lottie to the horses, just to be on the safe
side, I kept her on the lead. Lottie thought the horses were very exciting, although
she wasn’t sure what breed of dog they might be. She took off, barking like a mad
thing, and launched herself at the horses with such ferocity that the lead broke,
catapulting her smack into the middle of the herd. The horses, curious about the
yapping white fury that had suddenly appeared in their midst, dropped their heads
and blew down their noses at her. Feeling their hot breath on her neck, Lottie froze
in mid yap, then clamping her tail between her legs she did an about turn, and flew
back to me. Since then, Lottie has always been very respectful of the horses, and
always comes when I call her. Well, almost always.
Like me, Lottie’s eyesight is not the best and sometimes I think her hearing is also
not very sharp. Sometimes when I call her, she gets a bit confused and runs off in the
wrong direction, and no amount of calling will bring her back. Once, when I was with
a friend at the local equestrian park, Lottie ran away and, as usual, I stood shouting
at her rapidly disappearing hind end. Although it annoyed me at the time, my friend
gave me some terrific advice. ‘Sandra,’ she said,’ never, ever call your dog when you
can’t make eye contact with it.’ This was sound advice because it always worked.
The problem was, in order to do what she said, I had to keep my eyes on my dog at
all times, and when I was out with the horses, this proved to be impossible. As Lottie
got older she tended to run away less often—unless we were riding out with Eileen
and her dogs and then anything could happen.
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LOTTIE STAYING CLEAR OF THE HORSES

Eileen is my best friend, and before she moved to Victoria, we rode together nearly
every day. Eileen had three dogs: Max, a dignified, exceptionally loyal Rhodesian
Ridgeback who, if asked, would have died for Eileen; and Polly and Cyclone, a pair of
Tenterfield terriers that had come from the same litter. They were delicate, fineskinned little creatures, sized somewhere between a miniature fox terrier and a
Chihuahua, but with longer legs. Polly, the female, was a very knowing little body—
whip smart, quick, determined and very independent—and she only came when it
suited her. Cyclone, on the other hand, was a completely different dog. He was the
litter runt, a timid, trembling jelly of a thing with glistening pop-eyes. He ran
everywhere with one leg tucked up under his belly. He was named for his habit of
running in mad, tight circles for no reason at all, and Eileen often said, ‘Something’s
not right about that dog.’ The world scared Cyclone, and rightly so. He was a little
feather of a dog who weighed next to nothing, and you could easily pick him up and
hold him with one hand. Cyclone adored Eileen and Polly equally and when we were
out with the horses, he relied on Polly to keep him safe. Sadly, his trust in Polly was
entirely misplaced because while they usually went off together, more often than not
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Polly returned alone. Eileen was convinced that Polly wanted to be an only dog, and
that she spent her waking hours thinking of ways to get rid of Cyclone. She almost
succeeded because Cyclone often got lost, and we spent countless hours retracing
our steps looking for him. The longest he had gone missing was forty-eight hours,
and the furthest distance he travelled was about two kilometres into the
neighbouring cattle property. Polly never got lost and Eileen used to joke about
gaffer taping the pair of them together, but she never did.
When we met at the paddock each morning, Max would remain aloof but the three
terriers greeted each other like long lost friends. For Polly, being at the paddock was
a great adventure, for Lottie it was a pleasure, but for Cyclone it was something to be
endured before he could get back home to his warm bed. The dogs had no trouble
keeping up when we rode, and were usually to be seen running way out ahead of the
horses, zigzagging across the paddocks tracking interesting smells, investigating
rock piles and fallen logs. Sailor was Eileen’s big, steady quarterhorse and Max
usually stayed close to his heels. Sometimes Polly took it into her head to run circles
around Sailor regardless of the speed at which we were travelling, and this would
drive Eileen mad. Shouts of, ‘Get out Polly! Stop it Polly! Get away!’ would mark our
progress across the paddocks. Polly, of course, took no notice at all. It was all a game
to her and she kept up her incessant circling until something else distracted her.
Sailor was a saint of a horse who seemed to know that the wicked little dog would
avoid being trodden on, but Eileen and I could never be so phlegmatic.
Polly’s circling aside, our rides were usually drama free, except when the dogs took
off after a kangaroo. If we were quick we could get the dogs to leave the kangaroos
and stay with us but, if we lost eye contact before the terrier mentality kicked in,
then nothing short of their own exhaustion would bring the dogs back. When you
startle a mob of kangaroos they scatter in all directions so as to confuse their
pursuers and minimise their chances of being caught. Polly was only marginally
slower than a fleeing kangaroo and was therefore convinced that it would only be a
matter of time before she caught one. It was quite comical to see the tiny white dog
streaking across the paddock on the tail of a massive grey kangaroo. Cyclone was a
bit slower than Polly, and I think he ran with his eyes shut because one minute you
saw him and the next he was gone. Maybe he ran into a wombat den, or got lost in a
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tangle of briars, but once he was out of sight, we could never be sure when we might
see him again. In the end Cyclone grew pretty good at finding his way back to our
parked cars and it was always a relief, as we rode down the hill, to see his quivering
little form waiting forlornly next to Eileen’s four-wheel drive. Lottie, being a little
heavier and not really built for speed, would flail along at the rear of the pack during
a kangaroo chase, and she was usually the first to give up and return to the horses.
We tried hard to thwart any potential kangaroo chases but sometimes the dogs were
too quick, and there two memorable encounters with kangaroos when the dogs
were so bad, they almost died.
We were trotting through the front paddocks with Polly circling Sailor, and Lottie
and Cyclone running off to one side, when a kangaroo popped up out of the long
grass. Polly took off like a rocket and the other two were close on her heels. A deep
gully divides the paddock we were in and the only way across for the horses is via a
gate located at the far end of the fence. The kangaroo disappeared into the gully and
the dogs, who were now in full pursuit and oblivious to our calls, followed. Normally
at this stage, with the dogs locked onto their quarry, we would have stopped calling
them sure in the knowledge that eventually they would all return—although we
could never be certain about anything where Cyclone was concerned. But this time
was different because the Cotter Road runs along the front of the property and the
kangaroo was heading straight for it. It’s not a busy road, but the long section in
front of Riverview, unlike the rest of the road, is a straight stretch where drivers like
to accelerate. Fearing that the dogs might be hit by a car, Eileen was standing in her
stirrups screaming at Polly and Cyclone to come back, and when she paused for
breath I stood up and yelled at Lottie, even though I knew it was pointless. We saw
the kangaroo emerge from the far side of the gully, leap the fence and bound across
the next paddock with the dogs close behind. Meanwhile we urged the horses into a
canter and headed for the gate in the hope that could intercept the dogs and stop
them from following the kangaroo which, by now, had leapt the fence and crossed
the road. The roo jumped the big water pipeline and went over the fence into the
next property and Polly was hot on its heels. The other two dogs were not yet out of
the gully, so we had a chance. Cyclone was the first to appear and he crossed the
road and disappeared from view in a flash. I saw Lottie clamber out of the gully and
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reach the road at about the same time as I noticed a white car approaching fast
around the bend. The dog and the car were on a collision course. I panicked, forgot
Carol’s advice about the eyes, and screamed Lottie’s name at the top of my lungs. To
my utter amazement she stopped in the middle of the road and sat down and looked
towards me. By now I was almost hysterical. I yelled again, and this was a bad
mistake. Lottie is a dog of delicate sensibilities. She hates being yelled at, it confuses
her. She lay down in the middle of the road. I was frantic—a madwoman galloping,
shouting, standing in my stirrups, waving my arms, and screaming at a dog half a
paddock away—a dog that was lying down in the path of an oncoming car. And then,
thank God, the driver noticed the small white dog, spread like a flokati rug on the
road in front of him, and he hit the brakes. The car rolled to a stop within a few
centimetres of Lottie who, sensing that she might be in trouble, slowly stood up and
sheepishly came towards me. Feeling faint with relief, I waved to the driver and,
telling Lottie through clenched teeth that she was ‘a very good dog’, we rejoined
Eileen and continued our ride. Polly caught up ten minutes later, and when we got
back to the car park, Cyclone was waiting. ‘That’s it,’ said Eileen,’ I’m not bringing
them again. They can stay home.’
Of course she didn’t mean it. The next near death experience for the dogs happened
later that summer and, once again, involved a kangaroo. Eileen and I were out riding
in Dam paddock when we came across a lone kangaroo. The dogs could hardly
believe their luck and, before we had a chance to open our mouths, they took off
after the roo. It must have been injured or sick because it was not travelling very
well. Of course this only excited the dogs more and, smelling success at last, they ran
harder. The kangaroo struggled down the hill and jumped into the dam, where it
turned and faced the oncoming dogs. We knew that, if cornered, kangaroos will
defend themselves and can inflict lethal injuries on dogs and humans with their
massive toes and claws. We also knew that kangaroos that go into dams will try and
drown their attackers, and our dogs had just plunged into the dam and were
swimming towards the kangaroo. Eileen and I kicked the horses into action and
surged down the rock-strewn, thistle-covered hillside to try and stop the impending
carnage in the dam. Polly was closest to the kangaroo, swimming mad circles around
it, looking for an opportunity to sink her needle sharp teeth into its hide. Cyclone
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and Lottie were up to their necks in the water, darting at the kangaroo and barking
like demented banshees, and Eileen and I were both screaming at the dogs. The
cacophony was deafening. We pulled up at the dam. Eileen jumped off Sailor, threw
me the reins and ran into the water. She snatched Polly away from the kangaroo and
clamped her under her arm, then grabbed Cyclone and jammed him under her other
armpit. Turning her back on the kangaroo, Eileen took the reins and, with a face like
thunder, dragged Sailor back up the hill cursing the still squirming, yipping dogs.
Lottie had retreated to the edge of the dam, less sure of herself without her partners
in crime. I picked her up and followed Eileen up the hill. Breathless, a little shocked
and with throats sore from shouting, we walked the horses and the dogs back to the
car park, and on the way Eileen said in a croaky voice, ‘That’s it. They’re not coming
again,’ and for once I believed she meant it.
Lottie had lost her collar in the affray and I went back the next day, without the dogs
to look for it. I found the collar sticking out of the mud at the edge of the dam. The
kangaroo was nowhere to be seen and I sincerely hoped that it hadn’t died of fright.
We didn’t have too many more doggy adventures after that because Eileen moved to
Victoria where Polly achieved her ambition of becoming an only dog. She lost
Cyclone in the Wombat State Forest and, despite a long and desperate search by
Eileen and her family, the little dog was never found. Lottie still comes to the
paddock with me every day, but she’s an old lady now. She rarely accompanies me
on a ride, preferring instead to lie under the car in a deep, snoring sleep. She still
paddles in the dams and water troughs, but no longer swims or runs after sticks or
balls. She has a new coterie of doggy friends, but is a bit too stiff to join in their crazy
games. Because she no longer hears the horses approaching from behind, I am her
eyes and ears. Today, Lottie is always a good dog and never bad, and she no longer
chases kangaroos—except in her dreams.
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GLAUCOMA

I close my left eye and the world changes.
The light diffuses, dims, clouds, becomes pin-holed.
Shapes shift, appear and vanish, always darting right to left.
I search for the right words to describe this view:
blackout, brownout, dim-out, umbrage, gloom, overshadowing fog,
crepuscular, dismal—there’s no shortage.
The family has always joked that I am as blind as a bat,
but even a bat can see its claw in front of its face.
It’s no laughing matter when the white dog in the distance
simultaneously appears at the horses’ heels like some ghostly time traveller—
except she’s been there all along.
and the distant dog turns out to be a plastic bag jigging in the wind.
Sometimes when I close my left eye I can still see the joke
and think that things will be all right
as long as all the dogs I own are white.
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DEFRAGGING THE HORSE STUFF

A heavily fragmented drive makes reading and writing
data slower; thus the desire to process more efficiently
encourages defragmentation.

I

am defragging my horse stuff. I am tidying the hard drive, purging my life of
extraneous items and reorganising the survivors. ‘Defrag’ is a lovely word and I
like it very much; it has a crisp, hard, final, decisive sound—two hard

consonants with spitty exhalation in the middle. When I understood what it meant I
knew that defrag was the word for me. Having spent twenty-five years working as a
librarian I know the importance of storing like things together, and the need to free
up space through a rigorous regime of weeding. My horse stuff is scattered all over
the house. I can’t find anything when I need it. There’s too much rubbish. The horse
stuff is out of control, it’s time to defrag.
Operating system manufacturers often recommend
periodic defragmentation in order to keep hard drive
access as fast as possible.
My defragging crusade has been brought on by the annual mystery of the flyveils. At
the end of every summer I wash the flyveils and put them into storage and at the
beginning of the next summer, when I need them again, I can’t remember where I
put the flyveils. You wouldn’t think there would be a huge difference between books
and bridles; you might think that for a trained librarian, filing flyveils would be a
relatively simple thing to do but, somehow, it isn’t. This summer was no different.
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Did I do the logical thing last autumn, and file all the flyveils together? Not at all—I
found the wretched things all over the place—several were randomly poked into
gaps between other pieces of stored horse gear, one was under the front seat of the
car, another squashed into my bridle bag and yet another one was returned by a
friend who found it in with her summer rug. She doesn’t use a summer rug but once
a year she shakes it out and puts it in her car just in case. Who knows how the flyveil
ended up hidden in its folds? Eventually I turned up eleven flyveils—both horse and
human—which suggests that the last time I went looking for flyveils the
fragmentation meant retrieval was too slow, and I must have given up and bought
new ones instead. Perhaps if I got rid of the non-essential items of horse equipment
and reorganised the rest, the mystery of the flyveils might be put to rest, my wallet
would get a break and my hair might stop going white.
Fragmentation occurs when the operating system cannot
or will not allocate enough contiguous space to store a
complete file as a unit, but instead puts parts of it in gaps
between other files (usually, those gaps exist because they
used formerly to hold a file that the operating system has
subsequently deleted).
Part of the problem with storing my horse gear is that I don’t have a garage, only a
carport which is not secure. I do have a small garden shed that I use to store hay and
a collection of buckets (some with handles, some with lids, and some with neither),
six spare saddle blankets and western pads, and two winter and three summer
horse rugs that don’t actually fit my current horse. The frame at the bottom of the
shed doorway went rusty and disintegrated years ago and the sliding door no longer
slides but is jammed wide open and anybody can walk in. I don’t really care if
thieves steal the horse rugs or even the saddle blankets, but I would be very
annoyed if the hay went missing. I keep most of my horse gear in the house, packed
into plastic boxes which I keep in a wardrobe in the spare room, and crammed into
some low shelves in the utility room that leads out into the carport. There is also a
tall cupboard built into a recess in the carport wall. I keep old paint and garden
chemicals and other unidentified bits and pieces in this cupboard, and there is
enough space for my collection of spare horse brushes, a tangle of old nosebands
and bridle parts that might come in handy one day, and a couple of dust-bunnied
lunging whips that have not seen the light of day since my son used them to practise
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whip-cracking out on the driveway fifteen years ago. There is enough space in the
bottom of this cupboard to store a pair of gumboots, but it hasn’t rained enough in
the past few years to warrant me wearing them and I would say, from the cobwebs
across the tops, that the boots are now home to several generations of spiders.
Jammed in next to the boots are two big zip-up plastic bags. Originally containing
newly-acquired quilts and bedspreads, the bags now hold a weird collection of mesh
sweat rugs, thermal leg wraps, more cotton summer rugs and a very nice yellow
collar-check woollen dress rug that once looked especially spiffy on my palomino
quarterhorse when I took him to shows. I don’t go to shows anymore but I just love
that rug. Maybe it has sentimental value. I also keep a set of faded plastic dressage
cones in this cupboard, leftovers from the days when I taught riding. The letters
have been rubbed off. The cones sit on the floor amongst drifts of dust binding
together indescribable clumps of mud, brittle leaves and flakes of chaff. Having once
been confronted by a hissing blue-tongue lizard when I moved one of the gumboots,
I tend to leave the contents of this cupboard alone.
Two forty-four-gallon drums, one small metal barrel (ex-Government Mint used for
storing coins), a plastic rubbish bin and various-sized buckets holding horse feed
line one wall of the carport and my husband often asks if there is anywhere else that
they could go. I think that he thinks that only the car should be in the carport. I wish
I could find another space for the bins. I have been thinking about it for the past
twenty-five years without coming up with a solution. Meanwhile I find that I have
dumped two carrot sticks, a polocrosse stick, a polocrosse ball, the dog’s throwing
stick, several empty juice bottles and an aged plastic colander in the corner of the
garage. You can see how things have become fragmented and how a person whose
linen cupboard is neatly arranged by subject (towels on one shelf, sheets on another
and so on), and who pegs the underpants together (‘his’ and ‘hers’) and the socks in
pairs on the clothesline to dry, might be driven mad by the barely-organised chaos
of the horse gear.
Once upon a time, when I used to run with the competitive crowd and had regular,
serious dressage, jumping and cross-country lessons I couldn’t get enough horse
stuff and I bought a terrific amount of gear. I was always on the lookout for a better
bit, a plumper saddle blanket or a more aesthetically appealing set of leather
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jumping boots. I love leather. To me, the simple smell of new leather beats French
perfume hands down and dull brass fittings attached to leather strapping are just
too beautiful for words. Leather is thirsty, high-maintenance material and it needs
regular cleaning and polishing to keep it supple and strong. I don’t mind cleaning
leather. I don’t mind getting stuck in because the end result is always worth the
effort. What I do hate is trying to remember where I put the saddle soap. Now I find I
don’t use nearly as many gadgets and fancy pieces of equipment as I did in those
early days. Back then I thought a new piece of equipment would solve every
problem: poor fitting saddle—try the new Gel pad; horse opening his mouth—shut it
with a drop noseband, a grackle, a Hanoverian, one with a crank fastener; horse
throwing his head up—buy him a martingale, a de gogue, a set of draw reins. There
are dozens of books and magazine articles devoted to horse gear. I studied them all
and hit the horse shops looking for whatever piece of equipment that, at the time, I
really thought I needed.
Then there was the pressure of competitions. If you wanted to fit in and be taken
seriously there was no room for individual clothing or equipment quirks in the
ultra-conservative, tradition-soaked worlds of eventing or dressage. While I did
push the boundaries a little by competing in these very English disciplines on a
muscular palomino quarterhorse who looked as if he should have been drafting
cattle, I made sure that we both looked the part. I owned a hacking jacket, a couple of
shirts with ratcatcher collars, white jodhpurs and black gloves. The requisite black
leather top boots were a problem because, at around five hundred dollars a pair,
they were the one item of gear that I couldn’t afford. For years I wore rubber top
boots—okay, except they squeaked loudly when they rubbed against the saddle and,
being made of non breathable material, they made my feet stink. I overcame my lack
of leather boots by agreeing to become Chief Instructor of the local pony club in
exchange for two pairs of second hand leather top boots. It was something of a
compromise because while one pair of boots was too small and a hideously
unsuitable shade of brown, the others were too big by at least a size and a half. I
stuffed the toes with newspaper and wore them all the same, and probably looked
like Daffy Duck on horseback. I couldn’t wear either pair of boots for long as they
were too tight around my calves and within a few minutes of putting them on I had
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to sit down because they made my legs throb most painfully. Needless to say the
boots have been retired for a number of years. I tried them on the other day and
couldn’t close the zips on either pair so it really is time for them to go—although I
might just hang on to the black pair because while they are both too big and too
small, they are the right colour.

THE BLACK LEATHER BOOTS
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Who am I kidding? If I ever experience a rush of blood and decide to compete again,
perhaps in something age appropriate like the Masters Games, these black boots
would be so far out of fashion they would look even more ridiculous than when I
first wore them. Today, most competitors wear long leather gaiters over short boots,
a smart looking and practical substitute for top boots; and proper safety helmets are
compulsory in nearly all disciplines. We used to wear velvet covered ‘hard’ hats and
tucked the chin straps up under the crown. We might just as well have worn paper
bags on our heads for all the protection they afforded. We all owned a separate set of
show gear that included a best whip, a best bridle and a best white saddle cloth.
When we were jumping, the horses were equipped with leather leg protectors. They
looked really smart but were so fiddly to put on, with several sets of buckles that
were difficult to do up on an excitable horse who couldn’t stand still. They also had
to be cleaned and oiled after every use otherwise they ended up cured to the
consistency of old cardboard. The alternative to these brushing boots was to wrap
each leg in a white bandage, which for safety reasons had to be sewn, and it was a
relief when all this paraphernalia was replaced by simple neoprene boots with
Velcro fasteners. They were quick and easy to put on and a swish through a bucket
of water had them clean and dry by the end of the day. Still, I do like leather. If you
believed the British magazines, competitors were required to sew the braids into
their horse’s manes and tails. We didn’t follow this regime in Australia, at least not at
the level of competition in which I participated; instead we used special rubber
bands to hold the plaits in place. They were tiny things, extremely difficult to stretch,
tricky to apply and impossible to remove. You needed sharp scissors, a steady hand
and endless patience, otherwise you would end up cutting out large lumps of hair
along with the rubber bands and your horse would unintentionally end up looking
like a punk rocker. It has been years since I have plaited a horse’s mane but I still
find little white rubber bands scattered throughout my storage boxes and all those
other places where I keep horse gear.
This won’t be the first time I have defragged my horse stuff. I did it in a very big way
when I took up Parelli Natural Horsemanship. PNH was a culture that shunned the
idea, prevalent among traditional horsepeople, that there was a piece of equipment
designed to fix every horse problem. Parelli calls it the ‘bigger bit’ syndrome.
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Followers are encouraged, if not shamed, to purge their tack rooms of all equipment
that was overly mechanical, forceful or blatantly cruel. I had quite a few dubious
items although nothing like the ‘shank bits, long-necked spurs and barbed wire’
described in the PNH literature. I got rid of the nosebands that were designed to
keep my horse’s mouth shut—better to fix my horrible hands instead. I chucked out
my not inconsiderable collection of bits—an array of eggbutt, loose ring, mullen
mouth and French link snaffles; they were all fairly innocuous but Parelli thought
that bits with copper inlays were kinder. Parelli also favoured hand-tied rope
halters. He said they had more feel and discouraged horses from leaning, so out
went the flat halters. Gone were the running martingales, the de gogue, the lunging
cavessons, my draw reins and all the other unsuccessful contraptions that failed to
force my horse to submit. We were told that if we couldn’t get our horses engaged,
light and forward without these sorts of devices, then it was our own skills that
needed attention and we should stop torturing our horses. Parelli urged us to take
this ‘bad’ equipment to the nearest rubbish tip but I needed the money for another
Parelli course and put mine in a second hand gear sale with apologies to the horses
whose owners bought it.
A defragmentation program must move files around
within the free space available in order to undo
fragmentation. The presence of immovable system files (or
of files that the defragmenter will not move in order to
simplify its task), especially a swap file, can impede
defragmentation.
It is probably fifteen years since I did the big Parelli defrag and in the meantime I
have continued to accumulate more horse gear than I need. Fashions change; the old
equipment doesn’t fit the new horse; I’m following a different discipline; things wear
out—but not enough to be thrown out—there are all sorts of reasons to keep
accumulating horse stuff. I have quite a bit of horse-related human clothing that I
will never wear again and there are some things that I own that I have never ever
worn. In the big cupboard at the top of my wardrobe there is a beautiful hand
knitted sweater, black with a big gold PNH logo splashed across the front and PNH
mottos worked in gold into the waistband. A friend made it for me at a time when
we were both struggling to make sense of the Parelli Natural Horsemanship
program. I don’t wear the sweater anymore; it always was a bit tight and fifteen
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years later it is even tighter. But every so often I pull it out of the cupboard and to
remind myself of all the clinics and the laughter, the impossible tasks we were given,
the fantastic meals we shared, the screaming highs and the gut-wrenching lows, and
that terrible time when Rikki ran away with me and I thought I was going to die.
There is also a blue felted western-style riding jacket, with a short waist and fancy
braiding on the cuffs and lapels. I bought it on a whim, because it was cheap and I
fancied the notion of myself jogging around a western pleasure class at the Canberra
Show on my big palomino quarterhorse. I never did compete in Western Pleasure
and I never wore the jacket. It has been folded up in the top of my wardrobe since
the day I bought it and I doubt that the creases will ever come out. There is also a
collection of t-shirts from my Parelli days. They commemorate the many Parelli
camps I attended at Exeter farm near Braidwood. They all have inexplicable phrases,
like City Slicker, Cows & Coffee Grinders, printed across the front and they are in sizes
that only a super model could wear. Sizing was always a problem with Parelli
clothing, probably because the organisation was staffed by the thin, the blonde and
the beautiful, and they had difficulty acknowledging that there are women in the
world who are bigger than a size ten. The t-shirts were given away at camps
although I rather think the fees we paid to attend the camps more than covered the
cost of a ‘free’ t-shirt. Distribution was generally haphazard, with the shirts being
thrown randomly at us as we ate dinner in the shearing shed. Anyone who caught a
rare size L (actual size M) was loathe to exchange their prize for something smaller.
My tiny t-shirts are stored in a plastic bag in a drawer in the spare room, together
with a couple of ‘free’ bandanas stamped with the Exeter Farm cattle brand—but
who wears bandanas? They are in the spare room because I have run out of space in
my wardrobe. They have been there for some time and they have so many memories
attached to them that I am beginning to think that they might be immovable.
The reorganisation involved in defragmentation has
nothing to do with the logical location of the file.
Of course, the more I keep, the less storage space is available and, unless I buy a
bigger house, defragging is the only option. I try to keep like things together but
what starts as a system—boots and leg coverings in one box, bits and bridles in
another—soon breaks down. I thought if I stored everything in a series of big plastic
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wheeled containers with lids, it would all stay neat and tidy and accessible. Fat
chance. I bought deep boxes because they hold a huge amount of stuff, and this
proved to be both a good thing and a bad thing because instead of throwing things
away, I just squashed them into a box and wheeled the box out of sight and out of
mind. As one box became full the classification system fell apart and I began to put
things wherever there was space. When I started, there seemed to be so much space,
and I kept all sorts of ridiculous things. Why have I hung onto lengths of decaying
mildewed leather—origin unknown—or bunches of buckles and clips, pieces of girth
rigging and several pairs of stiff, narrow leather reins. There is a rather lovely oldstyle double bridle that someone gave me years ago. I don’t really know what to do
with this strange tangle of leather and metal, but I know I am not ready to give it
up—it is too beautiful. Maybe one day I will give it a loving polish and hang it on a
wall for everyone to see. The collection of broken whips can go, except the leather
covered one my father gave me when I was nine years old. I was going to throw out
the gel pads, those once fashionable but now outdated back protectors that have
been replaced by new technology. In the summer of 2009 when the temperatures
stayed in the high thirties for days on end, I discovered a new use for old gel pads. I
put them in the freezer and, when they were cold enough, covered them with an old
towel for the dog to lie on. She loved them. I also have odd bits of Velcro, a rusted
hole punch, and an awl for hand stitching leather that seemed like a good idea until I
discovered it was impossible to use. It is time to defrag the horse stuff, but there is
one thing I won’t throw away—an ancient metal curry comb that came with my first
pony. It looks like a medieval torture device but I remember the satisfying sound of
it scraping through the shaggy, mud-encrusted coat of my childhood pony. It is old
and battered and, like me, may even be an antique and I plan to keep it just as soon
as I can find it.
Defragmentation (or defragging) refers to the process of
physically reorganising files on a computer hard drive in
order to store files as contiguously as possible.
To help me defrag I have made a list of the horsey things that I really need,
including:
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One treeless saddle (although I may soon have two saddles again as I am
trialling a different style of saddle and now that my tax return has arrived I
may seriously consider buying it)
One nonslip saddle pad (although I think it is starting to rub my horse—who
knows why—and I may have to replace it with something else)
One bareback pad—good for improving my riding as long as my back isn’t
sore
One leather bridle (after a great deal of research I have just replaced the
copper inlay bit with an American Myler bit and my horse seems happier. I
should put the copper bit in one of those boxes if there was room)
A bitless bridle (bought as an experiment and, I would say, quite successful)
One rope halter and twelve-foot lead (well, two really. The other is a spare
set I keep at the paddock)
A bucket with a collection of brushes, combs, hoof picks, sweat scraper etc (I
could almost throw most of it out because right now Myst loves nothing
better than a firm brushing with an old human hair brush bought for $2.50
from Priceline)
Big blue rubber trug-style feed bucket (and another black one for when we
go away)
An old feed supplement container for transporting Myst’s daily feed
An old 2-litre juice bottle used for dog water, wetting the feed and washing
off the horse after riding
Helmet
One pair of riding boots, short, synthetic. I also have a pair of zip fronted
Ariats—smart but too small, but they cost me a fortune and I can’t bear to
throw them away
Fly veils (two each, plus all the spares that recently turned up)
Photon torch for general health, treating injuries and staving off colic; useful
for horses, dog, cat and humans
Hoof stand, file knife and gloves for trimming Myst’s feet on the days when
my back is ok
A set of horse boots for Myst, because she is barefoot and sometimes her feet
are tender on stony ground
A box of basic first aid stuff including ointments and sprays that keep going
out of date because with the Photon torch, Epsom salts soaked bandages and
Manuka honey, I rarely need them. N.B. I recently added a swathe of wound
padding bought when Myst cut her leg, before I discovered that disposable
nappies are cheaper and just as good.

Of course I have a couple of halters and lead ropes that I use when travelling the
horses in the float. And yes, I have a horse float which is probably the only item of
horse equipment that has any resale value. I should get rid of the twenty-two-foot
and the forty-four-foot ropes left over from my Parelli days when I thought I would
die if I didn’t have such things, but they are useful for making temporary yards. My
horse life is simpler now and I don’t seem to need as much gear as I used to. This
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means that, apart from the items on my list, everything else can go. I know that
when I finally get around to defragging the horse stuff it will be better to do it on a
day when I’m feeling irritable. I’m much more inclined to be ruthless when I’m in a
cranky mood and that means I won’t prevaricate and change my mind—which is
how I got into this fragmented mess in the first place. I reckon I will be able to do it
but the real test will come when I go shopping—not in the saddle shop although
here are plenty of temptations there, but in one of those cheap two dollar shops. You
see, they always have big stacks of wheeled plastic boxes with lids and coloured
handles—and I can put a few things in another one of those.
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DREAM ACRES

An advertisement in the real estate section
of Saturday's Canberra Times,
weekender on acreage
ten minutes to town

I call the agent, buoyed by romantic notions
of self sufficiency and my horses grazing
by the back fence.
just looking
just dreaming

We muddle along a potholed track
navigating drifts of dirt and sharp rocks
that ends abruptly in the disappointing reality
of decades of neglect.

At some point, we stopped pretending that we could be happy
in a place with an obscure postcode
dumped at the dead end of a flint strewn road,
tied to an endless country cycle chipping weeds,
re-hanging gates and mending fences.

All we really want is to sprawl on a sun-warmed veranda
with the weekend papers, sipping good coffee
dreaming of a life on acres.
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LIFESTYLE BLOCK

M

y husband and I are at that time of life when change is inevitable. He has
already retired, although I have horses to support and hope to work for
a little longer. With our parents living interstate, and the children gone

from home, our only dependents are the animals, and theoretically we are free to do
whatever we want. Now is ‘our’ time. We have lived in Canberra for close to thirty
years, twenty-two of them in our current house and we are ready for a change. The
thought of owning a few acres and moving there with the horse has long been in our
minds, and over the years we have made enquiries and spent the odd weekend
looking at properties. Lately, we have been talking more seriously about moving,
and the lifestyle block is beginning to look like it might just happen. Once upon a
time I would have been cock-a-hoop at the idea. The thought of my horse living at
my back door has always been appealing and I can only imagine the freedom of not
having to always consider the needs and fragile egos of other agisters. It would be a
relief not to have to fight for a space at the tie-up rail or be forced to wait around on
cold winter days while my horse finishes her feed. I always assumed that a place of
my own was exactly what I wanted, and I envied all my friends and acquaintances
with their own smallholdings—until recently. As decision time draws closer I think
that I might have changed my mind.
There are drawbacks to swapping a mortgage in town for a life on acreage,
particularly if you are still working. The dream seems fine until you realise that the
only horse time you get during the week is throwing a biscuit of hay over the fence
as you leave for work just on daylight, and doing the same when you get back later
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that night. Moving to the country usually means long hours spent commuting to a
job in the city, which rather negates the whole point of moving to the country in the
first place. I may not have my horse close at hand, but the twelve minute drive to
Riverview, where she lives, is a reasonable compromise. In theory, on the weekends
commuters have time to enjoy their horses, but can they justify going for a ride
when the fence is down or the shed is in need of repairs? While I regard the people
who own Riverview as my friends, it is rather lovely to be able to leave the
headaches to them. I see them toiling away mending roads, repairing the electric
fences, raking the outdoor arena, clearing fallen trees, and fixing the endlesslyleaking troughs, and wonder if I would have the energy to do all that. Do I want to
spend my life on rural maintenance when I have arrived at the age of selfindulgence? After years of fitting horse time around work, family and study, I am
looking forward to some unlimited riding time but, if we own a rural block, that
might not happen. I also ask if I want to handle weed-spraying chemicals or learn
how to strain a fence, and the answer is—probably not. After a lifetime of leaving it
up to others, I think I would be happy for things to stay as they are. I would rather be
riding than fixing a fence.
My horses have lived at Riverview for many years, and during that time I have come
to know every track, every gully, every rock and secret place on the place. I love it as
if it were my own. I have watched the land suffer and struggle through the ravages of
drought, bushfires, and weed infestations, and always, it comes back, exchanging
dust for a coat of brilliant green. Lily flowers dot the thin pasture in early spring,
there is red kangaroo grass in the back paddocks and everywhere new grey-green
growth sprouts from the trunks of burnt gum trees. In December, cicadas scream
and flit in the white flowering tea tree, next to vivid eggs-and-bacon bushes, and
thickets of flowering wattle. I see orange billy buttons, white daisies and delicate
orchids in the slopes and gullies, and once, in a deep ravine, a stunning electric blue
flowering vine was bathed in a shaft of morning sun. The view from the horse yards
down along the Murrumbidgee Valley changes with the seasons; in summer it has
the colour and light of a Lambert painting; in winter fog like dragon’s breath hovers
above the river where the flat land meets the mountain. When I ride I feel the close
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protective hug of the Bullen Range rising steeply from the opposite bank of the
Murrumbidgee River. This landscape is embedded in the cells of my body.

GEORGE W LAMBERT. THE SQUATTER'S DAUGHTER 1923–24
PAINTED NEAR CANBERRA AT MICHELAGO NSW
© National Gallery of Australia1991

I would miss the land and the animals. The place is alive with bird sound. A flock of
magpies marches up and down the slope in Old Homestead paddock, wings folded
behind their backs. They look like a gaggle of farmers inspecting a crop. The birds
mutter and gargle and potter about, and they sit on the fence posts singing. In
spring, when the horses are shedding their winter coats, the birds gather swatches
of hair that we brush from the horses and use it to line their nests. They look comical
flying with little horse hair moustaches sprouting from either side of their beaks.
One bold bird plucks the hair straight from the horses’ manes and tails. A pair of
wedge-tail eagles settled here long before I brought horses to Riverview and each
year they teach their offspring to hunt along the valley floor. There are little
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creatures too—water dragons that skitter and plop into the creek when a rider
approaches; tiny turtles peering with white ringed eyes from the brown waters of
the dams; muscular brown snakes and rustling skinks; and spiders, so many spiders.
There are fawn spiders the size of mice that leap out of storage bins and fence
posts—elongated black lumps poised like starfish in their webs and there are
strange jewel-like spiders that look like bird droppings.
At certain times of the year turtles the size of dinner plates leave the dams and
rivers and go walkabout. Sometimes I find them in the dry grass, disoriented and
dehydrated. I give them a lift to the nearest waterhole, hoping that I have guessed
correctly where they want to go. Their smell is indescribable. Echidnas are common,
and wombats. Down by the creek one morning, the dogs found a carcass. It had two
front teeth and a pair of eyeholes and looked like a dead flounder, but after some
thought we decided it was a baby wombat. Once, in some deep scrub in the river
corridor my horse and I came face to face with a feral pig. The horse snorted in
disbelief, and the pig turned tail and ran, but not before I saw that it had curved
tusks and was covered in big black bristles. I have also heard that there are fallow
deer living along the far river banks, but that was before the 2003 bushfires swept
through the area. Kangaroos are everywhere, and kookaburras, red rump parrots,
finches, rosellas, galahs, crested pigeons, and wallabies and foxes are all plentiful. In
autumn, depending on how well the rabbits are doing, the foxes come out to play.
They leave innumerable curlicues of fox droppings on rocks and at the base of fence
posts to mark their territories and they dance across the paddocks at dawn, hoping
for a mate. They are also abroad in the daytime, and only last week I saw a fox
fleeing across the neighbour’s paddocks being chased by a herd of black steers. I
have been sharing Riverview with some of these animals for a very long time. I know
where I am going to see them on my rides and I know the locations of their dens and
nests are, and where they hide and where they hunt. I am not sure that I am ready to
say goodbye to all this.
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PLAN OF RIVERVIEW
MY HORSE’S HERD IS ROTATED BETWEEN OLD HOMESTEAD AND CREEK PADDOCKS.
© http://riverviewhorseagistment.wordpress.com/ 2009

While I know I will make new friends, and that wherever we go there will be other
horse riders, I would miss my horse-riding friends here in Canberra. More often than
not, I ride by myself but it’s nice to know they are there if I need them. Quite often
we will put the horses on the float and go for a ride off the property in Stromlo
Forest or further afield. My husband would like to travel and this might be difficult if
we do buy a rural block. Who do you get to look after the animals on a five-hectare
block that is twenty minutes from the nearest town? Before you drop keys off at the
neighbours, you need neighbours. At the moment I can go away, sometimes in a
hurry, and know my horses are in good hands and I can return the favour for others,
so it all balances out. The back paddocks at Riverview are big enough to always have
some forage—sometimes the feed is so good the only care a horse needs is a pat and
a carrot. Myst won’t starve to death if I can’t get out to her every day but it is
reassuring to know that there are other people around who share the paddock. At
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Riverview all know each other and look out for each other and our horses. Some we
know better than family. Our children have grown up together and we have watched
each other grow older. Some friendships have deep roots. I can’t imagine leaving and
breaking these connections. They are my community.
My horse has community here too. Right now there are eleven horses, both mares
and geldings, in her herd, although the numbers fluctuate as horses come and go.
Apart from a few ructions as new horses settle in, the herd is very peaceful and
settled. Most of the horses have a special friend or group of friends and the herd is a
tightly knit unit. When I ride there are other horses at Riverview that my horse likes
to visit, and she will often stop to talk and rub faces with them over the fence. If we
move, those bonds will be broken. Horses are social animals—they need other
horses—which would mean acquiring some more horses and starting a new herd,
and I don’t know if I can afford to do that. Apart from Myst, I have two retired horses
who live with a friend. You might think that it would be a simple matter, if we
moved, to bring all my horses together on the one property, but it isn’t. The retired
horses are old and set in their ways. They have their own herd and I imagine that
breaking it up would be the end for them all. I have a strong sense that for my horse,
Riverview is home, it is her world. I’m not sure if I have the courage or the right to
take her away from that.
So, as always, I am torn between my family and my horses. Without horses, there
would be no horse friends to miss, no feelings of belonging to a particular piece of
land. I could give up work, and my husband and I could travel and live wherever we
pleased. One thing is for certain, without horses there would be no need for a rural
block and I would not be having this conversation.
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WHISTLING THE FOX

Fox faeces curlicued on a rock mark territory
and the onset of vulpine rut.
Foxy love songs echo through the night
and frosty ground bears the delicate imprint
of black-gloved paws pursuing courtship
as hope and hormones dance across the paddocks.
Amber eyes watch from a weedy thicket down by the creek.
I look away and want to say, ‘Shh. Stay little fox.
Your secret’s safe. Don’t mind me, I’m just passing by’.
But I don’t speak fox and a red blur breaks cover
and runs for its life.
You can yell at a fox, says the on-air expert.
You can tell him to stop—and he will.
Not too many people know that.
It lets you have one more shot at him—and did you know
that you can play Happy Birthday on a fox whistle?
By the road lies a furry carcase
with what might have been amber eyes smeared across the forehead.
A flattened mat of orange dimmed by death
the fractured grin looks weirdly like a smile of satisfaction.
Is there a vixen cosy in her lair with pup?
Did the fox have one last fling and sow his seed
before the whistling engine enticed him to pause
as he crossed the road?
Did it sound like Happy Birthday?
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IF I WASN’T A HORSEWOMAN

I

was sitting on the end of the bed early one morning, getting dressed, one leg in
my riding pants, when my husband casually said, ‘So, do you think you’re ever
going to get sick of it?’ To which I replied ‘Sick of what?’ And he said, ‘You

know—this horse thing’.
I was flummoxed, flamboozled. I didn’t know what to think. I was stuck for an
answer. I couldn’t speak. Was he asking if I was ready to give up horses? Was he
telling me, after thirty plus years of marriage, that he was sick of the ‘horse thing’? I
turned, hoping that I had misheard him. As was usual on a Saturday, he was propped
up in bed reading the newspaper, cup of tea at his elbow, and as usual, I was busting
to get out the door to visit my horse. Something passed between us. I don’t know
what he saw in my face—dismay, surprise, alarm—but my husband looked as if he
wished he had bitten his tongue and never asked that question. He had lived with
my preoccupation with horses for all but the first six years of our married life. We
met on the airfield when we both flew gliders, and there was no mention of horses. I
had recently left home and was negotiating that space between girlhood and
womanhood, which entailed acquiring a place to live, a car, a new set of friends, and
new interests. I was establishing a career and finding a partner. At that time in my
life, there had been no space for horses. My husband was not hit by the full force of
my horse passion until, after travelling and working overseas for the first few years
of our marriage, we finally settled in Canberra. Then those old horsey feelings
erupted with volcanic force and suddenly horses were back in my life. Or perhaps I
should say our lives. Not that my husband ever showed any personal interest in
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horses—he told me he’d once ridden a horse and that was enough for him—but he
never stood in my way. In fact he was very accommodating. I don’t recall him ever
complaining, but then I was so preoccupied I may have missed his protests if he
made any. He didn’t try to persuade me not to have horses, and without really
discussing it, we seemed to settle into an amicable understanding that the horses
were here to stay.
We bought houses because of their proximity to agistment facilities. When I went
riding he happily babysat, and when I went away for days (sometimes a week or
two), on horse treks or natural horsemanship camps, he stayed home and held the
fort. I don’t think my husband ever fully understood my love of horses, but up until
that moment he had never questioned my need for them. I was so comfortable with
having horses in our lives that it had become second nature. How could I ever tire of
the horses that I have loved so deeply and for so long? Being a person without
horses just did not compute. Why would I even need to think about it? Worse, why
would my husband even consider asking me such a thing?
I was still digesting his remark when my thoughts turned to Cheryl Kimball’s book,
Thinking Outside the Stall and Other Lessons I Learned from my Horse. By a
remarkable coincidence I had just read the chapter ‘Creating the Life you Want’ in
which Kimball discusses a friend who had been complaining that her relationship
was on the rocks and that, compared to her misery, Kimball was lucky. This
provoked quite a reaction from Kimball who asks whether luck is due to hard work
or good fortune. She concludes that, in order to have the life you want, you first need
to know what that life is, then you need to create it. Kimball then goes on to describe
her life with horses—the commitment and sacrifices needed to have horses and the
joy and satisfaction they give her. She said that people often ask her how she can
stand being ‘tied down’ by her horses (and I think this was the tenor of my
husband’s question). ‘It’s as if people think I’ve accumulated horses without
realising it or against my will,’ she says. ‘I created this life, it didn’t just happen. If I
wanted my life to be different, I would work at creating a different life’. The book
was on my bedside table so I picked it up and read that passage to my husband. I
told him that while I definitely was not feeling as defensive or prickly as Kimball, the
things she had to say more or less expressed what I was feeling right then. In short, I
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liked my life with horses and right now, I couldn’t imagine any other life. Then I got
my other leg into my riding pants and bolted.
I was a horse girl before I became a horsewoman but, before that, I was just a girl.
There was no history of horses in my family although I can pinpoint the exact
moment when I fell in love with them. While I was thinking about the moment of my
enchantment, I asked my mother what she remembered about the origins of my
horse love. Her reply surprised me because, in some respects, our memories differ
and it is always disturbing to have details of the very thing that you imagine defines
you, upended.
This is what my mother told me:
When you were small you had chronic bronchitis so at age
four you went to Carlisle Hospital [in Cumbria, in the
north of England] to have your tonsils and adenoids
removed in the hope that it would improve your health.
Your dad bought you a ‘hard’ book with pictures of horses.
That was the beginning of the love affair with horses. We
lived in married quarters at Anthorn [Cumbria] and up
the lane was a farm and we had to walk up there so you
could hang over the gate to look at a shaggy pony. You
also had a little toy horse, you never wanted a doll. You
did have Rosie but Janet [my sister] had to take care of her
as you neglected her badly.
I remember being in hospital and having a painfully sore throat, but all I can recall is
being given red jelly and ice cream to eat. I still enjoy ice cream but since then I have
never been able to abide jelly. I also remember the endless wait for my parents on
the day I was told I would be going home and my worry that they had forgotten and
weren’t coming.
We came to Sunbury [near Melbourne in Victoria] in 1957
and several children from outlying areas came to school
on rough ponies. They were left for the day on a bit of land
near Ardcloney [home of the local landed gentry]. Of
course you began to yearn for one of your own. Janet
wanted a bike and we got one from Kirks Bazaar [secondhand goods warehouse] for her birthday and began to
save to buy you a steed for your birthday. We had been
comfortably off in UK but had to scrimp and save hard. We
heard of a couple at Maribyrnong who had a farm for
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rescued horses. They lived on the bend of Milleara Road,
now a carwash, that ran down to the river; now houses
and parkland. Your dad and I went to see them and they
suggested Dale as he was quiet and dependable, also
pretty old. He had been a milk cart horse which accounted
for his stop start behaviour. Your dad hopped on and rode
him round and, as he came with a saddle and bridle for
£20, we took him.
The couple delivered him the night before your birthday
and we put him up on the corner two doors down from
here. No houses then. Dale had been washed [he was
white] and brushed and dug into his bucket of chaff. Dad
got up early on THE DAY, put Dale’s gear on and tethered
him to the tree out front. We then told you your birthday
present was outside. YOU could not believe it and kept
asking if you could keep him. Dad hoisted you up and you
walked Dale up and down calling ‘Mummy, dad, look I’ve
got my feet in the syrups and my hands on the brains’, a
phrase that has lived with us for years. Your dad taught
you to ride and groom what he called your ‘hay burner’.
That was my mother’s version; this is what I remember:
When I was six years old my family migrated to Australia. We came on the SS
Strathnaver, which was long ago turned into scrap metal, via the Cape of Good Hope
because the Suez Canal was closed. My mother tells me that we were not £10 Poms
but full fare paying passengers. I recall that the voyage was a great adventure for
two little girls (our other sister was in a pram, so she didn’t count) but the fun
turned to fear when we docked in Melbourne. There had been an outbreak of
measles on the ship and we were loaded into an ambulance and taken to Fairfield
Isolation Hospital. We stayed there for two or three weeks and during that time our
parents were not permitted to visit. My most vivid memory, apart from wondering
what was happening to me and my sister, is the hopeless tangle of sweaty red wool
abandoned on the pale green coverlet of the hospital bed, the result of a nurse trying
to teach me to knit. She had cast on, knitted a few stitches and left me to it. The red
mess was a testament to my ineptitude. It was a disconcerting start to my new life in
Australia, the beginnings of the self doubt and insecurity that have plagued me all
my life.
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I remember those children my mother mentioned riding their ponies to primary
school. The Beer family bred Clydesdale horses and the children double-dinked the
few miles to school on a stout Clydesdale cross. Or am I getting confused with the
Stanley Hammond sculpture? Did I stand on the peeling white-painted rails of the
pony paddock and look with longing at the horses? The memory of the rough wood
under the palms of my hands seems real enough, although I am almost certain the
pony paddock was out of bounds and it seems unlikely, given my timid nature, that I
would have disobeyed the rules.

STANLEY HAMMOND FROM SCHOOL, HOWE STREET, DAYLESFORD, VICTORIA

When I was about eight years old I made friends with Robyn, a girl in my class, and
one day after school she invited me home. My mother gave me permission and I
went, excited because Robyn was my first real friend. She lived in a rambling house
on a corner block in the older part of town. Their garage occupied one corner of the
front yard and one of its corrugated iron walls bordered the footpath. The garage
was full of old cardboard suitcases, rusting, dust-covered garden tools, buckets of
used bolts and nails and fastenings and lumps of stiff leather harness—blinkers and
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thick curled reins, covered in mildew—hanging from hooks on the wall. I loved it.
Out the back there was a veggie garden and chooks, and living in the orchard were
two ponies. When I saw them my heart skipped a beat. The bigger one, a skewbald,
belonged to Robyn’s older sister, and it quickly became clear that that pony was
private property, and I would not even be allowed to so much as look at it. Robyn, on
the other hand, was more generous and she said I could pat her pony. The little black
horse stepped up to the fence, thrust his head forward and placed his muzzle in my
hand—and that is the exact moment that I fell in love with horses. I still remember
the prickly/smooth feel of his hair and whiskers touching my skin and the peppery
dusty horse smell that is, to this day, one of my favourite smells in the entire world.
I don’t recall ever being allowed to ride Robyn’s pony but it was enough just to pat
him and hold him for Robyn whenever she had to dash into the house to get
something she had forgotten. I think I spent so much time there that my parents
decided to buy me a horse of my own. If Robyn’s pony represented the first step on
my journey to becoming a horsewoman, a horse of my own was the second, and
perhaps more important step.
My memories of meeting Dale are wildly different from those of my mother. This is
what I remember:
I was fighting with my sister Janet on the afternoon before my birthday, when she
pulled out her trump card. ‘I know what you’re getting for your birthday,’ she said.
‘You’re getting a horse and it’s coming tonight!’ ‘You’re a liar’, I yelled and then tried
to stay awake all night listening for the sounds of a horse being delivered. Of course,
I fell asleep. My mother woke me on my birthday, told me to keep my eyes closed,
and led me out onto the back veranda [and here our stories diverge]. I could hear my
sisters giggling, waiting to see the look on my face when I opened my eyes. It must
have been worth their wait because when I was told to open my eyes my jaw
dropped and stayed where it fell. Tied to the rotary clothesline was a large, bony,
white horse. Lathered in sweat, eyes rolling, the horse was sitting on its haunches,
straining against the old-fashioned hemp halter which was squeezing its nostrils.
The neighbour’s dog was shrieking hysterically while darting and snapping at the
horse’s rump. The horse’s breathing was raspy and it sounded like it was dying.
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‘Don’t just stand there!’ yelled my dad. ‘Get the carving knife’. I ran into the kitchen,
grabbed our large, black-handled carving knife from the cutlery drawer, and thrust it
at my father who, holding it above his head, ran towards the horse. It crossed my
mind that my dad might be going to kill the horse and put it out of its misery. The
horse must have thought so too because, when it saw my father and the knife, it
struggled harder and began to thrash its head from side to side. My dad didn’t stab
the horse; he slashed the rope tying it to the clothesline. The horse tipped over
backwards on top of the dog, which scrambled clear and fled. The horse regained its
feet and was eventually caught and calmed. Despite photographic evidence taken on
my ninth birthday, showing me on an unscathed Dale, trotting up the road outside
our house, this is my first memory of Dale.

BEGINNINGS OF A HORSEWOMAN.
DALE, NOVEMBER 1959

Memories are tricky. Maybe my mother is right. Maybe the horse-strangling incident
happened later. No matter, thanks to my parents’ wonderful gift I became a horse
girl. Dale was single-minded and had a hide like a rhinoceros. My powers in the face
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of this behemoth were puny. Dale alternately terrified and delighted me, but he
taught me a lot. He was my love, my life and my nemesis with his bad temper and his
penchant for escaping. He ate the neighbour’s roses, scraped me off under low
hanging branches, kicked the blacksmith, and once he had his teeth around a patch
of fresh grass, I could do nothing to get him moving again. Because of Dale, I received
gifts of horse books from my English grandmother and I began to read everything I
could about horses. I was no longer just ‘Sandy, our middle daughter’, I was ‘Sandy,
the horsey one’. Horse girl morphed into horsewoman. When I am horsewoman I am
at peace with myself.
In my forties I joined the Parelli Natural Horsemanship (PNH) organisation and as a
consequence, I started to question many of the assumptions I had about horses and
my relationship with them. By this time I owned Rikki, a somewhat troubled
quarterhorse, who was frightened of speed. Whenever I cantered him he got
worried and if I asked him to gallop he just fell apart. American horse trainer Pat
Parelli, who founded PNH, has a theory about horses like Rikki. He suggests that the
way to settle a horse, whose emotions become over-cooked to the point where his
feet run away with him, is to ride the horse on a clover-leaf pattern and let him run.
After a while, when he is starting to tire, offer him a place where he can stop. He calls
this place X. After a number of repetitions the horse will recognise X as a place of
rest. He will begin to ask for permission to stop at X. Eventually, says Parelli, the
rider, not an invisible mark on the ground, becomes X for the horse. For some time I
struggled with the concept of X as an abstract source of mental and emotional
security, but once I grasped the idea I began to wonder, if a human can be X for a
horse, can the horse be X for humans? Why is it that when I am with horses I become
someone else? I am no longer shy or self-conscious or physically awkward; instead I
am transformed, absorbed and confident. I know who I am. I become something
other, a horsewoman, and this ‘otherness’ is marked by a deep sense of belonging, of
being at home. Anthropologist Mary Douglas understands this abstract concept of
home. She says it can be anywhere because it is space under control and not location
that defines home.1 I have spent a lifetime with horses, learning about them,
understanding them, trying to figure them out. I have a storehouse of knowledge and
experience. I don’t pretend to know everything—there is always more to learn about
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horses—but what I do know is that horses are where I feel in control of myself and
my life.
Up until the moment when my husband asked the question, the morning had been
golden with promise, but his words cast a shadow that stayed with me, niggling at
my peace of mind. Why did I feel so threatened by his simple question? More
importantly, why had my husband asked me such a thing? It was a very brave
question, and given that he fully appreciated the significance of horses in my life, he
hadn’t asked me lightly. When the horse bug emerged he barely flinched and rarely
complained. I tried to be thoughtful about it but horse love is a consuming passion
and I always felt lucky that, unlike some horsewomen I knew, I had never been
forced to choose between horses and my husband. Instead he made room for their
rather large presences in our lives and found ways for us all to co-exist peacefully.
Together with a mortgage, a child and a station wagon, we accumulated a dog, a cat,
several goldfish and a series of horses. Getting up early was part and parcel of
owning a horse and it was something that I enjoyed—a pleasure not a chore. I had
thought my husband understood this, which only made his question more
confounding: why had he asked me this, and why now?
It was all in the timing. My husband had recently retired—relatively early as it
turned out. We were both in our mid fifties and it was not a question of retiring to
play golf or to garden or to look forward to visits from the grandchildren. As yet, we
had no grandchildren and neither of us was keen on golf or gardening nor any other
retired persons activities. Instead, my husband was talking about selling up and
leaving Canberra. He wanted to travel and, having grown up in Perth, he wanted to
live near the sea again. I, on the other hand, was part way through a doctoral degree
(writing about horses), had a couple of part time jobs (to support my horses) and, of
course, I had horses. While my husband was ready for a change of lifestyle, I was in
the middle of one of the most interesting phases of my life in which horses
continued to figure largely. A change of this magnitude was the last thing on my
mind. If I wasn’t a horsewoman, who would I be?
Some mornings I have a lie-in, but twenty minutes into sitting up with a cup of tea
and the paper, I start to get twitchy. Horse thoughts push the headlines off the page
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and I’m longing to get to the paddock. I try to imagine not having horses in my life—
and can’t. Not to see my horse waiting at the paddock gate; not to feel her warm
breath on the back of my hand; not to slide my fingertips over her long, smooth
muscles or hear the crunch as she eats; not to breathe the same air as her; not to feel
my stomach dip and flip when she startles at the unexpected flap of birds’ wings;
never again to feel her ribs rising and falling beneath my thighs or the hot stickiness
of her sweat when I brush her after a ride. Not to have all of this is unimaginable. I
know that eventually my body will grow too old and frail for horse riding, and that
one day I will find myself sitting in an old people’s home staring out the window, but
I am not there yet. Elizabeth Murdoch once said, at the age of ninety-nine, that she
wanted to live forever. I may not own a horse forever. I may not keep riding forever,
but horses are in my pores, they are in my molecules, in my DNA and this is
something that cannot be undone. I will always be a horsewoman and so I suppose
my answer has to be that I will never get over this horse thing. Horses are who I am.

Notes

1

Douglas, M. 1991. ‘The idea of a home: A kind of pace’. Social Research. 58(1):287-307.
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F OR YEARS
30B

The stone is gone
unseated by the grit and muck of horses.
For years it butted up against my wedding ring
until it slipped away—unnoticed.
Like a halter left too long
the lonely band buried itself behind
a knuckle swollen from scrubbing frozen water bins
laying perfect sawdust beds on winter mornings
ice on the rake handle.
A jeweller snipped me free
and all that remained was a ghostly impression.
The severed ring lies forgotten in a drawer
with other broken bibs and memory bobs
that can’t be thrown away.
I replaced it with an unjoined silver band
two perfect flying hooves
overlapping in an easy, open‐ended fit
galloping in opposite directions
that sometimes snags a strand of golden mane—
marry me to my horse.

THE ANDE RING
Reproduced with the permission of Blizzards Fine Jewellers and the
Andalusian Horse Acc of Australisia Vic Branch
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THE END
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